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PART L CHANGES IN MOTOR F1 NCTION IN NORMAL HUMAN AGING

Reaction Time, Speed of
Performance, and Age

A. T. WELFORD

Hadsley House
Guernsey, Channel Islands

Ever since the pioneering days of experimental psychology in the second half of the
last century, reaction times have been studied in the attempt to discover and measure
the mental events that intervene between the receipt of stimuli by the sense organs
and the overt responses to them. If it takes longer to react under some conditions than
others, then it is a fair question to ask how the difference of time is spent. Today, reac-
tion times are probably the most powerful method that we have of relating so-called
mental events to physical measures. They have proved to fit theories of central pro-
cessing in the brain with astonishing precision in a number of cases and they provide
a base or. which to build understanding of the timing of movement and of the times
taken by complex activities. Reaction times are of obvious importance in the study
of aging because one of the most pervasive and striking of the changes that come with
age is the slowing of performance.

COMPONENTS OF REACTION TIME

Between the onset of a sensory stimulus and the initiation of a response to it, there
are at least six stages:

(1) Conversion of the stimulus by the sense organ into a signal consisting of a se-
ries of nerve impulses.

(2) Transmission of these to the brain.
(3) Perceptual identification of the signal.
(4) Choice of the response.
(5) Transmission from the brain to the effector muscles making the response.
(6) Activation of these muscles.

Some methods of measuring reaction time also include the time taken to make the
responding movement; however, this is not traditionally included in the definition of
reaction time.

The time taken by all these stages increases with age. The increases of transmission
time in the second and fifth stages make only a small contribution to the lengthening
of the total reaction time (rarely more than about 4 ms per meter of the nerve con-
cerned). However, because the speed of conduction varies with the diameter of neive
fibers, the slowing of conduction in a bundle of mixed diameters will lead to impulst s
arriving at the far end over a longer period and will thus produce fewer impulses wit'in

' Current address: 187A High Street, Aldeburgh, Suffolk. England IP15 5AL.
I
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any critical interval for firing the next stage. As regards the first stage, appreciable
slowing with age in the eye has been shown using the technique of backward masking:
when subjects aged 61-76 were compared with those in their 20s, the interval over which
a masking stimulus could negate perception of a previous stimulus was found to be
substantially longer, especially if the first stimulus was brief. ' The stimulus took longer
in the older than in the younger subjects to generate a signal to the next stage and
thus to avoid interference from a following stimulus.

Slo,ving is also appreciable at stage 6. For instance, Onishi found that the time
from the beginning of EMG recording to muscular contraction wsas some 18% greater
for subjects aged 60-72 than for those in their 20s. Slowing at stage 6 is also implied
by the finding of Travis,' which states that action tends to be initiated in phase with
muscular tremor, and of Tiffin and Westhafer,' which states that reaction times are
shorter and less variable when stimuli occur at the top and bottom points of a tremor
cycle. A slowing of finger tremor from 8-10 cycles per second in the late teens, 20s,
and 30s to 6-8 cycles in the 60s and 70s' would account for an increase of reaction
time of about 16 ms. The increase should presumably not occur with verbal responses,
and this is perhaps why Nebes6 found that the average difference of simple reaction
time between mean ages of 18.7 and 67.7 years was 17 ms less for vocal than for manual
responses.

The main interest centers in the perception and choice at stages 3 and 4, which
take up by far the largest part of the total reaction time. The two stages are difficult
to separate, although this has been done in a number of studies (e.g., references 7 and
8). There is also controversy about whether perception has to be completed before
choice can begin or whether they can overlap in time. For many purposes, though,
the distinction between the two stages is not important and they can be treated to-
gether. Some indications of the processes involved in identification and choice are
provided by the four experimental findings below.

(i) Reaction time usually increases with the number of possible signals and responses.
Many studies have shown the increase to be logarithmic. Hick' defined choice reaction
time as a + b log2( V + I) and Hyman"' defined it is a + hlogN, where a and b
are intercept and slope, respectively, and N is the number of equiprobable signals and
responses. In Hick's equation, a represents the delays in the apparatus and should other-
wise be zero. In Hyman's equation, a represents the simple reaction time. It has be-
come conventional to use logarithms to base 2 so that log N for the simple case =
0, for two choices = 1, for four = 2, and for eight = 3. Sometimes Hick's equation
and sometimes Hyman's equation will fit the results better for reasons not yet fullv
understood." Both identification and choice are included in b. When they have been
separated, the logarithmic relation with N has been found to apply to both, w ith the
slope somewhat less for identification than for choice.'2 [he magnitude of h rises as
the relationship between signals and their corresponding responses becomes more
complex- for instance, when instead of a row of signal lights corresponding in order
to a row of response keys, signals on the right have to be responded to with the left
hand and vice versa, or when signals are numbers and responses are made on keys.
Presumably, such complications mean that extra processes are required to match re-
sponses to signals.

Results of the many studies that have been made of reaction time in relation to
age have been collected elsewhere.' '4 They show that both simple and choice reaction
times shorten from childhood to the 20s, lengthen slowly until the 50s, and thereafter
change more rapidly. The simple reaction tasks and subjects in different studies have
varied to an extent that few are really comparable with one another, but studies in
which a simple key press or release was required in response to a light or sound showed
rises from the 20s to the 60s of between 0 and 25% and a mean of 14.5%'o. With choice
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reaction times, increases with age have beet, found in both the slope b and the inter-
cept a of Hyman's equation, as shown in TABLE 1. Increas.es have been greater 'A hen

the relationships betveen signals and responses have been complex than wshen theN
have been straightforward. Examples are given in TABL .s 2 and 3.

(it) If one of the possible signals in a choice reaction task occurs more frequenly
than others, reaction to it is, on average, faster. The same is true if the signals are equall,
frequent, but one follows another more often than it Aould by chance. Dramatic short-
ening f reaction time has also been found when the subject is told to react as fast
as possible to all signals, but to concentrate especially on one. In this case, the shorter
times for the signal on which the subject has concentrated are balanced by longer times
for other signals, so the overall mean is not changed.'"

(iii) When the signals are vibrations in keys on which the tips of the subject's fingers
are poised ready to respond, the slope 6 has been found to be virtually zero.'' 1 21

Why this is so is not entirely clear, but the linding suggests that the time expressed
by 6 is taken in bridging the gap between the sensory projections and the motor areas
in the brain. The gap is substantial when the signals are visual or auditory; however,
when they are tactual and the responses are strictly corresponding, the gap is very small
because the sensory and motor areas are adjacent. This view is the more plausible be-
cause if the signals and responses are not strictly corresponding - as, for instance, \xhen
the signals are delivered to the finger of one hand and the responses are made by the
corresponding finger of the other- b is substantial. When the responses are by non-
corresponding fingers - such as when a stimulus to the right index finger is responded
to by the left little finger. and so on -the rise of b has been greater still.' " So far
as I am aware, age trends in this type of task are again unknown.

(iv) Average reaction times become shorter in the course of practice. The effect
is due almost entirely to a reduction of b, so for various degrees of choice, the short-
ening is proportional. "'" This implies that with sufficient practice (several thousand
reactions), h should become zero and that reaction times for different degrees of choice
should all be the same. Some evidence that titis happens was obtained by Mov, bray
and Rhoades,'2 who found that, for one subject, two- and four-choice reaction times
became equal after 26,000 trials. Presumably, in the course of practice, some kind of

TABLE 2. Two-Choice Reaction Times by Members of Three Generations- Son or
Daughter, Parent of Same Sex, and Grandparent of Same Sex"

Responses by Keys on Responses by Keys on
Same Side as Signal Opposite Side from Signal

Interval between End of Response and Arri'al of Next Signal

Mean Age Percent Percent
(years) 2 s 0 s Difference 2 s 0 s Difference

19 278 393 41 425 527 24
46 273 398 46 448 545 22
73 340 520 S3 602 "32 22

Percent
Differences

46-19 -2 +1 +5 +-3
73-19 +22 +32 +43 +39

a The signals were lights and the responses wore made b) pressing keys under the iwo index

f;'gers. Times are in milliseconds. Data are from Welford."
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TABLE 3. Ten-Choice Reaction Times Showing Effects of Relationships between
Signals and Responsesa

Age Group
Percent

Kay 2 15-34 65-12 Difference
(A) Keys in corresponding

positions close to lights. 0.78 (0) 0.90 (0) 15 (0)
(B) As A, but lights are three

feet away from keys. 1.27 (0.16) 1.58 (0.08) 25 (-50)
(C) As B, but lights are turned

180 degrees. 2.71 (0.32) 4.22 (0.27) 56 ( -17)

(I)) lights related to keys by
number code 2.77 (0.06) 4.24 (0.16) 53 ( 248)

(F) The coding of D combined
with the transposition
of B. 4.91 (0.31) 22.27 (2.40) 452 ( +773)

Percent
Birren et al." 18-33 60-80 Difference

(A) Randomly numbered lights
and keys in corresponding
positions. 0.62 0.77 24

(B) Lights numbered in random
order. Keys numbered
serially. 1.04 1.58 52

(() As B, but with letters
instead of numbers. 1.05 1.59 51

U Signals were lights, Responses were made by pressing keys. Times are in seconds. Errors
per correct response are shown in parentheses. The apparatus used by Birren et al. was mod-
eled on and closely resembled that used by Kay.

connections between particular signals and their corresponding responses became es-
tablished in the brain -"built in" - so that the processes previously taking place during
the time represented by h were no longer required and the responses were approxi-
mated to reflexes. Similar indications are given by the finding that if signals are digits
or letters of the alphabet that are presented visually and responses are ,,pedking their
names, h is again virtually zero. Thus, again, reaction times are nearly the same for
different numbers of possible signals (e.g., reference 33). Connections between the seen
and spoken letters will have been built up in the course of many repetitions during
the years of childhood. With an unfamiliar alphabet, b would be appreciable.

Age trends in the effects of practice on reaction times have in some cases been
proportional. Therefore, although older subjects are slower initially, they improve in
an absolute sense more rapidly than younger subjects, and age differences gradually
diminish. In some cases, indeed, older subjects have improved at a rate that is more
than proportional, thereby suggesting perhaps that they are slowed initially by some
difficulty in comprehending the task rather than by an inability to perform it once
it is understood. In neither case, however, have older groups of subjects been found
to reach equality with younger: some increase of the intercept a with age remains (see
reference 31).
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THEORETICAL MODELS

A number of mathematical models have been formulated to account for the loga-
rithmic relationship between reaction time and the degree of choice, N. Almost all
of these, however, have failed to account for some important evidence. So far, no model
proposed is without difficulties, but one seems promising. It is conceived on two levels:
one that may be termed "microbehavioral", which conceives choice reaction time as
involving a series of subdecisions to identify the signal and choose the response, while
the other level is conceived in quasi-neurological terms.

The microbehavioral version is a modification of a model put forward with some
hesitation by Hick.' A subject confronted by a multichoice task is conceived as dividing
the total possibilities into two or three groups. These are inspected serially until the
one containing the signal and the corresponding response is found. This group is then
subdivided and the subdivisions are again inspected serially, and so on, until the signal
and response required are identified. The exact procedure seems to depend on the type
and layout of the display, but the formulation has been found to fit several sets of
choice reaction data with remarkable precision (in some cases to well within lro).'" ",4
Each inspection is assumed to take an equal amount of time, so a dichotomizing deci-
sion such as in a two-choice task will sometimz.. require one inspection and sometimes
two (an average of 1.5 when the frequencies of the signals are equal). Inspection time
has been found to be about 100 ms for young subjects (calculated by Hyman's equa-
tion from two-, four-, and eight-choice reaction times when the signals were lights
in a row and responses were made by corresponding keys under the subject's fingers). "

Confirmation was obtained in a two-choice task when subjects were instructed to con-
centrate on one of the signals, which could thereby be reckoned to have always been
reached in one iiispection, while the other signal was reached in two. The difference
of reaction time between the two signals was again about 100 ms. The inspection time
thus defined is, of course, two-thirds of b in Hyman's equation and rises with age.
The model explains the shorter reaction times to more frequent or more predictable
signals by assuming that these tend to be inspected before others.

The figure of 100 ms found for inspection time among young adults makes it
tempting to suggest a connection with EEG alpha rhythm, which Surwillo" 1 and
Woodruff' have suggested on other grounds as a "modulus" for choice reaction time
(see also reference 38). However, the question arises of how to account for cases in
which b is much greater than or less than 150 ms, as it is with indirect or specially
direct relations between signals and responses. Is it that the figure was a chance coinci-
dence for light-key tasks, or is it that complications in the relationships between signals
and responses increase the number of inspections needed and extreme simplifications
reduce them? At present, evidence on which to decide is lacking, but it is perhaps sig-
nificant that in an eight-choice task in which pairs of light-key relationships were
reversed, the mean reaction time was almost exactly two inspection times longer than
when relationships were straightforward.'

At the quasi-neurological level, studies of discrimination have pointed to the idea
that for a decision to be made, there must be an accumulation of input data and a
buildup of excitation resulting from it until some critical level is reached at which a
response is triggered. It is becoming generally recognized that incoming sense data
have to be discriminated from a background containing an appreciable amount of
moment-to-moment random variation and that this can cause errors. Part of the vari-
ation is in the stimulus itself-in audition, this appears as noise; in vision, the varia-
tion has been termed "visual noise". For our present purpose, however, the important
point is that randomness occurs also in the sense organs, pathways, and brain (so-
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called "neural noise") and affects not only the reception of incoming stimuli, but the
signalling from one part of the brain to another. Neural noise can be regarded as being
averaged out as the sample of incoming data is increased, and the buildup required
to trigger a response represents the attainment of a critical signal-to-noise ratio suffi-
cient to ensure that errors are kept to an acceptable minimum. The principle is the
'familiar one underlying tests of statistical significance. Signal-to-noise ratios tend to
be lower in older people, partly because of well-known changes in the sense organs
and nervous system that reduce signal strength and partly because of an increase in
neural noise.22. 9-4'

In studies of the time required to discriminate between two lines of different lengths,
Vickers et at " were able to measure neural noise and also what they termed "inspec-
tion time". The latter, which interestingly turned out to be approximately 100 ms for
young adults, was the minimum exposure time required to discriminate accurately be-
tween two lines that differed in a ratio of three to two. This inspection time shortens
with the increase of mental age from childhood to young adulthood and lengthens
progressively beyond the age of about 50. -'

Vickers et al."2 calculated noise from errors made when lines of closely similar length
were exposed for one inspection time. The authors argued that the effect of the noise
was to produce moment-to-moment variability in the perceived lines so that when the
difference between them was small, the shorter line would sometimes appear the longer,
and vice versa. They were thus able to measure noise in terms of visual angle. They
applied their concepts to aging by reanalyzing data by Botwinick et al.," who had
exposed pairs of lines to subjects aged 65-79 and 18-35 for either 0.15 s or 2 s. The
time taken by both groups to discriminate rose as the difference between the lines fell
from 5w0 to 10o. With the short exposures, the times of the older subjects were longer
than those of the younger ones by a constant amount at all percentage differences,
but the older subjects became progressively less accurate as the differences decreased.
With the two-second exposures, the older subjects were as accurate as the younger,
but they took progressively longer as the differences betweeen the lines decreased. With
the short exposures, Vickers et aL."2 calculated from the errors made that the standard
deviation of the random variation in apparent line length was 0.21c of visual angle
for the older subjects and 0.14' for the younger. With the long exposures, it was 0.1 -
for both groups. With the longer exposures, the older subjects appeared to be able,
by accumulating data over a longer time, to build up their signal-to-noise ratio to equality
with that of the younger.

The decisions involved in choice reactions, both overall and in component inspec-
tions, can be regarded as decision processes in discriminating signals and responses
corresponding to signals. A model formulated by Smith" 29 in these terms envisages
that the signal is progressively focused down onto the brain area of the response and
builds up activation in it until it reaches a critical level. His model involves three quan-
tities: the signal-to-noise ratio (E), the critical level of this ratio (C), and the rate of
transfer from signal to response (K) in a revision of Hick's equation. Smith proposes
that

Reaction Time = Klog(NC/E + 1).

Normally, E is accumulated until it becomes equal to C, in which case the equation
is identical to Hick's. If the equation is rewritten,

Reaction Time = Kliog(C/E) + log(N + E/C)],

then it can be seen that when E is less than C, there will be a constant addition to
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reaction time for all values of N. This might especially happen with brief exposures
of stimuli and among older subjects. In fact, it is also a possible explanation for the
results obtained by Crossman and Szafran 2 and by Szafran 2' shown in TABLE I, where
there was a rise in a, but none in b with age. An increase of K would lead to a rise
in both a and b and could account for the other results shown in TABLE 1. Any addi-
tions to the mediating processes required to relate signals to responses are likely to
increase K and could thus account for longer reaction times when there are complex
relationships between signals and responses. If K also tends to increase with age, the
effects of age and complication would be multiplicative, as they appear to be in TABLES
2 and 3.

Activation of the motor area to produce a particular response appears to spread
to adjacent areas and the critical buildup can be conceived as that required to differen-
tiate the appropriate area from its neighbors. Evidence for this is that with straightfor-
ward light-key tasks, most errors are made by pressing a key adjacent to the correct
one. Errors in this case imply that the buildup has been insufficient; it is consistent
with this that error reaction times tend to be shorter than correct ones. With straight-
forward relationships between signals and responses, older subjects tend to be more
accurate than younger, and their longer reaction times may, at least in part, be attrib-
uted to this-in other words, they have higher values of C. However, reciprocity be-
tween speed and accuracy tends to break down as relationships between signals and
responses become complicated, so older subjects tend to become less accurate than
younger ones, as is shown by the error figures in TABLE 3. The increased errors with
age are presumably due to the confusion in making the complex-mediating manipula-
tions required.

SERIAL EFFECTS

As mentioned earlier, the shortening of choice reaction times to signals that predict-
ably follow others is an example of how reaction times are affected by previous signals
in a series. Three other examples have attracted research in relation to age.

Maintaining Optimum Speed and Accuracy

Rabbitt"I .'" found that over a series of choice reactions, times gradually became
shorter until an error was made, whereupon the next reaction time was much longer.
Over the next few reactions, times again became shorter until another error was made,
and so on. Rabbitt suggested that subjects try to keep their speed within a narrow
band just below that at which errors are liable to occur. He found that the error reac-
tion times of older subjects were no longer than those of younger ones, although their
correct reaction times were longer and also more variable. Because of this variability,
he concluded that older subjects need a greater "margin of safety" (higher value of
C) to avoid errors and that this is part of the reason for their generally longer reaction
times. If so, the result can be regarded as an interesting example of a conscious or
unconscious strategy aimed at overcoming a handicap. Brewer and Smith," who found
similar, although more pronounced results when comparing young retarded adults with
normal, suggested that the lack of fine adjustment could be due either to low signal-
to-noise ratio, which would impair ability to observe the speed of response accurately
or to failure to take account of enough previous responses to distinguish between slow
drifts and occasional larger deviations to which subjects might overreact. Both are
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plausible explanations of age effects. Signal-to-noise ratio has already been noted as
tending to fall with age, and studies of serial performance have shown thai older sub-
jects do indeed take account of fewer previous items, presumably due to some defi-
ciency of running short-term memory.' " "

Effects of Repetition

Reaction times within a series have been found to differ according to whether the
signals and responses are the same as, or different from. those immediately preceding.
These "repetition" and "alternation" effects are not fully understood, but Kirby" ' (on
the basis of a thorough survey) concluded that a part explanation must be that some
facilitating effect of a signal and response enables a similar reaction to be made more
quickly during the following second or so. Because neural aftereffects tend to last longer
in older people, it seemed reasonable to suppose that the facilitatory effect would be
greater for them." However, direct tests of this hypothesis produced the diametrically
opposite result: the reactions of older subjects to repeated signals were, on average,
slower than to alternative ones. 2" The results resembled those previously found with
intervals between trials that were too long for neural aftereffects to have operated. 2

Even when repetition effects have been found, they have been less for older than for
younger subjects," Repetition and alternation effects are affected not only by immedi-
ately preceding signals and responses, but by those that are two, three, and four steps
back (see reference 50). Age differences in these more remote effects are not known,
but the evidence noted above, that older people tend to take account of fewer previous
items in a series, suggests that such differences should be less.

Single-Channel Effects

When a stimulus arrives during the reaction time to a presious stimulus, response
to the second stimulus is typically delayed. The length of the delay is such as to suggest
that the second stimulus has to wait until the response to the previous stimulus has
begun. The extensive and somcA hat controversial evidence in this area has been sur-
veyed elsewhere." " The late K. J. W. Craik" pointed to the indication that the brain
can handle only one decision connecting signal to response at a time, and that once
a process of decision has begun, it is protected from interference by subsequent signals
until it has been completed. Such "single-channel" operation in the brain occurs even
though the decisions do not lead to overt responses. Thus, for example. if a signal
for action is preceded by a warning, this will delay reaction to the signal if the interval
between it and the warning is very short. Insofar as decision processes become slower
with age, the interval has to be longer for older people if delays due to arnings are
to be avoided."

Apparent exceptions do not breach the general principle:

(i) When two signals arrive within a period of up to about 100 ms, reaction time
to both is longer than would be expected to either singly. They appear to be
treated together and to lead to a coordinated response to both. A common
example is when a pianist reads a musical phrase from a score and then produces
a coordinated playing by both hands.

(ii) A signal to intensify the response to a previous signal may take effect wthout
being delayed. In this case, no new decision has to be made.

(iii) While normally it is impossible to do two things at once unless thev are coot
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dinated, " they can sometimes be done independently if one of the tasks is
relatively simple and thoroughly "built-in" as a result of extensive practice so
that littie moment-to-moment decision is needed. Thus, a woman can knit
a simple pattern while talking. The talking ceases, however, if the pattern is
complex or when points are reached, such as the end of a row, where more
complex action has to be taken.

(iv) There has been a long-standing controversy, when two tasks are being per-
formed simultaneously, about whether attention (or, more correctly, "capacity
for decision") is divided between them or is applied fully to each in rapid al-
ternation [see references 55 and 59 (p. 708-712)]. The answer appears to de-
pend on the time scale on which the performance is considered. On a scale
of minutes, the former view is obviously correct, but on a scale of fractions
of a second, present evidence points clearly to the latter. Most everyday tasks
do not require continuous attention, so another task can be dealt with during
spare time left by the main task. The amount of spare time can be assessed
from the extent to which the performance of the two tasks together is poorer
than when they are performed separately: for example, the demands of car
driving under various traffic conditions have been studied by measuring the
extent of interference with mental arithmetic carried out while driving. The
longer reaction times shown in TABLE 3 that were found by Szafran2 ' when
an additional task was added to the choice reaction are ati, ibuiaLA. tu s,imilar
interference. It is interesting to note that the effects were, as would be expected
from single-channel delays, entirely upon the intercept a and not on the slope
b in Hyman's equation.

Delays have also been observed when a second signal arrives during or shortlv after
the response to a Vres ious signal. Apparently, capacity for decision is engaged (to the
exclusion of dealing with new signals) by the monitoring of "high points" of the re-
sponse. A new signal arriving shortly after the beginning of a response is delayed b,
such monitoring unti! about 150-200 ms after the response has begun; similarly, a
new signal arriving shortly after the end of a response has to wait until about 150-200
ms after the time of ending. Delays due to monitoring seem not to occur when a new
signal is waiting. Thus, they do not occur if the new signal arrives before the response
to a previous signal has begun. Furthermore, if the new signal arrives during the re-
sponse to the previous signal, there is no delay due to monitoring the end of the re-
sponse. Monitoring seems to be important for conscious awareness of what one is doing,
and in experiments where it has been arranged that there is always a new signal waiting
when the response to the previous one begins, subjects tend to have a curious feeling
that their actions are not under voluntary control."0 Much the same feeling occurs
after long practice at some industrial repetition tasks in which action becomes "au-
tomatic".

There is little evidence about single-channel effects in older subjects, but it has
been found that dual-task performance is adequately accounted for in both older and
younger subjects in terms of performance at each task separately; that is, no extra
time is taken by either older or younger in switching back and forth between the two.
However, insofar as older subjects perform more slowly, interference between tasks
is greater for them when time is limited.6 ' Older subjects, though, have been found
to monitor more than younger, perhaps because lower signal-to-noise ratios make them
more liable to error unless they take extra care, and such additional monitoring is a
cause of slower performance.' 3" Failure to suppress the monitoring of the end of the
previous response was probably the reason why the reaction times shown in TABLE
2 were higher when there was no gap before the next signal appeared than when two
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seconds elapsed. The effects can be seen to have been greater for older subjects " hen
relationships between signals and responses were straightforward, but not when they
were reversed. Perhaps, this was because the complexity of the latter condition made
both groups more likely to monitor their responses.

The concept of single-channel operation has two interesting corollaries. First, once
a decision is under way, it cannot be immediately cancelled if the situation suddenly
changes: we all know of occasions on which we have committed ourselves to an action
that we suddenly realize will be wrong, but are powerless to prevent.

The second corollary is that when an error is made, the time taken to correct it
seems to depend upon the stage between input and output where it occurs. Rapid cor-
rection can be taken to imply that the central mechanisms have signalled the correct
response, but the motor mechanisms have carried it out wrongly. A somewhat slower
correction suggests that the signal has been correctly perceived, but an incorrect re-
sponse has been chosen. An even slower correction would result from incorrect per-
ception of the signal. In short, the time taken to correct an error is an indicator of
how much the "work" of reacting has had to be done again.

The longer reaction times and increased monitoring among older people means
that the time between committing themselves to an action and being able to modify
it is longer for them than for those younger. Also, while errors early in the chain from
input to output are likely to take longer for older people to correct, they are able to
correct errors later in the chain relatively quickly.

MOVEMENT TIME AND CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

The single-channel concept has opened the way to a new understanding of the timing
of continuous performance. When the muscular effort required is only light, the speed
of performance appears to be limited by the times required for making decisions and
for monitoring movements. The movements themselves are "tailored" to fit those times
and could easily be made much faster if they were not dependent upon them. For ex-
ample, the times merely to press the row of ten keys used by Birren el al2. (whose
results are shown in TABLE 3) were about half of those for their most straightforward
reaction time task. Again, the time taken to make movements has been found to be,
within limits, independent of the force required: movement time is governed by the
times required by decisions to start and stop (see reference 54, p. 144). Movement times,
like reaction times, are affected by the context of other movement times; for example,
when in a complex task, one component movement has to be made slowly and deliber-
ately, other movements in the cycle tend to be slower than they would otherwise be
[see references 54 (p. 152-155) and 62 (p. 105)]. The effect appears to lessen with age,
perhaps indicating some loss of integration of performance into higher units.

Several experiments in which decision times and movement times have been mea-
sured separately have shown increases in the former associated with age to be much
greater than increases in the latter (see references 13 and 62). On the other hand, the
time taken to make movements requiring substantial muscular force has been found
to increase substantially (and to do so more than simple reaction times) with age. For
example, Pierson and Montoye,11 whose subjects had to make a thrust with the whole
arm in response to a light, found an increase of 89076 in movement time, but only 31%
in reaction time between 20s and 60s. Again, Onishi,2 whose subjects responded to
a signal by jumping with the whole body, found increases between the same ages of
18% in the time from the signal to the first EMG activity and 17% from this to the
beginning of muscular contraction, but 3307o for the muscular contraction itself.
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Graded movements aimed to land on a target have been found in several experi-
ments to consist of a series of impulses where each lasts about 100 ms. The first covers
about half the distance from the starting point to the target area, the second covers
half the remaining distance, and so on until the movement can terminate within the
target limits." In young people, these impulses tend to run into each other to make
a fairly smooth progression. In older people, they show more definite decelerations
and accelerations marking the transition from each impulse to the next.6" The figure
of 100 ms lines up with the finding that repetitive tapping movements are made at
a maximum rate of about 10 per second. The series of impulses implies a logarithmic
relationship between movement time, amplitude of movement (A), and the accuracy
of landing indicated by the scatter of shots on the target (W). The scatter seems to
have two additive causes: randomness in the central control of movement, and tremor
(t). The results of experiments in which subjects have made movements to-and-fro
between targets of various widths and distances apart have been fitted by the equation:

Movement Time: K log (A + W/2)/(W - t).

The equation suggests that the subject controls movement so as, in effect, to choose
a landing point within the width of the scatter out of the total distance from the starting
point to the far edge of the scatter. Age effects have shown up as small rises of K
and t, and as small shifts in the balance between speed and accuracy (towards specd
from the 20s to the 40s, and towards accuracy from the 50s to the 70s)." 66

The relationships between reaction times and movement times emphasize the im-
portant concept of performance depending on several capacities-sensory, central,
and motor-of which one may be fully loaded and thus limit performance, while the
demands of the task are well within the limits of other capacities involved. This means
that in assessing changes associated with age in any performance, it cannot be as-
sumed that all the capacities involved are important. Overall performance cannot,
therefore, be reliably predicted from measurements of each capacity separately.

SEX DIFFERENCES

Several studies have found girls and women to have, on average, longer reaction
times than boys and men (see reference 14). The most comprehensive results are prob-
ably those of Noble et al.l shown in TABLE 4. Females are slower in every age group
except 10-14 and 70-87. The fast reaction times of girls in the former group, if not
due to an accident of sampling, may perhaps reflect a tendency for girls to mature
earlier than boys. The finding of faster reaction times for women in the 70-87 group
is supported by results obtained by Botwinick and Brinley;"l however, the results are
suspect because their women were, on average, about eight years younger than their
men. The results were not supported by those of Botwinick and Thompson,69 which
showed older women to be slower. The conflict of evidence suggests the need for care
in sampling above the age of about 70. Speed of performance tends to decline rapidly
during the few months before death. This fact, together with the tendency for women
to live longer than men, could mean that in any institutional or strictly representative
sample, the older women would be, on average, fitter than the men and, for that reason,
would be likely to show shorter reaction times. At the same time, in a sample recruited
on the basis of willingness to be tested, men and women would probably be equally
fit because only those reasonably fit would volunteer. The oldest subjects studied by
Noble et al.6, appear to have come from a rest home for the elderly. For all other studies,
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TABLE 4. Four-Choice Reaction Times Showing Differences between Males and
Femalesa

Age Group Males Females Percent Difference

6-9 467 507 +8.6
10-14 386 374 -3.2
15-19 252 277 4 9.9
20-29 245 287 +17.1
30-39 268 316 4 17.9

40-49 296 346 + 16.9
50-59 345 388 + 12.5
60-69 430 467 t8.6
70-87 582 538 8.2

u Times are in milliseconds. Data are from Noble et ul."

subjects appear to have been volunteers and the women were slower, except in that
of Botwinick and Brinley, which has already been noted as suspect.

Why females should tend, on average, to have longer reaction times than males
is not clear. It could perhaps be due to females tending to be more cautious, and thus
more accurate, but this is not at present known. Apart from such a possibility, it is
hard to resist the conclusion that the trend is due to some fundamental biological factor
as yet to be identified.

FOR THE FUTURE

Although the study of reaction times came early in the development of experimental
psychology and included ingenious attempts to separate times for identification of
signal and choice of response,"0 clear understanding of reaction times and models to
account for them began to develop only with the publication of Hick's classical paper'
on the logarithmic relationship between reaction time and degree of choice. Progress
since then has been rapid and reaction time has come to be used as a measure (or
potential measure) in many other areas such as cognition (e.g., Posner"), memory
(McNicol and Stewart"), personality (Brebner'"), intelligence (e.g., Jensen,'
Nettelbeck 3 ), and various mental disorders (Nettelbeck"). Yet, the more that is done,
the more that opens up as needing to be done. For example, we do not yet fully under-
stand the processes involved in translating from signals to responses, and when and
why different apparent strategies for doing so are used. We do not know why age ef-
fects differ in the ways they do, and why changes with age in choice reaction times
should be in one and sometimes another parameter. Finally, we do not know, for cer-
tain, under what conditions monitoring of responses can be avoided, or just what
happens when performance becomes "automatic".

Along another perspective, changes of reaction time and speed of performance
with age have been shown to resemble in many ways those associated with brain damage,
cardiovascular disease, and various physiological changes (see references 76 and 77).
These resemblances offer stimulating and potentially valuable leads to understanding
the causes and processes of change association with age; however, if they are to be
established as more than superficial, the mechanisms linking the physical and physio-
logical findings to behavior and performance need to be spelled out.

A special challenge seems to lie in the ubiquitous figure of 100 ms that appears
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not onily in alpha rhythm and tremor, but as an apparent modulus in discrimination,

choice, and the control of graded movement. Are the moduli fundamentally the same
for all these functions? If the moduli differ between individuals and within indisid-

uals under different conditions of stress, drugs, and other factors, do they all do so

equally? How far are the effects of age due to the moduli lengthening, and how far

are they due to older people requiring more moduli to achieve decisions? An attempt
to answer these questions would involve a prodigious research effort in which all these

functions would be measured and compared in detail in the same individuals. The

laboriousness wsould be daunting, but the answers obtained would provide a major

contribution to the understanding of the mechanisms controlling performance.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

J. MORTIMER (Veterans Administration Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN): Are
the delays you mentioned unique to the visual modality? Could you talk about other
stimulant modalities where at times this aging process also occurs?

A. T. WELFORD (Aldeburgh, Suffolk, England): One or two studies, not in relation
to the age, of auditory tracking have been carried out and they find the same phenomena
as the visual studies. This is true even to the extent that the difficult points in the track
are where people start blinking. However, if a second signal occurs within about a
tenth of a second of the first signal, it does not get delayed; instead, both signals get
delayed and then they are reacted to together. Fhe thing, though, that I wonder so
much about is why we have this ubiquitous tenth of a second or hundred milliseconds?
Are the cases all linked together? Moreover, ho, does it relate to alpha rhythm and
tremor? Have we got some sort of fundamental modulus there?

M. WoOLACUrrT (Univer.sity oJfOregon, Eugene, OR): My question concerns your
concept of noise increasing with age and causing increases in reaction time. Could
you speculate on what that increase of noise really is in the nervous system and what
might contribute to the increase in noise?

WELFORD: I would prefer if a neurologist would answet your question. One idea,
though, is tempting and that is that you get a lot more fuzzy activity in EEG recordings.
I consulted a colleague about this, but he said that was not the cause of the noise.
Instead, he reckoned that if there was a slight mistiming of impulses converging on
cells to trigger their firing, then this would hae an effect of introducing randomness
into the operation of the system.
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INTRODUCTION

Although impaired gait has been frequently associated with advancing chronolog-
ical age,'" we are now just beginning to appreciate the degree to which this impaired
function compromises the ability of the aged to maintain an active, independent life-
style.'-' For example, in tile absence of specific disease, disturbances in gait pruduce
disability in approximately 131o of older adults. Moreover, Teresi et al.' have recently
shown that there is a close relationship between the degree of mobility and functional
independence. Because impairments in gait cause serious functional problems, their
prevention, delay, and remediation have become principal concerns of geriatricians
and others charged with the care of the aged.' " However, appropriate evaluation,
training, and rehabilitation programs can only be achieved with a principled under-
standing of how aging and disease-related processes affect gait. This includes not only
identifying age-related and disease-related changes in the gait pattern, but also dis-
covering underlying alterations in musculoskeletal and neuromuscular functions that
precipitate these changes.

CRITICISMS OF EXISTING GAIT LITERATURE
IN GERONTOLOGY

At present, knowledge about the influence of aging and disc,;sc processes on gait
is limited. Numerous studies have attempted to describe age-related differences aild
impairments in the gait pattern. They have failed hov.ever, to identify the nature and
extent of the differences or impairments in gait that should be expected as ,a normal
concomitant of the aging process and that result because of pathological conditions
affecting he aging motor system. Moreover, few of these research efforts have focused
on the causes of impaired gait in the aged.

The majority of existing studies can be characterized as attempts to describe age-
related differences in temporal/kinematic parameters of walking, such as velocity, stride
length, stride frequency, stance time, swing tirr-, double support time, and stance
width.' 2 ' The most consistent age-related difference in gait is a decrease in the preferred
or freely chosen speed of walking (e.g., references 13, 16, and 1). A shorter stride
length has also been shown to be characteristic of gait in the aged, as well as an in-
creased stride frequency, stance width, and double support time, and a decreased ratio
of swing to stance time.

18
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Despite the similarity in results from many of these studies, several factors limit
the usefulness of the existing data base. Most studies suffer from a significant methodo-
logical confounding in that subjects have been instructed to walk at their preferred
(freely chosen) speed. Because most temporal/kinematic parameters of gait are speed-
dependent, the difference in freely chosen speed between old and young adult', will
affect comparisons of these gait descriptors. For example, at all but very rapid walking
speeds, increased speed is generally accompanied by longer strides.' Similarly, the
ankle, knee, and hip joints move through a greater range of motion at fast walking
speeds than at slow walking speeds.'' The significance of this speed dependency is
that valid conclusions about age-related differences in gait are difficult to form when
old and young adults walk at different speeds.

Given the lack of an extensive data base, the descriptive emphasis of the existing
research is both understandable and defensible. Such information provides the frame-
work for establishing baseline descriptions essential in evaluating and rehabilitating
abnormalities of gait."' The focus, however, should not be restricted only to mere
description, nor to the temporal/kinematic type of analysis. Temporal/kinematic
descriptions provide little information about the mechanisms controlling or mediating
gait and, in isolation, they offer little insight into the causes of movement and impair-
ments thereof. In our view, a meaningful assessment of gait in the aged must als
provide the opportunity to determine the causes of impaired gait, and to do so woutC
require a multidisciplinary tack that combines several types of analyses.

OTHER APPROACHES TO STUDYING GAIT IN THE AGED

Another type of analysis that has been proven useful in gait research, but has re-
ceived little attention in gerontology, deals with the economy of walking. Economy
is operationally defined as the amount of oxygen consumed (per kilogram of body
mass) to walk a given distance. Research from the literature on locomotion has resulted
in a well-established relationship between the speed of walking and metabolic economy.
Simply stated, there is a speed of walking, generally ranging between 1.1 and 1.3 m/s
(2.4-3.0 miles per hour), that is most economical (see FIGURE 1). Deviations below,
or above this range result in higher energy costs to walk the same distance (e.g., refer-
ence 17). Moreover, there is evidence to suggest that individuals naturally seek walking
speeds that are most economical (e.g., reference 24). For example, the freely chosen
walking speed is generally a good approximation of an individual's most economical
speed. Inman et al.'" and Sparrow2" have even proposed that this relationship is a fun-
damental principle that governs locomotion. There is also evidence that this maximum
economy principle extends beyond human locomotion. Hoyt and Taylor,2" for example,
have shown nat horses exhibit the typical speed-economy relationship for both walking
and trotting.

Alexander 2' and Zarrugh et al.18 have also argued that one's basic pattern of gait
is highly related to economy; not only do we tend to select an economical speed of
walking, but we also tend to select movement patterns that contribute to economical
gait. For example, at any given speed of locomotion, there is a stride length that is
most economical."9 10 Seemingly spontaneous changes in the mode of locomotion have
also been attributed in part to the maximum economy principle.2"

27 More specifically
if the metabolic cost of sustaining a given speed becomes too great using one mode
of locomotion (e.g., walk), the individual (or animal) will switch to a different mode
of locomotion (e.g., jog or run; trot or gallop) that more economically maintains the
desired speed. The empirical evidence and examples from the foregoing discussion
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demonstrate that there can be important interactions between various metabolic and
temporal/kinematic factors that govern how we locomote.

An additionally useful, but again rarely used method of studying gait differences
between young and old utilizes a kinetic approach in which forces that initiate and
alter the motions of the body and body segments are studied directly. It is generally
recognized in the biomechanics research literature that kinetic analyses hold more
promise in advancing our understanding of human motion because they focus on the
causes of movement; thereby they reflect how movements are being controlled and
coordinated. Both forces external to the body (e.g., the ground reaction force) and
those internal to the body (e.g., muscle forces and contact forces between the bones)
are of interest in studying gait. Because the expenditure of energy is associated with
muscular activity, knowledge of the muscular force generation patterns would be es-
pecially insightful in studying the economy of locomotion. Unfortunately, obtaining
valid measures of individual muscle forces remains a challenging task plagued by many
methodological problems. Consequently, the researcher is forced to seek alternative
kinetic parameters that might be associated with economy of motion. One such mea-
sure on a more global level is the ground reaction force because it generally reflects
the integrated actions of the musculature that propel the body forward with each step.

With the foregoing discussion in mind, we will shift the focus of this paper to a
series of experiments that demonstrate the value of using several types of analyses
to study the influence of advancing age on gait. In the initial study, economy of walking
was examined in old and young adults. The second study examined walking in the
aged by combining temporal/kinematic and kinetic analyses.

ECONOMY OF WALKING IN THE AGED

The maximum economy principle is interesting and potentially important from
a gerontological perspective because of the reliable age-related decline in the self-selected
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FIGURE 2. Proposed speed-economy relationships between old and young (see texi for expla-
nation).

speed of walking. Based in part on the speed-economy relationship, this decline has
led so, (e.g., reference 4) to conclude that older adults pay a greater metabolic cost
per distance walked than do their younger counterparts. This assertion is based on
the premise that a single speed-economy curve governs both old and young and that
the old simply fall on a less economical portion of this curve (see FIGURE 2A). A second,
equally plausible alternative is that the slower freely chosen speed adopted by older
adults is most economioal and represents an adaptation to age-related changes in mus-
culoskeletal and neuromuscular functions. In this latter instance, the shape of the speed-
economy curves may be similar for old and young. It is speculated, however, that the
curve for the old would be offset from that of the young (see FIGURE 2B). to our knowl-
edge, neither of these explanations have been addressed empirically. Consequently,
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the purpose of this first experiment was to determine the nature of the speed-economy
relationship in older adults in order to test the hypothesis that economy of walking
decreases with advancing chronological age.

To achieve this goal, the economy of treadmill walking was examined in old (M
= 70.5 years, n = 17) and young (M = 25.6 years, n = I I) adults. None of the older
subjects had a past history of musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, or cardiovascular dis-
ease that could have affected walking economy. Moreover, subjects were engaged in
a regular regimen of physical exercise that included activities such as walking, jogging,
bicycling, aerobic dance, and strength training. This healthy, physically active popula-
tion of older adults was purposely selected to avoid confounding age-related differ-
ences with those caused by disease processes and hypokinesis (physical inactivity).

Each subject participated in two testing sessions. The first session ,..as used to de-
termine the range of speeds at which the older adults were ,apable of walking on the
treadmill. In the second session, the subjects first waiked at a speed that they perceived
to be their preferred or freely chosen speed and then they walked at six predetermined
speeds in ascending order: 0.54, 0 81, 1.07, 1.34, 1.61, and 1.88 m/s. (Younger subjects
did not walk at the slowest 6; these speeds; consequently, no age comparisons were
made for this particular speed.) Subjects walked at each speed for approximately five
minutes so th,' an aerobic steady state was achieved. Expired air was collected and
analyzer! 'or the last two minutes in order to compute a measure of economy (mL/kg/m)
fc: each speed.

Five aspects of the economy results are worth mentioning. First, the energy cost
per meter walked was lowest for the 1.07- and 1.34-m/s speeds for both age groups
(see TABLE I). These values are consistent with the economical range of walking speeds
already established in the locomo,ion literature. Second, a regression analysis showed
that there was a significant quadratic relationship between economy and speed for
both old and young subjects. As the speed of walking decreased or increased from
the two most economical speeds, oxygen consumption per distance walked increased.
This finding clearly establishes that the U-shaped speed-economy relationship is char-
acteristic of both old and young alike. Third, it was further found that the freely chosen
speed fell within ihe empirically determined economical range in approximately 82%
of the subjects; the only exceptions were three old and two young adults. Fourth, de-
spite the above noted similarities, the older adults were less economical than the younger
adults. The energy cost was higher for the older adults at each of the common walking
speeds. Finally, and somewhat unexpectedly, the results showed that the preferred (freely
chosen) speed of walking on the treadmill was equivalent for old and young adults
(1.21 and 1.19 m/s, respectively).

The findings obtained here fail to substantiate either of the two propositions for-
warded earlier. There is no support for the notion that older adults are less economical
because their freely chosen walking speed falls outside the economical range. In addi-

TABLE 1. Means and Standard Deviations for Economy (mL/kg/m) as a Function
of Walking Speed (m/s) and Age

Walking Speed

Age 0.81 1.07 1.34 1.61 1.88

Old M 0.235 0.206 0.202 0.220 0.251
SD C 02_- 0.022 0.022 0.025 0.018

Young M 0.185 0.162 0.162 0.173 0.187
SD 0.015 0.011 0.010 0.01s 0.018
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tion, the results do not support the notion that the economical range is altered by ad-
vancing age. The estimated fieely chosen speed and economical range of speeds were
equivalent for both old and young.

Although there is an age-related difference in walking economy, it appears that
age has little influence on the shape of the speed-economy curve and the most eco-
nomical range of walking speeds. Moreover, the current findings suggest that a de-
crease in the freely chosen speed of walking may not be as robust an aging phenomenon
as currently thought, but may rather be hnKed to the physical activity pattef lis of tne
aged. This further indicates the importance of carefully monitoring and controlling
for the physical activity status of subjects studied in aging research.

One of the principal intents of this experiment was to determine whether biolog-
ical aging processes have an effect on the speed-economy relationship for walking.
To minimize the potential for confounding pathological and other age-related condi-
tions [particularly hypokinesis (physical inactivity)], healthy, physically active older
adults were specifically selected for this experiment. It may be possible to completely
isolate the influence of biological aging processes in human behavioral research, but
we and others ' "' believe that an acceptable approximation can be obtained from
older adults who maintain a regular regimen of physical exercise. Therefore, we con-
tend that the diminished economy of the older adults tested here is most likely the
result of biological aging processes and not age-related pathological conditions.

The results from this preliminary study answer the question about whether there
is an age-related difference in economy of walking. At the same time, they raise an-
other perhaps more important question: Why is there an age-related decrease in
economy? One possibility is that the older adults are less economical because of alter-
ations or, perhaps, adaptations in the pattern of gait, which are probably precipitated
by morphological and physiological changes in musculoskeletal and neuromuscular
functions. The second experiment was designed to consider this issue.

TEMPORAL/KINEMATIC AND KINETIC ANALYSES
OF GAIT IN THE AGED

As noted earlier, numerous studies have reported age-related differences in the gait
pattern. These findings, however, fail to provide any direct information about why
the aged are less economical because of the confounding between age and freely chosen
walking speed. As a consequence, the motivation underlying the second experiment
was to determine whether there are age-related differences in selected temporal/kinematic
and kinetic parameters of gait when speed of walking is controlled, and whether differ-
ences in these parameters might explain, at least in part, the age-related decline in
economy. More specifically, the intent of this second study was twofold. One purpose
was to determine how stride length-stride frequency combinations are affected when
old and young adults are required to walk at the same speeds. In addition to decreases
in freely chosen walking speed with old age, it has been frequently concluded that
there is an age-related decrease in stride length. As noted above, however, this latter
conclusion is tenuous because of the speed dependency of stride length and stride fre-
quency. A second purpose was to determine if age-related differences exist in ground
reaction force characteristics and whether such differences may hc!p explain the di-
minishcd economy of walking in older adults. The ground reaction force was chosen
because it represents the net effect of all muscle and intersegmental forces acting within
the body and it has been implicated as a parameter that can affect economy of
walking."
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Subjects for the experiment included 13 old (M = 73.5 years) and 15 young (M
27.5 years) adults. All older subjects were healthy and free of orthopedic conditions

that could have affected the gait pattern. As a group, though, they were less physically
active than those older adults in the previous experiment. Each subject completed ten
overground walking trials across a force platform under each of three speed condi-
tions: freely chosen, 0.81 m/s, and 1.34 m/s. A timing system consisting of two pho-
tocells (one placed on either side of the force plate) and a digital clock was used to
monitor and control walking speed. For the two experimenter-determined speeds, sub-
jects were required to maintain an average velocity within 3076 of the target speeds.
Trials outside this range were repeated. A "WATSiARI motion analysis system was
used to quantify stride length at a sampling frequency of 50 Hz. Infrared markers
were placed on the toe and heel of the right foot. Stride length was determined from
two successive heel contacts, starting with heel contact on the force platform. The force
platform quantifies the vertical, anterior-posterior, and medial-lateral components of
the ground reaction force. Only the first two of these, however, were studied in this
experiment. The vertical component represents the force exerted downward against
the ground and is the principal contributor to the resultant ground reaction force during
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walking. It is characterized by two major peaks that are generally slightly greater in
magnitude than body weight (see FIGURE 3A). The first occurs when the leg is receiving
the weight of the body shortly after foot contact, whereas the second peak occurs near
the end of the contact phase. These two peaks are separated by a valley that is slightly
lower in magnitude than body weight, which occurs during midstance.

The anterior-posterior component provides information about the forward-back-
ward application of force to the ground (see FIGURE 3B), and reflects breaking (decel-
erating the forward motion) and propulsive (accelerating) phases of the contact period.
The peak forces associated with each of these phases during walking are approximately
1507o of body weight in magnitude and nearly coincide temporally with the two peaks
in the vertical ground reaction force component.

Velocity and Stride Length Findings

Analysis of the velocity data showed that for both old and young subjects, the
walking velocities in the 0.81- and 1.34-m/s conditions were very close to the desired
target times. This finding was, of course, essential to ensure the validity of further
age comparisons involving other temporal/kinematic (and kinetic) gait parameters.

Analysis of the stride lengths for the 0.81- and 1.34-m/s conditions showed that
longer strides were taken at the faster of these two speeds (see TABLE 2). An interaction
was also found between age and speed of walking; there was an age-related decrease
in stride length for the 1.34-m/s condition, but not for the 0.81-m/s condition. Other
analyses showed that the freely chosen speed was slower for older subjects than it was
for younger subjects (1.21 and 1.41 m/s, respectively). In addition, the stride of older
adults was shorter than that of the younger adults for the freely chosen condition,
which would be expected given the slower freely chosen speed of the older group.

Two important findings emerged from the velocity and stride length analyses. First,
it appears that age-related differences in stride length depend on the velocity at which
this parameter is measured; this is consistent with data reported by Crowninshield et
al." In general, stride length differences between old and young are accentuated as
the speed of walking is increased. Second, the strategy by which older adults obtain
fast speeds of walking appears to differ from the strategy used by younger adults. In-
creased walking speed can be achieved via increases in stride length, stride frequency,
or combinations thereof. As a result of a shorter stride length at the 1.34-m/s speed,
older adults had to compensate by increasing stride frequency to a greater degree than
younger adults. Thus, old and young subjects used different combinations of stride
length and stride frequency to achieve this fast speed of walking. A possible contrib-
utor to the decreased stride length may be a reduction in joint flexibility, particularly

TABLE 2. Means and Standard Deviations for Stride Lengtha as a Function of Walk-
ing Speed (m/s) and Age

Walking Speed

Age 0.81 1.34 Freely Chosen

Old M 1.31 1.56 1.53
SD 0.15 0.15 0.18

Young M 1.35 1.66 1.70
SD 0.09 0.09 0.10

a Normalized to leg length.
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at the hip. The interrelationship between flexibility and gait characteristics, though,
has not been tested. Additional implications of the stride length-stride frequency differ-
ence on economy will be discussed later.

Ground Reaction Force Findings

For the vertical component, the two peak forces for the 0.81-m/s condition were
lower than the peak forces for the 1.34-m/s condition (see TABLE 3). Further analysis
showed that peak vertical force at heel contact in the older adults was lower than in
their younger counterparts for both walking speeds. At toe-off, there was no age-related
difference in peak vertical force for the slower walking speed; however, for the faster
walking speed, the peak force produced by the older adults was lower than that of
the younger adults. The magnitude of the peak vertical force during midstance was
equivalent for both age groups and for both experimenter-defined walking speeds. For
the anterior-posterior component, the absolute peak forces duting the deceleration
(braking) and acceleration (propulsion) phases were larger in the 1.34-m/s condition
than in the 0.81-m/s condition (see TABLE 4). During the deceleration phase, peak force
in the older adults was lower than in the younger adults for both walking speeds. An
interaction between age and walking speed was found in the acceleration phase. For
the slower speed, there was no difference between the peak forces produced by old
and young adults. In contrast, there was an age-related decline in this peak force at
the faster speed of walking.

The ground reaction force data obtained here show that the peak forces at heel
contact experienced by the older adults are lower than those experienced by the younger
adults at both experimenter-defined speeds of walking. In contrast, age-related differ-
ences in peak force during toe-off depended on walking speed. The peak forces of
old and young adults were equivalent at the slower speed, but were lower in the older
adults at the faster speed of walking. (This latter result parallels the interaction be-
tween age and speed reported earlier for stride length.) This interaction suggests that
the aging motor system attempts to reduce the forces that must be absorbed during
the braking phase of stance, even at slow speeds of walking. The speed-dependent na-
ture of the ground reaction force during the propulsive phase of stance suggests that
the aging motor system may be unable to produce levels of force comparable to those
of younger adults at fast speeds. Another possibility is that this finding reflects an
attempt to prevent the musculoskeletal system from experiencing levels of force that
are potentially dangerous.

TABLE 3. Means and Standard Deviations for Vertical Ground Reaction Force' as
a Function of Walking Speed (m/s) and Age

Walking Speed

0.81 1.34

Heel Fool Heel oo
Age (ontact Flat Toe-off Contact I lat obc-oft

Old M 1.00 0.92 1.02 1.14 015 06
SD 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.015 004

Young M 1.03 0.92 1.03 1.18 0.73 112
SD 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.0-4 0(.05

a Normalized to body weight.
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TABLE 4. Means and Standard Deviations for Anterior-Posterior Ground Reaction
Forcea as a Function of Walking Speed (m/s) and Age

Walking Speed

0.81 1.34

Age Braking Propulsion Braking Propulsion

uld M 0.10 0.12 0.17 0.18
SD 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03

Young M 0.12 0.13 0.20 0.22
SD 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03

a Normalized to body weight.

For the vertical component, the algebraic difference between the peak force at mid-
stance and the peak forces at heel contact and toe-off further suggests that there may
be an age-related decrease in vertical oscillations of the center of gravity, which results
in a lower vertical acceleration in the center of gravity for the older adults. It is pos-
sible that this latter finding represents an attempt by older adults to improve economy
by minimizing vertical displacements in the center of gravity and by reducing the mus-
cular forces that are required to slow down and speed up the body during walking.
Finally, the fact that peak forces were largest for the fastest speed of walking substan-
tiates the speed-dependent nature of the ground reaction force.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Two criticisms of the existing gait literature in gerontology have been raised here.
The most significant of these criticisms pertains to the confounding between manipu-
lations of age and walking speed in a vast majority of studies investigating this problem.
Both stride length and ground reaction force data from the present study substantiate
the validity of this criticism. Consequently, it is necessary to reevaluate the current
status of our knowledge of age-related differences in gait. An in-depth reevaluation
of all gait parameters that have been studied is beyond the scope of this paper, but
a number of comments are warranted. As noted earlier, a frequent age-related differ-
ence has been a decrease in the freely chosen speed of walking. Based on the results
from the present study, even this finding can be questioned. For overground walking,
the freely chosen speed of older adults was slower than that of younger adults. With
treadmill walking, however, the freely chosen speed was equivalent for old and young
adults.

One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that treadmill walking may reflect
small differences in the pattern of gait from overground walking. This issue has been
debated in the locomotion literature, but no consensus has yet been achieved.i 6-11 A
more likely possibility is that the difference in the level of physical activity maintained
by the older subjects of the two experiments influenced the freely chosen speed. Sub-
jects tested in the economy experiment (treadmill walking) maintained a regular regimen
of physical exercise. This cannot be said for the majority of subjects tested in the over-
ground walking study. Although the influence of physical activity was not tested in
these experiments, the results imply that regular physical activity may help to inhibit
deterioration of the gait pattern in the aged.

Using a regression analysis, Crowninshield et al.2" demonstrated that age-related
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differences in stride length depended upon the speed of walking. This finding was con-
firmed here via direct comparisons at two set speeds of walking. These combined results
indicate that the currently-held view about age-related decreases in stride length must
be qualified. A more accurate conclusion is that age-related decreases in stride length
appear only at fast speeds of walking. Another way to conceptualize such a finding
is to state that certain age-related differences in gait will surface only when the func-
tional capacity of older adults becomes stressed. This idea is further supported by
the interaction of age and speed for the ground reaction force during the toe-off period
of stance. This interaction has important implications for the study of gait in the aged.
The full impact of aging processes on gait may only be realized when gerontologists
begin to examine gait patterns across a variety of walking speeds.

The existing research was also criticized because the analysis of gait patterns in
the aged has been restricted to temporal/kinematic parameters. It was argued that meta-
bolic and kinetic analyses could also further our understanding of the influence that
aging and disease processes have on gait. Although the two experiments reported here
focused on selected issues, the results overwhelmingly demonstrate the significance
of these two additional types of analyses. The metabolic data show that older adults
are less economical than youngei adults, irrespective of walking speed (at least for
ranges of speeds between 0.81 and 1.88 m/s). The ground reaction force data demon-
strate that there are age-related differences in at least some kinetic parameters. Crownin-
shield et at.2" have also shown that peak joint moments and contact forces at the hip
are less in older adults than in younger adults. One of the important challenges con-
fronting future work will be to determine the reasons for these differences, as well
as their behavioral significance.

An interesting finding from the overground walking study was the different way
in which old and young subjects manipulated combinations of stride length and stride
frequency to achieve the fastest speed of walking. The question that remains to be
answered is why do older subjects have a shorter stride length -and hence a greater
stride frequency - than do younger adults at fast speeds of walking? Perhaps, the older
adults are forced to take shorter strides because of physical limitations imposed by
tissue changes in the musculoskeletal system (e.g., decreased range of motion and muscle
strength). One result of the shortened stride may be a corresponding decrease in economy.
As noted earlier, not only is economy tied to speed of walking, but, for a given speed,
there is also a most economical stride length. An alternative explanation is that the
difference in strategy represents an attempt by older adults to minimize the energy
cost of walking. Because of changes in the aging motor system, this may be a neces-
sary adaptation in the gait pattern to maintain economy. To empirically substantiate
either of these possibilities, additional experiments must examine both speed and stride
length manipulations on economy.

Although we have proposed that the maximum economy principle may govern the
way in which old adults walk, it must be recognized that there are many measures of
cost that one might choose to economize and that the chosen variable will probably
be determined by the goal that one wishes to achieve." Based on the known changes
in musculoskeletal and neuromuscular functions, it is quite reasonable to suppose that
the aging motor system opts to economize on other variables; one likely candidate
is the minimization of force.

Aging processes produce changes in the structure of bone (e.g., osteoporosis) and
joint (e.g., osteoarthritis) that make the musculoskeletal system more susceptible to
injury, particularly those caused by undue stresses. As walking speed increases, forces
on the musculoskeletal system increase, and fast speeds of walking may create levels
of force that place the older adult at risk of injury. The likelihood of an injury caused
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by large forces could be reduced by modifying the gait pattern or slowing the walking
speed. The use of these strategies might also depend on the older adult's level of phys-
ical activity. (Deterioration in musculoskeletal function is less in physically active older
adults than in sedentary older adults.) As noted earlier, the need to limit forces experi-
enced by the musculoskeletal system may be reflected in some aspects of the ground
reaction force data reported here. The stride length findings suggest one way that the
aging motor system might achieve this goal is by limiting the length of stride at fast
speeds. The need to lessen forces may also be one reason why overground walking
studies have found an age-related slowing in the freely chosen speed. Although this
alternative view cannot be evaluated without a more detailed analysis of internal stresses
on the musculoskeletal system during walking, it raises an important issue about how
economy is studied in the aged. Rather than searching for a single variable on which
economy is based, a more meaningful approach may be to determine the criteria for
selecting one variable over another.

SUMMARY

If the influences of aging processes on gait are to be understood, gerontologists
must become better versed in experimental methodology appropriate to locomotion
research. They must also begin to conduct experiments that move beyond mere descrip-
tion. Systematic research efforts that are interdisciplinary in nature and that incor-
porate several types of gait analyses will be needed to discover the causes of adapta-
tions and impairments of gait in the aged. Certainly, this will not be easy to accomplish;
however, we hope that the work reported here demonstrates this approach is possible
and worthwhile.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

M. WOOLLACOTT (University of Oregon, Eugene, OR): Did you leave out perhaps
one other possibility? Specifically, that the subjects have lost the ability to control
balance in old age and maybe they do not want to put that foot out quite so far and
with quite so much force in front of them because they might lose balance if they did.
Could you comment?

D. LARISH (Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ): Yes, that could very well be
an explanation. However, it is not what we have been looking at and it is not the
whole story. In fact, the evidence shows that when older people walk (particularly
in those with gait disorders), there is an increase in body sway. Therefore, it has been
suggested that the increase in stance width (which is the distance between the two feet
as you walk) is a strategy to compensate for the increased sway. Thus, our view is
that there are a multitude of factors that could come together to modify the gait pat-
tern as one gets older.

We are looking at the pattern or the component that is of most interest to us be-
cause, primarily, that is where our expertise lies. However, what I think your point
raises is the need to study movement behaviors in older people from a multidisciplinary
perspective. It is a mistake if we just focus on one little corner of the world because
there are so many changes in the neuromuscular and muscular skeletal systems that
could affect the movements that we are able to produce. Hence, if we just focus on
one element, we could miss out on the interaction of other elements.

J. ToBtN (N/IA, Bethesda, MD): Can you say anything about the level of fitness
in relationship to this economy curve?

LARISH: That is a very interesting question and one that we are very much con-
cerned with. In the metabolic economy study that we did, we purposely s.lected very
physically active older adults because we were interested in trying to get our best esti-
mates of what biological aging was doing to the speed economy relationship. For ex-
ample, one of the individuals in this group was 73 years old and ran four to eight
miles, three to four times a week. Another individual client had recently returned from
climbing Mount Kilimanjaro. We even had a 88-year-old woman who walked one
to two miles a day. The second population of subjects that we tested, though, was
not in quite the same category from a physical activity standpoint. I would not clas-
sify them as sedentary, but I would put them some place in the middle.

One of our plans now is to bring in a population of sedentary older individuals
and to map out the speed economy relationship for them. We need to do this because
it may very well be that the curve is going to shift over to the slower end or it may
shift up again. However, at this point, we do not know of any data. In fact, speed
economy data and the kinematic data are some of the only data that are around in
older people.

M. SERBY (New York University Medical Center, New York, NY): Was there any-
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thing unique about the three subjects who did not demonstrate their optimal economy
in the 2.4 miles per hour value?

LARISH: No; in fact, two of them were the younger subjects and they both walked
faster. Actually, though, all three of them walked faster than the most economical range.
Two of the younger subjects walked at around 3.6 miles per hour, and it also turned
out that the 88-year-old woman was the other person that fell outside the range; how-
ever, she fell out on the high side rather than the slow side.
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The focus of this article is on two sets of phenomena in which cognitive factors have
been found to influence motor functioning and that have also been found to have im-
portant implications for the interpretation of the effects of aging on motor perfor-
mance. The approach in each case will be to first discuss the general phenomenon
and then to describe the effects of age on that phenomenon, together with an indica-
tion of the significance of those effects for research on aging.

It is important to begin by indicating the very restricted sense in which the term
motor functioning will be used in this article. Because the phenomena to be discussed
involve simple keypress responses, motor functioning will refer to the speed of executing
finger depressions of response keys-or what is commonly known as manual reaction
time. This is clearly an extremely limited form of motor functioning, but it has had
a long history of investigation in psychology. In part, this is because many researchers
have felt that an individual's reaction time somehow reflects the integrity of his or
her central nervous system. Some theorists have even speculated that reaction time
measures might be used to provide a culture-fair index of intelligence; indeed, a number
of studies have reported statistically significant correlations between certain reaction
time measures and scores on assorted intellectual tests. However, the conc,,rn in this
article is not with manual reaction time as a measure of cognitive performance, but
rather, as the title suggests, on how cognitive factors can influence this very simple
type of motor functioning.

SPEED-ACCURACY TRADE-OFF

The first phenomenon to be discussed is what is known as the speed-accuracy trade-
off. This is a rather esoteric term for what everyone has experienced in a great variety
of activities, such as handwriting, typing, or automobile driving, in which one has
control of the speed at which he or she performs, and where it is possible to evaluate
the quality or accuracy of that performance. In situations such as these, there is often
a point where the quality or accuracy of the performance begins to suffer if one at-
tempts to perform faster. Because, from that point on, speed can be increased only
at the cost of reduced accuracy, this phenomenon is referred -o as the speed-accuracy
trade-off.

The speed-accuracy trade-off phenomenon has been studied in the laboratory with
a choice reaction time procedure in which the subject's task is to press one of several
keys as rapidly as possible when the appropriate signal occurs. Typical instructions
in this type of task are inherently ambiguous because the research subject is usually
requested to respond as rapidly and accurately as possible; yet, these are actually con-
tradictory goals when speed and accuracy are reciprocally related. It is therefore quite

33
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possible that the instructions are interpreted differently by diffeent people- some in-
dividuals emphasize speed more than accuracy, while others emphasize accuracy more
than speed.

Recognition of this possibility has led some researchers to advocate nieasurcment
of complete speed-accuracy trade-off functions, or what have been referred to as speed-
accuracy operating characteristics. Two basic procedures have been employed to generate
speed-accuracy operating characteristics, but, in both, the intention is to obtain paired
values of speed and accuracy over a range of accuracy from near chance to near per-
fect levels. One procedure for generating speed-accuracy operating characteristics in-
volves manipulations such as payoffs or instructions to induce people to respond at
different levels of speed and accuracy in different sets of trials, and then to use the
average speed and accuracy in each set of trials as data points comprising the speed-
accuracy operating characteristic.

Another technique that has proven to be more efficient in generating speed-accuracy
operating characteristics consists of inducing subjects to perform at many different
levels of accuracy within a single set of trials (perhaps by specifying a new goal or
criterion time before each trial). The resulting distribution of reaction times is then
grouped into discrete time intervals, with the mean speed and accuracy for the trials
in each interval used as the data points for the speed-accuracy operating characteristic.

Regardless of the procedure used, the resulting speed-accuracy operating charac-
teristics generally look like the function illustrated in FIGURI" I. It is not yet known
whether the function is best characterized by a linear, exponential, or some other form
of equation, but it is clear that the optimum reaction time, which is what most re-
searchers employing reaction time procedures are attempting to measure, corresponds
to a very narrow region in the function. Moreover, while it is often possible to deter-
mine when reaction time is faster than the optimum point because accuracy is less
than the maximum, it is much more difficult to determine whether reaction times at
the maximum level of accuracy are truly at the optimum because accuracy asymptotes
at the optimum point. It is for these reasons that some researchers have argued that
reaction times by themselves are uninterpretable and that they must be placed in the
context of a speed-accuracy operating characteristic in order to be meaningful.

The preceding argument concerning the importance of speed-accuracy operating
characteristics has been generally accepted. However, it has just as generally been ig-
nored because of the greater time and effort required to generate complete speed-
accuracy operating characteristics when compared to that required to obtain a single
average reaction time. The additional effort, though, may be particularly worthwhile
in studies of aging because several interesting questions arise in connection with the
effects of age on the speed-accuracy trade-offs. Two of the most important are: (I)
do people of different ages perform at different speeds because they have distinct speed-
accuracy operating characteristics, or are they simply operating at noncomparable po-
sitions along the same function?; (2) do people of different ages differ in the slopes
of the speed-accuracy function such that there are differential rates of information
acquisition across age groups?

Two studies have recently been reported in which age differences in speed-accuracy
operating characteristics have been examined - one' employs the procedure with different
instructions or incentives for speed as opposed to accuracy in different sets of trials,
and the other2 employs the procedure in which the reaction times wvithin a single set
of trials are partitioned into discrete intervals. The results from both studies were similar
in suggesting that adults of different ages have distinct speed-accuracy operating char-
acteristics, but that the slopes of the functions were relatively invariant between 20
and 70 years of age; that is, with increased age, the functions appear to shift uniformly
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FIGURE 1. Idealized illustration of a speed-accuracy operating characteristic and the position
of the optimum reaction time.

to the right such that reaction time is slowed by nearly a constant amount at each
level of accuracy. These results thus suggest that age differences in speed do exist inde-
pendent of the individual's particular emphasis on speed or accuracy, but that there
is invariance across age in the rate at which accuracy increases per unit time. However,
this latter conclusion should be considered quite tentative because the precision with
which the slopes of the speed-accuracy operating characteristics have been assessed
has not been great and, consequently, the power of the available comparisons is not
known.

Another finding in some studies (e.g., references I and 3) is that older adults nor-
mally tend to operate with a higher accuracy bias than young adults. Many earlier
investigators have made similar observations, but it was only with the advent of speed-
accuracy operating characteristics that it became possible to establish that this effect
was clearly distinct from the age differences in capacity for speeded responding. There-
fore, as age increases, it appears that not only does the speed-accuracy operating char-
acteristic shift to the right, but the region along the function at which one prefers to
operate also moves from left to right.

The existence of the speed-accuracy trade-off phenomenon is an example of a cog-
nitive influence on motor functioning because an individual's cognitive emphasis on
speed or accuracy clearly affects the rate and quality of his or her motor performance.
This particular cognitive aspect of motor functioning is important in research on aging
for two reasons-one is methodological and the other is theoretical.

The methodological importance of the speed-accuracy trade-off phenomenon is
derived from the realization that if speed and accuracy are reciprocally related, then
it may be impossible to derive meaningful interpretations of results from adults of
different ages based on only one of the measures. At the very least, ignoring accuracy
when attempting to analyze time will greatly reduce the precision of measurement be-
cause there is no way of knowing whether or not individuals of different ages are oper-
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ating at comparable positions in their respective speed-accuracy operating characteris-
tics. In this respect, it ,,,a be very mi !eading to report reaction times in thousandths
or even hundredths of a second when the possible variation across levels of accuracy
could be on the order of tenths of a second. Regardless of the os.cnsible temporal
resolution, the precision of reaction time measurement is directly dependent upon the
accompanying level of accuracy and the specific parameters of the operating charac-
teristic relating speed to accuracy. This methodological issue is particularly pertinent
in research on aging because of the evidence that older adults typically operate with
a greater emphasis on accuracy than young adults. This thus suggests that the true
speeds of older adults may be underestimated relative to those of young adults unless
speed-accuracy trade-offs are considered.

Speed-accuracy operating characteristics are also of substantive interest in research
on aging because of a desire to determine the reasons for the apparent shift towards
accuracy and away from speed with increased age. One possibility is that this accuracy
bias is a concomitant of normal aging, but it could also be attributable to the greater
experience associated with increased age. However, before this question can be thor-
oughly investigated, it will first be necessary to identify reliable and easily obtainable
measures of the degree of accuracy bias. At the present time, only very indirect tech-
niques have been employed for making this observation (e.g., references I and 3) and
thus it has been difficult to subject it to systematic investigation.

ANTICIPATORY PROCESSING

The second example of a cognitive influence on motor functioning to be discussed
concerns a phenomenon that can be termed anticipatory processing. In many motor
tasks, there are severe limits on the rate of performance if one were to rely on strict
serial processing in which all of the activity at one postulated stage or level must be
completed before any activity can begin at a later stage or level. To illustrate, some
estimates suggest that it requires about 100 milliseconds to register and detect a visual
stimulus, 50 to 100 milliseconds to interpret the stimulus and decide which response
to make, and about 50 milliseconds to execute the response. These estimates sum to
a total of about 200 to 250 milliseconds for a choice reaction time, which is close to
the value of average choice reaction time for practiced subjects at very high levels of
accuracy. However, this figure implies that the maximum rate of repetitive responses
should only be about 4 per second, which in the domain of typing would correspond
to a rate of approximately 48 words per minute. Because many professional typists
are considerably faster than this, it is interesting to ask how these apparently fundamental
constraints on processing are circumvented to allow levels of typing performance much
faster than that predicted on the basis of the analyses of choice reaction time.

Considerable research has revealed that a major factor contributing to the rapid
performance of skilled typists is anticipatory processing; this means that the typists
look beyond the immediate to-be-typed character and are often processing characters
that are several in advance of the one for which the key is currently being pressed.
The strongest support for this inference is derived from research in which the typing
rate is measured when the number o. characters simultaneously visible to the typist
is systematically varied. The typing rate of nearly everyone slows down dramatically
as the number of visible characters decreases. This culminates in the average interkey
interval when only a single character is visible being virtually identical to that of choice
reaction time. FIGURE 2 illustrates typical results with this manipulation.

In a number of recent studies (e.g., references 4-8), I have used this technique of
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FIGURE 2. Median inierkey interval as a function of ihe number of simultaneously visible
characters.

varying the number of visible characters to determine the largest number at which
typists exhibit substantial slowing of their typing relative to their rate with no restric-
tions on the number of visible characters. Because typists are impaired with this number
o, characters, it can be concluded that they rely upon more than this number in their
normal typing. I have referred to this measure as the eye-hand span because it indi-
cates the number of characters intervening between the focus of the eyes and the ac-
tion of the hand. Across several studies involving slightly different procedures, typists
averaging about 60 words per minute have been found to have average eye-hand spans
ranging from about 3.4 to 4.9 characters.

The eye-hand span indicates when the typist begins processing a character in ad-
vance of the keystroke. Another technique that I have employed provides an estimte
of when the typist finishes processing the character and becomes committed to the
typing of that particular character. This commitment span is measured by requesting
typists lo type exactly what appears on a computer monitor and then intermittently
changirng one of the to-be-typed characters at various positions prior to the relevant
keystroKe. As FIGURE 3 illustrates, the probability of typing the replaced or second
character decreases dramatically as the replacement occurs closer to the keystroke for
that character. These results suggest that the typist becomes committed to a keystroke
for the original character because he or she can no longer abort that preparation and
execute the keystroke corresponding to the replaced character. An individual typist's
commitment span can be identified by determining the number of characters in ad-
vance of the keystroke corresponding to a 0.5 probability of typing the replaced character.
Results from several studies indicate that typists averaging about 60 words per minute
have commitment spans ranging from about 2.8 to 3.0 characters.

FIGURE 4 summarizes the results from these two procedures. This manner of
representing the results clearly suggests that skilled typists do not rely on strict serial
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processing, but are instead beginning to process characters two to three in advance
while executing the keystroke for a given character. Because these early phases of pro-
cessing reflect an intricate coordination of perceptual and cognitive information, this
anticipatory processing phenomenon is another instance in which cognitive factors
influence motor functioning.

I have also examined the effects of age on these measures of anticipatory processing,
but only in samples for which there was no correlation between age and average typing
speed. Despite this equivalence in overall typing performance, the older typists were
considerably slower than the younger typists in the speed of such basic motor processes
as repetitive finger tapping and choice reaction time. Because these measures tend to
be correlated with speed of typing in the general population, the older individuals would
have been expected to be rather slow typists on the basis of their performance on these
tasks. However, it was discovered that there were statistically significant positive corre-
lations between age and both eye-hand span and commitment span, thus suggesting
that the older typists may have compensated for their slower perceptual-motor pro-
cessing capacity by expanding the extent of their anticipatory processing In other words,
the older typists apparently began and completed the initial phase of their processing
of a character earlier than younger typists and were thus presumably not handicapped
by their generally slower rate of perceptual-motor processing.

As with the speed-accuracy trade-off phenomenon, this anticipatory processing
phenomenon has two implications for research on aging. The first is methodological
and concerns the importance of ensuring that any groups to be compared are equiva-
lent in amount of experience or level of skill. In my typing studies, it was found that
the experienced typists, many of whom were older, seemed to employ larger degrees
of anticipatory processing than the less experienced, and often younger, typists. Be-
cause of this difference in the manner in which the task is performed, levels of basic
capacities may not impose the same type of constraints on performance among indi-
viduals with different amounts of experience. It is therefore very important that studies
of the effects of age on motor functioning involve groups with comparable amounts
of experience in the activities that are to be compared.

The second important implication of the anticipatory processing phenomenon ts
that it indicates that researchers should be very careful in attempting to extrapolate
from performance on sinmple laboratory tasks to prediction of real-world competence.
In many instances, performance on a laboratory-type task may have little relevance
to functioning in naturally occurring activities, despite the apparent face validity of
the tasks. To illustrate, choice reaction time is a valid predictor of typing skill and thus
one would have expected the older individuals in the studies described to be poor typists
because they tended to have slow reaction times. However, the older individuals had
considerable experience as typists and they performed much better than predicted,
apparently because they were relying upon cognitive factors (such as expanded an-
ticipatory processing) as effective compensatory mechanisms. Therefore, if one is in-
terested in evaluating the competence of experienced individuals in a reasonably com-
plex motor activity, the performance observations should derive from that activity and
not solely from simpler tasks that do not allow the operation of experientially medi-
ated compensatory mechanisms.

To summarize, I have discussed two instances in which cognitive factors influence
the level of motor function-one's cognitive emphasis on speed versus accuracy and
one's degree of perceptual-cognitive anticipation in sequential activities like transcrip-
tion typing. Both of these are potentially important to researchers interested in motor
functioning because very misleading interpretations of motoric capacity could result
if researchers fail to consider their impact. The evidence suggests that this is particu-
larly true in comparisons involving individuals of different ages.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

UNIDENTIFtED DscUSSANTr: Have you looked at using nonsense types of words and,
if you have, would this show some difference in terms of aging? I am wondering about
whether or not the older subjects who are using lots of anticipatory processing are
essentially chunking possibly more than the younger typists?

T. SALTHOUSE (Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA): Yes, there are two
ways that we looked at nonsense material. To begin with, we have to take into account
the compensation that older typists might employ due to their greater familiarity with
the English language, particularly, the sequential dependencies of different letters in
the English language. Thus, we looked at both nonsense typing independent of this
window manipulation and nonsense typing in the context of it. Our first way of doing
this was by taking the same kinds of sentences and simply turning them around, which
is very easy to do on the computer (you just start from the end of the array in memory
and then go backwards; therefore, the people start with the period that ends the sen-
tence and they end with the capital letter that normally begins the sentence). The ad-
vantage of this particular kind of nonsense typing is that it has the same letters, fre-
quencies, spaces, and so forth, but it is completely devoid of meaning.

Another way, though, is to take randomly generated letters so that equal frequency
is taken out as well. In both of those cases, the eye-hand spans are greatly reduced;
they are shrunken, but you still get this same kind of phenomenon in that the typing
rate slows down as you reduce the number of visible characters.

However, the problem is that we do not really know if that shrinking of the range
is the cause for the age correlations to go down (which, in fact, they do). Thus, I am
answering your question: the correlations between age and these eye-hand spans or
anticipatory phenomena are about 0.5 with normal words, whereas they go down to
about 0.2 or 0.3 with this nonsense material.

Moreover, though, we do not know whether the attenuation and the correlation
are due to the eye-hand span shrinking for everybody. Therefore, the age effects may
not be as noticeable, or people may just not be as sensitive to the frequencies differen-
tially with age.

G. LOVELACE: Could you get around that by making the task easier, that is, not
having a typing task just have a few buttons?
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SALTHOUSE: That is not easier; typing is highly skilled. We did try to do that with
number keys and having numbers up on the screen. Then, instead of working with
the typewriter keypad, they work with a telephone keypad. However, after 20 sessions
of this, the best of our subjects were not even approaching the novice levels of typing.
Therefore, it would take an inordinate number of hours to do this.

LovELACE: You talked about the number of items or characters producing smooth
functions when it moves away from normal typing; it breaks off at about five or six
items in advance. Now, to me, there is the magic number seven, plus or minus two,
which again is a chunk kind of thing. I also wonder if talking in terms of items or
characters is to ignore the psychological reality of lexical items; is it five or six because
that is the average word length? Remember, they are working a word in advance.

SALTHOUSE: Yes. That is a possibility, but I think that there are a number of factors
to argue against it. One is that we still do get these eye-hand spans with non,ense mate-
rial. They are shrunken, but we still get maybe three to five characters instead of four
to six (perhaps a little bit less than that with nonsense material).

The other factor is that when we use very constrained material (such as a study
where we just use four-letter randomly arranged words with no semantic meaning be-
cause they are just randomly scrambled together) we still get eye-hand spans of about
the same length. This argues against the average length of five due to semantic factors
because we are still getting eye-hand spans in this same category. I also think that there
is a little bit of contribution from the familiarity of meaningful units of words and
the fact that they are picking those up in a glance. However, we still get the eve-hand
spans with both nonsense material and with words constrained in length of shorter
than average length.

A. T. WELFORD (Aldeburgh, Suffolk, England): In rapid repetitive mosements,
usually the dominant hand is a little bit faster than the nondominant hand. Have you
separated in terms of your analysis as to which hand is being used and is there a differ-
ence in this situation?

SALTHOUSE: In typing, they are obviously using both hands. In the tapping that
I used as one of the controls to see what the basic perceptual motor processes were.
they either used one hand repetitively (which I balanced across left and right) or they
used both hands in alternation. Exactly which one did you want to partial out?

WELFORD: My question is more in relation to those letters that are typed with the
right hand and those letters that are typed with the left hand. Can one break up the
anticipatory processing time and is it the same?

SAITHOUSE: Typing is very dependent upon hand alternation. Keystrokes are much,
much faster if they were preceded by a keystroke on the opposite hand, presumably
because there is more actual physical preparation for that next keystroke. Because of
factors like this one, I did not try to partial it out.

WELFORD: Presumably, then, alternating fingers are quicker than one finger used
repetitively.

SALTHOUSE: That is also true, but that varies with skill levels, as does this alterna-
tion effect.
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Two different types of motor abilities are critical for motor coordination at any stage
in life. These can be considered under the categories of soluntary mo).emeni control
(e.g., abilities like eye-hand coordination) and automatic balance control or postural
adjustments. Until recently, most of the motor control research on aging has focused
on voluntary control skills. However, it is important to realize that tho efficient execu-
tion of a voluntary movement requires either the prior or simultaneous activation of
an appropriate postural set, which is the foundation for accurate moxement control. 1 2
Many studies on the control of movements in mammals have prescc"od eidence to
indicate that voluntary movements and postural adjustments are activated ty the same
central command system.' In addition, studies on gait disorders in older adults con-
clude that deterioration of mechanisms underlying balance control is a primar\ con-
tributor to gait dysfunction.' - ' Recent work on humans has also shown that the ab-
sence of advance (feed-forward) activation of postural muscles before making a
voluntary movement is a problem seen in some varieties of neurological disorders. -
It thus might be predicted that deterioration of the postural control system with aging
would influence the speed and accuracy of execution of ,oluntary movement as w\ell.

The following discussion will focus on age-related changes in motor performance
in two areas: (1) characteristics of motor control in the postural system itself and (2)
characteristics of the interactions between the postural and voluntary control systems
during the execution of voluntary movements. We vill give evidence to indicate that
postural muscle response latencies are significantly longer in the aging adult (con1-
pared to the young one) when these responses are activated by external threats to bal-
ance. We will also discuss the contribution of visual, proprioceptie, and vestibular
system deterioration to changes in balance control with age. In addition, sie will shook
that the feed-forward activation of postural responses before a voluntary movemct
slows with age. However, this slowing in the activation of postural muscles is smaller
than the slowing in the subsequent activation of voluntary response,,.

" Fhis research was supported by PS (rant No. A(() 5317-(2 coni 1he National h, ltol
on Aging.
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BALANCE CONTROL

Early behavioral research on age-related changes in postural control has demon-
strated significantly larger amplitudes of body sway during quiet stance both in chil-
dren (6-14 years) and in older adults (60-80 years) when compared to young adults
(16-59 years).9 '1 In order to explore changes in the characteristics of neuromuscular
responses that might underlie this increased sway in the older adult, recent studies
have examined balance control in a laboratory task similar to that of balancing in
a moving bus or ship, or walking on a slippery surface. In order to replicate this type
of environmental condition, the position of a movable platform on which the person
stood was momentarily shifted in either the anterior or postcrior direction, or rota-
tionally, about the axis of the ankle joints. The muscle responses that were subsequently
activated and that restored the subject's center of gravity to normal were measured
with surface electromyograms (EMGs) that had been rectified and filtered. The char-
acteristics of timing, amplitude, and organization of responses of muscles in the upper
and lower legs [gastrocnemius (G), tibialis anterior (TA), hamstrings (H), and quad-
riceps (Q)] were compared in healthy older (62-78 years) and younger (19-38 years)
adults......

In order to explore the relative contribution of visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular
inputs to the control of balance in both older and younger adults, the sensory infor-
mation available to the subject was also varied. In order to reduce sway-related propri-
oceptive information available from the ankle joint and foot, the ankle joint was kept
at a constant angle of 90' by rotating the platform around the ankle joint axis in direct
proportion to body sway. Visual information available to the subject was manipulated
by the use of a visual enclosure that also rotated in direct proportion to body sway.
Trials under these conditions were compared to those with eyes open and eyes closed.
When both sway-related proprioceptive information was eliminated by keeping the
ankle at a constant 90' angle and visual feedback was eliminated with eyes closed,
vestibular inputs were assumed to be the dominant inputs controlling posture.

In young adults, it has been shown that unexpected anterior or posterior platform
movements cause body sway principally at the ankle joint and that the subscquent
stretch of the ankle muscles elicits contractions in the leg that return the center of
mass to its normal position. These responses are stereotypically organized into muscle
response synergies, with the stretched muscles in the lower leg normally showing acti-
vation at about 100 ms, which is followed by the activation of responses in the upper
leg (10-20 ms later) on the same side of the body...-'. For example, in one study (using
ten young adults), when the platform moved forward and the subject swayed back-
ward, responses were activated in TA and Q at 97 ± 13 ms and 118 ± 17 ms, respec-
tively. 2

Recent studies on postural response characteristics in older adults show significant
differences in certain parameters of these postural responses: (I) a small, but signifi-
cant increase in the latency of responses in the ankle joint musculature, (2) occasional
disruption in the temporal sequencing of the distal and proximal muscles in certain
older adults (5 of 12 adults in one study)," (3) increased cocontraction of antagonist
muscles, and (4) increased variability in contraction amplitude of proximal and distal
muscles within a postural response synergy.

When the response latencies of the two age groups were compared for platform
movements causing posterior sway, tibialis anterior response latencies were significantly
longer (p < 0.05) in the older adult group. Latencies were 102 + 6 ms and 109 ;
9 ms. respectively, for the young and older adult groups. However, due to a large inter-
su.bject variability in the older adult group, this difference was not observed for the
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upper leg. When the responses of individual older adults were examined, two clearly
distinguishable response patterns were noted for the distal-proximal muscle response
synergy. Seven of the 12 older adults who participated in the study showed a normal
temporal response pattern, even though the quadriceps muscle was activated very late
(154 ± 15 ms). However, 5 of the older adults showed a reversal of the distal-proximal
muscle response sequencing in 10 of the 20 trials, with the proximal quadriceps muscle
activated at 101 ± 9 ms, which is in advance of the tibialis anterior (109 ± 9 ms).

In young adults, the absolute amplitude of contraction of muscles varies from trial
to trial. However, within a synergic grouping, the proximal and distal muscle response
amplitudes remain relatively constant with respect to each other.' "" In order to deter-
mine if any change occurred in this synergistic amplitude coupling in older adults,
the correlations between the amplitudes of tibialis and quadriceps muscle responses
(evoked by platform translations causing posterior sway) were calculated and com-
pared for the two age groups. Significant differences (p < 0.001) were observed be-
tween correlations in the two groups: correlations between 0.82 and 1.0 were seen in
all the young adults tested, whereas the older adults showed correlations ranging from
a low of 0.12 to a high of 0.86. The amplitude correlation of only one of the older
subjects fell within the range for the young adults.' 2

In order to explore the possibility that aging causes changes in the relative contri-
butions of visual, vestibular, and somatosensory inputs and in the ability to rapidly
adapt the relative weighting of these inputs to changing environmental conditions, ex-
periments were performed that measured body sway during 10 seconds of stance under
the following sensory conditions: (1) somatosensory ankle joint inputs and visual inputs
normal (SnVn), (2) somatosensory ankle joint inputs normal and eyes closed (SnVc),
(3) relevant ankle joint inputs minimized by rotating the platform in direct relation-
ship to body sway, but vision normal (SsVn), (4) somatosensory ankle joint inputs
normal, but relevant visual inputs minimized by rotating a visual enclosure surrounding
the subject in direct relationship to body sway (SnVs), (5) both relevant ankle joint
and visual inputs minimized by rotating both platform and visual enclosure in direct
relation to body sway (SsVs), and (6) relevant ankle joint inputs minimized by plat-
form rotation and eyes closed (SsVc).

In response to the first four conditions, the sway of the older adults was slightly,
but nonsignificantly increased in comparison to the younger adults, and sway was well
within the limits of stability. This observation is in accordance with the minimal in-
crease in latency of somatosensory-mediated postural adjustments mentioned above.
However, the sway of the older adult group deteriorated proportionately more than
the younger adults when both the support surface and the visual enclosure were ro-
tated to eliminate relevant ankle and visual inputs or when ankle joint inputs were
eliminated with eyes closed. Two of the 12 older adults became unstable and lost their
balance under SsVs conditions, while 6 of the 12 older adults lost balance under SsVc
conditions. However, on subsequent trials, only one older adult continued to exceed
the limits of stability. All others adapted the initial responses sufficiently to maintain
balance. No individual in the younger adult group lost balance under any of the condi-
tions tested.2

There is physiological evidence to suggest that primary vestibular functions are
impaired in the older adult. '" " The inability of 6 of the 12 older adults to stand using
primarily vestibular orientation inputs (i.e., with eyes closed and the platform rotated
to keep the ankle at 900) may be indicative of impaired peripheral vestibular function
or central integrative processes in the aging adult.
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VISION AND POSTURE CONTROL

Previous research on the effects of aging on the visual system show that neural
circuits activated by stimuli in the peripheral visual field lose sensitivity with age."' "
Peripheral vision is also hypothesized to be important in balance control and locomo-
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FIGURE I. Comparison of the frequency of occurrence of postural muscle responses in young
(Y) versus older (0) adults for platform movements causing anterior sway. The numbers 0--
represent the number of trials in which a response was activated out of a total of three trials.
Part A shows the frequency of response occurrence in the agonist muscles for the two age groups.
Part B shows the frequency of response occurrence in the antagonist muscles.
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tion.'" In order to determine whether there are differential effects of aging , different
parts of the visual system controlling posture, a second study' was performed in % hich
available visual inputs to the subjects were manipulated by the use of special goggles
that limited vision to either (1) central vision only, (2) peripheral vision only, or (3)
sisual feedback unrelated to body sway (translucent goggles were worn). Trials under
these conditions kere compared to those with eyes open (\% ith full visual information)
and eyes closed. Young adults (mean age of 24 years; n - 13) and older adults (mean
age of 69 years; n - 13) were tested with the same anterior or posterior platform mose-
ments as described above. When comparing the latencies of postural responses of the
leg muscles in the two groups, we found no significant differences 5etween the younge
and older adults under any of the individual \isual conditions, including peripheral
vision. However, when we combined visu~d conditions, we once again found sinifi-
cantly longer postural responses in the older adults compared to the younger adults
for the tibialis anterior in posterior sway (p < 0.024). It add.tion, "c noted that the
aging subjects showed a significant increase in postural responses in the antagonist
leg muscles when compared to the young adults. Whereas agonist muscles in a postural
response synergy were activated w ith almost equal freouency in old and yo'.:ng adults
(62% of the young subjects showed responses on every trial, while 70% of the older
subjects showed responses on every trial), antagonist muscles were activated much more
often in the older adult than in the young adult (46% of the older adults showed an-
tagonist activity on every trial for forward sw.vay perturbations, s hile only 22% of young
adults showed this activ ity). FIGURE I represents this comparison of the activation fre-
quencies of both the agonist and antagonist muscles for the tso age groups tor plat-
form movements causing anterio sway.

When we compared the losses of balance of the two age groups under the different
visual conditions, we found that, overall, 15% of the subjects in the aging adult group
had more than three losses of balance in 60 trials, whereas none of the younger sub-
jects had lost balance more than three times. In addition, -.hen we compared losses
of balance across visual conditions, we found that the older adults lost balance moot
often with eyes closed (2400 of the time) and with central ision only (38% of the
time), s hereas the younger subjects lost balance equally across visual conditions. This
suggests that older adults rely more on peripheral vision than young adults, and its
absence leads to a greater number of talls.

In this study, there was also a strong correlation between the subjects that presented
the stronger deficits on a neurological exam (conducted prior to the postural tests)
and the number of times that balance was lost. If the 2 subjects (out of 3) ssith slight
sensorv or motor deficits (diagnosed by the neurologist as clumsiness and slight re-
sidual hemiparesis) were not included in our data analysis, our old and young popula-
tiots would have shown much smaller differences in the imber of falls and in postural
muscle response latencies.

POSTURAL-VOLUNTARY INTERACTIONS
AND RESPONSE PREPARATION

Studies of voluntary reaction time show a slowing of fast reaction time movements
with age." Because postural stability has also been shown to deteriorate, and because
these systems have been shown to be linked together via a con" n. command pathway.'
it could be hypothesized that slowing of reaction times in the .. nding adult for volun-
tary responses and postural responses are correlated, and that both are linked to un-
derlying changes in the ability of the older adult to adequately prepare posttural con-
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trol systems for movement. In order to determine if the postural control system
deterioration is linked to a slowing in voluntary response time, the following experi-
ments were performed. Two groups of subjects-a young adult group (mean age =
26 ± 3; n = 15) and an older adult group (mean age = 71 ±4; n = 15)- were asked
to make reaction time arm movements consisting of a push or a pull on a handle placed
in front of them at chest height, while they stood on a platform. Surface EMG re-
sponses were recorded from the biceps (B) and triceps (Tr) muscles of the arm, in addi-
tion to the muscles of the leg (G, TA, H, and Q). Two light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
were located on the wall in front of the subject. The illumination of the upper LED
indicated a handle push would be required, while the illumination of the lower LED
indicated that a handle pull would be required. The trials were triggered with a warning
signal that consisted of the illumination (200 ms) of either the upper or lower LED
[simple reaction time (SRT) task] or the simultaneous illumination of both LEDs [com-
plex reaction time (CRT) task], which instructed (or did not instruct) the subject in
advance about the direction of the arm movement to be performed. The warning signal
started a preparator, period of 600 ms. At the end of the preparation period, illumina-
tion of one of the LEDs (200 ils), as a response signal, triggered the movement in
the corresponding direction (push: upper LED; pull: lower LED). In a series of 20
trials, there were 5 randomly distributed trials for each of the four conditions: push
SRT, pull SRT, push CRT, and pull CRT.

Earlier studies on young adults" have indicated that the gastrocnemius muscle in
the leg is activated consistently before the biceps muscle in the arm when a subject
is asked to pull on a handle while standing. Likewise, the tibialis anterior of the leg
is activated consistently before the triceps of the arm %%hen a subject is asked to push
on a handle sshile standing. The activation of the gastroceMius muscle seres to con-
pensate in advance for the change in the center of gras itv caused b the handle pull.
Response latencies of G and B shok% means of 190 + 45 ms and 260' 97 ins, respec-
tively, in young adults making simple reaction time arm tosements consistiug of a
handle pull. Those of TA and Tr show latencies of 161 1 35 ms and 248 - 90 is,
respectively, for movements consisting of a handle push. When ,we compared the re-
sponse of old and young adults for these two novements, we found an increase in
the onset latency of postural muscle., for the older adult group (G:217 63 i ms for
pull; TA: 234 + 76 ms for push). Thus, there were increases in postural response laten-
cies in older adults of 27 ins for G (nonsignificant) and 73 ins for TA (significant:
p < 0.047) for simple reaction time tasks. These data shos itn interesting hias in agine
effects on the flexor (TA,,) versus the extensor (() muscles oft hc ankle for these post Lral
adjustments associated with arm movements. rhi' is similar to the aging effect that
we noticed for postural responses to external threats t o balance, in which TA also shos
greater response latency increases than G. We also found large inceases in the laten-
ties of the older group for activation of the prime ttover muscles of the arm (13: 378
+ 133 ns; Tr: 372 + 135 is) (see [uptRrs 2 and 3). The concomitant increases in

latencies for tihe prime moer muscles in the older adults for the rcspective push and
pull tasks were 118 ils for B (significant: p < 0.0(11 and 124 tns for Ir (significant

< < 0.001).
When we compared the differences in onset times between tle postotal and ,s ol-

tary (prime mover) muscles of the young and older adults. ve noticed an additional
increase in voluntary response slowing in the older adult that \sas beyond swhat Xas
due to slowing of the activation of postural responses. Thus, for young adults, difTer-
entces between B and G onset latencies were 70 tns, while for older adults. tle\ were
161 ms, for pull trials. I-or push trials, Fr- TA latency differences were 87 ins for the
young and 138 is for the older adult groups, respectively.
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FIGUJRE 2. Comparison of the onset latencies of postural and voluntary muscle responses in
young versus older standing adults for simple and complex reaction time movements consisting
of a handle pull.
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of the onset latencies of postural and voluntary muscle responses in
young versus older standing adults for simple and complex reaction time movements consisting
of a handle push.
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For the complex reaction time task, we noticed additional increases in the onset
latencies of both postural and voluntary muscles in the older versus younger adults
(see FIGURES 2 and 3). For pull trials, the young adults showed latencies of 269 +
44 ms for G and 371 + 119 ms for B, while the older adults showed latencies of 331
t 78 ms and 543 ± 148 ms for G and B, respectively. For push CRT trials, the younger
group showed latencies of 246 ± 36 ms for TA and 344 ± 104 ms for Tr, while the
older adults showed latencies of 316 ± 76 ms and 497 + 141 ms for TA and Tr, respec-
tively. Latency differences for the young versus old groups were highly significant for
both postural (G: p < 0.005; TA; p < 0.021) and voluntary (B: p < 0.001; Tr: p < 0.0001)
muscles. However, as in the SRT task, the onset latencies of the voluntary muscles
were slowed to a greater degree than those of the postural muscles.

This suggests that the voluntary control system may be affected to a slightly greater
degree than the postural control system during aging. It also implies that deterioration
of the speed of activation of the postural control system is not the only factor that
limits the speed of voluntary movement onset. It is possible that deterioration of inde-
pendent preparatory processes within the voluntary control system are an additional
cause of slowing in reaction time movements. These results are somewhat different
than those that were found by Mankovskii etal.2" when they studied postural prepara-
tion for voluntary movements in both young (10-29 years), old (60-69 years), and ex-
tremely old (90-99 years) adults. They used a paradigm in which they asked the sub-
jects to voluntarily raise one leg as quickly as possible, by flexion at the knee, in response
to the illumination of a lamp. They recorded EMGs from muscles in both the postural
(support) leg (Q) and the raised leg (H) (the prime mover). They found a slowing in
the postural and voluntary response latencies when comparing their young and old
adult groups. In the extremely old adult group, subjects were unable to activate postural
muscles sufficiently in advance of the prime mover to keep from losing balance in
many of the trials. Instead of showing feed-forward activation of postural muscles,
the postural and voluntary muscles were activated almost simultaneously when the
extremely old subjects were asked to move as quickly as possible. The differences in
the results of our studies and those of Mankovskii and his colleagues may lie either
in the experimental paradigm or in the age of the subjects involved in the study. It
is possible that the link between the postural control system and the prime movers
is different for responses originating totally within the lower limbs than for responses
that consist of interactions between the upper and lower limbs.

Alternatively, it is possible that the extent of neurological dysfunction present in
the old versus the very old would be significant if it were to be quantified. Mankovskii
and his colleagues do not indicate results of neurological examinations of his two older
age groups, so it is unclear to what extent each of the groups may have been affected
by subclinical sensory or motor problems.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Experiments comparing the characteristics of neuromuscular responses underlying
balance control in young and old adults have shown a number of differences between
the two populations. Postural muscle response latencies of the ankle musculature acti-
vated by external threats to balance are slightly, but significantly, longer in the latter
population. In addition, some aging subjects show a temporal reversal of proximal
and distal muscle response onset in some trials. There is also a breakdown of the corre-
lation of the amplitude of the muscle responses within a synergy in some of the older
subjects tested. Older adults also exhibited cocontraction of agonist and antagonist
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muscles within a response synergy to a greater extent than young adults. This stiffening
of the joints by antagonist cocontraction could be a compensation for the lack of the
ability to fine-tune the postural responses to the same degree as the young adults.

Analysis of sensory integration abilities showed an impairment in balance control
under conditions of reduced or conflicting sensory information. When they were given
inappropriate visual and somatosensory inputs, half of the older adults lost balance
on the first trial. In most instances, however, the older adults were able to maintain
balance during a second trial consisting of the same sensory stimuli.

When visual cues were reduced by restricting the visual field to either central or
peripheral visual cues, we found no difference in postural muscle response latencies.
However, the aging adult group showed more losses of balance than the younger group
with peripheral vision removed or with eyes closed. In addition, there was a strong
correlation between the subjects that showed stronger deficits on an initial neurolog-
ical exam and the number of times that balance was lost.

Studies on changes in the linkage between postural and voluntary muscle interac-
tions during voluntary arm movements in older adults indicate an increase in the latency
of feed-forward activation of postural muscles. However, voluntary muscle response
onset latencies show greater increases in the old compared to the young. This suggests
that deterioration of the speed of activation of the postural control system is not the
only factor that limits the speed of voluntary movement onset. Measurements hase
not yet been made on the amplitude regulation of feed-forward responses of postural
muscles during a voluntary task. It may be that the regulation of the speed of activa-
tion of the two systems is less important than the fine tuning of the correlation of
appropriate response amplitudes between the two systems. We are currently in the pro-
cess of analyzing the correlation between the amplitudes of postural and voluntary
muscle responses during this task.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

UNIDENTIFIED DISCUSSANT: Is there any evidence from the autopsy studies of de-
terioration in the vestibular system (especially, for example, hair cells in the macula
or the canals) with age?

M. WOOLLACOrr (University of Oregon, Eugene, OR): Yes, there have been a number
of studies where they have found that there is a significant decrease. In fact, it may
be up to about 4007o in hair cells in autopsy subjects that were in their 70s or 80s.

G. S. RorH (NIA, Baltimore, MD): In addition to the vestibular system, I want
to make a connection between the presentations of today and those that are going
to come tomorrow because it will be a bit more biochemical. Could you possibly trace
this back to a primary cause (or causes) in the nigrostriatal system? Have you thought
about it in that way?

WOOLLACOIrr: I certainly have not. I do not know anything about vestibular pathways
into the nigrostriatal system.

RorH: How about apart from the vestibular system? Do you think the vestibular
system is really the central defect?

WOOLLACorT: No, I do not. You cannot take away vestibular inputs from humans
without putting them into space, so all I know is what happens when only vestibular
inputs remain. If we had taken away vestibular and visual inputs and had only
somatosensory cues, we still might have seen exactly the same number of falls.

E. HUE (Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, NY): Would you say that the ankle
joint is the most important proprioceptive receptor in standing and walking?
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WOOLLACO(rT: That is what a number of studies that have been done in L. Nashner's
lab in Portland seem to indicate. Out of all the joints that are involved in postural
control, ankle joints appear to be the most important, though this may vary from one
subject to another. In fact, Nashner has shown recently that if you take away a wide
base of support and give the subjects a very narrow base of support, they begin to
start using information more from their hip joint. Thus, they actually start shifting
their weight at the hip instead of at the ankle.

HUE: There are two things that I would like to point out as a clinician. First, there
are a substantial number of older people who are bilateral amputees (usually the ones
who are going to be walkers are below the knee) and they have been very successful
in learning to walk with bilateral prostheses. Of course, they would have absolutely
no proprioceptive information from anything below the knee.

The other thing is that there was a study done at Mount Sinai Hospital about 15
years ago by Dujong where they anesthetized cervical spine and found that younger
volunteers became ataxic. Thus, I do not know if the ankle is the most important joint
because people do walk without ankle joints and without any information from them.

WOOLLACOrT: You are very right. A person can adapt very quickly to losses of in-
formation from one area versus another and I have read articles about amputees being
able to balance. Therefore, they can shift with experience to using another sensory
system; of course, they always have vision and vestibular input relevant and available
to them, so people use those when they need to.

One further thing that I would like to mention is that we did have a neurologist,
Oscar Marin, look at all of our aging subjects before we did the exams on them. In-
terestingly, he noticed that 2 out of our 13 subjects had problems that were somewhat
greater than the others. One had an inordinate amount of clumsiness in motor coordi-
nation, while the second one had slight residual hemiparesis from an accident that
occurred long ago. Now, those were the subjects that showed the most significant differ-
ences from our young adults. If we had taken those subjects out of our population,
we would have found that the older and the young adults would not have been signifi-
cantly different. Therefore, when doing studies on aging, we should have a neurologist
examine the subjects because that can tell us much more about the problems that are
contributing to the loss of movement coordination.

A. CAID (Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, NY): You seem to have corroborated
Lee and Lishman's ,ork back in the 70s that vestibular input is much less important
than proprioceptive and visual input in the control of postural sway. They certainly
did not have as much sophisticated equipment as you had. However, did you look
at anticipatory motor activity in the lower extremities and how that might facilitate
or inhibit motor activity after the perturbation?

WOOLLACOTT: Would you clarify that question? What do you mean by anticipatory
activity? Do you mean that they knew in advance that there was going to be a pertur-
bation?

CAID: Even if they did not know that there was going to be a perturbation, I still
want to know their standing in the instrumentation and what activity might be present
at baseline and in the old versus the young. Furthermore, I want to know how that
might facilitate or inhibit the future activity of the muscle.

WOOLLACOTT: That is a good point. We did give them certain trials where they had
the same platform perturbation over and over again and we did not find that there
was a specific increase in tonic background activity level of one particular muscle group.
Therefore, it did not appear to be that they were somehow learning and adapting back-
ground activity levels in advance. However, I do not know if that was specifically what
you meant by responding in advance. They did not know when tie platform was going
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to actually move, so all they could do was increase background activity levels in all
muscles to compensate.

CAID: There have been some studies where the individuals have been instructed
that there will be a perturbation and then the anticipatory movements (and how they
facilitate) were observed. Is that same type of activity present even without knowledge
of the timing of the perturbation?

WOOLLACOTT: I have done one study with young adults where we gave them a tone
in advance of the postural perturbation (high tone meaning move one way, low tone
meaning move another way). We found that they were able to shorten their posture
responses by up to about ten milliseconds, but no more than that when they knew
in advance which direction it was moving.
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An actor playing an aged person relies extensively upon the stereotypic changes in motor
function that are usually considered to accompany aging. Foremost among these is
the slowness and hesitancy of movement that characteri/es the motor behavior of very
elderly individuals. Other features that are often included are a stooped posture, shuf-
fling gait, tremor, and diminution of associated movements and facial expression. The
similarities between this stereotype of motor function in the elderly and Parkinson's
disease have encouraged the vie%% that Parkinson's disease may represent a form of
premature or accelerated brain aging.' 2

Despite common acceptance of the stereotype of motor impairment in the aged.
systematic studies of motor function in the elderly have been few, and the degree to
which positive extrapyramidal motor signs (such as rigidity) occur is not well
documented. In this paper, the similarities and differences between motor signs in Par-
kinson's disease and normal aging are explored. In addition, the role of levodopa therapy
in slowing the progression of Parkinson's disease is considered in relation to degenera-
tive processes that occur in the dopaminergic system during normal aging.

PATHOLOGICAL AND NEUROCHEMICAL SIMILARITIES
BETWEEN PARKINSON'S DISEASE AND

NORMAL BRAIN AGING

Although several different brain lesions have been identified in Parkinson's dis-
ease, it is widely believed that the major pathological lesion responsible for the charac-
teristic motor signs in this disease is damage to or loss of cells in the substantia nigra,
pars compacta.2-' This nucleus, located in the mesencephalon and caudal diencephalon,
is the source of the ascending dopaminergic pathway to the striat urn. A strong correla-
tion between loss of cells in the substantia nigra and decreased concentration of dopa-
mine in the striatum has been demonstrated.' However, the severity of individual motor
signs is not well correlated with dopamine levels in the striatum, with the exception
of akinesia, which is associated with lower levels of dopamine in both the caudate
and putamen.

Morphological' "and bioc,;emica' studies of brains from persons without neu-
rologic disease demonstrate a progressive decline in the dopaminergic system with in-
creasing age. For example, from birth through age 75, the number of cells in the sub-
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stantia nigra, pars compacta declines from about 400,000 to less than 200,000.2 However,
the degree of cell loss is not as severe as in Parkinson's disease, where cell counts may
range from 60,000 to 120,000.4 Extrapolation of the regression line for normal, age-
related cell loss in the substantia nigra suggests that the degree of neuronal loss re-
quired for manifestation of the clinical syndrome of parkinsonism would not be reached
until well over age 100.

Biochemical studies demonstrate an age-related reduction in the caudate and
putamen of the activity of tyrosine hydroxylase (the rate-limiting enzyme for synthesis
of dopamine),' as well as a reduction of dopamine in the caudate nucleus' and in the
putamen.' In each of these cases, the decline follows an exponential pattern, with the
greatest reduction occurring at younger ages. Comparisons of dopamine loss in normal
controls and in Parkinson patients have demonstrated a higher rate of loss in patients
than in normal subjects. Whereas dopamine in the caudate nucleus was found to de-
cline at an average rate of 12.9% per decade in controls, the rate of loss in Parkinson
patients varied from 23.3% to 46.55% per decade.'

Studies of D2 dopaminergic receptors using positron emission tomography in healthy
living subjects have demonstrated a decline in labeled methylspiperone binding with
age.' These findings are consistent with the age-related declines in D2 receptors
documented previously in autopsy material from both animals and humans. - '-

The fact that both neurologically normal controls and Parkinson patients show
progressive degeneration of the dopaminergic system with increasing age points to a
quantitative (rather than a qualitative) difference between Parkinson's disease and
normal brain aging. If the motor signs of Parkinson's disease were related solely to
the decline in dopaminergic function, one might expect to see a higher rate of occur-
rence of extrapyramidal motor signs with increased age.

EXTRAPYRAMIDAL MOTOR SIGNS IN NORMAL AGING

Systematic studies of motor signs in normal aging have been few Based on his
clinical experience, Critchley" suggested that extrapyramidal motor signs (including
flexed posture, muscular rigidity, general poverty of movement, loss of associated move-
ments, slowness, masked facial expression, and infrequent blinking) are very common
in old age. However, he did not regard tremor as a common feature of this stereotype.
Kokman et aL' 2 examined 51 socially active normal subjects from 61 to 84 years of
age and found no increase of abnormal gait, posture, or muscle tone. Such findings
were also rare in the study of Greenhouse el al.," who examined 64 persons between
60 and 88. Potvin et al." utilized a machine-based neurological battery to examine
the associations of tremor, movement speed, and age in 61 males between 20 and 80.
They found no significant difference in arm or hand resting tremor, but they did docu-
ment marked declines in movement speed across the six decades of life.

We studied 74 generally healthy persons aged 45 to 85 with a battery of machine-
administered tests used to evaluate extrapyramidal motor signs in patients with Par-
kinson's disease.'" The measurement techniques have been described in detail in previous
publications. S '6 Briefly, rigidity is measured using a servo-controlled device that ro-
tates the forearm in a horizontal plane through an arc of 100 degrees at a constant
speed of 20 degrees per second. While the arm is being rotated, we measure the torque
with which the patient resists or assists the motion and integrate it over five flexion-
extension cycles to obtain a measure of total work. This measure is our index of the
severity of rigidity. Rigidity measurements are obtained for each arm under two
conditions-with the patient instructed to relax and let his arm be passively rotated
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(resting rigidity), and while the patient performs a pursuit tracking task with the op-
posite arm (activated rigidity). In most normal subjects and in those with mild Par-
kinson's disease, resting rigidity values are commonly negative (because subjects or
patients assist the motion), thus producing negative work.

We quantify tremor in two different ways. Arm tremor is measured by integrating
the rectified envelope of alternating torque about the elbow joint during a 100-second
period while the patient maintains a fixed arm position. To provide a standard level
of activation, patients are asked to count backwards by twos from 100 during this pro-
cedure. We also measure finger tremor with a two-dimensional miniature accelerom-
eter attached to the index finger of the right or left hand. This is done under three
different conditions: at rest, while maintaining a posture, and during intentional finger-
to-nose movement.

Bradykinesia or slowness of movement is assessed with three measures. For the
first (pursuit score), the patient holds a photodetector in his outstretched hand and
attempts to cover a bright dot that appears on a CRT screen located in front of him.
As soon as he covers the dot, it jumps to a new unpredictable location and he must
then cover the dot again. We count the number of times that the patient catches the
dot in 50 seconds.

A second measure of upper-limb bradykinesia (pronation/supination rate) assesses
the average total number of degrees swept out by repetitive pronation-supination move-
ments of the forearm during three consecutive 10-second periods separated by 10-second
rests. This measurement is made while the patient grasps a handle attached to an an-
gular displacement transducer. To encourage maximum effort, the patient can mon-
itor his performance on a meter, which reads out a value proportional to the average
rate of pronation and supination.

The last measure of bradykinesia is the walk impairment index, which is obtained
by multiplying the number of seconds taken to walk 30 feet by the number of steps

Normal Parkinson

II

AGV

FIGURE 1. Linear regressions of right-sided resting rigidity on age for 74 normal subject, (let,
panel) and 60 Parkinson patients (right panel). No significant difference was found on anv mea-
sure between left and right arms. Therefore, in this and all subsequent figures involving measures
collected for both arms, data only for the right arm are presented. The dashed line in the righft
panel corresponds to the regression line for normal subjects in the left panel. (Reprinted 'A ith
permission from Mortimer and Webster.")
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TABLE 1. Correlations of Positive Motor Signs with Age in Normal Subjects

Sign Correlation ('Cefficient

Rc ,ting rigidity 0.067
Actiated rigidity 0.090
Forearm tremor 0.197
Resting finger tremor 0.136
Postural finger tremor 0.209
Intention finger tremor 0.099

taken with the right foot. As the disease progresses and patients take shorter or Jlover
steps, the walk index increases in value.

FIGURE I and 2 present data on right-sided resting and activated rigidity from 74
normal subjects and 60 patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease. As sho, n in the
left panel of FIGURE 1, resting rigidity did .lot increase with age in normal subjects.
It is interesting to observe that in the Parkinson patients (FIGURE 1, right panel), there
was also no increase in resting rigidity with age, which is what one might expect if
this were a motor sign that became more severe as a consequence of age-related changes
in the brain. Indeed, what was observed is a decrease in resting rigidity in Parkinson
patients with increasing age. This decrease is unlikely to be due to a progressive de-
crease in rigidity within individual subjects during the disease course. There %%as. for
example, no significant association between rigidity and disease duration (FIGURE 3).

In previous studies, we have found that activated rigidity is one of the earliest and
most sensitive motor signs of Parkinson's disease.' " The release of rigidit %shen a
patient is distracted by performance of a motor task with the opposite arm is a
phenomenon that is well known to clinicians. Therefore, it might be predicted that
if aging Awere associated with ext rapyramidal motor impairment, then increases in acti-
,ated rigidity might be one of the first signs to be seen. How,%ever, as FItGRt: 2 shows.

Normol Pctkrson
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FIGURE 4. Linear regressions of pursuit score on age for normal subectis and Parkinson pa-
tients. Conventions are the same as those in FItRF 1. (Reprinted Aith permission from Mor-
timer and Webster.")
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FIGURE 5. Linear regressions of walk impairment index on age for normal subjects and Par-
kinson patients. Conventions are the same as those in FIGURE 1. (Reprinted ,Aith permission trom
.Mortimer and Webster.")

there was no age trend in activated rigidity for either normal subjects or for patients
with Parkinson's disease.

TABLE I summarizes the age correlations xkithin normal subjects for the positive
motor signs of Parkinson's disease, namely, rigidity and tremor. There were no signifi-
cant correlations between age and these positive motor signs.

F IuRE 4 shows the relationship between pursuit score and age wvhen the task was
carried out with the right arm. A strong negative correlation between age and max-
imum motor speed as assessed by this variable is evident. While the scatter of points
is greater among Parkinson patients, it is interesting to observe that the slopes of the
regression lines for normals and Parkinson patients are virtually identical, thus sug-
gesting that the effects of age and disease may be additive.

The walk impairment index (FIGURE 5) increases linearly in the normal subjects,
thus demonstrating progressive slowing of locomotion %kith increased age. Although
there is a significant age trend in the Parkinson patients on this variable, the scatter
of points is greater; in addition, there appear to be two groups-a group clustered
around the normal control regression line and a group with considerably higher values
on the walk index-indicating greater impairment.

TABLE 2 summarizes correlations with age in four motor performance tasks. For
all of these tasks, there is a significant decrease in performance with increasing age.

TABLE 2. Correlations of Motor Performance Measures with Age in Normal Subjects

Measure Correlation Coefficient

Pursuit score - 0.542 a

Pronation-suination rate - 0.4230
Maximum index-finger tapping rate 0.236 h

Walk impairment index 0.509a

a p < 0.01.
p < 0.05.
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It is interesting to observe that those movements involving primarily proximal mus-
culature, such as walking and whole-arm reaching movements in the pursuit task, showed
the greatest declines with age, while those movements involv ing more distal muscula-
ture, such as index-finger tapping rates, declined less with age.

EFFECTS OF LEVODOPA ON THE RATE Of
DECLINE OF MOTOR SPEEI)

The initial prediction that levodopa wvould halt or slow the progression ot Pa -
kinson's disease" has generally been replaced by the view that lesodopa has only a
symptomatic effect and does not influence the rate of progression of the underlying
disease and its motor signs." ' " Recently, tle possibilitv that levodopa may both pro-
side symptomatic relief and slow disease progression has been raised agai in associa-
tion with new data on the long-term course of this disease. -' "

Since 1962, all patients in our Parkinson's disease clinic have been evaluated ,ii
each visit with the battery of machine tests described above. These evaluations prov ide
longitudinal data on the course of Parkinson's diseae prior to the a',ailability of
levodopa in 1969. Comparable data are available ,n patients studied since 1969 sho
were treated with this medication.

TABLE 3 presents data on the mean annual decline in pursuit score for the right
and !-ft arms for three groups: the 74 normal controls who 'sere evaluated tvice lone
year apart), 60 Parkinson patients studied in the 1970,, and 38 Parkinson patients
studied in the 1960s before le,,odopa became available. The normal controls and Par-
kinson patients studied in the 1970s had approximatel\ the same average rate of an-
nual decline in the pursuit score. On the other hand, patients studi'd during the 1960s
before the advent of levodopa therapy showed about twice the average rate of annual
decline as the other tswo groups. These data suggest that lesodopa may hae had some
type of normalizing or stabilizing effect on the disease process.

An alternative explanation for the difference in the rate of decline of notor speed
between Parkinson patients studied in the 1960s and the 197 0s is that these groups
may have differed in says other than the types of melications ,he\ were receiting.
In order to audres this issue, we have studied the long-tern) changes in motor perfor-
mance in 12 patients whose disease spanned the pre- and post-levodopa era and w ho
were followed for a mean of 6.4 years (3-9 years) before levodopa and for a mean
of 10.2 (6-14 -ears) after this drug was started.

FiciuRn 6 shows a 16-year history of the pursuit score in one patient ,sith Parkinon's
diseasc, in whom treatment with levodopa was becun in 1971. Two effects of this -nedi-

TABLE 3. Mean Aonual Rates of Decline of Putrsuit Score ktr Different Groups

Pursut Score ( o alnUal decline)

,roup Right \rm I cl \Ttln

Normal controls 3.55 3

Parkinson patients 2.7r 4 89
w/ith I.-dopa

Parkinson patients . I.S ..
sithout I -dopa
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was no change in the dosage of levodopa from 1969 until 1978, at which time there
was slight reduction in dosage. The average daily dose from 1969 to 1978 was 2.5 g.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NORMAL MOTOR AGING

The data presented here generally do not support the vie, that Parkinson's disease
represents premature or accelerated aging of the motor system. Of the signs of Par-
kinson's disease, only the negative motor signs appear to be expressed during the aging
process. Rigidity and rest tremor, which are integral features of Parkinson's disease,
are not observed in normal elderly individuals, at least through age 85. In fact, these
positive motor signs appear to lessen in severity with increased age in Parkinson's dis-
ease. On the other hand, reduced motor speed or bradykinesia is strongly correlated
with age in both normal aging and in Parkinson's disease.

Parkinson's disease, when it begins in the 40s or 50s, is usually accompanied b\
moderate to severe tremor or rigidity (or both). Howc,cr, when Parkinson's disease
begins after age 70, these motor signs are often not as prominent in comparison to
the marked slowing in motor behavior. Recent studies of Alzheimer's disease prom ide
important distinctions between an early onset or presenile form of the disease, vhich
involves damage to many different neurotransmitter systems, and a late onset form
in which the damage is limited primarily to the cholinergic system." - " Although age-
related subtypes of Parkinson's disease have not been as well characteriied pathologi-
cally and biochemically, the possibility that early onsci cases may differ from those
beginning later in life is suiggested by the clinical differences between early and late
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onset disease. Other recent data"' point to important difference', in neuropsycholog-
ical deficits as well - verbal memory impairment being a correlate of early onset Par-
kinson's disease, and visuospatial impairment being a characteristic of late onset Par-
kinson's disease. The fact that the major clinical and neuropsycho logical features of
late onset Parkinson's disease (bradvkinesia, sisuospatial impairment, gait impairment)
are also features of normal aging suggests that the late onset form of Parkinson's dis-
ease may result largely from the same type of' lesions that occur during normal brain
aging.

Akinesia and bradykinesia appear to he closely associated with damage to the
dlopamninergic system: in fact, these are the motor signs in Parkinson's disease that
respond best to dopamninergic medications. On the other hand, rigidity and tremor.
while they seem to have some relationship to the dopaminergic lesions, likelv involve
other neurotransinitter systems as well. The fact that the principal change in motor
behavior with age is slowing in the maximum rate of mo\sements may be related to
circumscribed damage to the dopamninergic system during aging (as has been demon-
strated both pathologically and biochemically). Relative preservationi of other neu-
rotransmitter systems, such as the cholinergic2 " and noradrenergic. may prevent the
appearance of positive extrapyramidal sign,, in normal aging.

The finding that levodopa cannot only provide symptomatic relief, but can also
slow the rate of decline of motor speed that occurs with increasing chronological age
in Parkinson's disease, suggests a possible role for this medication in ameliorating thie
progressive dlopamninergic system degeneration that Occurs during normal aging.
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DIS5CUSSION OF: THI: PI PE'R

D. MORGAN (University, o fSouthern (alorntia, ILo.s A ngelec.s. ('A): I ant s cry tn-
trigued by the fact that L-dopa seems to retard thie rate of' progression of IParktnson\
disease. One hypothesis for the loss of neurons - at burnout hx pothesis -is that t he
neurons have to work hard; then, if you lose somne of then). tltev hase to \%ork harder.
thus causing them to degenerate even more rapidly. This is, a positise defect ssstlm.
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However, the L-dopa might tend to prevent this burnout due to the increased hyperac-
tivity to compensate. Do you think your data will be consistent with that hypothesis?

J. MORTIMER (Veterans Administration Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN ): It skould
certainly be consistent with that hypothesis, but there is another possible mechanism
and that is that dopamine is known to scavenge superoxide. If superoxide radicals arc
scavenged, damage to dopaminergic neurons might be prevented. The ideal situation
is to have dopamine levels in neurons not be too high or too low. Obsiously, there
are also situations where too much dopamine will cause damage to the nerse cell.

G. BRODY (Detroit, MI ): What is the measurement index for the pursuit rotor?
When you measured the movement speed, did you look at the accuracy as to %Nhen
they had hit the target? Did you observe whether they missed the target, how, far off,
and so forth? Also, in regard to the discussion earlier on speed accuracy trade-off,
could the Parkinson's patients have moved slower because they were focusing more
on accuracy than on motor speed?

MORTIMER: We did not measure accuracy on this task. It is a ser. simple task and
the accuracy is determined obviously by being able to contact the target. In other ex-
periments, we have observed that Parkinson patients tend to be very consersatise and
favor accuracy over speed. This could be an explanation, at least in part, for the re-
duced pursuit speed in Parkinson patients.

BRODY: In terms of looking at motor control for pursuit rotor and maybe ,omc
other kinds of tasks, a proportion of the movement is devoted to a ballistic stage fol-
lowed by a honing-in or error-corrective stage. Have you planned to or hase you done
any looking at acceleration throughout that movement to see .khether there is a greater
proportion of time spent in one phase versus the other? This would bc of intCrest to
people who are just looking at motor performance.

MORriM-R: We hase not done that particular experiment. Hovseser, we hasc done
some related experiments that look at acceleration in moements that require no ac-
curacy versus those that do require accuracy. The general result from that serie, of
experiments is that Parkinson patients are capable, for th, most part, of fairly high
acceleration movements ,vhen you remove the accuracy criteriol. kke h ,

-e secti tiln

patients who were hardly able to svalk up a hallssay and who had a great deal of diffi-
culty lowering themselves into a chair. Howeser, \, hen \%e strapped them into our ap-
paratus and had them hit karate bags, their movements ssere just as fast as age-matched
control subjects. When an accuracy requirement as added, the\ immediatel. ,[o\scd
down. Therefore, we do not believe that gross motor speed is serv compromi,,ed in
Parkinson's disease. What does seem to be compromised is this abilit\ to pet form ac-
curate movements at high speed.

BRODY: Noy that is what I ,%as referring to in terms of error correction. That la,t
part of movement is the error correction.

NORTIMER: Well. whether this is a problem s, ith error correction or the need to:
,isual monitoring in Parkinson's disease is not clear.



GENERAL DISCUSSION OF PART I

D. INGRAM (NIA, Baltimore, MD): There are often very strong statements made
about producing a marked conceptual dichotomy between aging and disease. Now,
with the exception of J. Mortimer, who addressed this issue, the rest of the panel treated
their data as being representative of aging. However, how would the panel respond
to the possible criticism that the responses that they are observing are not what one
would call normal aging, but are instead related to a specific disease or yet unspecified
disease process?

M. WOOLLACoTT (University of Oregon, Eugene, OR): When we performed neuro-
logical examinations of our subjects, we noticed that our subjects with clinical manifesta-
tions were the ones that had the most significant effects on our motor performance
tasks. What we, as people working in aging and motor control, ha "e to do in all of
our studies is to decide what we define as normal aging. If you look in the literature,
you will find articles that include any adult over 65 years of age in the population
and call that normal agig. Then, there are other researchers who %%ill actually elimi-
nate anybody with any problem whatsoever. There "as one study where they took some-
thing like 13 subjects out of 1,100 (aid in that case, they found - differences at all
with aging), so I think it is very, very critical to define yourself very carefully when
you do a particular research study.

J. MORTIMER (Veterans Administration Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN I: I want
to say that when we are studying people (sax, men over age 80), we are looking at a
highly selective survivor population. If the people who died before they were 80 had
lived to longer ages, we might have seen much more of a drop-off in terms of function
than w,,hat is seen in survivors. Thus, we are biased by virtue of the survivorship effect:
there is a biasing of the data in the direction of making older people look faster and
more efficient.

M. SERBY (New York Universit, Medical Center, New York, N;'): I would like
to add that we might have another conference just on the appropriate cognitive and
neurological exams needed to quantify normal aging.

1A. B. SMITH: I want to comment on J. Mortimer's presentation. I was intrigued
by the results because we went back and looked at long-term exposure to an L-dopa-sup-
plemented diet. What we found was what appeared to be an apparent slowing of motor
decline when we looked at the animals in the longitudinal sample or the cross-sectional
sample.

D. B. CALNE (UniversitY of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columohia,
Canada): What about the fluctuations that occur so characteristically in Parkinson's
di;ease? How did you, J. Mortimer, take that into account in obtaining your values
in the treated patients.

MORTIMER: Some of these treated patients obviously did have fluctuations and wAe
were not able to measure them several times a day in order to capture them at seeral
times. This, of course, increased the variability of the data from the Parkinson pa-
tients from time to time. Therefore, it was even somewhat more remarkable that they
showed fairly nice regressions on age given the fact that they did have some variability.
In addition, as you probably are aware, it was a fairly conservative method of treat-
ment of Parkinson patients and the side effects in this particular sample were reasonablN
low.

A. T. WELFORD (Aldehurgh, Suffolk, England): I guess another implication of
my question is that there might be some interest in those patients %Nho are fluctuating

67
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by looking at them at their worst. Maybe we can even get a better indication ot the
pathological substratum without pharmacological interference.

MORTIMER: That is a very important point. All the patients whose data I have shov n
were on long-term levodopa. Therefore, I do not think that we are really curing the
disease, but certainly the effect of levodopa on the motor activity is changing it.

J. ToBN (NIA, Bethesda, MD): What we have heard so far is not only concerned
with normal aging versus disease; in addition, a recurrent theme seems to be adapta-
bility or ways of compensating for things that may be happening -whether it is sway,
risk-taking behavior, or speed and accuracy. How then are we able to separate com-
pensations for something that is going wrong?

WOOLLACOTT: Are you asking whether the nervous system has enough plasticity

to actually compensate or whether we can shift over to vestibular information accurately
if we lose proprioceptive information?

TOBIN: Yes, you are tearing apart the mechanisms by , hich vwe maintain our bal-
ance. Part of the reasons why we lose balance may be due to disease, but they I may
also be due to aging changes. This is also true for the speed and accuracy and psy-
chology tests as well.

WOOLLACOTT: One set of experiments that we did \as on adaptability to changing

environmental conditions. On the first trial, when we took away sensory inputs, half
of our subjects fell when they had no visual input (which was their proprioceptive
input). Thus, when we took away the proprioceptive input, the older subjects on the
first trial tended to fall in 50% of the cases. However, if we gave them five successive
trials, they adapted to the changing conditions just like the young adult would and
they were giving very, very good responses by the fifth trial. Therefore, they can adapt
to changing conditions and their adaptability is very good in that particular task sit-
uation.

W. SPIRDUSO (University of Texas. Austin, TX): I want to return to a comment
that J. Mortimer made about age differences in reaction time depending upon the
modality. I would like you to talk about that in terms of the response expression in-
stead of the stimulus modality. I am sure that you are all aware of the three or four
papers that show there are no age differences in vocalized reaction time; that is, w.,hen
the subject has had to express the reaction time by saying yes or no instead of a manual
respons.e, there are no age differences. We have recently replicated that and, in addi-
tion, set up a situation where we had a manual complexity level and a vocalized com-
plexity level. We found no age interaction with the vocal response whatsoever, but
an age interaction was found with the manual response. Thus, is vocalizing reaction
time being spared in aging?

WELFORD: The point is that if you look in much greater detail than we normally
look at performance in relation to age, you will find that older people are again and
again performing, doing the same tasks, possibly even achieving the same performance,
but doing it in a different way. I am afraid that modern research has been so stream-
lined and so hurried that we seldom take the time to look in sufficient detail at these
various subtleties and consider what they mean.

Now I can answer W. Spirduso's question. There are two points to be made. First,
the verbal responses to auditory stimulation are usually responses that have been ver,
well practiced. The identification of letters, speaking, is an activity where the relation-
ship between the stimulus and the response have been ,cry thoroughly practiced ovcr
the years.

The second point is that motor responses were shown in ([ think) 1928 and since
then to be initiated in phase with tremor. Thus, if you work it out, the effect of a
slowing of tremor from about 10-12 to about 7-8 cycles is likely to add a very consid-
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erable and appreciable amount to the reaction time of an older person if his or her
responses are initiated in phase with tremor.

D. LARISH (Arizona State Universitr; Tempe, AZ ): There are two other points that
I can think of that might explain the potential difference between arm movements,
for example, and the speech system. I do not know that much about the anatomical
structure of the muscles controlling speech, but, for example, in muscles that move
the arm or move the legs, I think it is well established that there is a decrease in the
number of type-2 muscle fibers that one can activate as you get older. Nowk, the type-2
muscle fibers are your fast twitch muscle fibers, which are the muscle fibers respon-
sible for you being able to produce rapid movements. Hence, in man\ of the reaction
time-type tasks, they use arm movements in which those muscles \,ould be used, but
I do not know what happens with the speech muscles with age.

The second point from a biomechanical standpoint is that a number of the studies
that look at speeded movements with the arms and legs talk about moving a larger
mass than with the jaw. Therefore, the ability to moe that larger mass with [iot being
able to crank up the type-2 muscle fibers may be part of the explanation.

MORTIMI-R: Perhaps N. Woollacott wants to answer this question also from the
point of view of whether or not there is a postural preparation for speech mosement,
versus those that are carried out by the limbs, where obviously there is a postural prep-
aration. If one could eliminate the postural component, one could probably eliminate
a lot of the differences in reaction time.

WOOLACOrT: All 1 can say is that we are beginning to look at studies doin that
type of thing. We have a subject make a reaction time task in which the whole bod\
is stabilized, except for the specific joint that is moving. Thus, we are attempting to
see whether there are very different types of changes in preparation for movement under
these conditions ,ersus those under conditions where postural responses are needed.

UNIDENTIFIED DISCUSSANT: What percentage of decrement in the reaction time is
accounted for by the postural decrement length?

WOOLLACOTT: In latency? I think I might have gisen some of those figures. The
difference between young and old is 124 milliseconds betw'een tibialis and triceps versus
73 milliseconds, so about 50 milliseconds.
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incorporated into the gerontological maxim that motor performance manifests an age-
related decline is the hypothetical principle of increased interindi% idual kariabilitk s ith
increased age. From his extensive survey of research in aging and human skill, Welford'
offered the following observation:

S.. there is the increasing variabilit. between one individual and another a, % e go up
the age scale, vhich means that more often than not \\c rind a substantial number ot
old people performing at a level at least equal to that of the a.erage ot a group of \ounger
subjects (p. 283).

This view% of human aging as a highly individual process has been supported b. the
results of large-sample studies incorporating both cross-sectional and longitudinal
analyses.J,

The perspective of an age-related increase in tuotor performance \ariabilit. is il-
lustrated hypothetically in FIGURE 1. This perspective would be derised from cross-
sectional data on a parameter free of ceiling and Iloor effect, that would tend to dis-
tort estimates of variability across age. The statistical picture is one of an age-related
decrease in mean performance, but with an associated increase in variability. The ap-
parent increase in variability can be expressed in FiGURE 2 with real data that \\ere
derived from age comparisons of motor speed taken from a tracing taski. This presen-
tation depicts an age-related increase in the standard deviation of the performance
variable.

An important assumption derived from FIGURES I and 2 (5 hich are based upon
cross-sectional data) is that the age-related increase in variability indicates differential
trajectories of motor aging across the adult life span. This assumption is illustrated
in FiGURE 3A, which is derived from a hypothetical longitudinal analysis of motor
performance. The large variance within older age groups measured cross-sectionall.
presumably results because individuals X, Y, and Z have aged in motor performance
at different rates.

' This institution is fully accredited bv the American .Association for the Accreditation of I ab-

oratory Animal Care.
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FIGURE 1. Hypothetical function illustrating an age-related decline in motor performance
(depicted as means measured cross-sectionally) a~companied by an increase in variability (e.g.
standard deviation).
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FIGURE 2. Standard de, tation of motor speed in a tracing task as a function of age in humans.
Data are from Brown," cited in Welford.'
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I IGL 3. (A) Hypothetical functions illustrating differential trajectories of motor aging in
individuals, X. Y, Z, as mneasured longitudinall%. (B) Hypothetical funictions illustratine dif-ferential
trajectories of mnotor aging in individuals. XY N' Z, representing three different genot~pes in
the samleerivironment. (C) Hypothetical functiont, illustrating differential trajectories of motor
aging in individuals, X, Y, Z, representing the sante genoispe interacting wkith three different
enIVIronments. (D) Hypothetical functions, illustrating differential trajectories of motor aingt
in indis duals. X, Y, Z, representing three different getiot pes interacting with three different
environments.

SOURCE~S OF VARIABILITY

In human studies, individual differences obscrved in motor performance at ad-
vanced ages represent the sumn of contributions to variance from genetic factors, enl-
vironmental factors, and experimental error. The task of assessing the genuine nature
of differential rates of' motor aging requires thle identification of the unique contribu-
tion from each of these sources.

Genetic factors affecting age-related increases in variability include those thai end()\\
individuals with different motor abilities initial~y and that protect them against enl-
vironmental insults during aging. These factors are concept talized in Fi(;tRt-- 3B. Indi-
viduals X, Y, and Z begin with different levels of performance in the motor task, %e
even when operating within the same env ironment, the rates of aging are different be-
cause of the protection against environmental insutils. The protection mnaN be oper-
ating in a totally different physiological sphere from motor performance, bitt it is
manifested in the reduced negative slope of performance with age.
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Environmental factors affecting age-related increases in variability would be those
due to differential experiences. These experiences may stem from gross influences that
affect the rate of environmental insults to a given genotype or from specific influences
(such as those directed by different nutritional experiences or behavioral conditioning)
that affect motor performance. The impact of environmental factors on the rate of
aging is stylized in FiGtURE 3C. Individuals X, Y, and Z, all with identical genetic en-
dowments affecting a motor task, may manifest differential aging in this performance
based upon their interactions with different environments.

Error of measurement represents variability that has little inherent scientific in-
terest regarding the issue of differential rates of motor aging. Yet, it is imperative to
first identify the degree of variance ascribed to this source before the degree o s hich
individual differences ascribed to genetic and environmental sources can be assessed.
Error of measurement may reside in the methods, in the equipment. or w% ithin the sub-
ject (such as time-of-testing effects or fatigue). It may also be manifested in the form
of extraneous variation that confounds the ,ariable of interest, that is. motor per-
formance.

In this light, the influence of disease on the age-related increase in motor perfor-
mance variability must be addressed. This is a verv complex issue for gcerontologv in
general.' The separation of "normal aging" from disease has been extremel, problem-
atical.' ' First, the question of assigning the influence of disease to genetic or en iron-
mental factors would depend upon whether the etiology sas siessed a, intrinsicalls
(genetically) or extrinsically (environmentally) linked. If one were atnempting to mea-
sure "'normal aging" exclusively, then variabilit, due to disease ssould be kiessed a,
a measurement error that must be eliminated.

Overall, at present, it is very difficult in ,, udies of human aging to identi!' t:e
various influences of genetic factors, en\ ironmental factors, and measurement error
(including disease) on the phenomenon of individual differences in motor aing. The
complexity of this task is illustrated in FIGtURE 3[). Disregardine the issue of meaurc-
ment error, one sees that variability in motor performance at adsanced ages ha, re,,ulted
because different genotypes hase interacted %% ith different et ironments durinze aim .

The use of laboratory rodents offers an opportunity to identifs cOmponent, Of
this sariability. This is not to say that variability obsersed among aged rodents is ho-
molo,.ous to that observed among aged humans. What the use of laboratory rodents
does permit is the testing of hypotheses relating to hos particular genetic and ens iron-
mental factors influence the rate of aging to produce individual differences. Dras ing
from past investigations from our laboratory,- this discussiort will exenipli f. holk
this issue can be addressed. The focus is on the assessment of the reliability and ] a-
lidity of individual differences observed in the motor performance of aged laortaoi\
rodents.

AIVANTAGES OF RODENT MOIIELS

Many of the problems inherent in analyzing specific factors undcrlying indis idual
differences in motor performance among aged humans can be alle, iated through the
study of inbred strains of laboratory rodents. First, there are the practical adsantages
of analyzing individual differences among experimental subjects that possess o,, nlyk about
3% of the life-span potential of human counterparts. Second, treatment', can be used
that ethical considerations might prohibit in human research. Third, it is possible to
specify conditions of morbidity and pathology. Fourth, and most important to the
problem at hand, it is possible to characterize the genetic and environmental condi-
tions of the subjects.
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Specificall%, the g~enetic homogeneity prov ided in inbhred rodent ,train,. permits coin-
parisons of* motor performiance bets"cen genotypes reared in similar cms irollinentls.
Similarly, the in1fluence of difflerent enm i ronmiental treatmtients onl motor performance
can be assessed wAithini one genotype. Therefore, it is possible to htold one souirce of
sariation constant, while manipulatine the Other. Such atl attalysis of LIent \ pe-
environment in teractitons can d isenitae Iomec of' the apparen copeit t C01P~~t\O itidisidual
di fferences manifested in tnotor aging.

PARAMETRIC PERSPECTIVE OF MOTOR .ACING IN ROIDENTUS

Numerous studies hase documented thle parameters of age-related decline in) motor
performance inl lahorator\. rodents, including rats," mnice," and hamnsitr. 2 [he ercat
inajorit\ of' such studies focusI onl meant comparisons bctseen t% pically tsso) to three
agle groups fromn one rodent strain. Results focus ott the main effects o t acme in 111
one parameterf of interest. The behas oral description of these findings suffice for mlans\
studies, ss ereas others seek to link the behas iorai ohbsersations to nleurobioloical mech-

80- 80

£~60-
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40 - R070
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010 20 30
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F- I(I GRE~ 4. Parametric sies (it Oie-related decline inl pslthiii~os pertotmiince in, Im!,
(,7131 6J mtice. I tictions are based onl a pie% ions re ' ression m,wi~~ %%s n tetit o ic~
at si' mronths el t Os Ml~n. ((6S) (irip tireiigth score represenlts the iieain pull om gr, tnst 0! 1i
pass s onl a strain gauige oi5 r three trials. (1R I Tight rope score representihc mcnenltnc to
tall Ns sshenl sus1penided b\s the front passs from at taut string mset three rials I R010l) Roi,,,,J
score represents the ta~ls from a plastic rod rotatint at 3 rpm dtirine I-nun esposte to the:!)

Reg, ressin ithas been ha sed onl thre re~ciprocal of IFall,: t h us this fuinction iti nort ineat (I \Nt
forced esploratioti represenlts the number of quarter-tut itSlt ani sal ima iimmea duittei
trial tinder darketted illtimiination. l"IIFL I 11C,1 he tiitssstiatrdastetetiIls eso
Ititiotis msci a 96-li period.
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aiinims. Attemipt are made to co, elate \arious tuotrptlgel Henr phslxo-
Iogica I," anld j arocheillica I" parameters to the behavioralI ohserxatiiOns. 1:I)pi I HrIt:ItalI
ittkage of psvL. tomno tor function to lie proposed neurobj)I oeical Imechan isnms i, Uso-

ais ade wki, )harmnacologica I manipulations.- This approach has been fruit jul in-
linking motor Itmpairmnents to speciftic aLCe-related alterations at neurobiological lexcls.
I lowexer, f il, specific approach has been limited in determining the LceahI tion
of thle findlinex. Part of this limitation (whlich diminishes its relevanice ito the iutt
cotndititon) stemns ftrm the lack of analsis ofI' thle vcenet ic and enm rotnerttal factor,
that canl impinge onl thie obserxarionis of age-related motor performance dLItCic.

At tile (jerotttolov\ Research Center, xse hawe conducted sexeral stuidies that pro-
side a parametric perspectixe of psychomnotor aging in laborator\ rodients 1or csamlple,

pertormiance in thle inrbred mouse strain, ('57B1L- 6,, declines as a linetial or trear-lneal
function of age. This parametric .iewk is presented in F-torRi 4 in 'cx eral PsyCVhlotixT

tasks that hawe been described in) detail prexiouslv. 'Psschomlotor -onscad ot i11txtoti

is, thle preferred termninology to describe t his hatiter\ because it iprlies that per! !tot-
miance mniiht be in fluenced bx inot i at ional and learn iii flactors. C orrelt ion' 0: :h
rleiitt perf o rmances of di fferettt ageC groUtps xx ith ch1-0)1 :I roooia L ce T foCach ttxk _icidcd
Pearsn coefficients raningr from ()78-0.94.

Thus, it is clear that aging Impacts triarkcdl\ upon these meas~irex. -I os cxci, t 55

questions are posed: (1) Does this parametric perspeerl% ix e app\ to Other LC no pe
and 121 To w hat extetnt canl ensironmiental factors alter thIis )eispe,:tic xxi'lint i en~lot 5 P

GENETIC INFL.UENCES ON PSICH-OMfOTOR AGING

.As shown itt FItr.the is ass ide ranee of %ariit Vi)lf pn trtenbe
triouse strains.' This sariabilits is indicative of differential aging rate, atnon, trwis
hat ttnight be maniftested in di fferenrtial rates of motor ageing.

'sit ough inbred strains of mnice \ars ss idel\ in mtrrsos,.f\ tlih~
been cotnducted that make strain comnparisons of age-related decline iti motor y
sponses.-1 Examples from n t earlier study from out- laborator\ illliuicr that agime
-Anl differentially affect specific motor performances, in inbred miouse st rain.' \sc

examined three adult life-span represenftative groutps of mnaleA J and ( 'BI3 63 utic
itt a psrchotnotor test hatterk.

fit(;LR< 6A pros ides data on at blance-beamn task it) \\ ich thle Hnouse ks as placd
ott n -arro\A xx noden rod and in svh ich the Lttme spentI onI nC r0d bet ore t dlhl \\,I,
recordcd and a\eraged oxer three trials.hVe performiance of the (5 Il 6J strainl xx,
generally superior to that of thle A .1 strain: howexer. thre rate of decline xxii h ac xxi
sin ilar for both sitrains.

[it contrast to this pattern of aging are the data inii, ttmi 613, xx Iic:h depic: pertotr
ruanc:e in a tightrope task. In this test, the timnethat the mIousecouNJl retirain suspen~ded
fromt a raut st ring by its front pawss wAas recorded and ax eraged ox er thIree trials Both
strains appear equally capable in this task at thesoungest aIC. NXli0~ hooc xxeobsers ed
an age-relatedi decline in tisl, abilit\ in tire ('57B bJx an eexxa t xie

of a decline in the A .I siyaini.
What night account for thle differential effects of ace onl t hcse ps~chiroo Pet -

formiancexl (learhs, the priticipal factors, contributintg ito this differential paIeNCt 0I
agiti, rmiust he genetic in origin. Thle mice had beetn obtained f ron tile satire \etidor.
iiha bee reared i ii milar cagvs in timesate roont %ith th aiehibtd'.had eaten
he samre diet, anrd had been tested it) tire sairre barters. Noreox r. it should be rioted

that rite dil feretice xsaN nuot bCcauseC tile A' J strainl \kas longer -1used. lI idCed, eCtit11at00
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GENOTYPE
FI(.IR; 5. Mean lire span of 'arious inbred strains of male and female mice."

from our laboratory indicate that the mean life span of A, J mice is about 22 months,
as compared to 26 months for the C57BL./6J strain.22

What further use might this strain difference provide beyond this behavioral descrip-
tion? First, the behavioral difference might organize a search for possible neurobio-
logical mechanisms of this differential pattern of aging. Second, further genetic anal-
ysis using conventional Mendelian techniques of hybridization and backcrossing or
more modern genetic tools (such as recombinant inbred strains or bilineal congenic
strains) that shortcut this lengthy process could be used to identify the number and
location of genetic loci involved in this strain difference."

As regarding neurobiological correlates of strain differences in psychomotor per-
formance, there has been ample research of this type using young mice from inbred
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strains.' Little investment has been made to compare neurobiological parameters (t
aged mice from different strains.

In the same two inbred strains in which we studied psschomotor performance, the
ape and strain differences in neurotransmitter synthetic enine activities were also
analy/cdA.

' |FURi 7 pro, ides examples of pattern, of aging ihat w~ere obsered in

__A IhodI III i
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thc stiiatuin and hippocampus for choline acetylt ransferase (ChAT), glitamlic acid
decar box Nlase ((iAD). a nd tvrosinc hvdro\s lase (T 1l), which arce l cnthctic cn/s mcs,
for thle cholinergic, GABA-ergic, and adrenergic ,sictnls, respectis ely. With respcct1
to regional ChAT, increases in hippocamnpal actis it is wsith age w~ere obserscd in hot h
strain,, (FIGURE 7A). In the striatum., though. ChAT actis its' increased in the C5713i 6,1
strain and decreased inl thle A, J strain IFiIRE 73). With respect to GAL), age-relatcd
increase,, were again obsersed in hippocampal acti\ ities in both strains (FtiiR1- 7(

hokkever, an age-related decline in striatal GADI actis its' was obsersed in the A .1 strain,
Midhe an ace-related increase of' this parameter ksas obsers cd in the (57BL ".),J train
(FIGURE 7D). This pattern paralleled that ~bscrsed for C h.A[ activities. Thle pattcrn
ifagc difterenccs itt TH- activities also varied ss ith strain. Ill the Striati.1 no0 aLC Jiter-

enices were obsers ed in either strain (IouRia '7[ ) in the hippocamipus. though., I H
actik it\' increased with age in thle A Ji strain, but showed no significant age differetices
itt the CS7BL 6J -,train ( FIGURt: 7EF1.

It should bc noted that strain differences bake been reported in post synaptic:
pairamcetrsas stell. 2 Host diff'erentiial aging patterns ,iieni/\imc actis it iesanid re:epitor
concent ratiotis cati be linked to strain differences in motor aging remains to be dere-
tined. Phlarmacological mnanipulations, that probe each ~eurjot raii stint iter s stlen 10
affect a speci fic motor respo nse (e.g,., t igh trope pert orin aoce ' or eip lorator c st
ntay be helpful in this regard.

There is also thle potential for taking the search tor mechanisms, to genetic Ics ci
oif anialysis. Invertebrate models of' aceL are advanced ii til, direct ion of inscst iga-
ion. I-or example, using recombinant inbred st raitis, _101111t1

2
- hlas identified seseral

loci ins ,ols ed in niotor behas ior of nematodes anid has calculated the herIitabilit\ Of
these traits. Several loci ins~ols ed it the heritabilit\ of lile span in nematode,, bake also
been identified, arid these appear to exert efftects that are independent of Thosc loci
controlling the ntotor responses analsvcd thus far.

ENV'IRONN1ENIAL INFLUENCES ON PSVCHONIOTOR AGING

Esit %\ ithin ait inbred strain of' mice inl thle sante ki karinin, indi\ iduals, die across,
a railge of' ages. Previous estimates, from our laboratory placed the degree of tenti-
abilits of' life span amiong several mouse strainis around 50%. 2 Thle kquetiotis posed
are: (I) Do the differences in life span with in a cohort of' inbred [nice reflect diffti-
cecs in the rate of aging as determined by environmentat factors; anid (') (alt 11\clto-

motor tests measure these differences?
Itoi:'Ril 4 pros ided the parametric s ie\% of' psychomnotor agitg ill male ( 4.131 6.1

miice. FiiRiP s 8 anid 9 pros ic the scatter plots for t he data shoss i n I It IJRi 4.' When
individual performance data are correlated with chronological age, thle result tug coeltt
cients are cotisiderablv less than those obtained Mi en coirlat iig mnit pelf(t rince
for- different age groups with chronological age.

[hlere is clearly marked variability in performance. To %%fhat decree does this sari-
ahilit reflect indiv idual differences in the rate of ',-kmrooi acute? I irsi, it sh1OUld
be clear that tilie x'ariabilits' is nlot genetic in origin. Thtis is an inbred strain. Sccottd.
it is assummed t hat a portion oft he kariabilit v mutst be dlue to experitmental error. Tb us.
tite variability that cannot be attributed to experimental error reflects VenulFin dix idual
differences that must be dute to environmental factors.

W\'fat Could be thle possible sources of' ensironmental variation xxii hini anl in bed
st rain? (ireat effort hlas been made to assure ensmirotnvuital hontogeneit . HlMosse .
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it is evident that not all elements of the microenviroimett can "C controlled. Amon2
possible uncontrolled en,,ironmental factors that could produce indi idual differen:c,,
are the following: (I) nutritional influences that can begin in utero to atfct dcelop-
ment; (2) social factors that could inf luence neuroendocrine developmett: (3) matertal
factors that could influence development; (4) specific environmental espertenc:es that
permit learning; and (5) specific pathological influences. Thus. the search is for reli-
able and valid measure,, of this behavioral phenotype.
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Reliability

To assess the degree to which variability retlects experimental error, one needs to
address the issue of tile reliability of the tests. One method of assessing the reliabilit,
of a particular measure is to estimate the retest correlation. The question addressed
is how stable are thfe individual differences over a ,hort t time intersal? Will the ndi id-
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oals that scored high during the first test session continue to score high, and s ill those
that scored low continue to score low?2

1ABI± I provides data on the retest reliability ol the psychololtor tests for the age
patterns that were presented in FI6iRF 4. Two additional age groups of (517|[ 6.1
mice (young: 6-9 months: aged: 26-28 months) were tested in the psschomotor bilt-
ter and then retested one s\eek later.- For the young group, it is esident that in the
1ightrop,-, rotorod, and forced exploration tasks., irtuall\ all the sariabilit \\a, due
to experimental error; that is, the indisidual differences v, ere not stable. 11tdi id Ual
scores in the grip strength and Mheel acti, its tests showed some degree ot ,,ahillt\.
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IABLE I. Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Retest Reliabilit of Psschontotor
Tests in Young (6-9 months) and Aged (26-28 months) Male ('57BL 6J Mice

r

XII N oulL Aged[ce t' it "- 50) I  (in t 2 1 n 2 ' )

Grip strength 0.6 -  0.55' o.41
ightrope 0.66' 0.16 o.43'

Rotorod 0.86' (. I() 0.83'
Forced exploration ().19.

1 0.12 0. 44I

Runvm heel acti, its 0.80' 0.62' 0.63'

ltarameters are desribed in I(oRi 4.
1' Sample ,i/.

p < (0.0(15.
p < 0.01.

hut in both tests, the majorit. of sariability was still due to error-oer tsko-thirds
in tact (estimate obtained by squaring the coefficient). In contrast, atnong the aged
group, all tests demonstrated significant retest correlations, but again the degree of
variability due to error appeared higher than that w\ hich reflected genuine indis idual
differences. Rotorod was an exception, s, hich indicates that on,, about a third of the
.ariance was due to experimental error.

The degree of reliability desired depends upon the e\pressed objectis e of tile test.
If the objectie %sere to separate groups on the basis of test performance, then retesi
coefficients on the order of 0.50 might be acceptable. O the other hand. if tie objec-
tise sere to evaluate individual performance. retest coefficients ott the order of 0.95
Nsould be desired.

!alit/ityv

The assessment of ,alidity concerns %s hether the obser\ed indi% (dual ditfferences
in psychomotor aging are meaningful reflections of differential rates of aci,ig in general.
Se\eral different types of saliditv can be considered. All are inpor tant to tfte oietall
assessment of whether a measure is a valid test of aging.

Predictive Va/idi t

Predictise salidit.s refers to the ability to correlate ss il it a crne ion mcaured at sotttc
future time. lo tihe extent that correlation of present performance % il IurC perfot-
mance on a test is an objective, this might be considered a further c aluation ot the
retest reliability . However, it the intersaI is sUfficientIs lotte. then the in ference is that
the correlation between performances over this interval v.ill reflect differential rate,
of psychomotor aging. Such would be the view% in HtR(WE 10. Flhese data reflect the
correlation coefficients obtained for male (5-131. 6J mice wen comparing perfor-
mances in various psychomotor tasks at 24 months of age and at later ages it the sane
tasks." With the exception of the rotorod task, all other tests sho\s some decgree of
predictive validity, albeit not to a high degree. Most coefficients are less than 11.51.
but these are reasonably high estimates . hen given the tnoderate retest reliabilits of
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the tests. The greatest stability of individual differences appears in the tightrope and
exploratory activity tasks.

The correlations for the grip strength test require further explanation. These repre-
sent negative correlations between performance at 24 months and future performance;
that is, those mice scoring high at 24 months scored relativel] lower at older ages.
This pattern of correlation indicates confounding by learning, s hich will be discussed
later.

The preceding analysis assessed predictise validity with repect to the correlation
between scores obtained at different ages. The criterion for prediction was intrinsical-
ly bound within each test. Predictive validity might be further addressed by assessing
the correlation with an external criterion. Life span has been proposed as a suitable
criterion to assess differential rates of aging. A ,s \ ith the previous comparisons
of strain differences in life spans, the underlying assumption is that \ariability among
individual rates of aging will correlate with individual differences in life spans. There-
fore, if individual differences in psychomotor performance reflect differences in the
underlying rate of biological aging, then they should be correlated w ith indi\ idual life
spans. Past studies of aged humans have shown significant, but modest correlations
between life span and psychomotor performance.2 "

TABLE 2 prosides data from a previous study in our laboratory to illustrate this
possibility. These data reflect the correlations between psychomotor performance scores
obtained for male C57B1./6J mice at 24 months of age and subsequent life span. With
the exception of the rotorod test, scores in all other tests were significantly correlated
with life span; however, again, the relatively low coefficients indicated that most of
the variability in life spans was not accounted for by individual test scores.
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TA BLE 2. Pearson (orrelai oil Coe fficients RelIat ing IPs Nchotnotoi PertI orminanicc to
Life Span in 24-Monith-Old Male C573L. 6-1 Mice

(drip strcngth 79 o. 1?
I ightiope 82 I) 32'"
Rotorod 7"S ((14
U sploratorv actis i 77 (0.41L
RUiisvhee actis nx 76

"Paranieters aIre described in 1Ea(L:R- 4
SSample si/c,

," < ttn..

A- Multiple regression analst,, rev ealed that a lineal combinatiton of these te't scoies
could account tor about 400% of the sartance ;it life Fat hus, c% idceice of the m~edicikec
alidit v of' the batters ssas pro\ ided. Ant et tort to replicate this sat id its mnet %k it rimar-

ginial success."

(Conrstruct t a/u/i/

Es ideniceof the predic:tise salidit\ of a particular test \sould sulpport ilie conqtrl.ct
salidit of the tes. Cotistruct saliditv refers to Itos welt the test measures, the hy- pothetical
cotistruct of aging. The objectkie of this, process ssould be to determitie tto\ \%ell dit teret
tests of' psychomnotor aging reflcct thle Underlying rate oit biological agintg. Long-ternm
stability of individual differences and correlation ss ith lite span \5CIC used to quant its
predictive validity as the degree to "shich inidis dual differertces itt pertoritiance retlected
underlying differences in biological agirng.

Construct validity call be assessed by an a Iternat sc approach that dimiinishes thle
need for anl identifiable, quatititative criterion and t hat instead aSSUtties a comparatise
approach. Specifically, if indiv idual diffe- rences in a psychotnotor test retiect sariabilitv
in the rate of biologtcal aging, then the test shiotild be able to discritminate betsseeri
group,, of indis iduals that hav e uttdergotie a treat metnt or experiettee t hat litsutniably
has altered file rate oif biological aging, Such experitnttal sit uations are rare. Iii tie
human realm, the Populat ioti of'tle Japatiese atom boriib tictins was t110oug1t to pro-
side an opportunity for such an analysis." In thle rodent realm, sariolus reetnniei of
dietary restriction have been suggested as a mcarts by wNhich di fferent rtes, of biolog-
ical aging canl be studied."2

The typical dietary restriction experimetit compares surv ival atid s ariotl pararntietr
oif" biological funct ion bet weeti a control group of rodct iared onl a comrtis n tal
ad libitum diet and an experimental group reared on a diet inl wvhichl caloric intake
has been restricted 10-50%o by various means. The actuarial es idettce for differetiat
rates of aging between the groups is based upoti different slopes of inortali\.'

.Another s iew of the actuarial evidetce is pros ided itl ItoRt Rl hsedt tot
our laboratot y represent the survival curves of' two grnoups of male C57B1. 6.1 mice
onl two dietary regimns. One group was provided ati adl/hiuw (Al .1 diet (4.2 kcat i.)
while the other group was provided the samei diet, bitt giser every% otheri dlas \h
this resulted iti about a 15-20%/ reduction iti food ititake over th li ife span. It is clear
that the EOD diet enhaticed survival because of thle evidcfe ofthe11 itncreased median
mnid maximium li fe spans (I ~I %) of' t his group s heti compared to thle AlI Lroutr. Itt
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(5T13 6J uicin lhe psvhonrotorbdhane,\ prec ionj'l\ dclerrbed., V nloted, the pet -

lormianes (it the 101) group,, \lere uero to those of the ..-%I group ini eler'. lce0
(cp rip t1re ici K hi twre'IJ ler 0NwIcifikant ditetenc~i. 1hu,. thee Jai
lgetthat ,cxeral ol thre p\\eChomlotor te~t" ,kere capable o l~rt nrait het\etii

indilidnall in t hi :aw, giroupl, of indil dual) that differed Ii tile rate of hioloeteal

TABLE 3. ( orparkon of NcaltI for 11s\Jhotno(tor lPerformaneof Male ('5' H 61
MfiCe I ed eit her Ad Libitum (Al) or L ,cry Other D~a\ (LOD)

(rip f rent it 7L 16

IIL'11t1ope 1s~.2 3
Rotorod 7.A 4

Voreed exploration 104.4 Ill 1

Rujn\&heel IIcmi\VI 1620.3 4,11 W

SParanireirN arc e' riC[bed n I Ii RI 4.
1"Sample si/e.

p < 0.015, according to to-tailed t test.
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TABLE 4. Age and Diet Effects (X - SEN I) onl Psschonotor Pcrfornancc o I Adult
(1-1s month,s) and Aged (31-35 nionths) Ieniale (3 BIORI , Mice

t)iet

I cst .\LC Control (Mn " Rc te I cd (iII

Irti elI!U llpt'011,

t'orced C\ploratioi '  adult 102.; 62 11 l,4 U 'P

aCed 1)3.4 X.2 (14) lto4 9.,
ss nmihcit o ll[,

Rototod' adult VS • .4 12 - 1 (
aced 6.9 - 2.2' ( ) 14 4' 1

\k heel TC\ i i O ut to"t 'i00
Runtheel uacim ii adult 35.4 6(1 12) 5] 2 6.2

agcd 40.0) 5.4 49.5 - 4.5 ill

Sample size.
6l Measured as the number of beatn interruptions h\, a sees ot lo equaflx spaed inra.tid

photocells in an o\al runNav during a IO-minn period under darkened iluminat on
c Measured as the number of fall, during a 3-rin placement on a plastic riod rotating at I rpim

SMeasured as the niumber of %% heel res olutions durine a -2-h acce,, to an acti\I It\ \ .hl<.
e Significant ape effect a ithin diet group, p < 0.05, according to an I tcst of ,inple main

effects.
f Significant diet effect \ ithin age group. p < O.15, according to an 1/ ct o! ,inlplc matn

effects.

These findings have been confirmed partially in a recent stiud\ of another mottuse
strain - female C3BIORI.. ' The diet restriction s.,as different and nuch more restri-
ti,.e (140'o% reduction it caloric intake). As sho\% n in TAit, 4. among the aged group
(31-32 months), restricted mice had higher performances in \% heel acti it and rotorod.
but not in exploratory activity. Hovever, in this case, there ,.as no age difference noted
in exploratory or in wheel activity, which is an observatin that again indicates strain
differences in the pattern of psychomotor aging.

Other environmental manipulations might provide opportunities to examine v, hether

tests of psychomotor aging have construct validity. These include exercise. " a breeding
regimen,' dietary antioxidants,17 and hypophysectom.. " All treatments, are purported
to affect aging rate, bui ioiw arc cstablished as well as diet restriti on in this capacit\

Extraneous Error

Before accurate conclusions about the ,alidity of psschontotor tests can be draw 'i,

further consideration must be gisen to possible sources of extraneous error. Seeral
extraneous factors can impinge upon the ,alidity of the measurement.

Body Weight

Individual diffcrences in bod., \&,eight represent a potential source of extraneou,
variation. For example, if heavier animals do more poorly in a tightrope task coin-
pared to lighter animals, the conclusion regarding individual differences in biological
aging might be confounded by this correlation. As shovw n in T.At 5. \\ hen perfor-
mance in the psychomotor battery was examined across the life span of male C5,BI. 61
mice, there were significant correlations between body weight and performance in three
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TABLE 5. Pearson Correlation Coefficients and Partial Correlation Coefficients
Reflecting the Relationship between Test Scores and Chronologic-. Age (CA) and
Body Weight (BW) in Adult Male C57BL/6J Mice

Testa 1h rCA rB r( A B\ r

Grip strength 204 -0.581 0.02 0.62,
Tightrope 204 -0.72( 0.44' - 0.68'
Rotorod 196 0.52' 0.25

d  
0.52'

Forced exploration 132 0.56' 0.04 0.58'
Runw heel activity 123 --0.40' 0.24" -0.43'

a Parameters are described in FtOt.Ri 4.
h Sample size.
C p < 0.001.
dp < 0.01,

of the five tests -tightrope, rotorod, and wheel activity.' However, when this correla-
tion was statistically controlled by a partial correlational technique, the correlation
between performance and chronological age was virtually unaffected.' This relation-
ship existed despite the correlation between body weight and performance; thus, the
experimenter need not be concerned that body weight is an extraneous variable in this
analysis.

What about individual differences within the same age group? In TABLE 2, we ;cc
that body weight was positively correlated with life span in 24-month-old C57BL. 6J
mice.' This means that heavier mice at that age might bc biologically younger, so mice
with lower body weight would have a steeper trajectory toward death. Thus, tests in
which performance was correlated with body weight might have their correlations sith
life span confounded by this extraneous relationship. However, after conducting a partial
correlational analysis controlling for body weight, the correlations between psycho-
motor performance and life span were observed to be relatively unaffected.'

The assessment of possible confounding by body weight differences is more diffi-
cult in regard to performance differences due to dietary restriction. The use of partial
correlational techniques are more problematical when the covariant (body weight) is
also affected by the treatment (diet). However, regarding the data on the correlation
between body weight and performance in TABLE 5, it is possible that body weight differ-
ences could confound the comparison of rotorod performance in TABLE 4. Thus, this
means that diet-restricted mice might perform bet'er not because they are biologically
younger than control mice, but because they are lighter. This did not appear to be
the case because an analysis of covariance of the rotord performance data still re-
vealed the significant interaction between age and dietary treatment. 1

MVotivation

Similar caution must be taken in regard t. motivational factors. In comparisons
of ad libituin and diet-restricted animals, for example, it may be possible that perfor-
mance differences reflect motivational differences to perform. This might be most acute
in a task such as runwheel performance, which is sensitive to the degree of food depri-
vation. Procedural consideration of this potential source of confounding wa, pro ided
in producing the data in TABLE 4 with regard to this issue. " These had been obtained
after a period of several weeks in which the experimental grou[ (diet-restricted) had
been fed the control diet, %hich was in fact below an Al lexel. Again, insestigato,.
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interested in maintaining the reliability and validity of their psy.chornotor mleasulres
mfust be cognizant oi such possibilities. Regarding all thle tests depicted itt [hU-Ri 4,
it is difficult to assess ss hethier age difference,, existed in the not iational tactors re-
quired for optimum performance.

Learning

'Thle decree to which the task s tres ses learinin to per form ot fters us\ anoi her a rca
to consider as a possible SOUrce of confounditic in the anlalsis of psychomrotor aging.
If thle test is more hieails' weiehited on assessing thle a cquisition Of skills nlcessttrs to
pertormn than on assessing skills that already exist or require little learning to performi
aIccuratelr, then L1Sonst met liditN mnight be :oinproiiiisedl. Againl, to cm lpilasiic, tie
term "p55 chomnotor aginrg" has been used insiead o "'motor acime' becansc tit thle tii-
plicit recogntion that mnotixat ional atid cognitis e tactors ma\ be ins ol sed li the peri-
f ormance of the task. H-ossever, what should be considered is Mhether the lest is too
heavily weighted on learning. This could be to such an extetit that the indis dual diffet -

ences reflect differences, in learning abilities to at greater degree thatn motor abilities.
One way to asses.s the inIluICne of this extraveolns \ariaimi is t0 1eto C1117 ititllcL

tests over time on the sanme indis idulals. This lotngitudinal pcre[Pctise tigh.1t reflec'
lie extent to whlich learning factors, are ins olsed il ri me an-: dis id al di tl'rcnccs. It

learning is involsed, then performance intiht impros as it ici:t ionl ('I kexpecwti'c - il
this case, wkith age. Represetitati~e data highlighiting this issue arc presented itt I i R1
12. These data represent psxchloiotor pert-0rm'ali~c iti male ( 4 1Ifl 6J1 mice as, tica-
sUred in the test batter\' everyr tsso months, begirnning at 24 nothls of ac.' B\ assess ttc

thfe percetitage change in per formiatce across age rI htiss t pcrforttiatt:e at 2-4 titotih'.
it is clear that performance declines inl all task,' cVl 11 !li 21 t j gt Ml!t p11 :Tt reri
task, mnice improsed their per formance 5% itt ac, Mcl l inadicates t adt learn Ie iL l'
sibly con founding perfornmance. This snggestiott is fuirt her stipporest in) I (t~ tl 10li.
ss Iich shiows thle inserse correlatioti bxeis ct grip trtiI at 24 ritoti tsitd at later ac,~

Rate' of. Aging

A longitudintal analysis cart also be Hioi/ed lit a slit eeit %\si\ to assess tatlc list
construct v'alidity of psw hortoo tests. It subjects can bec tttea'Uted repeated Ii. Ititi
it is possible to estimate a linear slope Of each iiidis Idual's peCIt t ot m1atte \\ tIll ace. Ifi
psychomnotor perfortmance is reflecti a ig t hie r ate of' hiologteal aimi hn i lieutese slopes
should be correlated wkit h I i fc spatt. Tb1 is is t he a riots si s Ill senltes in1 vim 6 . [orl all
mi c thlat w&ere tested at least jie icc(niics fronm 24 mot f ae i iti ic battere. sioss it
in [IGRjrL 12. a lintear slope .%as cowmputed and cotrelatest %k itli) li t5 spoil. itI stcili t
was not iticluded in th[is aitali sis for thle reasotis slesc:rihbes abos. \, oh-' s d. 1tiw
slope otf perfornlance iii all tests \%as pssitise :orrelltesl ss(1 tilt lif spt> hlis lotl
have indicated that those mnice syitl less sleclitMe iil psrclioiiis'torL psrtrtiii Alse
the lortgest. H-oswever, wkith asaie of outs' 29 truce, olitsthecci !!1-- 1-'0;-''1 tot: llscli1l
rope test w~asstatistically siettificarit,a htis ieni tccffict cii reclec-ctd ri o llowi
(if the variance itt life ,pait.

isea se

N final soIUrceof extratmeons variationl that ticesl to bec'oiisids'cd is t Itsc lti l"
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of disease on psychomotor performance. The argument can be made that aging per
se has little role in the decline of psychomotor performance observed over the life span
in rodents. Instead, disease, ,which might affe.Ct function in Musculoskeletal. cardio-
vascular, and sensorimotor systems, is the principal cause of the impairment. This
is a very important point that can be interpreted to have far-reaching consequences
to gerontological research and geriatric practice.' ' ' To our shortcoming, we have not
been able to properly address this issue in our paradim,, due to the 1-k of collabor'-
tion with pathologists experienced in the assessment of aged rodents. This should bc
a very important consideration for all studies in this area.

In defense, I would assert that many of the age-related declines in psychomotor
performance that we and others observe begin relatively early after maturity and con-
tinue as linear or log-linear functions with age. This then would diminish the argu-

TABLE 6. Pearson Correlation Coefficient,, Relatine Rate of Psychomotor Decline"
to Life Span in Male C57131,6.1 Mice

Testh n- r

Tightrope 27 n.,5;'

Rotorod 27 0.28
Forced exploration 27 0.22
Wheel activity 26 0.34

Individual linear slope, across at least three ages measured t\%o rnonths apart heginning at
24 months.

h Parameters are described in [I(,IRF 4.
Sample si/e.
dp < 0.01.
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ment that overt pathology accounts for these performance decrements. Furthermore,
I would argue that the aging-disease distinction weighs most importantly as a
phenomenological descriptor with medical, social, and political implications. In re-
gard to the scientific issue, a description of a phenomenon as aging (or as pathology
seemingly associated with aging) is only a description until the mechanism(s) that un-
derlie and control the phenomenon are identified. Thus, a more productive view of
this issue might be to deemphasize a dichotomy between aging and disease and to focus
instead on a dimension in which the phenomenon can be graded by the contributions
of both hypothetical constrtuts c' aging and disease.' Further assessment of the con-
struct validity of psychomotor tests used to assess age-relatcd variabilitx will have to
address this issue.

An innovative approach to this issue has been used in hamsters. Ottenweller, Tapp,
and Natelson' 2 conducted age comparisons of motor performance in two hamster
strains-one that had a specific cardiomyopathology and the other that was presum-
ably normal. Tests were found in which motor aging appeared to be accelerated b\
disease. There were other tests in which disease processes distinguished performance
from that related to aging in the healthy strain. These investigators emphasized the
importance of being able to identify tests that demonstrated \, hether the rate of aging
was altered by disease.

DEVELOPING A NEW PSYCHOMOTOR TEST

From the preceding discussion of past results in our laboratory, it should be clear
that no test has met all objectives of reliability and %alidity to a high degree in regard
to accuracy in assessing individual differences in psychomotor aging. A strategy for
assessing these features has been established, but modification and expansion of the
test battery is needed.'-'.

Over the past several months, we have endeavored to develop a new test that might
improve on several features when compared to the tests examined thus far. The ne%%
test is intended to be a measure of the maximum running speed in mice. Previous re-
search examined maximum running capacity as a function of age in rats and found
an age-related decline." However, that study emphasized endurance because the mea-
surement involved was the time spent running at a high rate (20 m ' min) on a treadmill.
This current study, though, emphasizes capacity to run at the highest speed and at-
tempts to minimize endurance factors.

The test being developed utilizes a commercially made, automated drum exerciser
(DREX, Columbus Instruments. Columbia, Ohio). This apparatus consists of a drum
(30 cm in diameter and 9.5 cm wide) that contains a corrugated, rubber running mat
on its circumference. Through a microprocessor-controlled motor, the drum can be
programmed to rotate at various speeds for various time intervals. The drum is en-
closed within a Plexiglas box with a stainless steel grid shelf (15 cm x 9 cm) that is
located at one end of the wheel at a height about one-sixth below its diameter. Pulsed
footshock (,-,0.5 mA at 0.5 s) is delivered through the grid floor. Located two cm horizon-
tally above the grid floor are a series of four infrared photocells that can register ss hether
the animal is present on the grid floor. These photocells thereby permit the
microprocessor to record the number of visits to the grid floor, the time spent oi, !he
grid floor, and the time spent on the drum. All these data can be printed out after
each predesignated trial.

The procedure that is currently being applied has the follo,,\ ing features. First, mice
are given a training session on one day and a test session on the following day. The
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training session consists of placing the mouse on the rotodrum while the drum is sta-
tionary. This 2-min trial permits the mouse to discover that the grid floor is electrified.
Then, the rotodrum is activated to turn at a speed of I cm/s for one minute. At this
slow speed, all mice have little trouble staying on the rotodrum aad thus avoid the
electrified grid. Following this trial, there is a I-min rest trial in which the rotodrum
is not activated. The remainder of the session involves these I-min running trials, sepa-
rated by I-min rest sessions, with the speed increased in the following increments: 3,
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 cm/s. Fhe upper limit of this range was derived empirically
as being near the highest level of capability on the first day of training. If the mouse
remains on the electrified grid for 45 seconds during any trial, it is removed from fur-
ther testing. This criterion appears stringent, but it is somewhat contaminated at present
because the mouse's tail can also activate the infrared photocells. However, if this is
the case, it is usually because the mouse is at the end of the rotodrum and is striving
to run when its tail is activating the photocells. Prior to the trials when this begins
to happen, the mouse is running at the top of the rotodrum with its tail far removed
from the photocells. During the second se,,;on on the following day, the first 1-min
trial begins at a speed of 10 cm/s and is increiia-nted 2 cm/s for each additional -mmin
trial (following a -min rest trial between each increment in rotodrum speed). The
criterion for ;emoval on the second day is two consecutive trials in which the pho-
tocells have recorded 45 seconds on the grid (which again includes deflection by the
tail). The rotodrum is sponged with hot soapy water every day after the last session
on both days. Mice are run during diurnal hours 9:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

What are the features of this test that have been improved over those of the tests

described previously? First, there is almost no interaction bct'.'.cn , .peri:-enter and
subject. Second, an attempt is made to reduce extraneous variation due to motiva-
tional and learning factors. This is accomplished by having shock-avoidance as the
motivational manipulation. The experimenter is reasonably assured that the subjects
are motivated to perform at their highest ability. Mor,:over, because the rotodrum ve-
locity is slowly and gradually incremented, the experimenter is assured that the animals
have the opportunity to learn the relevant features of performance, that is, to run on
the rotodrum at a speed that permits them to avoid the shock grid. Two sessions are
given to further offset any learning effects. Pilot studies indicated that maximum per-
formance was not enhanced appreciably (< 2 cm,'s) when a third session %as gisen
24 hours after the second one to mice of different age groups. The objective is to mea-
sure the mouse's highest ability with respect to this task, that is, its maximum running
speed.

FIGURE 13A presents our preliminary results with this test in male C57BL'6J mice.
As noted, there was an age-related decline in performance. Between 8 and 25 months,
maximum running speed declined about 220o. As observed, there was no age-related
increase in variability in this case. Performance also appeaicJ unaffected bs individual
differences in body weight. The correlation between body weight and performance
was positive, r = 0.27, but not significant, p > 0.05. Thus, body weight did not appear
to be an extraneous performance factor.

An additional factor extraneous to the variable of interest might be fatigue. The
initial procedure used to reduce the influence of fatigue was by having short test trials
separated by rest trials. To further offset this possibility, a more recent procedure has
been introduced that differs in two ways from that described above. First, to reduce
the total number of trials required during the second session, the speed on the first
trial was changed from 10 to 20 cm/s. Second. beginning at the trial with a rotodrum
velocity of 30 cm/s, the length of the rest trial was increased from I to 2 min. FiGURE
13B demonstrates the age comparisons of performance resulting from this protocol
it- .Zialc C57BL/6J mice. T : results were very similar to those observed in FIGURE
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FIGURE 13. Maximum running speed in male C57BL/6J mice as a function of age

13A. Therefore, fatigue does not appear to be an extraneous factor affecting the age
comparisons. Again, there was no age-related increase in variability. If anything, there
was a decrease, but the measures of variability here are the standard errors of the mean
that were affected by markedly different sample sizes. Again, similar to that found
in the first study of this test, there was no correlation between body weight and perfor-
mance, r = -0.01.

Further analysis is planned to examine the reliability and validity of the running
speed test. Specifically, we will assess the short-term and long-term stabilities of in-
dividual differences and the correlation with life span. In addition, a correlational
analysis will be conducted to determine what relationship the rotodrum test has to
the previous tests examined. Finally, work is also under way to determine if perfor-
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mance in the rotodrum test is correlated with individual differences in striatal dopa-
mine receptors.

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this discussion was to document that motor aging may be ana-
lyzed from the perspective of individual differences. By comparing inbred rodent strains,
investigators can analyze genetic influences on the type and rate of age-related perfor-
mance decline. Once reliable strain diffetences are documented, then further analysis
can be conducted to determine mechanisms at physiological, cellular, and genetic levels.
By analyzing individual differences within inbred strains, investigators can analyze
the effects of environmental manipulations (such as nutrition) on the rate of motor
aging within a particular genotype. By focusing upon the behavioral phenotype within
uniform and different environments, investigators can assess whether parameters of
motor aging reflect the underlying rate of biological aging and thereby link common
mechanisms. With these research objectives in mind, the task becomes one of developing
reliable and valid measures of motor aging.

Emphasis on individual differences has implications for other areas of geropsy-
chology, including assessment of age-related memory dysfunction. " An important ap-
plication is provided in the assessment of therapeutic interventions. For example, Gage,
Dunnett, and Bj6rklund4" first identified a subset of aged rats that were impaired in
a learning task before submitting them to a fetal neural grafting procedure that im-
proved the deficit in this experimental group.

In summary, further research interest in assessing individual differences in inbred
animal models will likely help to elucidate the rich variability that exists in motor per-
formance during human aging. Thus far, interest in this line of research remains at
a threshold.2"
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

G. LOVELACE: When you showed the plot with the diverging X, Y, Z curves, pre-
sumably that was conceptually a plot against chronological age of performances of
some sort. If the abscissa had not been chronological age, but functional qge, might
they have then represented three lines of tndividuals who were simply biologically aging
at different rates?

D. INGRAM (NIA, Baltimore, MD): The task in a nutshell is: does the variability
observed among individuals of the same chronological age really represent differences
in functional age? If one makes the assumption, then one has to provide tests that
demonstrate that the individual differences are reliable and that they are meaningful
(in the context that you can predict that the individual differences can predict some-
thing). Therefore, we need to know the criteria for this. Is it going to be how long
the person lives? Is it going to be the age at which he or she develops a chronic disease?
So far, the advocates for measures of biomarkers of aging have yet to come up with
a suitable criterion with which we can measure those things. We demonstrated that
some variability in life span can be predicted by motor performance. What I failed
to say is that we do not know how much of that is related to disease because we did
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not do specific pathology on the animals; however, you will note that the pattern ot
longitudinal decline starts early, thus implying that decline over that long of a period
of time could not be attributed to a specific pathology for most animals.

W. SPIRDUSO (University of Texas, Austin, TX): When you establish aij animal's
performance level at 6 months, 12 months, 24 months of age, etc., do you test that
animal for three, four, five, etc., days and take that as some kind of an estimate of
the best performance of the animal at each age? Or, on the other hand, arc you testing
those animals for one shot and then coming back 12 months later and testing them
again? Therefore, is the age-related decline the capacity of the animal or the change
in variability within the subject consistency of the animal?

INGRAM: All the data I presented today were based on one shot; however, there
is a possibility of confounding of learning. I just measured one shot using several trials
(three to five trials) depending upon the task (the tightrope task had five trials, w hile
the grip strength task had three trials). It is a very short exposure to the test experience,
but that short exposure can have effects two months later; this can be seen in thc grip
strength test, where the animals learned to perform better in that task.

Thus, the best design is to put the animals up io their capacity. We get the animal
up at a young age to a capacity (a high level of capacity) and then assess the aging
effects longitudinally. That is the objective, though it is not the current status of the
data I presented.

M. BRENNAN (Revlon Health Care, Tuckahoe, NY): The strain differences present
interesting models to evaluate genetic influence as a source of variance in the effects
of age. Therefore, can we make cross-sectional comparisons between strains that have
slightly different life spans? What is the significance in observing a difference between
the two strains in terms of both behavior and any of the neurochemical or neurobio-
logical markers underlying those differences?

INGRAM: I would defer to my previous comment that we definitely need longitu-
dinal analysis. There are so many factors that can impinge upon that one performance.
It could be motivational in nature and, if one repeatedly tested the animals, some ac-
climation to the test environment might wash out that strain difference altogether.
A well-developed battery that has demonstrated reliability and that is conducted in
longitudinal fashion is the best.

BRENNAN: My question was more in terms of context of differential surviv orship
rather "han in the same subject population.

INGRAM: Well, on the tightrope task, you kkil, notice that thc A J strain that did
not show an age-related decline is actually the shorter-lived strain.
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The ability to adapt to one's environment and to appropriately react to changes within
it is a prerequisite for the development and preservation of each species. This reciprocal
interrelationship between external stimuli and the internal regulation of all functions
in the homeostatic system varies in stability, capacity, and reserve. The adaptivity must
be subdivided into the acute reactions of an individual (as determined by the current
regulation capacity in each phase of life) and the dynamic processes of adaptis e mech-
anisms over a period of time. These processes include not only regeneration and aging,
but also acclimatization and training effects.

The stability of :he regulatory systems, as characterized by susceptibility to distur-
bances, can be quantified by the intensity of the stimulus causing the deviation from
the norm. The capacity for compensation and its control can be determined by the
extent and speed of a response and can be tested by finding the limits to an oertaxa-
tion of the system (testing the limits). The reserve of functions can be measured by
an improved perforinance after practice.

The homeostasis is maintained by inherent aid learned regulation processes that
are multiply ensured, thus allowing partial weaknesses to be covered up and comnpen-
sated for. These differentiated possibilities of adapting are expressed differently during
the course of ontogeny, thereby resulting in characteristic changes. By taking individual
and species-specific compensation mechanisms into consideration, the aging process
can be demonstrated at different levels-molecular, cellular, endocrinous, at the lesel
Ol the oigans- :-as well as in changes in the tunctions of the whole organism.

Numerous studies have shown that compensation factions beL:oic dela.,ed, less
effective, or nonexistent with increasing age. " This has especially been demonstrated
for reaction to changes in ambient temperature, pressure, and amount of o\ygen, or
in increased peripheral resistance in the circulation. ' - "

Deviations in adaptivity due to increasing age can be especially wsell demontrated
at the level ot motoric behavior. Dclcrmina,;on of central coIt-,)l is n;4 i-,, -,no,'-

sible for reduced performance. Limitations in the periphery are only secondary clm-
tributors to the etiology of movement deficits and they only work in a moduiator\
way.. .'' The low stability of unpracticed behavioral reactions, (lbe mainly to missing
or incorrectly functioning correctional mechanisms, has been observed in man and
animals many times and is. in principle, applicable to all age stages. 2- However, w ,th
increasing chronological age, it has been observed that adaptivity is especially dimin-
ished; in some cases, though, clarification is needed to determine whether reduced
performance represents an exhaustion of effective capacity or a defective use of adap-
tive regulation. A change in the time pattern in which the organization and execution
of motor processes take place, in the sense of a prolongation, also leads to a reduction

97
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in effectieness- an example being the synchronization of reaction procese,, % ith the
demands.

The deviations affect the speed as well a,, the power components of physiological
reaction patterns, especially those of adaptive reactions to endogenous and exogenous
stimuli. Subdivisions into mainly speed-dependent and speed-independent abilities are
especially important in clinical diagnostics and in the validation of pharmacodvnanic
effects." In the following, we will proceed s, ith this differentiation dcepite existing
interactions and relationships.

Many studies have confirmed that aging, with respect to the speed comportettt of
motoric processes, is rule governed and can be considered a valid and reliable charac:-
teri-,tic of the aging process." 2' " Despite great multiplicit., this process tetnds to tc
manifested as a slowing down. In contrast, the aging process of the posser component
is not so clear and must be examined for each indi,.idual qualit,. The .crificat ion ot
reduced abilities is methodically problematic because various adaptation stratcvie that
can compensate for restrictions in partial functions are developed during the course
of ontogeny. This compensation is constantly produced by many regulatory e!emen t..
Thus, the ensurance of integrative functions is a system property oft lie organism that
guarantees its survival.'"

A difficulty in determining the aging process of behavior main, independent of
speed is due to the fact that little-used and seldott-taxed abilities are less routini/ed
and thereby more susceptible. Therefore, itt det,rmnining their efficiertc., it i,, necessar\
to know hov, often they have been regularly used and. thus, their akailahilit. Ihi'
is true to the same degree for the corresponding counterbalancing proceses.

The rats used in our experiments were female Wistar rats tHacetnat,
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FIGURE I. (iompertz curve of 280 female Wistar rats (breeder: Hageiatn, Bosingleld' shos s n
the age-specific mortality rate.
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FI(A RE 2. Stur% i\a C:m\C o 280 femnalc \\i~ar rats. i le 5U ,, tiPi1a himit i, it 12 tck,

Lippe Bosingfeldl "hose \seights ,,ere registered Weekl. The Gonipert/ curse mdi-
cates that it Was ain ac1ng population (l-utvRV 1) Wsith ifL- 501"o surs sal limit at 2-
months (1'l([R- 2). The data are based on an obsersation period that currently. span's
three years. It is notesorthy that a closer analysis of the death rates sho.s character-
istic W'eight processes for lonv-lied rats (older than 27 months) and animals v.lth an
average life span, thus confirmine -. eritt"," findiris w. ith male Wistar rats ,;, u 3i.

Motor ability Was examined by using a batter\ of motor tests of graduated com-
plexity in a cross-sect ional analysis. Coipared to a longitudinal analysis this orls
represents a description of the skill profiles of different -aged organism,,. but it has
the adsantage that coiparati.c esaninations can he performed in a rclatis.clf short
time pcrio.

The results showed that vital behavior fvW hich includes spe,,taneous acti,.ity in a
familiar and unchanged en,, ironment) ,%%as quantitatively unchanged in young and old
rats (l-;tUR 4). " There were also no significant differences betseen the age groups
in the s,,imming test. The positive results of others on this test are probabl\ due to
different methods or to specific breed characteristics....

Supplementary data on food atid fluid intake over several ,eeks.. underscore
that motility is only slightly impaired by age. All tests hase in common a high sur, isal
value arid a lack of an immediate time component which, as mentioned before, is respon-
sible for most age differences.") "' In tests measuring the ability to react (passi,,e-
avoidance test: Porsolt-Test), passivity does not represent a loW level of performance.
but a behavior appropriate to the circumstances."' In addition, during the course of
ontogeny, behavioral stereotypes based either on experience or heredity can deveh ,
and cause the behavioral repertoire to appear limited, independent of the time factor.
However, the speed component could be of importance in such a case as when Wilcox4 "
uses the reactions of a rat suddenly thrown into water as a measure of its fitness. Test
situations that are unfamiliar to an animal could cause a strong stress stimulus that.
for example, could be marked by increased defecation. This reaction is more pronounced
in old rats. On open-field tests, it has been observed that old rats are more strongly
emotionally affected by the new situation.- i tie emotional response disappeats With
practice, but older rats require considerably more time than young ones."
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FlIGURE 3. ('ourse ol ,.'eight-loss in fenialc rats during thc last IM day%, (it life. A -A: Tat,
%%.ithi a'.erage life span: 0-0: rats Aith long life ',pan.

Although there is a definite time component in the climbing test and the chimney
test (FIG;URL 4), our experiments were designed to allow the animals to perform the
task without a time constraint. Nevertheless, in both tests, there were considerable differ-
ences between the age groups with respect to their reactions to the situation and espe-
cially in the manner that the tasks were performed. Old rats climbed more hesitant I\,
more tensely, and, in a sense, with more errors (as was determined by the course of
movements of their extremities). Thus, one can exclude the possibility that the com-
paratively longer amount of time they required to complete the task \,%as due to cau-
tious movements and increased precision.

The rotorod test with three rotation speeds tested the coordination capacity of motor
functions. Not only did the rats need to learn a complex pattern of movements (nio-
toric learning), but ,after overcoming initial nervousness, they' needed to maintain their
attention and concentration over a specific period of time. Therefore, in addition to
the speed and power components, this test measured other factors such as vigilance.

FIG;URE 5 shows the performance on the rotorod test as a function of the number
of starts at the lowest rotation speed (10 rpm). The age difference can be clearly seen
in the time it took to reach the criterion at two-minutes running time. An analysis
of the frequency of starts as a function of the rotation speed revealed that even the
oldest rats demonstrated training effects despite an increase from 10 to 40 rpm. This
observation led to the conclusion that, in contrast to the climbing test, the power com-

w I II IS.
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FIGUREi- 4. Changes in mobor performance with increasing age." i reIerence to perflt ianc, of

4-month-old rats.
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FIGURE 5. Rotorod nerformance of rat of different age- frequenc. of ,tart, for a rorat ion
speed of 10 rpm until the chosen criterion was met. (Median salues SI 1-M n 30 each.)
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F'ICUtRE 6. Training effct on rotorod texi in different aged tat . ("lednian %alues: n 310 !11
each group.)

ponent was of secondary importance to the speed component b.cause the coordinated
motoric achievements were determined by speed factors. The effectiveness of training,
however, was limited. This was seen when the 27- and 29-month-old rats exhausted
their allowed 15 starts without being able to complete the task (FIUiL'RF 6); thus, they
approached their limit of performance. Old rats with a low achievement level in the
acquisition phase also generally did not significantly improve during practice. This
observation is only in apparent contradiction to the principle previously delineated
because the experiments were undertaken as a cross-sectional analysis. It has repeat-
edly been shown that exercise in old age is mainly successful \%hen it is started earls
and when it is done regularly. ' " ' A displacement to better achievement or the main-
tenance of what exists can obviously only be obtained by strict adherence to the trainine.
Moreover, when practice is interrupted, motor performance is reduced much faster
in old age than during younger phases.

The strong susceptibility of complex motor performance, as on the rotorod test,
can be demonstrated by the intake of certain drugs. After only a small dosage of d-
amphetamine (2-3 mg/kg/day, orally), the performance of old rats was dramatically
poorer, while young animals showed no effects. In contrast, it is in principle possible,
within limits, to improve performance by pharmacological treatment - for example,
with nootropics, as wa. demonstrated with piracetam and pyritinol. " "

When motor tasks are performed under more strenuous conditions such as , hen
the oxygen content of the dir is reduced to 10%, the following results ocur. While
physiological values for blood gases, hematocrit, and pH showed no significant age-
specific changes under hypoxia, such changes were demonstrated for food and fluid
intake and spontaneous activity. After an almost similar deviation for all rats frotn
norm values in the sense of attenuation (power component), age groups could be clearly
distinguished in the adaptation phase (speed component). In old rats, the time span
for recovery was clearly longer and the capacity was measurably reduced (FtGURE 7). 2
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Learning the existing spatial setup of a maze, in which motor behavior is impor-
tant, is a task that has frequently been examined in rats. In our experiments, a closed-
pipe system was used. The rats needed to correctly make six right-left decisions in order
to reach the goal and be rewarded with food. The movements of the animals were reg-
istered by infrared light barriers and the impulses were transferred to a computer for
analysis. In addition to more errors (frequency entering cul-de-sacs), the data showed
a preferential changing away from "speed reactions". This is expressed as a definitely
longer time to complete the task and a longer decision latency at intersections for the
27-month-old rats as compared to the 4-month-old ones.

Initial results with an analogous transparent maze confirmed these results (FIGURE
8). The total running time was a composite parameter that was determined by the number
of time-dependent and time-independent factors. Among the time-dependent factors
are the length of the nonlocomotor behavior and the resulting overall length of orienting
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FIG;URE 8. Training effects on behavior of different aged rats in a multiple t-mnaze. (Median
values; n = 30 in each group.)

i scenting, which also contains the orienting scenting during decision-making. The run-

ning velocity is also a time-dependent factor in the locomotor phases. Time-independent
factors are the length of the area covered within the maze (distance). Additionall,
the so-called running phase (step) is shown, that is, running activity without interrup-
tion. It was evident that differences existed in a number of factors between the various

r. age groups. The age-related deviations still remain with time-dependent factors even
7, if training effects have been obtained. In almost all of the time-independent factors,
I the age-related factors are nearly eliminated by training.

Chronic treatment with diazepam (2 mg/kgiday, i.p.) led tc 1 significantly shorter

331l$- == G eel _I I II
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running phase in the young rats, whereas the old ones were not affected by the drug.
Thus, in this area, the differences between the age groups were diminished. However,
the total activity of the old rats was simultaneously much morc strongly reduced than
that of young rats. The more frequent and longer periods of inactivity caused them
to remain in the maze much longer. In analyzing age differences for the entire dura-
tion in the maze from start to finish (in addition to other factors such as frequency
of errors, length of running phase, decision-making time, etc.), the total activity must
also be taken into consideration.

Although the activity within the maze was dependent on many other variables (moti-
vation, vigilance, orientation), it could be concluded, with the inclusion of findings
from other researchers, that traversing a maze is also age dependent." "

In summary, the examples presented demonstrate that differentiated changes occur
in motor behavior in old age. These changes are asynchronous and graduated, depending
on the complexity and conditions presented (treatment with drugs, exposure to hyp-
oxia). They reveal individual differences, but they also show a common tendency for
decline in achievement and adaptivity with increasing age. The variety in which they
are manifested can be found in both intra- and inter-individual variability and in the
increasingly limited modifiability of decline.

As expected, these changes mainly affect the "speed component" of behavior. In
addition, there is a loss of flexibility in the mutual change and the interdependent in-
fluence between environment and an organism's ability to integratively process stimuli
affecting it from inner and outer milieus, as well as in its ability to maintain its capa-
bility for functioning and being vital. This occurs in terms of reduced capacity, dimin-
ished stability, and a lack of reserve-all of which affect adaptation. However, the
examples also provide possibilities that would allow an old organism to ameliorate
performance loss through practice and/or treatment with medication.
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Aging-dependent Emergence of
Sensorimotor Dysfunction in Rats

Recovered from Dopamine Depletion
Sustained Early in Lifea
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In the study of aging-related motor decline and its central determinants, it is impor-
tant to consider that older individuals may be subject to sensory impairment or weak-
ness from hypophagia or other events that might influence movement adversely and
thus obscure measurements of the integrity of motor function. In addition, previous
exposure to neurotoxins, minor cerebral insults, or related perturbations of brain func-
tion throughout the life span might affect the operation of motor systems during old
age. Two approaches using animal models are considered in this report.

First, an objective, easy to administer, test of somatosensory function will be de-
scribed, and its value will be illustrated in young versus old rats. This test was devel-
oped to assess sensory function, with high resolution, independently from motor, nutri-
tional, or other dging-related events." The data indicate that most old rats are generally
resistant to somatosensory dysfunction, but many suffer from deficits in movement
initiation that can affect the response segment of orienting behavior and thus can af-
fect measures of responsiveness to sensory stimulation.

Second, the effects of aging in rats that had long since recovered from the behavioral
signs of unilateral dopamine depletion occurring in adulthood are described. Using
a unilateral lesion preparation and neurological tests of sensorimotor asymmetry, selec-
tive aging-lesion interactions were isolated. Specifically, unilateral behavioral signs of
the earlier brain damage reappear during old age a.id can be distinguished from non-
central motor dysfunction or other erosive events of the aging process, which, when
present, act bilaterally. Because the behavioral effects are asymmetric, nonspecific sen-
sory dysfunction, generalized motor slowing or fatigue, illness, and nutritional factors
can be ruled out. The role of aging-related decline in the function of dopaminergic
versus nondopaminergic systems will be discussed.

a This work was supported by Grant Nos. NS 17274 and NS 23964 to T. Schallert, and Grant
No. AA 06761 to W. W. Spirduso and T. Schallert.
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FIGURE 1. A rat with adhesive patches on the radial aspect of each forelimb.

INTACT ANIMALS

Sensorimotor function was determined first in male rats with no brain damage.
There were 24 hooded Long-Evans rats- 13 of which were old (28 tno) and I I of twhich
were young adults (8 mo). There were 10 albino F-344 rats- 5 of which "ere old (25
mo) and 5 of which were young (4 mo). As in previous work, a palatabik diet supple-
ment was used when necessary to offset aging-related nutritional requirements, par-
ticularly abnormal weight loss.'

The tests were designed to assess sensory asymmetry reliably. All tests were carried
out in the home cage, which is relatively free from competing stimuli that otherwise
distract the animals and prevent them from orienting toward specific somatosensory
stimuli. 6. In the first test, two small pieces of adhesive-backed paper patches (of
equal size: 113.1 mm') were used as bilateral tactile stimuli occupying the distal-radial
region on the wrist of each forelimb (see FIGURE 1). The animals were removed from
their cages briefly so that the patches could be firmly attached. The animals were ex-

TABLE 1. Latencya for F-344 Rats to Contact and to Remove Adhesive Patches
from Radial Aspect of Forelimb

Contact

4 mo 1.8 s (1.0-2.8)
25 mo 10.5 s (8.5 88.8)

Remove
4mo 3.6 s (1.6-11.0)

25 mo 16.3 s (8.6-120.0)

6 Median and range of the latency are shown.
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TABIE 2. Percentage of F-344 Rats Removing Patch in Less than 40 s versus 15s

Remove in Less than 40 s

4 mo 1000"o
25 mo 80",o

Less than 15 s

4 mo 1000'o
25 mo 401o

tensively handled in this way before testing so that they did not struggle, vocalize, or
show any signs of distress while the patches were being attached, which takes only
a few seconds. After being returned to the home cage, the animals contacted one or
the other patch by lifting a forelimb to the mouth. Soon thereafter, the animals re-
moved the patches one at a time, using the teeth to grasp the edge of tile patch, using
simultaneous upward head and downward forelimb movements to pull it off of tile
foreiia, -,.d using a thrust of tie tongue to discard it. The latency to contact each
stimulus with the mouth and the latency to remove each stimulus from the limb were
recorded on five trials.

T,,BLE I shows the latencies to contact and to remove the adhesise patches for thc
young versus old F-344 rats. The young rats responded significantly faster than the
old rats (p < 0.05). All of the young F-344 rats, but only 40% of the old rats, remosed
an adhesive patch in less than 15 s (TABLF 2). Of the Long-Evans rats, 91% of the young
rats, but only 53o of the old rats, removed a patch within 40 s (TABU. 3).

Because these data may reflect sensory impairment rather than movement initia-
tion, an additional type of adhesive-removal test was carried out that estimates the
ability to discriminate the relative magnitude of two stimuli that are of slightly different
site. In this test, the size of the stimulus on one limb (i.e., intensity, as defined by the
limb area occupied by the adhesive patch) was systematically increased while the size
oh the other stimulus was decreased by increments of 7.0-14.1 mm 2 each. The widest
diameter of a given stimulus was oriented transversely (rather than longitudinallv)
around the radial aspect of the wrist. When the size of one s, mulus is sufficiently
larger than the simultaneously applied stimulus on the opposite limb, a response bias
occurs (as measured by the order of stimulus contact). Rats usually contact the larger
of the two patches first, even if movement initiation (and therefore overall latency)
is impaired.2 

6 In other words, the order (rather than the latency) of patch removal
is the most important outcome in this measure of somatosensory acuity.

The patch sizes were adjusted until a response bias was detected (i.e., the larger
of the two patches was contacted on 80% or more of the trials). Then, 4-5 additional
"bias-confirmation" trials were conducted, alternating with 4-5 "nonbias" trials in which
the sizes of the two patches were made just similar enough that no bias could be reliably
detected (i.e., the larger of the two patches was contacted on 50% or fewer of the trials).
For each rat, the median JND (just noticeable difference) was computed in the fol-
lowing way. The size of the larger patch used in the nonbias trials was subtracted from
the size of the larger patch used in the bias confirmation trials. This difference was
added to the difference between the sizes of the smaller patchcs used in the nonbias

TABLE 3. Percentage of Long-Evans Rats Removing Patch in Less than 40 s

8 mo (n = II) 9107o
28 mo (n = 13) 5307
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TABLE 4. Somatosensory Acuity Index (JND) in Young versus Old Rats

4 mo 24.2 mm 2

25 mo 19.6 mm2

versus the bias confirmation trials. For most animals, this value was simply the mean
difference in the size of the left versus right patch found in the "bias confirmation"
trials. In cases where a rat initially preferentially contacted the patch on the left or
right limb when the patches were of equal size (endogenous asymmetry), the size of
the preferred patch was decreased and the size of the nonpreferred patch was increased
until the bias was neutralized and again until the bias was reversed. The large patch
size in 4-5 reversal trials was subtracted from the large patch size in 4-5 bias neutral-
ization trials, and this value was added to the difference between the small patch sizes
in 4-5 bias neutralization versus bias reversal trials to obtain the JND (see TABLE 4).

The above experiments indicate that although old rats are slightly slower than young
rats to react to somatosensory stimulation, their somatosensory acuity (as estimated
by the capacity to discriminate readily between two stimuli of slightly different size)
is comparable to that of young rats. This does not mean that absolute thresholds for
detection of sensory stimuli are unaffected by age. In an additional study, patch sizes
were reduced to 58, 28, 14, 7, or 3.5 mm 2 on different trials. The cutoff latency to
respond to a patch on any given trial was five minutes. As shown in FIGURE 2, as patch
size was reduced, the percentage of rats responding to the patch within the five-minute

. I 00
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Adhesive Patch Size (mm 2 )

FIGURE 2. Threshold test: Cumuai percentage of old versus young rats responding as adhe-
sive patch size is reduced.
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period decreased. Significantly fewer old rats responded to the smallest pa :h size (p
< 0.01). However, because the smallest patches yield relative!y longer latencies to re-
spond than the larger patches, this effect could be attributed in part to age differences
in movement initiation.

UNILATERAL DOPAMINE-DEPLETING LESIONS

Animals that have recovered from brain damage show measurable impairment again
during old age. Sensorimotor behavior was examined in ll-month-old rats treated ei-
ther with the catecholaminergic neurotoxin 6-OHDA or unilateral electrolytic lesions
(I mA for 25 s, anodal) aimed at the far posterolateral hypothalamic area through
which mesotelencephalic dopaminergic neurons (and several other systems) project.
Sham operations were performed in control groups. The rats were tested for their ability
to orient toward somaosensory stimuli (a von Frey hair calibrated to exert 4 g of force)
presented at seven regions on each side of the body, and they were rated as in Marshall
el aL.8 '"

Following surgery, the brain-damaged animals showed deficits in the ability to orient
toward tactile stimulation of the contralateral body surface. The animals with electro-
lytic lesions recovered from this deficit during the first postoperative month and, as
the animals became old (about two years), there was a reappearance of contralatera!
sensorimotor impairment.' Twenty-five rats received unilateral microinfusions of 6-
OHDA (4-6 j.g of free base in 2 pL of artificial CSF, 0.10'o ascorbic acid) along the
mesotelencephalic dopaminergic projection. All rats were pretreated with a systemic
injection of desmethylimipramine (15 mg/kg of free base, i.p., 30 min before 6-OHDA)
to provide relative protection of norepinephrine-containing neurons." Five days
postoperatively, 17 of these rats showed extensixe impairment in contralateral orienta-
tion, with contralateral scores 4.26 t 1.6 and ipsilateral scores = 27.90 t 0.4. The
remaining rats showed minimal or no contralateral deficits. By three months, 6 of the
rats with deficits recovered their ability to localize stimuli (contralateral score = 22.6
± 2.8) and 11 rats failed to recover even after more than a year (contralateral score
= 5.11 ± 1.7). This pattern, in which only a small percentage of 6-OHDA-treated
rats showed a deficit followed by recovery, has been typical of previous studies.'-"'
A narrow range of striatal dopamine depletion (about 75-90o) is needed to produce
this impairment-recovery pattern.

The recovered animals appeared to redevelop significant impairment as they be-
came aged at 25-27 postoperative months (contralateral score = 11.63 t 1.8; sur iving
n = 4). However, further behavioral analyses have led us to reevaluate the results.

Based on sensorimotor tests developed in our lab during the course of this experi-
ment, we now hypothesize that asymmetries of movement style and a slowing of re-
sponse speed are precipitated or enhanced by the aging process before (or rather than)
changes in sensory asymmetry magnitude, and that it is primarily these "motor" ef-
fects that contribute to the initial reappearance of contralateral impairment in the von
Frey hair test during aging.

Briefly, FIGURE 3 shows postoperative orientation scores in unilateral 6-OHDA-
nreqterl rats (maximum rating = 28, using the von Frey hair technique). After surgery,
there was a deciedse in the ability to turn toward a tactile stimulus presented at mul-
tiple points on the contralateral side of the body. This was followed by recovery and,
eventually, a reappearance of orienting deficits when the animals became old (about
25 months old). Because this effect is a relatively unilateral one, this indicates that
nonspecific behavioral impairment cannot account for the aging-dependent effect.
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FIGRE 3. Chronic orientation scote% as a f'unction oit time tollo~ ing unilateral 6-0(1 lA
Note that reacti~ity to contralateral \timttlaftin wka impaired. but i t ecou cued soon alter stir

ger. During old age, contratateral iimpairntent reappeared.

A further study revealed more about the nature of this effect. Re~ponse-,cotnpletion
time seems to be an important factor in the reappearance of dysfunction during aging.
As shown in FIGURE 4, relativelv "recovered" an-imals (7 months post-op; 15 month,,
of age) took an average of 3.5 s to turn toward awd contact a %on Frey hair brushed
back and forth tonically at the distal aspect of the contralateral . ibrissae (sersus, 0.3s
to turn toward stimulation of the ipsilateral vibrissae). This latenc\ 03.5 s, " ith an a\~-
erage range of 2.1-5.3 s) was sufficiently fast that it was not scored as tneglect or im-
paired orienting behavior. The contralateral orienting response was accurate in that
the animal contacted the stimulus, but it appeared to be initiated more slo's ly (tile
impression gained from videotape observations is that initiation latency, rather than
response completion time, is most affected; see also references 12 and 13). As the animials
became older (20 months p'is!-p; 2x mnhs of oel they took an average of 13.3
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s (average range = 4.0-41.2 s) to turn tossard and contact a %on Fre. hair presented
on the contralateral , ibrissac versus 1.3 s for (lie ipsilateral % ibrissac. On some con-
tralateral trials, there was no response.

These data may help explain the aging-lesion interaction lound pre tousl. It is
important to note that the increased latency to turn contraersiel. ssould hase been
too long to be scored as a positive response in the standard probe-orientation test in
which the tactile stimuli were presented typically for no more than uisc seconds: that
is, a response in the probe-stimulation test usually Vould not have been obsersed be-
cause the experimenter stopped the stimulation from continuing at that particular body
point. Thus, one behavioral component responsible for the age-linked changes in
orienting capacity (illustrated in FIGURE 3) may be a progressise slos ing of toement
initiation to tonic tactile stimulation of the contralateral side of the bod., and a gradual
decrease in the probability of responding in the contralateral direction tosard bricfls
presented tactile stimuli.

Although the mechanisms for the aging-dependent phenomenon undoubtedly are
complex, several points seem relevant. It is well documented that alterations appear
in a variety of neuronal and supporting activities in the aged brain.' " Nigrostiiatal
dopaminergic levels, cell number, turnover. synthesizing enivmes, axonal transport,
and postsynaptic receptor density can decrease with advanced stages of aging (although
these effects are not universally observed"). These and other potentially important
changes often appear to be present in the absence of ohs ious behavioral symptoms
that can be measured by perioral prote-orientation tests. Simila, V, cornpensator rea.-
tions to subtotal brain damage can mediate recovery and maintain function in voung
rodents and probably in other mammals including man, especially if the damage occurs
gradually. In contrast, if the initial brain damage is nearly total (i.e., greater than about
950o in the nigrostriatal system), the compensatory reactions are not sufficient to mediate
recovery. 22 In humans, it is believed that some neuropalhology exists long before
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parkinsonian symptoms become clinically evident. "2  Perhaps it occurs perinatally. "
Like the animals witt, subtotal early brain damage in the present study, these people
may be at risk for Parkinson's disease because of this vulnerability in the brain. It
may be that aging provides the additional dopamine deficiency sufficient to precipi-
tate the overt signs.s 26.28, ,1-34

Recently, Hall and Schallert'" observed in recovered 6-01-DA-treated rats that the
type of response made to contralateral perioral stimulation was abnormal. Therefore,
they examined more completely the deficit in movement initiation, its recovery, and
its reemergence in old age. Prior to recovery, the typical 6-OHDA-treated rat will re-
spond at first to contralateral stimulation by circling in an ipsiversive direction instead
of making a rapid lateral movement of the head as they do both preoperatively and
ipsilaterally. If the probe is always quickly removed from the cage by the experimenter
before the rat is able to contact it, the rat eventually will learn to inhibit its ipsilateral
turns and respond contralaterally without circling. However, the movement the rat
makes is an unusual rotatory movement, which involves twisting the head and upper
torso such that the teeth engage the probe from underneath. This response can he made
quite rapidly (<I s) so that contralateral and ipsilateral latencies can reach a point (with
recovery) where they might not differ by very much. At first, this movement only permits
the animal to contact the probe when it is placed a few degrees fro--i the midline. Over
several weeks of practice, the rat becomes able to orient to the probe placed more later-
allv; however, a new movement must be learned. Following the rotatory movement
of the head or entire forequarters, the animal makes a ventral tucking movement of
the trunk. Together, the rotatory movement, followed immediately by the tucking move-
ment, permits contact with the probe. Other animals use a sequence of small back-
ward and forward movements of the head and forequarters to gradually bring the snout
close enough to the mouth so that a positive response can be recorded. Either of these
multiple-movement strategies would have been considered to be a recovered response
using standard measures. Recovery, though, appears to represent a form of response
substitution. '" " The rat, unable to initiate its usual response, is forced to discover
or develop alternative means of responding to contralateral stimulation.

These data suggest that the aging-lesion interaction may not be caused by aging-
related decline in nierostriatal function (at least not exclusively). An alternative possi-
bility is that the interaction is due to a decline in cortical, cerebellar, or other brain
systems3 ' - that might be involved in the mediation of the learned response sequences
that ordinarily are not used by the animal in orienting to perioral stimularion. Per-
haps, as the animals become old, it is more difficult to rapidly initiate these particular
movements toward contralateral perioral stimulation (it may also he that the old an-
imal requires more frequent training to maintain the learned response"-).

Other data are consistent with this possibility as well. We administered a relatively
high dose of 6-OHDA (median striatal dopamine depletion = 93.9%, as measured
by HPLC-EC). Using the patch removal test, which does not require lateral head move-
ments,' ' we found that there was consistent adhesive-removal bias in every 6-OHDA-
treated rat following surgery. As a group, and individually, the latencies to contact
and to remove the stimulus located on the ipsilateral radial forelimb were shorter than
the latencies to contact and to remove the stimulus on the contralateral radial
forelimb.' 2 1,

These same rats failed to make lateral head turns directed toward yon Frey hair
(probe) stimulation of the contralateral body surface (median con~ralateral score -
0). In the probe tests, most rats never recovered. However, in a variation of the patch
removal test, there was progressive recovery of function in the so-called nonrecovered
animals. Gradations of recovery occurred beginning in the first postoperative month.
By adjusting the size of the sensory fields occupied by the contralateral (C) and ip-
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silateral (I) stimuli (specifically, by increasing the C/I ratio), animals with unilateral
nigrostriatal damage can be induced to contact both stimuli with equal frequency. '"
The minimum C/I ratio that consistently neutralizes the ipsilateral bias may well be
a fairly precise reflection of the magnitude of the perceptual asymmetry caused by
the brain damage. We used this ratio measure over the period of several months in
the rats with severe 6-OHDA depletions that had not yet recovered from their strong
ipsilateral adhesive removal or neglect of contralateral perioral stimulation. We found
that the minimum ratio that neutralizes the sequence of adhesive removal gradually
diminishes in every animal (although at different rates for individual animals). The
adhesive-removal test, perhaps because it works relatively independent of postural biases,
is able to detect behavioral recovery reflecting early postoperative events (such as com-
pensatory increases in dopaminergic receptor density) in otherwise unrecovered animals.
These data are interesting when contrasted with studies showing that behavioral recovery
does not occur following chronic-neglect producing dopamine depletion.

The C/I ratio obtained in the patch removal test, which is sensitive to unilateral
changes in nigrostriatal function, was used to analyze potential interactions of brain
damage and aging. It was surprising to find that there was no aging-lesion interaction
using this measure. The animals were examined through 28 months of age, yet no an-
imal showed an increased asymmetry from its recovery level as it became old (median
C/I ratio at postoperative day 2 = 2:1; day 7- 5:1, which was the peak magnitude
of asymmetry; day 30 = 3:1; month 18, or 28 months of age = 2.2:1).

In a previous paper,' it was argued that unilateral dopamine depletion early in life
left the animals asymmetrically vulnerable to aging-relatei bilateral dopaminergic de-
cline. Although this continues to be a parsimonious explanation for the aging-lesion
interaction, it now seems equally likely that the reappearance of slow contralateral
responses observed in the probe-stimulation (von Frey hair) test might reflect (at least
in part) aging-relited problems in the operation of brain functions that are not nor-
mally an integral part of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic system. In preliminary work
consistent with this view, sedative-hypnotic drugs (which might alter brain function
somewhat nonspecifically, as the aging process might do) were given to young adult
rats recovered from unilateral nigrostriatal damage and to intact controls. For example,
diazepam or ethanol, at doses selected to differentially disrupt complex movement
sequences such as those learned by the rat to compensate for the loss of large lateral
head movements (2-3 mg/kg diazepam, i.p.; 1-2 g/kg intragastric ethanol; versus ve-
hicle control), reinstated the severe probe-orientation dsymmetries in the brain-damaged
animals (contralateral, not bilateral, impairment).

It is important to note that the probability of neurological disease may increase
during aging for multiple reasons. For example, in related experiments, dopaminergic
receptor antagonists reinstated behavioral deficits caused by damage to a non-
dopaminergic system in the paramedian pontine reticular formation associated with
head nystagmus and equilibrating functions.4" " Moreover, damage to striatal or nigro-
striatal cells can precipitate a novel behavioral effect if there exists previous damage
to neocortical tissue."5 The behavioral effect was qualitatively different from that oc-
curring after damage to either region alone. Thus, in addition to the aging-lesion in-
teractions noted above and in a previous paper,' a decline in striatal function with
age conceivably could interact adversely with focal damage to nondopaminergic brain
areas, with the latter occurring early in life.

To summarize, generally, somatosensory function does not appear to decline ap-
preciably with age in intact animals. In recovered brain-damaged animals, as well as
in neurologically intact animals, behavioral abnormalities may be caused primarily
by deficits in the speed of movement initiation. Finally, although acquired deficits
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in nigrostriatal dopamnine function alone clearly can affect response .speed, it remains
plausible that aging-lesion interactions and the decline in motor function with normal
aging can be caused by progressive detrimental changes in nondopamnincrgic brain
systems on a background of dopamine deficiency.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

P. RANDALL (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA): Do you have
data on where mediation of the normal lateral head movement is going downstream
from the striatum?

T. SCHALLERT (University of Texas, Austin, TX): I do not specifically. However,
there are many areas in the brain that, when damaged with neurotoxins of various
sorts, give lateral head movement deficits. The nigrostriatal system is not unique.

RANDALL: That is exactly what I am thinking because the nigrostriatal pathway
leaves the nigra reticulosis straight to the superior colliculus, which would give you
a direct pathway.

SCHALLERT: An interesting thing about unilateral superior colliculus lesions is that
despite the head movement deficit, no change is seen in sensory-motor asymmetry
as measured by this adhesive removal test; the animal looks exactly the same as it did
before surgery. This is not the case following nigrostriatal lesions.

RANDALL: Can lateral head movement be restored pharmacologically in old animals?
Do dopamine agonists do that?

SCHALLERT: We have been working on that. Some change is seen in the speed of
movement, but the animal gets very, very reactive. My tendency, though, is to say yes.
If dopamine is put back in, the animals respond; the lateral head movement actually
can come back, but there is a lot of variability.

M. SERBY (New York University Medical Center, New York, N-'): When you re-
produce the deficit with sedatives, does it just seem to be a nonspecific effect? Or
can you actually look at some specific pharmacological neurotransmitter?

SCHALLERT: We are looking at the effects of a variety of drugs. A project very ac-
tive in our lab right now is finding what agents can reinstate this deficit and what
agents will not. We started with sedative hypnotics because I thought we should try
something that produces impaired cognitive learning function, and we got it. There
are a number of other drugs that I want to try; for example, I want to try anticholinergics.

UNIDENTIFIED DiscUSSANT: Have you looked at any unoperated controls at an ad-
vanced age and seen any evidence of lateralization of any sensory neglect measurement?

SCHALLERT: We always try to look for lateralization, but endogenous asymmetries
are labile. The aging process, though, does not seem to exaggerate an animal's own
natural asymmetry if it is there.

UNIDENTIFIED DISCUSSANT: Are these all male rats?
SC-IALLERT: Yes.
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F. GAGE (University of California, San Diego. CA): Must these lesions be partial
lesions?

SCHALLERT: Yes.
GAGE: If you've got the complete lesion unilaterally, will the animals fail to recover?
SCHALLERT: These are subtotal, but if a complete lesion is done (at least as mea-

sured by our neurochemistry), you must give the animal more time to respond. You
have to be patient with the animal because the animal has a difficult time making
that lateral movement. The animal will orient, but the response substitution is diffi-
cult. It is going to be delayed. If you look at this adhesive removal test, though, you
will always see some gradual recovery. Hence, it really depends on the task.

GAGE: However, does the group that you are dealing with show recovery by 90 days
after the lesion?

SCHALLEFT: Yes, of course.
GAGE: Under those conditions, if you measure dopamine at 90 days under a partial

lesion condition, what percentage retu, of dopamine content are you measuring in,
say, the ventral lateral quadrant of the caudate, relative to what it was before?

SCHALLERT: About 70076.
GAGE: Thus, it is substantial.
SCHALLERT: Yes, plus or minus 2007o. It is variable.
GAGE: Therefore, the behavioral recovery that you are looking at is most likely related

to compensatory or collateral sprouting responses of residual dopaminergic fibers into
the ventral lateral quadrant of the caudate. It is not necessarily some substituting system.

SCHAILERT: That is the leading hypothesis and that is the one we have to go on.
I suggest, though, that there is a possibility that this is not true for recovery in general.
These neurochemical changes may be mediating behavioral recovery only in certain
tests. They might not be mediating all forms of recovery. Furthermore, the aging-
dependent decline of the behavior might be due not to an inability to sustain these
particular compensatory mechanisms, but perhaps due to an erosion of nondopami-
nergic mechanisms that are acting to facilitate recovery via response substitution. How-
ever, the data does not discriminate between the two. I think they raise a hypothesis
and maybe we need to look at both.
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The widespread belief that variance of many, or most, physiological and behavioral
variables increases with advancing age is perhaps best summed up in the principle:
"The older people become, the less like each other they become."' This principle is
widely held for several reasons:

(1) It seems intuitively obvious, despite equally widespread age stereotyping. We
all know elderly persons who maintain some functional capacities at the ap-
parent level of much younger persons, and others who lose functions at rela-
tively early ages.

(2) Individual differences in genetic dispositions can be magnified by lifetimes of
interaction with the ensironment.2

(3) Organisms with identical genotypes (e.g., inbred mice or human identical twins)
will show varied responses if raised in different environments.'

(4) The incidence of disease and subsequent pathology varies across individuals,
thus producing significant differences in experience and morbidity.'

(5) Aging processes may differ in various tissues and organs. If the rate of prog-
ress of any of these processes varies between individuals, then individual differ-
ences will grow larger as a cohort ages.' 6

While all of these factors could (and probably do) contribute to increased variance
in older individuals, there has been remarkably little empirical research on the magni-
tude and nature of these changes. If, as most investigators believe, variance increases
with advancing age, then the important questions become:

(1) Does variance increase in most or all parameters?
(2) What is the significance of increased variance for gerontological research? For

clinical practice? For prediction of life span functional capacity?
(3) Is the observed increased variance due to performance differences, functional

capacity differences, or both?

Some indication of the presumed importance of increased variance can be ubtained
from Shock's discussion of the need for longitudinal studies,' Shock argues that f%
individuals are average (the value obtained from a cross-sectional study): that is, fe
individuals "follow the pattern of age changes predicted from averages based on mea-
surements made on different subjects." In a discussion of changes in the endocrine
system, Minaker argues that physiological changes in endocrine function are substan-
tially modified by disease, medications, alcohol, smoking, diet, exercise, social factors,
and experimental conditions: "Failure to consider these variables in study design no
doubt contributes to the increased variance in physiologic performance observed in
many studies of aging, and the clear variability in performance of patients with age
associated disease."' While both of these investigators make important references to
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increased variance with advancing age, neither provides quantification of the variances.
A perusal of the literature of the last decade shows that this is most often the case.

The point to this discussion is not that variance does not increase with advancing
age (it clearly does for many variables), but rather to suggest that the nature and im-
portance of increases in variance are poorly understood. For example, performance
changes in behavior may reflect underlying physiological changes, but they may just
as well reflect variance in motivation or experience.'

Increased variance can often be inferred from data presented in reports of physio-
logical changes in young and old subjects. What cannot be inferred are the causes
or generality of the variance changes. An example of the problems of inferring causa-
tion can be found in the observation that human gestation requires a mean of 280
± 5 days, the onset of menarche requires a mean of 151.8 ± 14.1 months, and the
mean age of menopause is 50 ± 8 years.' Each of these variables represents a virtually
universal developmental event for the human female, and variance clearly increases
with advancing age. In addition to the obvious problem of comparing apples and
oranges, this example also illustrates the problem of the "floor effect" contained in
any developmental variable. The amount of variation seen in the average age of onset
of menopause (16 to 18 years) is simply not possible in an early event like gestation,
which has a mean of 280 days.

The opportunity to conduct a systematic assessment of variance changer in a mam-
malian model system is inherent in a major new initiative of the National Institute
on Aging (NIA). The major purpose of this initiative, which is expected to be ongoing
for the decade 1988 to 1998, is the development of reliable biomarkers of aging. The
concept of biomarkers of aging rests on the assumptions that aging is the result of
one or many basic biological processes and that interventions in these processes could
alter the rate of aging of an organ or an organism, The concept of increased variance
with advancing age rests upon ,h- s-ic assur:izioi s. A change in the rate ot aging
of the organism should be measurable in any nonrenewable cell population of the or-
ganism or in the renewal rate of the remaining cell populations. If individuals %sithin
a species age at different rates, then "biological age" and "chronological age" are not
interchangeable. Increased variance at older ages would then be a measure of vari-
ability in rates of aging. Biomarkers of aging are measures that reflect differences in
aging rates for tissues, organs, or organisms, and they can be used as better estimates
of remaining life span than chronological age. A number of criteria for validity and
utility are generally agreed upon. They include:

(1) The rate of change of the biomarker must be measurable and predictable.
(2) The biomarker must be related to basic biological processes, not to disease.
(3) The biomarkers should be reproducible within and across laboratories.
(4) The greater the species generality of the biomarker, the greater its utility.
(5) To bc uscful u, iuman clinicai practice and research or for longitudinal re-

search in any species, the biomarker measurement must be obtainable without
altering the underlying biological processes, wtthout altering the later behavior
of the organism, and without the use of invasive procedures.

(6) To be experimentally useful, the biomarker should show significant changes
in relatively short periods of time.

While the biomarker concept has been a topic of discussion, and even debate, for
15 to 20 years, and was specifically addressed by an NIA conference in 1981,' progress
has been slow primarily because of variations in animal models, animal husbandry
differences, diet differences, and variations in experimental procedures. In order to
eliminate as many sources of variation as possible in future biomarker research, the
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NIA, in cooperation with the National Center for Toxicological Research (NCTR),
is currently creating a major new colony of aged mice and rats at NCTR facilities in
Jefferson, Arkansas. Four mouse genotypes (C57BL/6NNia, DBA/2NNia, B6D2FI,
B6C3FI) and three rat genotypes (Fischer 344, Brown-Norway, F344 x BNFI) are being
placed in a closed, specific pathogen free (SPF) barrier colony. Animals in this colony
are fed carefully defined diets either ad libitum or under conditions of dietary restric-
tion. These animals will be made available to investigators nationwide for biomarker
research grants. Among the conditions required for the awarding of these grants will
be the agreement to maintain the animals (once they are received in the investigator's
laboratory) in comparable barrier conditions and to feed the animals the same diets,
which will be provided by the NCTR. Questions about access to animals from this
colony and procedures for appropriate grant applications should be addressed :o my-
self [telephone: (301) 496-49961.

While the purpose of this initiative is biomarker development, it .0ould be ob-
vious that it provides an unparalleled opportunity to obtain empirical evidence of the
nature and magnitude of changes in variance with advancing age. The initiative is in-
tended to produce research in all major organ systems and over a broad spectrum of
behaviors. As a result, the variance data could be obtained for all of the same systems
and behaviors by using common genotypes of animals reared identically. Collection
of the appropriate data over the next ten years should provide definitive answers to
most, if not all, of the questions raised in this presentation.
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Over the past several years, we have worked on a number of problems on striatal
dopaminergic (DA) function that have demanded increased attention to the quantifi-
cation techniques used for behavioral data.- Certainly, it is well established that
dopaminergic receptors are altered during aging,-" and it is probable that their regula-
tion is compromised to some extent.' It is difficult to establish, however, whether these
changes have functional consequences and, if they do, whether those consequences
are consistent with the type of receptor alterations obsered at a biochemical level.
On another level, it is critical to determine whether biochemical observations are con-
sistent with motoric difficulties experienced by the elderly, including the increased risk
for major motoric side effects from neuroleptic drugs.'

It rapidly became apparent from the steadily increasing sophistication in statistical
evaluation of binding models available to our biochemically oriented collaborators
(e.g., LIGAND,"' ALLFIT' ') that the usual techniques for evaluating behavioral data
are painfully inadequate. While it is true that mechanistic models of the behavioral
action of DA agonists and antagonists are still very distant, we are not totally ignorant
of the biochemical and physiological substrates involved. Work on quantitative esti-
mation of drug-receptor parameters in similar, though simpler, pharmacological systems
(systems in which the receptor--response function is unknown) began in the latter
part of the last century with early formulations of receptor occupation theory'2 and
is still under active development.'I '" Both the general orientation and the specific "'null"
methods developed in that literature are uniquely suted for the analysis of th,: cr.
plex response variables in behavioral pharmacology. The purpose of this presentation
is to show that with methods derived from classical pharmacology and from more
modern nonlinear techniques, many current hypotheses on the relationships between
receptor alteration and behavioral drug response are expressible and testable in dis-
crete quantitative form.

The common aspect of all the methods to be discussed is the focus on the horizontal
behavior of the dose-response curve across the dose axis. In view of the fact that we
are unaware of the properties of the function directly relating receptor occupation and
response, the direct comparison of response magnitude between two groups differing
in receptor properties is nearly meaningless. This orientation was also stressed by
Trendelenbergs when describing the tendency to compare response magnitude rather
than horizontal shifts in early supersensitization experiments as "vertical bias".

a Current address: Institute for Neurological Sciences Research, University of Te'as, Autnin,
Texas 78712.
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The emphasis on shifts along the x-axis rather than differences in response iliiagni-
tude at diterent doses is extraordinarily important for behavioral work. Behavioral
variables are typically measured on dimensions that are difficult, if not impossible,
to relate to fundamental biochemical properties; they have a tendency to be highly
variable; and they quite often have a very ambiguous measurement status (e.g., obser-
vational rating scales). Assessment of shifts along the x-axis has the desirable effect
of emphasizing the analysis of an indisputably quantitative scale, that is, dose ad-
ministered.

DESCRIPTIVE USE OF HORIZONTAL ANALYSIS

The experiment in which we first investigated this type of analysis was an attempt
at the seemingly straightforward task of comparing the sensitivity of different mouse
strains to dopamine agonists.' Because CBA/J and BALB/cJ mice differed in their
density of DA receptors' (defined by D-2 antagonist binding), it was important to de-
termine whether this difference was of functlonal consequence. We had originally found
that BAt B/cJ mice showed higher ratings than CBA/J mice gien a standard 2.0 mg/kg
dose of apomorphine, and we suggested that this strain had the higher sensitivity to
the agonist (as was expected from the higher I)A receptor number).' Fink and Rcis, "
on the other hand, came to the opposite conclusion. In order to dicrmine the factor,
responsible for these opposing results, we decided to reevaluate ti, *uestion from fun-
damental principles.

Rating Scal- Data

Typically, in the intact rodent, the response to DA agonists is esahatcd b. an ob-
servational procedure in which the observer employs a rating scale. The subject is as-
sumed to pass through a sequence of recognizable behavioral states as a function of
dose. The states are assigned sequential integer designations such that increasing ratings
are associated with response patterns observed at increasing doses. This t vpe of be-
havioral quantification has a long history in research on the behavioral eff,-cts of dopa-
mine agonists-usually referred to as "stereotypic" behavior. Although th, ,esulting
data are often used in standard ANOVA analysis,' I it is clear that the technique does
not provide a ratio (i.e., a rating of 4 is not necessarily twice as great as a rating of
2) nor an interval (i.e., the interval between I and 2 is not necessarily the same as the
interval between 3 and 4) measurement scale.

Though much debated, this criticism of rating scales carries much less ,,eight when
viewed in light of the fact that even seemingly much better behaved scales (e.P.. loco-
motor activity) have an indeterminant relationship with receptor occupation. While
100 locomotor counts is clearly twice 50 and few would argue the acceptability of para-
metric statistical tests, it is only locomotor activity that is being analyzed, not drug
sensitivity nor receptor occupation. It is clear, however, that if we can determine doses
of an agonist that result in equivalent states in two experimental conditions, then we
should be able to determine the horizontal behavior of dose-response curves based
on rating scale data. In many ways, a reliable rating scale is superior to a univariate,
"quantitative" measure because different drug-induced behavioral states are often more
easily recognized by direct observation. In this respect, we have found that maintaining
the categorical nature of rating --ales will preserve a great deal of information that
is lost when data are used as if they represented a continuous measurement.
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Regardless of the type of measurement done, response magnitude is a dubious mea-
surement on which to base inferences on receptors. The more convincing demonstra-
tion would be that CBA/J and BALB/cJ mice show a similar progression of behaviors
across doses, but that the BALB/cJ mice traverse this progression at lower doses. The
type of data resulting from application of a rating scale is best viewed as the placement
of observations into a set of ordered categories.

Ordered Categorical Data

Rating scale data assign observations to ordered categories. The probability of
meeting or exceeding the thresholds for the different categories defines a series of quantal
dose-response curves; that is, for each category rating, an animal either exceeds the
threshold for that category or does not. Inherent in this formulation is that all animals,
regardless of rating, contribute to the analysis of every member of the set of quantal
curves. For example, an animal receiving a rating of 2 has exceeded the thresholds
for I and 2, but has not exceeded the thresholds for 3, 4, or 5. This, of course, results
from the ordered nature of the categories. This formulation also has the advantage
of maintaining an underlying monotonic response function. Counts of individual be-
haviors are often (in fact nearly always) curvolinear with dose, declining at high doses.
This influence of the processes responsible for the subsequent decline on the points
to the left of the maxima is usually not considered.

A number of investigators have suggested interpretations of the processes that give
rise to quantal dose-response curves,' '" and a number of fields from achievement
testing' to signal detection 2 ' have also used similar models. All of them have in common
the concept of a stimulus along some internal continuum that will produce a response
if it exceeds a threshold. Although space precludes a detailed analysis here, reasonable
approximations of the distributions of the stimulus (or the threshold) map to a log-
normal distribution aiong the do e-administered axis, \hich can be compared to a
stationary threshold.

More formally, the extension of these quantal models to the ordered categorical
response (i.e., rating scales as described above) is straightforward. We consider each
of the data points (number in each category at each dose) to be the result of interac-
tions between the underlying curves for probability of a rating being greater than or
equal to x, and that of being greater than or equal to x+ I. Therefore, the EDo's of
the component curves refer to transition doses between categories. The probabilitN
of each rating can be expressed as

Pr(R > 0) =,

Pr(R = x) = Pr(R > .v) Pr(R >.x + 1),

Pr(R > n) = 0,

where n = number of categories. For example, in the above model, Pi(ratine - 2)
= Pr(rating > 2) Pr(rating > 3). The ED,'s and slopes of the curvcs for Pr(rating
> x) constitute the parameters of the model.

Logistic Function

In all the work here, we use the logistic function to represent the dose-response
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curve. It is far more tractable mathematically than is the cumulative normal and it
is used extensively for this purpose (i.e., logit or log-logit analysis). In most applica-
tions, we use the forms below to represent the two-, three-, and four-parameter curves,
respectively:

or
A

P + K
p  I + e

in (K - A)l

MA P  M
or

A
p + K

p  I + e
p [in 

(K - A))

D- _ M or D- (D-M)

+ _ A ) 
i + e :'lin (K A l

where A is the agonist dose, K is the EDo, and P is the logistic slope. The parameter
M (maximum response) is added to the second expression and D (minimum response)
is added to the last. The form on the right is most often used internally in the fitting
routines.

The logistic function has the advantage of being used almost identically in the or-
dered categorical and continuous variable problems. Also, as expressed here (Waud 2 "

and DeLean et al."), it has parameters that are familiar to pharmacologists (e.g., ED_,
logistic slope). Nearly all reasonable dose-response curves can be expressed in at most
four parameters. With the use of weighted nonlinear least squares or maximum likeli-
hood techniques, the problem of inappropriate weights given the least reliable data
points by linearization techniques is circumvented. Finally, by sharing information across
curves and by fitting acrcs.3 an entire experiment, the problem of a series of nonin-
dependent fits for individual curves does not exist. This is particularly the case with
ordered categorical ,ata where individual data points contribute to all of the curves.

Analysis Technique

Because we can express the probability of an observation falling into each category
as a function of the EDo's and slopes of the logistic curves, we can use standard weighted
least-squares algorithms to determine the best-fitting parameters by fitting the actual
data, that is, by fitting the number in each category, rather than by a transformation.
In this experiment, values are weighted inversely by the expected frequency to pro% ide
a minimum X2 fit - for example, determination of those parameter values for the logistic
curves that minimize the X2. Alternatively, we have extended Waud's ' methodology
for quanral dose-response curves to determine maximum-likelihood parameters. Al-
though, as yet, we have not done extensive simulations comparing these two criteria,
the resulting parameters in this and several other data sets were nearly identical. Similar
to LIGAND,' we can also determine the effect of sharing any set of parameters across
curves or constraining them to a constant value. For example, a significant increase
in the X' resulting from sharing EDo's across strains relative to a fit \%here the ED,,'s
are allowed to vary independently suggests a difference between strains in that param-
eter. Sharing parameters that are not, in fact, different increases the degrees of freedom
for parameter estimation, along with causing a consequent decrease in the error of
the estimate.
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Strain Analysis

An analysis of this type of the strain experiment described above revealed a differen-
tial effect of strain on different behavioral categories. The ED,,,'s for the two lower
ratings that we were able to fit (2 and 3) were similar across strains. The ED,,'s for
the two higher ratings, however, were much greater for the CBA/J mice than for the
BALB/cJ mice (i.e., they eventually showed the more highly rated behaviors, but at
much higher doses). in addition, the analysis provided a very compelling explanation
for the divergent findings previously reported. The scale employed by Fink and Reis'
did not employ climbing behavior. The mice were run in smooth-walled enclosures
tnat not only eliminated climbing behavior, but also failed to provide an appropriate
stimulus to which gnawing behavior might be directed. Climbing behavior is the most
distinguishing feature between a 4 and the lower ratings in our scale. The separation
between the EDo', for a 3 and 4 in the CBA/J mice was much grcater than that in
the BALB/cJ's. Thus, CBA/J mice continue to show continuous sniffing behavior (the
primary indicator of a 3) at doses at which most of the BALB/c's would have progressed
on to more highly rated behaviors. We noted during the experiment that CBA J mice
often show very vigorous sniffing behavior while they move across the floor of the
enclosure. We now view this to be the continuation of 3 behavior, which is re[ativelv
uncontaminated by the intrusion of climbing, biting, etc. Sniffing "as the predomi-
nant behavior of the Fink and Reis scale.

FORMAL NULL METHODS

The formalization of the analysis of shifts in dose-response curves is the general
class of null models." They rest on the technique of establishing doses of an agonist
that will result in equal effects under two different conditions.

Pharmacological null methods have the following assumptions:

(I) The interaction of an agonist with a receptor gives rise to a ,timulus inside the
tissue or cell proportional to the receptor occupanc.

(2) The response is an unknown function of the stimulus.
(3) Equal responses imply equal stimuli; that is, the function has an imcrse.

Thus, if S and S' are stimuli associated with equivalent agonist responses in twso
experimental conditions, we can write S - S', which is the null equation of the svstem.
In most cases, these equations are solved for the dose-ratio (DR): the degree of shift
to the left or right in the dose-response curve resulting from the experimental manipu-
lation.

Null Method For Competitive Antagonists

Competitive antagonists produce parallel shifts in agonist dose-response curves:
that is, the shift in the dose-response curve is not dependent upon agonist concentra-
tion. By assessing the shift in the agonist dose-response curve resulting from pretreat-
ment with an antagonist, the dose of antagonist corresponding to its dissociation con-
stant, Kd, can in theory be calculated. This value should be invariant across agonists
acting at the same receptor.

The basic assumption of the null model is that equal responses with and without
the antagonist correspond to equal tissue stimuli. By simple mass action kinetics, frac-
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tional receptor occupancy, in the control conditions and in the presence of the antagonist
can be represented as

[A]
[A] ± K,1

and

[A]
[A] + Kj1~l, [/31)

K8

respectively, where K.1 is the agonist dissociation constant, [B] is the conccntration
of antagonist, and KB is the dissociation constant of the antagonist. If 1.4] and [A]'
represent concentrations of the agonist giving equivalent lesponses withot , and with
the antagonist, respectively, and E is the efficacy of the agonist, then

F[A] (A1'

[A] + K.i [A]' + K., + I + [B1
KtB

that is, the null equation. Solving for the dose-ratio, we obtain

[A]' _ [B] I.

(A] K8

The latter relationship is often expressed as

DR - I - log ([B]) - log (KB),

which is the basis of the Schild plot.2" It is important that the dose-ratio is dependent
only upon antagonist characteristics. It is not influenced by agonist distribution as
long as the concentr.tion of agonist is a linear function of the dose injected, shich
is most likely to be the case at peak response.2 The effective KB calculated would be
weighted only by a ro,, , of-administration constant for the antagonist.

Experimentally, the estimation of KB is best accomplished by estimating seeral
agonist dose-response curves in the presence of different doses of the antagonist. Al-
though the technique is more time-consuming and costly in animal resources than is
the more common determination of an IC,, at a single agonist dose, the benefits are
substantial. First, determination of an IC ,, from inhibition under the latter condi-
tions is dependent upon the particular agonist and dose of agonist employed. In well-
behaved receptor binding assay systems, a Kd for an unlabeled ligand can be extrapo-
lated from a single IC, against a labeled ligand, provided a good estimate of the Aj
of the labeled ligand is available. " Theoretically similar calculations are possible for
dose-response data, but the resulting expressions are extremely cumbersome, depending
upon both the affinity and the efficacy of the agonist employed. In addition, such
calculations require that the assumptions of the null model hold directly ilt the ras
values of the dependent measure employed. Construction of several dose-response crs\e,,
permits tests of both the parallel shift expected between indisidual doses of the an-
tagonist and the overall unity slope of the Schild plot. Deviations from either of these
expectations suggest that additional factors (e.g., agonist or antagonist acting at more
than one receptor, or interactions Oetwecn different beha ioral component of the drug
response) are operating.
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Analysis Methods

The treatment of data from null experiments has changed enormously over the
past 15 years. If we use the competitive antagonist model as an example, the original
sequence of procedures would be as follows.

First, an estimate of the EDo's of the dose-response curves under control condi-
tions and with various concentrations of the antagonists would be obtained. This was
often done by graphical methods or by linear regression on a transformation of the
data (e.g., a log-logit analysis). The dose-ratios would then be estimated, a Schild plot
would be constructed (or linear regression would be performed), usually in the form
log(DR - I) - log([BI) - log(KB); and the intercept would be used as an estimate
of the KB.

Each step has associated error that appears in the final result as a complex combi-
nation of several sources in the Schild plot. The problem is further compounded by
the use of linearized forms of the dose-response curves in the first step, which will
often distort the distribution of doses, thus giving inappropriate weights to data arising
from low doses, as well as propagating error in the dose achieved onto both axes. Similar
considerations have been exhaustively discussed with respect to Scatchard analysis of
binding experimentsJ 7

In the late 1960s, iterative nonlinear fitting routines for families of dose-response
curves began to appear, primarily as a result of the work of Waud. 21 - ' These tech-
niques eliminated the complex weighting problems of linear regressions on transfor-
mations by fitting the raw data directly. Also, they permitted sharing of parameters
across curves and parameter estimation using all of the available data in the experi-
ment. Increases in the precision of parameter estimation can be striking under these
conditions. In addition, this constrained simultaneous curve-fitting approach provided
a reasonably discrete test of hypothesized differences between parameters in the var-
ious curves. Ratios of residual variance from fits constraining parameters to be shared
across curves versus fits in which the parameters are permitted to diverge form an ap-
proximate F test with a null hypothesis of equality of parameters. DeLean et a. de-
scribe the method as testing for differences in parameters by examining the conse-
quences of forcing them to be equal. With this development, the family of dose-response
curves (including the control and those at different antagonist doses) could be ana-
lyzed across the entire experimeni and sithout linearization techniques. The estimates
of EDs( ratios can be subjected to a Schild regression.

In addition, these techniques provide an initial tst of whether the data arc consis-
tent with the underlying null method model: sharing the slope parameter across curse,
should not significantly degrade the fit, that is, if the ctrses are parallel as required
by the model.

The final development was to combine the Schild analysis into the initial ocrall
fit." ' This can be accomplished by forming a model equation that could represent an)
point in the experiment. Because the null model itself is based ott shift, a\sa\ from
the control curve, we simply divide the dose of agonist by the dose-ratio before substi-
tution into the logistic equation. The competitie antagonist experiment can then be
expressed as

R MlI P

A , + A: ' 1 4 '+ '
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where R is the response, and the parameters of the overall model equation can be de-
termined by least squares methods.

Testing the effect of sharing the KB across all curves is equivalent to testing the
linearity of the Schild plot, and the resulting estimate of KB will then be based directly
on all of the available information in the model. Comparing fits sharing the KB with
those allowing divergent values of the same parameter for different classes of behaviors
provides a statistical test for differential sensitivity of behaviors to antagonists known
to differ in affinity for different receptor types in binding experiments.

Null Method For Receptor Occlusion

Because maximal tissue response can occur at less than full receptor occupancy,
the determination of an ED,,, in and of itself has little relevance to the K., the dis-
sociation constant of an agonist. A number of experimental designs using null meth-
odology have been proposed for assessing the K,1 in pharmacological systems;2" one
of which can be readily adapted for the analysis of super- or sub-sensitivity resulting
from changes in receptor density.

Estimates of agunist affinity may be made by comparing control dose-response
curves with those derived after occlusion of a subset of receptors with an irreversible
antagonist. Again, the analysis is done by estimating the doses required to produce
equivalent responses in the two conditions. The basic null equation is

OjA I r[A]'
= (I - Y'),

[AI+ Ki [A'+ Kt

where [A1, [A]', and K.1 have their usual meanings and v, is the proportion of receptors
removed from the population.

Solving for the dose-ratio yields

[A ]' 1 I I V- + [.]J'.
[A] 1 v) h I ,

In contrast to the competitive antagonist null equation, the shift in the dose-response
curve is dependent upon the concentration of the agonist; therefore, the curves wrill
not, in general, shift in parallel fashion. Also implicit in the formulation is a depen-
dence upon the efficacy of the drug because this parameter will determine the range
of receptor occupation over which the biological response will occur. For full agonists,
the entire range of tissue response occurs at relatively low fractional receptor occupa-
tion. Because the dose shift is a linear function of the agonist dose, then the higher
the efficacy, the less the shift, extrapolating to an asymptotic value of 1/(I - j.,); for
example, a shift of 1.43 with a 30% receptor occlusion.

The full model for the experiment can be expressed as

MAP

Ap+ K(I + 1  .I, ,4 )P
I(I - Yi) h'..t (1 - 0

Although there are currently no sufficiently specific irreversible antagonists of DA
receptors to be used with any confidence behaviorally, this model does have interesting
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applications to situations with alterations of receptor number (e.g., supersensitivity,
strain differences, etc.). The supersensitivity experiment, for example, is equivalent to
receptor occlusion by either interchanging the roles of the control and treated groups
or by allowing y to take on negative values. A similar model was suggested by
Seeman 8 in an attempt to explain large changes in apparent drug sensitivity associated
with modest elevations in DA receptor number in supersensitization experiments. The
model presented there, however, holds only for partial agonists that require full o.-
cupancy for maximum response.

Time-Course

One of the most straightforward uses of horizontal analysis is the analysis of the
time-course of response. With or without data on the clearance of the drug employed,
it is possible to calculate reasonable descriptions of the disappearance of the drug re-
sponse with time. The added advantage of analyzing time-course is that such analysis
allows the use of the entire data set for the estimation of the ED,0 at maximum re-
sponse. For example, with apomorphine-induced stereotypic behavior, we commonly
sample the behavior every six minutes for a total duration of one hour (ten time periods).
With the addition of a single parameter, we gain the use of nine additional data point;.

From either a null methodology approach or simply intuitively, it is clear that the
dose of the drug should be modified by an expression representing the degree to which
the drug has been metabolized or eliminated. At a time when half the drug has been
eliminated, the ED,. should be twice the estimate of the ED, 0 at maximal response.
In the simplest case, this would be a single compartment exponential e-k t . Thus, the
model equation would be

R= MAP

AP' + KP(ekf)P

with substitution into the three-parameter logistic equation. In this case, the upper-
case K is the ED50 of the dose-response curve at a designated time at, or subsequent
to, the time of maximum response. Dose-response curves at later times should be shifted
to the right by a degree defined by this exponential. The superiority of this method
over the typical comparison of response magnitude and pharmacokinetic data should
be restated at this point. We have little idea of the functional relationship between
receptor occupation and response. Clearance rate can be over- or under-estimated de-
pending upon the characteristics of the function mapping tissue stimulus and response.
In particular, if that function is represented as a logistic curve, then cases where the
logistic slope is high would tend to overestimate the rapidity with which the drug clears
and low logistic slopes would tend to underestimate this quantity. In addition, as can
be inferred from the model equation above, the slope should not be altered. These
estimates are on a continuous variate and do not depend on the characteristics of the
scale on which response magnitude is measured. However, they do depend upon the
degree of precision in matching responses at the two times, and the model at present
cannot handle concentration-dependent effects on clearance rate.
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USING THE NULL MODEL TO PREDICT AND
ANALYZE EXPFRIMENTAL RESULTS

Supersensitization

There have been few attempts to explicitly define the expected consequences of
the supersensitizat,.,n experiment in the dopaminergic system, but it has been sug-
gested that physiological and behavioral supersensitivities are greater than that expected
from the modest increases in receptor density (usually 20-400). Using the null model
described above, it is possible to predict the manner in which the curve should shift
as a result of changes in receptor number given an arbitrary control curve. As is evi-
dent above, the degree of shift is dependent both on the dose of agcnist administered
and the KA of the agonist. We can express the shift in terms of the ratio of the Kt
of the agonist and the ED,, of the behavioral response. A large ratio indicates the
high efficacy of a full agonist and that the entire dose-response curve occurs at low
agonist concentration. Lower ratios define lower efficacies ranging into partial agonists.
FIGURE I depicts two experimental outcomes-one with a strong full agonist and one
with a partial agonist.

As can be seen with a full agonist, the shift resulting from a 300,70 change in receptor
density would be small (approximately 1.4-fold) and indistinguishable from a parallel
shift. Under these conditions with simulated data, we have found that ANOVA tech-
niques would only detect a difference between these curves about 15"o of the time
%% hen the variance is at values common in rotational behavioi experiments. The results
from a partial agonist are shown in the right panel. It is clear that the modest change
in receptor number does result in a substantial increase in response, but the change
has a very characteristic form. Responses at low doses of the agonist are altered to
a much lesser extent than are those at higher doses, with the shift being a linear func-
tion of the agonist dose.

Supersensitization Data

We have used this type of analysis to examine lesion-induced supersensitlz.tion
in the nigrostriatal DA sysicin.i ii tins experiment, rats first received unilateral lesions

iiii~~

-5 -4 -3 . .4

FIGURE I. Effect of a 300o increase in receptor number on the dose-response curve io a full
(left panel) and partial (right panel) agonist.
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of the striatonigral pathway. DA agonist-induced rotation in this preparation is thought
to result from action in the contralateral, normosensitive striatum.2 1 A control dose-
response curve for apomorphine-induced rotation was then determined. The same
animals then received a 6-OHDA lesion on the side contralateral to the striatonigral
lesion and a dose-response curve was again determined. Consistent with other investi-
gators using a similar design with rats,"0 

3 we found in this experiment a 30-fold par-
allel shift to the left in the dose-response curve resulting from the 6-OHDA lesion.
This is clearly at odds with the outcome predicted by the null model for the 20-400
increase in receptor number known to result from the lesion.

A second experiment examining the effect of chronic haloperidol-induced super-
sensitization provided data that were more consistent with theoretical predictions.' Here,
we observed a 1.52-fold shift in the family of quantal dose-response curves defined
by our rating scale. The actual value of the shift and the fact that curves for all ratings
shifted to the same extent are quite compatible with both full agonist action of apomor-
phine and a 30% increase in receptor number resulting from the treatment.

Finally, we have recently performed a more formal experiment 2 in an attempt to
resolve the discrepancy between these two systems that have equivalent effects on receptor
number, but very different effects on agonist response. It is well known that depletion
of nucleus accumbens DA will enhance the locomotor effects of DA agonists and will
probably enhance the rotational behavior in the unilateral preparation." It is also pos-
sible that the contribution of nucleus accumbens is responsible for the failure of receptor

FIGURE 2. Rotational behavior before and after specific striatal DA depletion. Control curxe
(closed squares) was obtained after striatonigral lesion. Supersensitive curve (open squares) wkas,
obtained in the same animals after a depletion of DA on the contralateral side. Curses are de-
rived from the best-fitting parameters of the null model for receptor occlusion..M l maximum
response, P = logistic slope of the control curve, K = ED,, of the supersensitive cur\e, .y,
proportion of receptors occluded, and K., is the dose of agonist corresponding to the agonist
KR.1. The .v, corresponds to a threefold increase in receptor number. The measured increase in
'H-spiperone binding was 30-3507o.
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number to account for the supersensitive dose-response curve. In this experiment, the
same dual lesion technique was employed (striatonigral followed by 6-OHDA), except
that 6-OHDA infusions were directed at different loci to achieve different patterns
of DA depletion with respect to striatum and nucleus accumbens. MFB placements
depleted both taial da ,.umbe.. P,, " a placcmci, :h-e ail of the caudate "

depleted striatal DA without affecting accumbens. Increases in 3H-spiperone binding
were 30-35% in both groups.

The animals receiving both striatal and accumbens depletion (data not shown)
showed a large shift to the left in the dose-response curve that was comparable to previous
experiments and that was much larger than those receiving only striatal depletion. This
suggests that at least a portion of the shift normally seen is due to accumbens deple-
tion. We were then interested in whether the effect of striatal depletion alone was con-
sistent with the measured receptor number increase. These data were fit using the null-
occlusion model described above and they are shown along with the best-fitting curves
in FIGURE 2.

As can be seen, the null equation fits the data relatively well. However, the actual
parameter values obtained are very different from the biochemical values. They are
most consistent with a greater than threefold (300%) increase in receptor density. As
shown previously, the modest alteration in receptor number results in major changes
in the dose-response curve when the agonist in question has low efficacy. Even that
case does not account for the change described here. The shift in the dose-response
curve should be small at low doses and should increase with increases in dose. The
shift at low doses in these data is quite substantial. It would seem more likely that
the shift here is related to failure of the monotonicity assumption of the null model.
At higher doses, competition between behaviors lowers the magnitude of response.
If the dose-response curve for rotation is more affected by denervation than that for
the competing behaviors, we would expect an artificial elevation in the rotation of
the supersensitive group because the effective dose range of the two competing classes
of behavior are further apart. Unfortunately, the resolution of the video technique
used did not permit quantification of the likely competing behaviors.

Time-Course Data

We have preliminary data using this technique on aging C57BL/6J mice. From
the equation above, the ED,. at each time point should be related to that at maximum
response in the following manner:

log (ED,,) = log (EDso(max)) - ki,

where EDo(max) is the ED, 0 at maximal response, k is the exponential constant, and
t is the time. Thus, the log of the reciprocal of the ED,0 should be linearly related
to time. Because this experiment utilized rating scale data and an ED,0 was determined
for each rating (see above), we used the geometric mean of the several response EDSo's
as the overall ED,, indicator. In a more complete analysis, a test would be made to
determine that all component ED 0 's shifted to the same extent as indicated by the
model. The resulting data are shown in FIGURE 3. This figure strongly suggests that
the greatest differences among the four different ages of mice are related to drug clear-
ance. In addition, it suggests that the older mice are slightly less, rather than more
sensitive to the agonist as would be suggested by an examination of the "total" ratings
measures.
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PROBLEMS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

We feel that the approach described has already yielded results of sufficient im-
portance to warrant further development. The first experiment described suggests that
a great deal of quantitative information can be obtained using rating scale measure-
ments that allow us to make use of very powerful observational techniques. The ex-
periments on supersensitization are, to our knowledge, the first tests of the DA super-
sensitivity hypothesis in which behavioral results can be directly related to receptor
number. The increase in sensitivity as measured in the rotational model is, in fact,
greater than is predicted by the receptor number increase. Whether the behavioral hy-
pothesis or more sophisticated models at a biochemical level (e.g., agonist affinity states)
explain this discrepancy remains to be seen. Although the experiments have yet to be
done, the methods for dissociating D-1 and D-2 contributions to the effects of non-
specific agonists and antagonists are relatively clear. Finally, the use of horizontal anal-
ysis for behavioral time-course, even in the simple form presented here, provides a much
more rational interpretation than the simple correlation or comparison of drug levels
and response magnitude.

There are several obvious issues that require more work. These will now be listed
below.

(I) Alternative models: Most of the similar techniques that have proven successful
in receptor binding experiments use residual F tests between alternative models (e.g.,
one- and two-site fits). Similarly, in the behavioral context, it is relatively easy to deter-
mine whether different parameters should be shared by examining residuals of fits
where they are forced to be shared versus those in which they are allowed to diverge.
For example, in the strain study described above, we found that sharing ED,,'s across
strains for the curves representing ratings of 2 or greater or 3 or greater made little
difference in the resulting X2 value. However, sharing the ED,0 's for 4 or greater or
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5 or greater increased the -X substantially. Similar tests can be used with continuous
variates, utilizing residual variance, rather than a X'. Alternatively, differences in pa-
rameter values may be tested by constructing approximate t tests that utilize the pa-
rameter estimates and their standard errors in thp dik;eric-, -r''rr,:.

In some circumstances, alternative models are relatively easy to determine. Testing
whether an antagonist is acting at a single site to influence several behavioral measures
can be accomplished by testing a fit where the Kd's for all curves are shared versus
one where they are allowed to vary.

The problem, though, can be somewhat more complex. As can be seen in the su-
persensitization experiment, problems in the relationship between biochemical and
behavioral parameters do not necessarily appear as poor fits. One alternative is to fit
the null model with yi being constrained to the constant value determined with the
biochemical data. A similar technique is often used in competition experiments using
LIGAND in which the Kd of the labeled ligand is constrained to a predetermined value.
This fit could then be tested against a fit in which the yi is allowed to vary (e.g., a
single versus multiple site fit). Often, the best alternative may be to test the model
fit against a completely unconstrained fit of the empirical curves by using the logistic
function.

(2) The residual F tests with nonlinear least scuares techniques are approximate.
Presumably, they are reasonably well behaved in binding experiments because of limited
variance. It remains to be seen whether these tests are reasonably valid with the degree
of variance common in behavioral experiments.

(3) The criteria for best fit for the ordered categorical data are not completely clear.
Presumably, for the relatively small sample sizes involved, maximum likelihood would
be preferred over the minimum X2. One reasonable alternative would be to use a modifi-
cation of log-linear analysis that is now highly developed for hypothesis testing. Even
here, Monte Carlo studies on these distributions would be helpful.

(4) The monotonicity assumption is critical for null models. Equal responses must
map to equal stimuli. However, as previously mentioned, this assumption is unlikely
to be met over the long run with behavioral data. This is often the result of competitive
interactions between behaviors arising at different doses of the agonist. Certainly, the
locomotor activity effect of amphetamine is constrained by the appearance of stereo-
typic behavior at higher doses. Diminution of the response by the appearance of com-
peting behaviors not only affects fits of null models, but it can also have drastic effects
on estimation of both the maximum response and ED,. of the underlying dose-response
curve. We are currently investigating two different approaches to this problem-the
use of multiple, interacting logistic curves to describe behavioral response, and the
use of multivariate response functions.

We first consider a drug response comprising behavior A and B, where B appears
at higher doses and is incompatible with A (e.g., ambulation and focused stereotypic
activity). We assume that A has an underlying dose-response curve, LI(a), representing
the response in the absence of B. Then, the overt behavior, E(a), can be modeled as
E(a) = LI(a) - bL2(a), where L2(a) is the dose-response curve for behavior B and
where b is a constant. Alterations in dose-response curves similar to our interpretation
of the supersensitization experiment might be modeled in this manner. The curve rep-
resented by LI then may shift according to the null model even though the actual be-
havioral output shifts to a greater extent, This analysis, of course, may be extended
to several behaviors that have different degrees of compatibijity. For example,

E,(A) = L,(A) + a,.2L2(A) + a,.L.,(A) + a,.L,(A),

E2(A) = L 2(A) + a2,,L,(A) + a2 ,L,(A),

E3(A) = L(A) + a,d.4L(A),
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FIGURE 4. Effect of pretreatment Awith 0.01 mg, kg spiperone on apomnorphinle-induced rota-
tion in (57BL, 6J mice with striatonigral lesions. The best-fitting curves are, three-parameter lov'isti,
curves calculated with ALLFIT. ED_0 and slope parameters vNce not dit terent and %kere there-
fore shared in the analysis.

where the E, represent the different behavioral measures, the L, represent thle corr-
sponding underlying logistic curves, and the a,., represent the comnpatibility constants
between behaviors. These models would not have to be unidirectional (i.e., beha\ iors
common at lower doses could affect the appearance of higher dose behaviors) nor
would anything prevent the compatibility constants from taking positive %alues (i-c..
one behavior could increase another).

Alternatively, the strength of the null models for behav ioral work could be easily
increased by examining the monotonicity assumption itself. If we deal %%ith a tnul-
tivariate response, then the assumption is generalized to one of uniqueness. In the sim-
plest case, linear combinations of the response variables define equisalent responise,,
rather than equality on a single univariate response. \Ne have experimented wNith the
construction of dose-response curves wNit h discriminant functions \%ithI sotme success.
However, the wide range of available techniques (e.g., canonical correlatiotn, profile
analysis) remains to be assessed.

(5) More recent work on null models has focused on physiological or functional
interaction. In these experiments, the action of one drug alters the response to a first
drug by its actions on a second, distinct receptor. These models, provide, if nothing
else, a remarkably succinct and precise manner in which to summarize and describe
the types of interaction between, for example, D-l and D-2 agonists or cholirtergic
and dopaminergic agonists. In the former case, we have found that in mice with dis-
crete striatonigral lesions, pretreatment with 0.01 mg/kg spiperone (see Ft~tRF~ 4) nearlx
doubles the maximum response parameter of the apomorphitie-induced rotation dosc-
response curve. The ED,,, was not affected. Interestingly, these resuilts have precisclx
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the same pattern as the cyclic-AMP efflux assay of Stoof and Kebabian, 6 where DA-
induced c-AMP efflux was enhanced by coincubation with sulpiride, another D-2 an-
tagonist, but the molar potency was not altered.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

G. S. RorH (NIA, Baltimore, MD): Have you considered the possibility that these
particular motor responses that we have available to us are simply too complicated
to establish a rigorous stoichiometric relationship b.,tween receptor occupancy?
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P. RANDALL (University o Southern California, Los Angeles, CA): No, I have never
considered that.

ROrrH: If somebody wanted to establish a relationship between dopamine receptor
occupancy and response, they would be much better off trying to do it with something
like adenylate cyclase because you could get away from possibly other neurotransmitter

' t em- th', migbt be involved.
RANDALL: However, you do not know the nature of the functional output. The

kinds of questions I am interested are concerned with the physiological output. At
a certain level, the cyclase is maybe involved, but we do not know yet. Therefore, it
is not that I consider that less worthwhile, but it is that I am more interested in that
other question.

One question that is complicated is one that comes up all the time. You have to
look very carefully at the assumptions of what I am calling ho-izontal analysis. The
major assumption is that we can recognize animals in similar behavioral states. That
is the only real assumption for talking about the spread of dose-response curves.
By looking at horizontal shifts, we no longer worry about magnitude at all (there can
be 150 cascade amplifiers in the middle, but they do not make any difference). We
are looking at shifts across the x-axis. If we can equate and match the responses of
these two groups, then we can pull it off. The real problem, though, is the monoto-
nicity assumption: that equal responses imply equal occupancy. This is the assump-
tion that has to be true. In the loag run, it is not go;ng to be true with q uniariate
measure of behavior; almost any particular single thing that we measure is eventually
nonmonotonic and the response curves eventually come back down.

Almost any behavioral variate is gcing to end up being nonmonotonic. What we
can do in that case (and this is where our next phase is going) is extrapolate from a
univariate model into a multivariate model. Because all we are doing is trying to match
responses, we can measure that response on any number of different dimensions.
Moreover, we can match responses in terms of a number of different criteria ,,lethcr
it is least squares or whatever else one wants to use. For instance, we can use profile
analysis; we also have tried using discriminate functions to construct dose-response
curves. The key, though, is the matching of behaviors and we can do that anyway we
vant. The main question is can we tell when two animals are in the same state. In
terms of the apomorphine stereotypic behavior example, I think that we are pretty
close.

D. MORGAN (University of Southern California, Los A4ngeles CA): In the right-
most curve of the data that you showed, the animals never quite achieved the same
maximal response that it did in the leftmost curve. I was also struck by the correlation
with the partial agonist curves that you were showing. Are you restricting yourself
to looking at apomorphine as a full agonist or as a partial agonist?

RANDALL: No, we were uncommitted on that. However, it is quite obvious that it
is more valuable to have a partial agonist than a full agonist. There is more that you
can do with it.

UNIDENTIFIED DisC-USSANT: If you had a response that was affected by two receptor
systems, is it possible to add a second receptor site to this and do a two-site analysis
similar to what you can do with the receptor system?

RANDALL: Yes.
UNIDENTIFIED: How many data points would one need to do that adequately with

behavioral data? Are there enouph animals?
RANDALL: You would not want to take the equivalent of an agonist binding curve

and try to do it. We always wondered why we saw so little evidence of discontinuities
in dose-response data when we used to use analysis of variance on it; that is, why they
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behaved so well. We have dose-response curves that explain at least 980o of the between-
group variance. Why did it behave so %&ell? It behaved so well because there are six
of these little transitions that are equivalent to six sites. If you look at binding, those
Kdj's have to be really far apart before you can distinguish them. However, you can
deal with multiple sites if you deal with, say, a nonspecific agonist and a specific an-
tagonist. Then you can either share or let Kd values diverge for different behaviors.
Hopefully, the best circumstance would be if different receptor types were related to
different behavioral measures rather than to the same one.



GENERAL DISCUSSION OF PART 1I

D. MORGAN (Universitv of Southern Ca,,ornia, Los Angeles, C4): In looking at
the data that D. Ingram showed, I noticed that the variance was not increasing in the
older animals within a strain. Do you think that this -,%as simply because of the fact
that you controlled environment and genetics so well that there \kas no longer an in-
crease in variance with age?

D. INGRAM (NIA, Baltimore, MD): It depends on what one use, as a measure of
variability. In fact, we use the coefficient variation because the means are going doyen
with age. Thus, if you looked at variability as a function of the mean value, you would
get a decrease in variability. However, the whole mathematical issue of how one as-
sesses the hypothetical age-related increase in variability is one that has yet to be ad-
dressed fully.

IN6RAM: What value, if any', is there in the animal literature right now as far as
modeling any aspect of motor aging? Are there possibilities of obsering parallel
processes in an animal model and humans'!

B. ; ,1-, E (Univcrsty of Colorado Health Science Center, Denver, CO): A ,,ery
important aspect is that we really cannot do very invasive things in man. In animals,
when we set the mode of behavior, we can also report on the different parts of the
brain. There arc very profound regional differences on ho%\ motor behavior is
regulated - histologically, chemically, etc. - and so far we cannot make the same kinds
of necessary invasive measurements in man. Therefore, I think that animal research
has a very important aspect to it in terms of aging and in terms of any other problems
associated with changes in motor control.

P. RANDALL (Universitv of Southern California, Los Angeles, C): Would you argue
that the particular animals you are using are good in the sense of being likely host
representatives of what happens in human systems? Is it good for particular specie,
or across strains?

INGRAM: Much is known about the biology of the laboratory rodent. There are
pros and cons as to their use. They do not mimic aging in every aspect observed in
humans; for example, their cardiovascular parameters are not particularly what one
associates with cardiovascular aging in humans. They are not perfect models, but \\e
can do invasive kinds of analyses to determine the mechanisms of phenomena that
we are observing. Then, if it appears to have some relevance to the human condition,
then one has a clinical trial possibility.

RANDALL: There is something different about the human that makes him respond
differently to, say, a chronic neuroleptic when he is older. Why do old rats not show\
tardive dyskinesia? It may have something to do with the oral musculature or tongue,
w,'hich is controlled centrally, and that may pro\ ide a clue for us as to \ here to look
in the human.

INGRAM: The animal model for aging that is used is an animal that has been hanging
around a cage for a couple years of his life and has not been interacting with his en i-
ronment outside of that cage very much. Therefore, we have not even addressed that
issue of whether we are seeing aging or disuse. W. Spirduso's presentation will have
some comments in that regard, but we have to take into consideration the validity of
the environment in affecting the life span as well.

J. A. JOSEPH (Arned Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, Bethesda, MD): Re-
garding P. Randall's very elegant presentation, every time that we have ever tried to
manipulate receptors and look at the change in behavior, we found that it is almost

142
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like an all or none thing. It seems like receptors reach critical points and then go. It
is almost like . dichotomous thing rather than a continuous thing in our hands. It
may be that what you want to try is to use DA receptor antagonists such as EEDQ.
One of the things that we have been able to do with this is to uncouple the behavior
from the receptor concentration: at least what you might call a critical level of dopa-
mine receptor concentration. However, it may be that redundant systems take up the
slack in the young animals and thereby get by with fewer receptors. In addition, DA
receptor concentration could be less tied to behavior in young animals.

F. GAGE (University of California, San Diego, CA): There seems to be a bias here
in terms of vhat we are calline an animal model. I work with rodents, but I would
like to understand whit the objective of this group is in working with rodents. Are
we trying to model human aging by using rodents? If that is the case, then I think
that we are missing steps in here. We ought to bring in the primatologists or do some
primate work, unless, of course, our objective is just in looking at aging as a concept
separately from us. Therefore, why is there not more emphasis on primate aging? What
is the objective of the work %kith the rats? What is the objectise in terms of aging?

R. SPROrT (National Institute ofAgin., V/H, Belhesda, MD): NIA's point ofs ieak
is that there is no best model and there is no better model: the model is determined
by the research that you want to do and in the system that you ate interested in. It
may be that many people are interested in aging as a general phenomena within any
particular species and that is fine. However, in the last five years, the political system
has come to decide (to a far greater degree than any of us wkould care to admit) a hat
is fundable science. Therefore, this has tended to translate into those things that have
direct human applicability (even though study sections deny it and say that they are
primarily interested in good science onMl. In fact, that conisideration ha, gotten into
our language and into our discussions of a great many things that %we do. Thus, the
bias is a sery real one that we are all allowing to creep into the research thar e do.

IN(jRAM: I w\ould take a different attack to the question. I or example, %e now has e
an opportunity to develop an aninal model of- Parkinson's disease and we a ill sec
examples of that gien in later sessions. The reason a e call it a iodel is because ve
hae a Parkinson disease entitv. No\,, esen though this does not exist in rodents., ve
are still trVing to stud\ it to produce a model..Aging i, a phenomenon that exists in
,irtually all organisms, so it is a phenonena that at least appears uttis ersal: thus, a e
do not need to model it because it exists.

Therefore, \khat ,we are attenpting to understand is ,as tethr there are lnechattisln
that a-e shared in common bv different species. We mostl, look at rodentit, but ve
could look at primates if we wanted to fitic-tune the tiodeling, somev, hat. T-us, in
regard to our objectise, ,e are Irving to tnderstand the basic biologv of agie it, it
exist,, and to the extent to which it exists as a uni, ersal plienoicion ,hared h\ nam
inammaiiatn species.

UNII LN III-t) )IS( iSSANI: Ilhat is probabl. a tnimi ,rit \ie point. Realisticall.
iost of the models that are going oil iii experiniental research are modelin/g specific

disease states. lhe presentation that you are gi. ing (and that the test of t he panel i,

presenting) is a purer poition of interest in aging per sc as opposed to tle diseae
or patliolog. associated a itli aging. In that case, there reall, is not a Imodel a, \o
say because the models come n en voti try to make an analogle to the state inI tile

hutnlan sit uation.

M. 13RI-NNAN (Retlon 11ealth ('ar, Dickabotae, .%Y): I iust wan to aiplift \ ,,ht
was said about tihe models. If we move awiay from tile imoio stemi aind start Co.-
sideritg aiiiiial models l learning aid nictnorx disorder i aging (or , iIh braitsdamae
or whatever), we realie the problems of trying to force a tiodel troin otte ituatiotn
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onto another. I think that the validat;on of the model in and of itself (rather than
trying to sell it as a model for human aging) is where the merits of the research go.

TATE: Ag,, I think the effort to try to sell the model- to come up with a model
that will fit the bill -causes us to lose sight of what we have in front of us. It is quite
clear that there are a lot of complicated parts ignored in just trying to sell the model
and we have to learn to look at these parts.
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Dopaminergic Changes in the Basal Ganglia
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INTRODUCTION

The dopamine s,,stein in mammalian brain is one of the better under,,tood central
ner, OLIs system chemical pat hways. This status results from the early demonstration
of its anatomic loci by histochemical fluorescence techniques (sec Lindall and Bjork-
lund. and references therein) and its putatie in.olt.ement in two prealent neuropss-
chiatric disorders, namely, schizophrenia' ' and Parkinson's disease.'

The major dopamine path\ay in manmals originates from cell bodies in the inid-
brain (areas N9 and A10- the substantia nigra and the ventral tegmental area of Tsai.
respectively) and terminates in the basal ganglia, chiefly the caudate nucleus, putamen.
and nucleus accumbens, with smaller projections to the globu, pallidus, olfactory
tubercle, and frontal and entorhinal cortices.' In rodents, the caudate nucleus and
putamen are melded together to form the neostriatuin., which combined ,, ith the globus
pallidus is called the striatum. Owing to the high concentrations of dopamine in the
striatal regions, most studies of dopamine in aging ha.e 10 used on this region: there-
fore, this review will highlight the nigrostriatal Jopaminc ,ystenl. Other regions \\ here
dopamine changes with age have been reported are the hy pothalamus and retina.'

The dopaminergic synapse contains several useful biochemical markers (I otUic

I). Primary among these is the level of dopamine itself. Dopamine lesels are thought
to represent the density of dopamine terminals within a region. They are relatively
insensitive to physiological changes in the rate of donamine lecase because of the tightls
coupled negative feedback of intraterminal dopamine concentration,, on tyrosine hydro\-
vlase activity (the rate limiting enzyme for dopaminc synthesis).' Thus. although al-
ternate interpretations are feasible, a loss of dopamine levels w ithin a structure is be-
lieved to reflect a loss of dopamine terminals. In addition to dopamine, t.tosine
hydroxylase activity and synaptosomal ['tt1dopamine uptake are markers for dopa-
mine terminals. Tyrosi ne hydroxylase is also found in noradrenergic terminal,, and is
not specific for dopamine (although very little noradrenaline is present in striatum).
The metabolites of dopamine are more sensitive to changes in the activ ity of the dopa-
mine system than the parent amine, and while useful for (-SI: measurements or studies
of dopamine turnover, analysis of metabolic levels are less useful in determining the
density of dopaminergic innervation.

I his research sa supported by (6rant No. A6-O5142 io F. - inch. I). (;. Morgan \\a, ,tlp
rorted b, a tellovWhip troin the John Douglas French I ioundation for Atti cr',r I)i,,a,, C . I
I-inch , the -\R(CO \\ lliai I. Keikchnick Prof'eor in the Ncurohioloe', ol 1ein
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FIUR I Mde o te opmiericsyAsCnhmnsrau.Pe-adps-snpi

dopam Mdl fth oprinergic temiaynap) idigsie in humacitaturrv C1Preind C: adenat Cicae-

2: D-2 binding site: inhibitory (; protein; U: uptake site.

The postsynaptic receptors for dopamine consist of tw-o types: D-1 and D-2 (FtcURr-
I). The D-1 receptor is positively linked to adetwlate cyclase activity, while the D-2
receptor appears, in at least some loci, to inhibit adenylate cyclase activit.' Thesec op-
posing linkages allow for antagonism between these two receptors wkhen localized on
the same neurons.' ") Most ['Hlagonist ligands for dlopamirte receptors bind to the
high affinity state of both D-1 and D-2 sites. I'Antagonist radioligands are venlerall\
more selective. The antagonist 1PHIspiperone is an excellent ligand for labeling D-2
receptors (although some caut ions apply; see Seeman et al. ") and most studies of D-2
receptors in aging have used this radioligand. Only recently have several D-l selectise
radioligands become commercially available; thus, radioligand studies of'D-l receptors,
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in aging brain are few. While examinations of dopamine-stimulated adenylate cyclase
activity give some indication of D-1 receptor density, changes in this marker may also
result from altered high affinity agonist states or receptor-cyclase coupling.

NONPATHOLOGICAL AGE-RELATED CHANGES IN THE
DOPAMINE SYSTEM OF HUMAN BRAIN

The largest declines in dopamine levels are found in human brain, with a consensus
reduction of "up to 5007o" over the life span (TABLE 1). However, several studies'"
report no change with age in dopamine levels in human neostriatal structures. One
study" finds a significant reduction in caudate nucleus, but not in putamen. The railure
of some studies to report age-related declines in dopamine is not due to small sailple
sizes and (thus) low statistical power. In most respects, the inconsistencies cannot be
explained.

The human literature on this topic differs in two respects from the rodent data.
First, the individual variability in human dopamine levels is very large as compared
to rodent studies, thereby reducing Std,5ti ,l power. This variability is not due to differ-
ences in postmortem time, but may be related to premorbid agonal conditions. Humans
frequently die due to illness, whereas unhealthy rodents are usually culled from studies.
A second difference is that human data are generally analyzed by regression analysis,
while rodent data are analyzed by age groups using ANOVA or paired comparison
range tests (t tests, Duncan's, Newman-Keul's).

The most extensive study of human striatal dopamine levels was done by Carlsson. 1
Carlsson and co-workers analyzed the sum of dopamine plus 3-methoxytyramine (3-
MT) rather than dopamine alone. They have demonstrated that dopamine is catabo-
lized into 3-MT in a time-dependent manner during the postmortem period. Thus,
the sum of these two amines reflects the dopamine concentration at death. However,
because Carlsson" claims similar results are obtained if dopamine levels alone are ana-
lyzed, this postmortem autolysis of dopamine is unlikely to explain the negative findings
in the literature. A critical feature of Carlsson's data is that the rate of dopamine loss
with aging accelerates after age 60. Therefore, an uneven distribution of ages may in-
fluence the analysis of age changes in the dopamine system.

We conclude that dopamine levels do decline with age in human neostriatum, but
that the loss is variable amongst individuals. Moreover, this loss of dopamine may
be secondary to degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the human substantia nigra,
where a 500o loss has been reported between 20 and 80 years. " Further support for
reduced dopaminergic innervation of the human neostriatum with age is derived from
a loss of tyrosine hydroxylase activity."' There appears to be a massive loss (80ro)
of tyrosine hydroxylase activity between 5 and 20 years, and a slower loss after that
period.20 However, one contradictory report has appeared."

Postsynaptically, four independent studies confirm a loss of D-2 receptors in cau-
date nucleus (TABLE 1); one of these studies used healthy living subjects and a positron-
emitting radioligand.2 ' The loss of D-2 receptors, though, does not occur in putamen.
The binding of [-Hiagonist ligands to high affinity states of D-1 and D-2 receptors
is also reduced in caudate nucleus, but not in putamen. We have recently reported a
substantial increase in D-1 receptors in caudate nucleus and putamen."2 The increase
in D-1 sites was inversely related to the loss of dopamine in the putamen. However,
a negative report has also appeared.2"
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AGE-RELATED DOPAMINERGIC CHANGES IN
RATS, MICE, RABBITS, AND NONHUMAN PRIMATES

The loss of dopamine in rats and mice over the life span is smaller than that found
in humans (TABLE 2). Again, several negative reports have appeared, as have reports
of small, statistically not significant changes. Overall, dopamine levels decline by 20-25%
in rats and mice, with the greatest loss found after mid-life. One report found no change
in dopamine levels in rabbits (TABLE 2). Two studies it nonhuman primates indicate
slightly greater losses than rodents.

The loss of dopamine in rodents is corroborated by studies of tyrosine hydroxylase
activity (TABLE 3). This marker declines less in rodents than in humans when the entire
ontogenetic spectrum is considered. However, none of the rodent studies have included
reproductively immature subjects analogous to the age range where the major loss Was
reported in humans.

One marker that is consistently reported to change with aging in mice, rats, and
rabbits is the D-2 receptor density (Bmiax) measured with [Hspperone (TABLE 4B).
These losses are typically 30-50% over the life span and they appear to be progressise
with both early and late declines. 2 - '- The D-2 receptor affinit. (K,I) has rarely been
reported to change during aging. Joyce et al.," using in vitro autoradiographic tech-
niques, found the receptor loss to be greatest (up to 600o) in the ventral and lateral
portions of the striatum. While several exceptions to the D-2 loss with aging have been
reported (TABLE 4), these studies used radioligands such as ['Hihaloperidol, ['HLsulpi-
ride, and I'Hjdomperidone. While these drugs have selectivity for D-2 receptors similar
to ['HIspiperone, they have higher levels of nonspecific binding and the techniques
for their use are less standardized. The weight of the presently available evidence strongly
favors a substantial loss of D-2 receptors throughout the life span of all mammals
studied.

I he results of ['Hagonist labeling studies are consistent with those obtained \Nith
['Hispiperone (TABLE 4C). The loss of high affinity agonist binding sites wkith age is

,romwb, .-- ter than the loss of antagonist sttes in studies making direct compar-
isons." '" Severson and Randall" have recently used dopamine displacement curves
of ['Hispiperone binding to demonstrate that the high affinity component of the dis-
placement curve is selectively lost with aging in mice.

The data concerning D-I receptors is mixed. Two studies report no change. sshile
two studies in press report losses. Obviously, more data are called for.

In rat brain, large reductions of dopamine-stimulated adeny late cvclase are reported
consistently (with two exceptions; see TABt 5). Generall\, these reductions occur in
the absence of changes in basal adenylate cyclase act isi%. Thus, eeun it' D-I receptors

TABLE 3. Changes in Striatal Tyrosine H.droxylase with Aging

Studv Strain" \gc Range I)ittcrcnc,."

M.cGeer el al." Wistar 2-29 (8 agt,)
Reis et al." F344 4:26 ,20%

(B6|FI mice 4:28 U
Joseph et al." Wistar ((RC) 6-8:24 ,15
Ponzio et al' Sprague-Dawley ((anada) 1: 18:29 ,.30',,

(cal )
a All strains are rats unless indicated.
h All ages are in months. As in TABLIF.

As in TAMBi 2.
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TABLE 5. Changes in Striatal Dopamine-Stimulated Adenylate Cyclase with Aging

Study Strain' Age Range' Difference'

Walker & Walker'" Sprague-Dawley 3;24 700o
Puri & Volicer" CD-F (Charles River) 4;12;24;30 475

(early)
Govini et al. Sprague-Dawley (taly) 2-3;20-24 1600,
Schmidt & Thornberry"' Wistar (Harlar) 3;12;24 30'o

(early)
Govoni et at." Wistar 10;30 60'
%lakman et a/. "  New Zealand (Rabbits) 0.5: 5 years 445%
Joseph et al." Wistar (GRC) 6-8:24 0
Papavasiliou et at.i Swiss mice (Hale-Stoner) 2;5;17;21 1506'o

(not significant)
Hirschhorn et at," F344 4;14:29 0
Cimino et al.' rats 330 30%

' As in TABLE 3.
b As in TABLE 2.

As in TABL. 2.

do not decline with aging, their coupling to adenylate cyclase is compromised. The
loss of dopamine-stimulated adenylate cyclase activity is an early event in the aging
striatum, with the greatest decline occurring before 12 months of age. The overall ex-
tent of this decline is 50-700o over the life span.

CONCLUSIONS

While certainly no revelation, tbe major conclusion that we draw from this survey
of the literature is that individual studies of the dopamine system during aging pro-
duce divergent results and conclusions. A: least in this field, it is critical to derive weighted
averages of all studies before any results can be accepted as truth. Our impression from
other literature surveys that we performed recently on the serotonin system in Alzhei-
mer's disease3 and on receptor changes in Alzheimer's disease" is very much the same.
Two laboratories using the same techniques can obtain one positive and one negative
result.

Fortunately, in the literature reviewed here, the positive findings (loss of dopamine,
receptors, or cyclase activation with age) are always in the same direction and out-
number the studies reporting no change. Thus, we conclude that the dopamine system
does degenerate with nonpathological aging in man and, to a lesser extent, in other
mammals. The postsynaptic responsiveness to dopamine also declines as measured
by dopamine-stimulated adenylate cyclase or D-2 receptor density. The end result is
a substantial decrement in dopaminergic tone, which, as described in other chapters
in this volume, will lead to impaired motor performance and reduced sensorimotor
integration.
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DISCUSSIOjV Of THE P4IPER

D. INGRAM (.VIA. Baltimtore, AID): What do vou mean by dopamnine tone, particui-
larly in regard to the fact that the evidence for loss of dopamine per se was not oser-
whelming as the loss of dopamine receptors "~as?

D. MORGAN I Universi ' of Southern California, Los Angeles. CA): Tone is kind
of a general term however, I think of it iti the same sense as muscle tone, that is, ten-
sion in that system. I consider it an integrated aspect of both the input to that svstem
and the number of receptors on the output side. We knowk that the D-2 receptors are
going down. perhaps the D-1 receptors are going up. but there is contrary evidence
that has not been published yet. Thus, the overall change post sytapt icall\ (at least
for the D-2 receptors) appears to be downward in the dopamine systemn. In addition.
the dlopamnine-sensitive adenylale cyclase activity, which should be a measure of' D-I
function, declines as an early event in aging (that is. up to about 12 months,) and is
stable thereafter.

A. AtTAR (CIBA-GlG Y Corporation, Summit, AJ): You mentioned that '.ot did
not see an age-related decrease in D-I receptors in the striatumi and in motuse brain.
H-ave you looked in the substantia nigra? The evidence there is verN clear that s irt uall\
all of the 0-1 sites in the substantia nigra are on the terminals of nintostriatal neturons.
It would he intleresting if there were losses there -not ontly hecatise of the (act that
they would show the loss of D-I receptors, but also because it miay start imnplicat ing
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some of those nigrostriatal neurons that represent the output pathway as contributing
to age-related impairments.

MORGAN: I would like to do it, but the nigra in a mouse is so small that it would
be rather difficult for us to do that using our in vitro techniques. Certain , the au-
toradiographic approach might be able to pick up those receptors, at least much easier
than we could. Jim Severson also did some work with D-2 in nigra in human brain,
but we just have not looked in nigra at this time for D-1.
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INTRODUCTION

Deterioration of the speed and precision of motor performance is a major attribute
of aging. Neurochemical and morphological changc- in several brain areas, including
the motor cortex, ' cerebellum," ' and basal ganglia, " ' may underlie motor deficits
associated with advanced age. However, research has concentrated largely on the basal
ganglia because a variety of neurological disorders involve pathological changes in
these nuclei. " Basal ganglia pathology is present in at least two major age-associated
disorders - Parkinson's disease and Huntington's chorea. Less severe symptoms of these
diseases, including senile tremors and chorea, frequently develop in otherwise health.,
older persons.' '" '" The elderly also have a greater risk of developing drug -ide effects
involving the basal ganglia. Furthermore, the incidence of drug-induced parkinsonism
and tardive dyskinesia increases with age.' - Interestingly, the age distribution for
drug-induced extrapyramidal disorders overlaps considerably with that of Parkinson's
symptomatology.8'" "" This suggests an interaction between the pathophysiology tu-
derlying these conditions and the physiological changes occurring during the normal
aging process.

Present evidence indicates that many of the behavioral abnormalities that occur
during the normal aging process result from a reduced capacity for neurotransmisstion
in the brain. The deficits in neurotransmission are inferred from decreases in various
presynaptic and postsynaptic neurochemical parameters in a varietN of brain
regions.2  -' " " " Pharmacological studies of the striatum of rodent brain dem-
onstrate that neurochemical deficits may underlie some motor malfunctions associated
with aging.' " I .,... In this regard, the cholinergic and dopaminergic systems seen
particularly susceptible.

Until recently, few studies considered the functional and neurochemical organiza-
tion of the striatum with respect to age-related changes. Numerous reports pros ide
evidence that discrete regions of the neostriatum are both neurochemicaly and func-
tionally distinct from each other.' -  Neurochemical studies reveal that cholinergic.
dopaminergic, glutamatergic, GABAergic, serotonergic, and various pept idergic systems
have a heterogeneous distribution in the striatum.2 2 " This fact supports the idea that
functionally independent regions exist within the neostriatum. In the follossing sec-
tions, we will discuss the evidence for functional heterogeneit of the striatum. \ke
will review the data showing that disruption of neurotransmitter sNstem,, within dis-
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crete regions of the striatum produces specific beha,,ioral effects. Then, se k% ill de-
scribe results of experiments carried out in our laboratory that reveal the neurochem-
ical topography of the striatun and hom it changes "with age. The emphasis in tlhese
experiments is on the cholinergic and dopaminergic system,. We choose these systems
for study because they are particularly vulnerable to the effects of aging. AdditionallN,
their relationship to basal ganglia function is relatively well known.

Functional Heterogeneity of the Neo.triatumn

Studies employing pharmacological and behavioral techniques combined \% ith stereo-
taxic methods provide compelling evidence that \arious parts of the neostriatum sub-
serve different functions. These functions may be specifically disrupted by interrup-
tion of neurotransmission within discrete regions. Functional distinctions exist betseetn
the medial and lateral striatum. For example, injection of atropine, a cholinergic an-
tagonist, into the anterior medial striatum produces retrograde amnesia for acquisi-
iion vf spatial alternation performance." Injections into other region, do not affect
this behavior. ," On the other hand, destruction of cell bodies in the sentral-lateral stri-
atum with kainic acid causes sensorimotor impairment and impaired limb use. le-
sions of other striatal areas are ineffective on these behaviors.' Disruption of
dopaminergic neurotransmission also has region-dependent behas ioral effects. Destruc-
tion of dopaminergic nerve terminals in the lateral striatum with 6-hydroxydopanine
(6-OHDA) is critical for the occurrence of stress-induced akinesia. Lesions of the
central or medial regions of the striatum are ineffective in this behas ioral paradiem. '_
These studies provide evidence that the medial striatum plays a role in the acquisition
of learned performance, while the lateral striatum is necessary for motor function.

Functional distinctions also exist between dorsal and ventral neostriatum. Lesion"
in the ventral striatum made sith 6-OHDA block amphetamine-induced stereotyped
behavior. '" In contrast, lesions with 6-OHDA in the dorsal striatum are without effect."
Lesions of the dorsal striatum with kainic acid enhance the stereotypy-inducing effect
of amphetamine without affecting apomorphine-induced stereotyped beha\ ior. " Al-
ternatively, kainic acid lesions of the ventral striatun do not influence this beha ior."
Functional dissociation of striatal regions is also manifested in other beha%ioral para-
digms, including the modulation of blood pressure,2

- consummatory behav ior" and
active avoidance behavior."

Neurochemical Deficits in Striatal Xubregions
in Huntington s and Parkinson s Diseases

Discrete regional deficits in striatal neurotransmitter systents are manifested in Hurt-
tington's and Parkinson's diseases. The changes in discrete striatal areas, iay underlie
specific cognitive and motor impairments that are symrptoimatic of these disorder,.
The enzyme marker of striatal cholinergic neurons, choline acei vtransferase tCh-AT),
is markedly depleted in Huntington's disease. Nic~ieer and co-workers ieported that
loss of ChAT activity was "patchy" in the striatum of indiv iduals \% ho had Huntington's
chorea. 2 " They also found that the caudate was more \ ulnerable than the putainen
to loss of ChAT activity." Aquilonius and co-wsorkers confirmed the unesen los of
ChAT in Huntington's disease." Furthermore, they found that the rostromedial part
of the caudate nucleus was the most severely affected area. This is notc\%orthy because
interruption of cholinergic transmission in the rostromedial ,triatun interferes, s itIh
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memory processes. " Possibly, the destruction of cholinergic neurons in the rostromedial
striatum contributes to the dementia that develops during this disease.

A few studies also provide evidence that neurochemical deficits in Parkinson's dis-
ease are not uniform within the striatum. Dopamine and its metabolites are severely
depleted in the substantia nigra and striatum of Parkinson patients. 4' Associated with
this loss of dopamine is a loss of cells from the pars compacta of the substantia nigra."
Gaspar and co-workers reported a study of the topographical distribution of tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH) in the caudate and putamen of Parkinson's patients." That study
showed that TH was more severely decreased in the putamen than in the caudate nu-
cleus. Additionally, the magnitude of the loss of TH was greatest in the rostral regions
as compared to the caudal regions of the putamen. Because the nigrostriatal projec-
tions are topographically organized," " the patchy decrease in TH may reflect the un-
even regional cell loss found in the substantia nigra of Parkinson's patients."

The dopaminergic system is also not the only system to manifest regional differ-
ences in the effects of Parkinson's disease on the basal ganglia. Decreases in met- and
leu-enkephalin occur in the putamen, but not in the caudate nucleus." Taken together,
the studies cited above indicate that selected regions of the caudate nucleus are most
vulnerable in Huntington's disease, w.hile the putamen, particularly the rostral region,
is more susceptible to alterations in Parkinson's disease.

AGE-RELATED CHANGES IN STRIATAL SUBREGIONS

There are Functionally discrete regions within the striatum and pathological changes
in the striatum occur in particular subregions. We hypothesized that if some regions
are particularly prone to disease, then discrete areas within the striatum might also
be uniquely susceptible to the effects of aging. Our laboratory initiated studies to dis-
cover possible age-related alterations in the distribution of presynaptic and postsynaptic
"markers" of striatal transmitter systems, with particular emphasis on the cholinergic
and dopaminergic systems.

Cholinergic System

Choline acetyltransferase is the enzyme that synthesizes acetylcholine. It is a %ery
useful marker of the distribution of the cholinergic system in the brain because it is
restricted to cholinergic neurons." Many investigators have reported that striatal cho-
line acetyltransferase (ChAT) activity declines with age in several strains of ro-
dents.2 ' - However, all of these laboratories assayed ChAT in grossly dissected striatal
tissue. To determine if these age-associated changes in ChAT occurred in discrete stri-
atal regions, we measured ChAT in tissue punches taken from medial and lateral stri-
atum in I1 consecutive frozen sections of the brain of Sprague Dawley rats of three
different ages (see FIGURE 1)."

FIGURE 2 demonstrates the fact that the cholinergic system is heterogeneously dis-
tributed in the striatum. In general, ChAT activity was higher in the rostral levels rela-
tive to the caudal levels of the striatum in all age groups. In addition, enzyme activity
was lower in the medial regions (FIGURE 2A) as compared to the lateral regions (FiGURE
2B).

Age-related decreases in ChAT were evident in several discrete striatal regions. (hAT
activity was lower in a few medial striatal regions of rats that were 16 months old as
compared to younger rats (FIGURE 2A). No reduction in ChAT occurred in the lateral
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F-IGJRE I. Coordinates (according to Konig and Klippe"") of serial frontal sections through
the neostriatum of Sprague Dawley rats. The light circles represent punches assayed for dopa-
mine and norepinephrine. The dark circles represent punches that were removed for measuring
(AD and ChAT

aspect of the striatum in this age group (FIGURE 2B). Decreases in ChAT activity were
more extensive in the 26-month-old group, which showed a marked reduction in selected
medial regions, especially at the caudal levels (7470-5910). In contrast, reductions in
ChAT activity were maniiested in only half as many lateral striatal regions (FtuutRi:
2B). Thus, the age-related changes in the striatum were not ubiquitous, but were con-
fined to discrete regions. FIGURE 3 shows the distribution of glutamic acid decarboxv-
lase (GAD) activity (the enzyme that synthesizes CABA). This figure serves to illus-
trate that the pattern of distribution of each neurotrajismitter system in the neostriatum
is unique. The distribution of GAD was markedly different from that of ChAT. Fur-
thermore, there were no age-related decreases in GAD. Because both ChAT and GAD
were measured in portions of the same tissue punches, it is unlikely that decrcases
in ChAT were the result of nonspecific factors such as changes in tissue composition.

One explanation for the age-linked decline in ChAT is that the neurochemical change
is secondary to cell loss. Indeed, reduced numbers of neurons and synapses occur in
the neostriatum of old rats and mice (see references 10 and 54-56, also see McNeill
in this volume). We tested this hypothesis using high-affinity sodium-dependent cho-
line uptake (HACU) as an indirect measure of the number of cholinergic neurons.
Like ChAT, HACU is a specific marker for cholinergic neurons, particularly the axon
terminal.-" In addition, HACU is the rate-limiting step in the formation of acetylcho-
line and, therefore, it may be a better indicator of the functional capacity of the neuron. "
Because the National Institute on Aging discontinued the Sprague DaNley rat strain
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FIGURE 2. ('hAT actit in the ccntromedial (At andce: ntrolatwrat (H,) nco',riat~ ul s1 praguc
Dawlev rats. Each value is the mean ± SliM of 3-6 rats: a ,,sienificantlI, dif'terent I roni 6 mnu,
p 0.05; b ::significantisy different from 6 mno. p < 11(11: c dgnifi cant Iy different troth 16

mo, p < 0.05; d =significantly different from 16 moo. p < 0.01.

from their contract colonies, we performed these experiments s~ith Fischer 344 rats.
'We measured HACU in synaptosomes prepared from four regions of the neostriatum
of three age groups of Fischer 344 rats (see FIGUtRE 4).)" \Ve also assayed ChAT activity
because age differences in this parameter may be strain- and s+pecies-dependent.' ...
Moreover, if decreases in HACU result from cell loss, then ChAT should be reduced
by the same amount.

The pattern of distribution of I-ACU and ChAT in the striatum of the Fischer
344 rat (FIGUREiS 5 and 6) was comparable to that of ChAT in the Sprague Davlex

, <"u ii ii l I
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FI(URE 3. GAD acti,,its in the centromedial (A) and centrolateral (B) neostriat im 1 Ofl.IiFr e
Davley rats. Each .alue is the mean :r SEM of 3-6 rats: a - sieniticantl% difterent rom 6 mo.
p, < 0.05; b = significantly different from 6 too, p < 0.01; c - significantl. differcm from I6
rno. p < 0.05: d - significantly different from 16 m1o, p (.01.

rat (FIGURE 2). Both cholinergic markers were higher laterally than medially and there
was a rostrocaudal gradient for both markers in the medial regions. Age-related decreases
in HACU were also regionally dependent. Significant age-correlated decreases in HACI
were restricted to the rostromedial and caudolateral striatum (TABLt- I and FlRAtRti 5).
However, in contrast to findings in Sprague Dawley rats (FIGURE 2). (hAT did not
differ between ag, groups (FIGURE 6). This is taken as evidence that the decrease in
HACU was not due to the loss of cholinergic neurons. The lack of change in ChAT
in the Fischer 344 rat is in accord with a previous study using this rat strain." The
difference between the results for Fischer 344 and Sprague Davkley rats agrees , th
studies showing that the effect of age on ('hAT is species- and strain-dependent.' ...

The changes in HACU in Fischer 344 rats probably reflect regionally selectic
decreases in the activity of cholinergic neurons in vivo. It is well established that c\-
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Rostral Caudal

FIGURE 4. The anterior and posterior extent of each of to tresh tissue section, (rostral and
caudal) from %,i ch striatal tissue was dissected from 1-ischer 344 rat' to make s,.naptosonies.
The striatum was bisected (dotted line) into media! and lateral parts and then carefully dissected
from the surrounding tissue.

perimental conditions that affect the activity of cholinergic neurons in vitvo alter HACU

in vtt,. Thu, it was suggested that in vitro HACU is useful as a measure of in vitvo
cholinergic activity." The age-associated decreases in HACU may reflect decreases
in the activity of cholinergic neurons in response to regionally selective changes in af-
ferent neurotransmitter systems.
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FIGU RIE 5. l)istributioni of sodium -dependent, high-affint choline uptake in iriatuim o t -is'cher

344 rats. Values are the mean + SEM ofT7-8 individual determina'ion, performed in triplicate
All medial-lateral differences were significant (l < 0.05). All rostrocaudal diffe,-nce

, in the medial

striatum wNere significant (p < 0.05). The asterisk stands for significantly di ferent front the si,-
month-old group, p < 0.05.
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TABLE 1. Regional Distribution of 3H-Dopamine Uptake in Rat Neostriatum

Age
(months)

Vma x K,
(pmoles/mg protein/min) (PM)

7 17 27 7 17 27
Region Region

Rostral 45.2 53.4 41.4 Rostral 0.105 0.142 0.109
±5.9 ±6.3 ±5.5 t 0.008 ± 0.021 20.013

Caudal 3 8 .0 b 3 4 .0 b 2 8 .2 b Caudal 0.115 0.120 0.110
±_9.9 ±5.5 ± 5.4 +0.004 ± 0.009 ±0.13

a Each value is the mean ± SEM of five determinations.
b p < 0.05 as compared to rostral neostriatum.

We also measured the density of muscarinic cholinergic receptors in striatal regions
in three age groups of Sprague Dawley rats (FIGURE 7) and in striatal regions of Fischer
344 rats (FIGURE 4).19,3 The distribution of receptors was similar for the two rat strains
and corresponded with the other markers of the cholinergic system (FIGuREs 8 and
9). Age-related decreases in binding were detected in both strains of rats (TA.E 1 and
FIGURES 8 and 9). However, the two strains differed in the regional distribution of
the age changes. Binding in the oldest Fischer rats "as about 20% less than that in
the youngest group in each region of the striatum (FIGURE 9). In contrast, age differ-

ChAT activity (nmoles/mg. prot/hr.)
400

350

300
250--

200-
150-
100

50
0

Rostral Caudal Rostral Caudal
Lateral Medial

Neostriatal Subregion

" Young = Middle M Old

FIGURE 6. Distribution of choline acetyltransferase activity in striatum of Fischer 344 rats.

Values are the mean + SEM of 7-8 individual determinations performed in duplicate. All medial-
lateral differences were significant (p < 0.05). All rostrocaudal differences in the medial striatum
were significant (p < 0.05).
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FIGURE 7. Coordinates (according to Konig and Klippel" ) of serial frontal sections through
the neostriatum of Sprague Dawley rats. The light circles represent punches removed for tyrosinc
hvdroxylase assays. The dark circles represent punches that sere removed for measuring ['H]QNB

binding. The hatched circles represent sites ,,here tissue 'sas remo.ed for ['Hjspiropei idol binding
assays.

400
Ages

350 r-D 6 months
*E 3 16 months

F) 303 26 months

2. 150
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0

50 I

0
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(Regions According to Konig and Kippel's "Rat Brain Atlas')

FIGURE 8. Regional distribution of cholinergic tntuscarinc hinithn' inin mn tiim ot Spr;guc
Dawley rats (refer to FIGURE 7 for coordinates). i-a h ' ii.c vc cttl

, 
the itan - \I \1 of 6

individual determinations in duplicate. The concenttatioi of 1 li %( Nt sa', 0i15 n\l. I he aerik
stands for significantly different from the youngest age group. /1 , t,5
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FI(.trRI 9. Recional ditrjbuiion ol chli[IUernt ICCeI)IM btiitg it K-' il t l 11101 CI '4-1 -al,
(refer it liutRF R 4 lot coordlinate.). Value, aleile Cicait SI %I Wi -1 [IL tLIhi &[1:1 Mtlla-

-mi pertoruled in triplicatc. 1 le concentration ot [11ljQNIi \%,I I n\1 \1l inc I,il-laitLrtiI di' C'
ence' \% ere onit Iicant (/) < 0.0i) in t hecauiial ~trIiat umi\lV'VCtl~lJ m~cC ih 1i.uiat
'Iitutillt ksere Significant (p " 0.04;). 1- 'tarlJ, 101 ' LIiItca ti~l it dicrent 11(m) ML,Ic m h,)
trotip,p0W -1 (loSifadl tr iiiti,:ant1\ di dcent t it.'6- and I 5-niut Io! I L;'..i" p

ences in binding in Sprague lDawle rats \sere reniottall\ saiiAble %ol thi le t tat urn
f(I RI- 8). [ossex of receptor denmitv in the arioti area' rined Crom (ilo fl'[it,

difference hetsseni rat stiams again HIlust ratesthat geniut'pe Ina\ untice h1etelec
Ot aging.

IDoparniner~iic Sis temt

Dopamnine ,D) eises as a ,pecific mna rI.er of' the di'tii hution 1JOf atlceu
nutros iii the brain. Several laboratoriex, obsers ed decrease, fin total iiiia dopa -
mine content wkith increased age iti rodens.' ' "' T deteri minc I I~ thle red nt Ion in 1)I
content was restricted to specif'ic striatal area., 'xC 111CtI~iiCLd JOpatINeI1 it)t1 II0ion
of' the striatumn of Sprague Da\%se Ie rats aged 6, 16. and 26 tiuonth (Il [(RI I).
content was higher in the rostra) les cls relatixe 1o the caudal 10et cxOf hie nIco't tat null
in each age group (Ut~RR 10OA). Duritig agitng, DA decreaxsed utaikedkl in Ilth sodai
levels of the neost riatsttn. especially at 26 tmonth lix of a0 ki a RIl 10A). Il11C aneC-reAI e
decrease in dopamnine content occurred itt tile saiut rCioul' MICI ee euttito0, In ( It \1I
activity occutrred. One poxsibhilitv for1 the Nimitithantuots decline ii 1) \ aid ( It \l
that there is a nontspecitic losx Of neCuronal eletntts itt tfil- btain legioin. \\e me~a'iAued
tioradrettalne (NA) in thle same ttSSxne punHchesI Usd to Inirteasui dopatine aitd sic 10ktid
that the distribution of NA was mnore hoinogercteous ss thin thle st tat it than dt'pa
mine (IGUtRI lOB3). NA wvax slightl. htill significant hv(igher fit fihe three tuo't 0o!iial
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that the rate and amount of DA accumulation by rat striatal slices re!n:- 'C',
by aging. It is unlikely, therefore, that aQ'--related reductions in dopaniine content resulted
from fewer axon terminals or reduced capacity tr reuptake of released neurotransmitter.

Another possible reason for the age-related loss of dopamine is reduced tsrosine
hydroxylase. Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) is the rate-limiting enzyme in the metabolic
pathway for dopamine. A decrease in its activity would result in reduced dopaminc
content. Therefore, we measured TH in eight striatal regions of Sprague Dawle rats
aged 7, 17, and 27 months (FitXRt, 7)." The regions chosen corresponded to regions
where we had previously measured DA (FmtURE I). TH activity was higher in rostral
regions than in caudal regions of the striatum in iiA age groups (FIGURE 1I). 1here
was a trend toward age-related decreases in the caudal regions of the striatum. Ho%%-
ever, a significant age difference was detected in only one region (FIGURI- 11. It is
noteworthy that the areas where decreases and trends toward decreases were detected
are the same regions where we found reductions in dopamine content.

An age-related decrease in striatal DA and no change in TH was also reported b%
Demarest et al. ' They concluded that the lack of change in TH represented a compen-
satory response to reduced dopamine content. Experimentally induced Jecreases in
catecholamine content are followed by increase] FH actiity relatie to catecholatine
content. '  This phenomenon was first observed in Parkinson's disease."' Increases
in TH activity may compensate for decreases in striatal dopamine content during aging,
at least to a limited extent.

Dopamine receptor density is affected b\ aging." -2" Most studies on dooamine
rcep ors aid aging have measured receptors in homogenates prepared from the %s hole
striaturn. We wanted to know, if dopamine receptor loss during aging is restricted to
specific striatal subregions. \Ve thus measured butaclamol-displaceable ['Hlspiroperido!
binding in tissue punches from five consecutive frozen sections of striatum (see Ftn(tR-
70).' As with dopamine content, dopamine receptor density was greatest in the rostral
areas of the striatum (FIGURE 12). However, although trends toward decreases (les,
than 25%) were evident in several areas, we found no significant differences between

25
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20 - C 17 months

"3 27 months

=> 15
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8920 8620 8380 7890 7470 6860 6360 5910
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(Regions According to Konig and Kippels 'Rat Brain Atlas')

iI( It REI It. Regional di,,rihuiion ot I, ro. ine hodio\ ,0a,c .. it' il, in rilmun otI spi ti a%,, I."
im iicr n, [i(1 Ri- tor cooirjin ies I acli %.,itic icprc' " i t liic dn si 1 \ ot in i\ iiiinil,l
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F.IGIRE 12. Regional distribution of dopanine receptor binding in ,triatuni ot Sprague t)a ,. c
ras trefer to 1:-t;vRt 7 for coordinates). I-act, aluc rcprecent, tlic mean - S[-!, of "ix aimial,
per group. The concentration of t'l-spiroperidol wa, 0.2 n\1.

age groups in an, area lFIOURF 12). These results are in contrast to many studies car-
ried out on whole striatum. Howeer, one recent aging study used quantitative dopa-
mine receptor autoradiography to search for regional differences in striatum of Fischer
344 rats.1 They found that the age-associated loss (30-60%) of dopamine receptors
was restricted to the lateral caudal region of the striatum. This region showed the dens-
est binding in young rats. We failed to sample that area using the tissue punch scheme
in our study. Therefore, it is highly probable that oe failed to find evidence for decreases
in dopamine receptors because we did not examine the affected areas.

SUMMARY

Presynaptic and postsynaptic markers of thi cholinergic and dopaminervic 55stemns

have characteristic topographical distributions vithin the striatun. Aside from the
dopamincrgic afferents, several other afferent systems exhibit a heterogeneous distri-
bution in the striatum. The net result is that each part of the striatum receives a spe-
cific and unique combination of afferents. Moreover, the intrinsic striatal systems also
have unique distributions, so each part of the striatum consists of a unique combina-
tion of afferent and intrinsic neurotransmitter systems. In view of' these points, one
may expect that the striatum is functionall- very complex. integtating Information
from a wide variety of brain areas. One may also assume from these facts that the
striaturn is a functionally heterogeneous structure. Consistent with that coaclus.ton,
behas ioral and pharmacological studies show that interruption of neurotrantonission
in localized regions of the striatum produces very specific behas ioral and phsiolog-
ical effects.

Age-related neurochemical changes are also confined to specific striatal region,
Which regions are affected will depend on a variety of factors., itcluding tle neurochem-
ical parameter st udied and the species or strain of animal. How evcr, we still do ttot
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knos what factors make a particular striatal area vulnerable to the effect,, o aging
or disease. Moreoxer, a ouestion that remains to be answered is whether the rcgtons
that are affected by neurodegeneratie diseases are the same ones affected during nortal
aging. If so, then this may provide a clue as to wh.\ neurodegenerative diseases of the
basal ganglia increase in frequency with ad'ancing age. Nesertheless, discrete regional
nCItrochemical alterations may underlie specific symptoms of these diseases., -urther
study of this relationship may provide the basis for treatments that better target the
source of the symptoms. Not only would this increase the effecttveness of the treat-
icnt, it would help reduce potential side effects. This may be particularl\ important,
for example, with respect to .e use of tissue explants in the treatment of diseases of
the basal ganglia.
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DISCL'SSIOts Of THE PA PER

(j. S. ROTH (NIAI, Baltimtore, MD): There are a couple of questions that those of
us who deal sith the strialal dlopamnine receptors have been concerned wNith - one ts
w hether the mechanismn is byr means of cell loss and another one is \s% here e.\actly are
the D-2 receptors localized; that is, are they on the cholincrgic intertueurons or are theN
on the neurons projected to the cortex? Assuming that a substantial portiont of these
receptors are on the cholinergic interneurons. would you conclude that at least part
of the change in dopamine receptors is tnot due to cell loss based ott \our data?

R. STRONG ( Veterans Admtinistration Medical Center, St. Louis, 110): Yes, the
changes in dopamnine receptors may be due 10 other factors. It is \%ell ksnowNn that there
are changes in membranes wkith aging. The membrane becomies more rigid (at least
tn certain preparations). In addition. the change in the physical statc of the membrane
may affect the expression (or the insertion perhaps) of' receptors itto thc Membratne.
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INTRODUCTION

Early theoretical studies" offered models ofreceptor action to explain receptor
binding patterns that differed from those expected from mass-action principles. These
models proposed that (a) some receptors and their limited effectors sere separate enti-
ties with mobility in the plane of the membrane, and (b) receptor-effector complexes
associated and transduced extracellular signals into intracellular events only when the
receptor was activated by agonist. Such models were confirmed for the hepatic glucagon
receptor' and the (-adrenergic receptor systems.' Present evidence suggests that all
hormones and neurotransmitters that modulate aden,iate cyclase activity through cell-
surface receptors act through a ternary complex of agonist, receptor, and transducing
element.'

It is known that the transducing effector-associated proteins are guanine nucleo-
tide binding regulatory proteins (G-proteins). G-proteins that regulate aden late cv-
clase are referred to as Gs and Gi, respectively, for their stimulatory and inhibitory
effects. However, other G-proteins are involved in other signal pathways, such as pho-
totransduction, olfactory transduction, and receptor-mediated phosphatidvlinositol
hydrolysis.

In addition to regulation of adenylate cyclase activity, Gs and 1i also regulate agonist
binding to receptors. Coupling of a receptor with an appropriate G-protein results in
high-affinity (nM range) agonist binding. Conversely, in the absence of coupling to
a G-protein, the receptor maintains a low affinity for agonists (piM range) (re% iesed
in references 4-6). Physiologic and biochemical studies support the high-affinity agonist
binding complex of agonist, receptor, and G-protein as a physiologically relesant in-
termediate in receptor signal transduction '-"

The description of dopamine (DA) receptors as D-I and D-2 based on coupling
or noncoupling, respectively, to adenylate cyclase' has been enhanced b, a Iurther
subdivision based on the interaction of the receptor with G-pioteins' 'and the apparent
negative coupling of at least some D-2 receptors to adenylatc cyclase. 4 " The ternarN
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complex model is consistent with these interactions; D-I and D-2 DA receptors exist
in either a high- or low-affinity agonist binding configuration chat is dependent upon
the presence or absence, respectively, of coupling of the receptor with its respective
G-protein., "

Such general michanisms imply that (a) the receptor does not dei :ne end-organ
responsiveness exclusively, and (b) a second, membrane-bound factor must also be
considered in biological response production. Thus, new questions must be formu-
lated to address the molecular mechanisms that mediate age-related changes in bio-
logical response. These new questions include:

(1) What is the nature of the coupling mechanism between cell-surface receptors
and the intracellular amplification system?

Transfer of the agonist signal across the membrane is initiated by high-affinity agonist
binding, which a product of the ternary complex. Age-associated changes in the
interaction of receptor and G-protein could occur that are independent of a change
in receptor number. Thus, investigation of the formation or dissociation of the ter-
nary complex could indicate changes in signal transduction pathways that are not ap-
parent from binding studies alone, particularly from antagonist binding profiles.

(2) How do changes in the signal transduction pathway affect the flow of infor-
mation through the cascade amplifier system'

If changes in high-affinity agonist binding are observed in aging, functional studies
are important to determine the impact of these changes on physiologic responses medi-
ated by receptor stimulation.

(3) How do age-associated changes in receptor systems with complementary ac-
tions on signal transduction or amplification affect the regulation of physio-
logic function?

Different receptor types may regulate adenylate cyclase,6 . so changes in the enzy-
matic regulation by one factor may affect the balanced response of competing systems.
For instance, age-related alterations in the proportion of D-1 to D-2 DA receptors are
proposed to result in repetitive jaw movements in rats" that may be analogous to oral
behaviors observed in humans with either age or long-term treatment with antipsy-
chotics.

(4) What is the brain regional and neurotransmitter system specificity of age-related
changes in the receptor-effector coupling mechanism?

Characterization of the interaction of receptors and G-proteins with age is the first
step to determine if age-related changes in these mechanisms are a general observation
or if they are restricted to specific nturotransmitter systems.

STRIATAL D-2 DA RECEPTORS

The D-2 DA receptor antagonist ['H]spiperone (-'H]SP) is recognized with equal
affinity by both agonist binding components of the receptor: thus, this defines the
entire population of D-2 receptors." 10 In contrast, dopaninergic ['Hjagonists bind
primarily to the high-affinity agonist binding component of the D-2 receptor and,
under certain assay conditions, to the high-affinity agonist binding component of the
D-I receptor.' In addition, ['Hiagonist binding to DA receptors is difficult to con-
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trol.22 2 ' Thus, displacement of labeled antagonist binding by an unlabeled aponist
offers an alternative method to examine high-affinity agonist binding sites, along with
the opportunity for simultaneous analysis of low-affinity sites that cannot be exam-
ined by direct binding methods."

Displacement of I'HISP binding by DA was modeled using LIGAND." This intcr-
active computer program derives least squares estimates of the affinities of binding
sites for ligands and the concentrations of these sites using mass-action formulae"
in a nonlinear model." 2 LIGAND operates on the assumption that receptor popula-
tions are independent (i.e., noninteractive) and obey Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Agonist
binding configurations of the ternary complex probably do not conform to this as-
sumption. However, our studies" and others"9 have compared ['Hiagonist binding to
high-affinity agonist binding derived by nonlinear regression analsysis and they sug-
gest that the data are comparable. In addition, within the experimental error observed
in our studies, computer simulation studies" ' suggest that estimates obtained from tw"o-
site analysis are close approximations of the actual parameters.

DA displacement of ['H]SP binding to striatal homogenates from C57BL, 6 mice
(ages 3, 12, and 24 months) was best described by a two-site model. There "kere no
age-related differences in the affinities of either site for DA: DA bound to the high-
affinity site with a dissociation constant (KII) of approximately 12 nM, w hile the low\-
affinity site had a K, for DA of about 1200 nM (TABLE 1, FI'Gt'Rr I). These affinities
are similar to those observed in young adult rat.'. ..... dog," and calf'" striatum
using similar assay conditions and data analysis.

The percent of the total D-2 receptor population in the high-affinity agonist binding
complex (%Rj,) was less in membranes from 12-month-old mice compared to 3-
month-old mice and did not change between 12 and 24 months of age ( hmi. 2). The
density of R, was also unchanged between 12 and 24 months of age. The density of
R,. peaked at 12 months of age: R[ was 2007o higher than at 3 months of age and
declined between 12 and 24 months of age. The increase ir. the density of R betwkeen

TABLE I. D-2 DA Receptor Affinities from One- and Two-Site Receptor Binding
Analyses '

One-Site r o-site
Age Kd Kl KI

(tnonths) (nM tnM ) Mn)l

3 200-10 14 4 1430 16)
12 190+10 M( 2 980, 1t0
24 230 ± 20 14 ± I 1220± 110

a Homogenates prepared from striata of two C57BL,6J mice were a,,saved in duplicate for

I'HISP binding (500 pM) in the presence of 20concenmations of DA (10' to 10 ' M0). Displace-
ment curves were modeled to one- and two-site modes; a two-site model significanrls reduc:ed
the sums of squares of the deviations from regression in all cures.

The following parameters were estimated by nonlinear regression analyis:2' cqt librium di,-
sociation constants of the binding sites for DA (KIt and KI ). their respecti% e capacitic (R11
and Ri ), and nonspecific binding of the radioligand. Curves v erc modeled first to a one-sitc
model and then tm a two-site model. The two-site model \%as accepted onl, if addition of the
second site reduced the residual sums of squares of deiations front regression (as judged bs
a significant F-statistic).

Data are the geometric mean ± SEM of 13 individual determinations for 3- and 12-montlt-
old mice and of 10 individual determinations for 24-month-old mice. Slatitical significance
was tested using Newman-Keuls' test for multiple comparisons No significatw differences were
found.
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3 and 12 month,, of aigc may indicate that the relatise decline in lo R, That occurred
during this period \%as more rapid than thie d..clne in total D-2 receptor densitY.

The maximum density (B,....,.) of' I'H-ISP binding to mouse istriatal homo ,genates
declined progressively with age: B,,,,,, was less in homogenates from 12-nionth-ald tmice
compared to 3-month-old mice, and in homogenate,; from 24-mionth-old miice com-
pared to 12-month-old mice (TABLE- 3). Total D-2 receptor density, obtained b\ either
Scatchard analysis B, 0 )or the displacement analysis (Ruj- R, f, sas similar (TABLL\,
2 and 3). Similar to our previous data for the aging mouse""' there ssas rio changve
in the equilibrium dissociation constant (A'I) with age (TABLE- 3).

The decline of high-affinity agonist binding (R11) before mid-life (and changing
little thereafter) is consistent with the DA I'Hjagonist binding observed by us"~ and
others."' Striatal DA agonist binding declines more rapidly with age than antagonist
binding in mouse, rabbi t, 4

1 and human striatum"' and is consistent with apparent in-
dependent loss of the receptor and the Gi (the G-protein that is required for high-
affinity agonist binding to the D-2 receptor ). 4

-,
4

Two mechanisms may act during aging to decrease appa.-ent D-2 receptor binding:
(a) before mid-life, there is a loss of D-2 receptors and a decline in the functional inter-
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TABLE 2. Densityo o' Hicph- and Low -A ftinitv Agonist Binding Siles tor Striatal D-2
D)A Receptors'

Ave R11f R1 1%'Rl R11 RI
(months11) (fmolevmg protein) I fmole,, Trg protein) U m1ole meg 1r1otei I

3 319: 16 270, 24/' s551)- 2.' ;89 , 27
12 240 ~-20' 324 26 42.4 ,2.8' 564- 1
24 195 3 1' 232 22~" 44.2:- 5. 1" 42'7

"Data are arithmetic mean + SENt of the number ot iididual assays gisen it the leiiend
to FIGURE 1. The uoRit ss as obtained b\ the following cquat ion; {R11 (1 , Ri )I -I(Pu
The density' of R11 and R1 \Aas obtained it, the quotient of the denisity of each site estimiatcd
bv nonlinear regression and thie protein content of the sample.- Statistical itgnIicatic 55 as tested
uising Ness man-Keuls' test for multiple comparisons.

hpK 0.05 sersus 12-mont h-old miice.
(p < 0.01 versus 3-naorih-old mice.
I// < 0.01 versus I 2-mionth-old mice.

'p K) f<O s.0 Cers 3-month-old mice.

action between the D-2 receptor and (ii, that is, a decline tn Rj,; (b) betsseen mnid-le
and senescence, there is a loss of D-2 receptors sa ithout further changec in ','OR,, or R11.

DISCUSSION' AND CONCLUSION'S

Mechanisms for Im paired HUrrna lion of the Ternar)t Complex

Binding studies such as those described here cannot determine the nature of' the
tmpaired courling of D-2 recei:tor and C-protein in aged mtouse sniatom. This im)-
pairment could be the result of (a) an age-related loss of C-protein or (b) modifica-
tions of the receptor or (i-protein that prevenit formation oftlte high-affinitv aeonist
binding complex.

However, computer modeling studies raise other questions relatn to forniatiomt

TABLE 3. Scatchard Analysis of ['HISP Bindling Isotherms, itt Aood %louise Striaal
Membranes'

AgeB, 1 ,
(monthY) (fmole, nig proteint (P) p1)

3 608 20 82 -3
12 532_ P"

24 459 _38/'( 84 - 4

Binding isotherms were obstained! by ittcubationt of %i\ concettrations of j 'H ISP (30- Il()
pM) in duplicate for total and nonspecific binding (2 LIM d-butaclanill. Data crct lincariled
by the Scatchard transformation'' and the total binding density thinIit le equilibriutt dis-
sociation constant (Ad) were determined by least sumares linear rceression. Dl~a are the irit h
metic mean : SEM for B,,i,k and thre geometric mtean ,SEFt for A'd (if the turner of
individual experiments given in the legend to FItntRu- I . Statistical sigificatnce 55 as tested uingr
Newman-Keuls' test for multiple comparisons.

b p < ((.0 1 v ersus 3-month-old mice.
p < (1.05 vrersus 12-month-old m~cc.
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of high-affinity agonist binding complexes: (a) is the concentration of G-protein a
limiting factor in signal transduction?; and (b) are the effects of age on receptor den-
sity greater than the effects on G-protein?

If the concentration of G-protein initially is less than that of the receptor, a de-
crease in receptor concentration without an accompanying change in the concentra-
tion of the G-protein results in a decrease in the R1oRH.""°4 Thus, the decrease in l70RH
that we observe with age (TABLE 2) may reflect primarily a decrease in total receptor
density and, hence, a reduced coupling to Gi rather than an actual decrease in the
concentration of Gi. Alternatively, in reconstitution studies, 6 G-protein in excess of
the concentration of receptor is required for full expression of high-affinity agonist
binding and the percent of high-affinity agonist binding is directly proportional to
the concentration of G-protein. In that case, the decrease in 07oRH that we observed
with age (TABLE 2) may reflect limiting association kinetics for formation of the ter-
nary complex 7 4" plus the documented decrease in D-2 receptor density (TABLES 2 and
3) rather than an actual decrease in G-protein. Finally, our data and those of Haga
et al.6 are compatible with either an age-associated reduction in total D-2 receptor
density alone or in combination with a decrease in the concentration of Gi.

The implication that G-protein may be limiting for formation of the ternary com-
plex is surprising given the above-cited papers and findings of a molar excess of G-
proteins in brain. 9 4 However, Gi that is accessible to D-2 receptors may be limited
by cellular content or by cellular compartmentalization. Cellular content is a plausible
explanation; in some cultured cell lines, Gi may be limiting for formation of high-
affinity agonist binding complexes with receptors.-" An alternative possibility raised
in reconstitution studies is that the receptor activates multiple Gi molecules as part
of the signal amplification system 2 so that a molar excess of G-protein is required
for a fully functional response system.

These data suggest that the measurement of total striatal Gi content may quanti-
tate gross changes in Gi with age, but probably would not detect changes in Gi acces-
sible to D-2 receptors. An alternative approach would be to measure high-affinity agonist
binding in homogenates from aged mice after addition of purified Gi. This indirect
approach might determine if additional Gi can increase high-affinity agonist binding
to the level cen in the young. A similar approach reconstituted receptor-effector coupling
to cultured ceils in whi,-h Gi had been inactivated.'

Receptor-Effector Coupling

Coupling of striatal D-I receptors to adenylate cyclase appears to be enhanced in
postmortem samples of caudate nucleus and nucleus accumbens from schizophrenics.' "

However, platelets derived from schizophrenic patients have decreased adenvlate Cy-
clase response to prostaglandin E, (PGE,),s '" which is a defect that appears to in-
volve signal transduction from the receptor rather than a change in receptor number.
If consonant, these data suggest a disease-associated imbalance of complementary
modulator systems. Similar deficits in PGE,-stimulated adenylate cyclase activity occur
in platelets from individuals with unipolar depression.' In addition, a 2-adrenergic
receptor inhibition of PGE,-stimulation of adenylate cyclase activity is impaired in
unipolar depression even though there is no change in a,-adrenergic receptor density.
Thus, the adenylate cyclase response to receptor stimulation is affected independent
of change in receptor density.

In aged rat heart" and leukocvtes from aged humans,' the density of f-adrenergic
receptors does not change with age; however, stimulation of adenmlate cyclase by 3-
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receptor agonists is impaired. Complementation of Gs-deficient cyc- S49 lymphoma
cells with Gs derived from young and aged heart suggests 2507o less Gs in this organ
in aged rats. " Thus, the reduced cardiac cascade with age appears to be due to im-
paired I,-adrenergic receptor-effector coupling. In contrast, complementation assays
suggest normal concentrations of Gs in lymphocytes from aged humans, but with im-
paired catalytic unit activity of the adenylate cyclase enzyme."'

The 01-adrenergic receptor displacement by the agonist isoproterenol indicates fewer
high-affinity agonist binding sites on human lymphocytes during aging without change
in total 0-receptor density. 9 Muscarinic cholinergic receptors form fewer high-affinity
agonist binding complexes (dependent upon coupling to Gi- ") in d heart cvcn
though there is no change in the density of muscarinic cholinergic receptors with age "
This is similar to the effects of age on 3-adrenergic receptors and the coupling to Gs.
As a result, inhibition of P-adrenergic receptor-stimulated adenylate cyclase activity
by muscarinic agonists is impaired."3

Inhibition of acetylcholine release from striatal slices by apornorphine is mediated
by D-2 receptors that are located on striatal nerve terminals."'6" The age-related pat-
tern of that inhibition 6 differs from that of D-2 high-affinity agonist binding: de-
creased inhibition of acetylcholine release was found only between mid-life and old
age; no changes were found prior to mid-life. Thus, impaired regulation of neurotrans-
mitter release mediated by the high-affinity agonist binding state of the D-2 dopamine
receptor may occur during aging because of reduced efficiency u receptor-effector
coupling on striatal DA target neurons. However, further studies are required to deter-
mine the extent of age-related changes in receptor responses mediated by the ternar
complex of the D-2 receptor and Gi.

To summarize, changes in signal transduction pathways mediated by Cs and Gi
occur in several psychiatric conditions and in aging. As predicted by modeling studies.
impaired receptor-effector coupling decreases the physiologic responses mediated bN
receptor stimulation. The lack of an apparent trend in the available data suggests that
age-related changes in the interaction of G-proteins and receptors may be both tissue-
dependent and receptor-dependent. Alternatively, a similar sequence of age-associated
changes may occur within a number of mediator systems, but these are masked by
the limited age span typically examined (3 to 24 months). Thus, receptor-effector cou-
pling changes (reflected in decreased functional response and decreased %R) may
always occur prior to detectable decreases in total receptor number.

Localization of Age Changes in Striatal DA Receptors

The decline in high-affinity agonist binding to D-2 receptors (Rll) and other age-
related declines in striatal DA [-H]agonist binding 2 " " 9 ' '2 may be localized to D-2
receptors on neurons with cell bodies intrinsic to the striatum. D-2 receptors are local-
ized to striatal intrinsic neurons and projection neurons, and to the glutamatergic projec-
tion from the cerebral cortex.""67 The high-affinity component of the DA displace-
ment of striatal ['H1SP binding was eliminated after striatal kainic acid lesions, while
agonist binding after frontal cortical deafferentation" was unaltered. These data
suggest that high-affinity agonist binding to the D-2 receptor on frontal cortical neurons
terminating in the striatun does not occur, even though about 350o of the striatal
['H]SP Bmax is localized to this projection in the mouse. '
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Data Analysis

The suggestion arises from this discussion: Why not analyze the data using the
correct biological and mathematical model? This question is reasonable, particularly
because the ternary complex equations would estimate the G-protein that is available
to the receptor. Unfortunately, modeling studies suggest that modeling of receptor
binding displacement curves to the ternary complex cquaations does not give reliable
results when only one displacement curve is analyzed."

Another approach may be the simultaneous analysis of a family of curves gener-
ated from a single tissue homogenate, 5 with the concentration of GTP and age as
variables in the analysis. The combination of multiple curves, and the dissociation
of the ternary complex by increasing concentrations of GTP, would favor more precise
estimation of the dissociation constants for the reactions of the ternary complex. These
experiments are feasible given current technology, but would be five times larger than
the present experiments that were analyzed by the two-site model.

Conclusions

We can return to the questions posed in the introduction:

(I) What is the nature of the coupling mechanism?

High-affinity agonist binding to striatal D-2 DA receptors declines with age. However,
not all receptor systems that act through G-proteins have impaired formation of high-
affinity agonist binding complexes with age.

(2) How do changes in the signal transduction pathway affect the flow of in for-
mation through the cascade?

Initial reports suggest that changes in high-affinity agonist binding may result in im-
paired response, but more data are required. The regulation of striatal cyclic AMP
production by D-I and D-2 receptors'"' 6 would extend the initial studies by inclusion
of the interaction of the two receptor sites.

(3) How do changes in competing receptor systems affect the regulation of physi-
ological function?

Few data are available, but the initipi suggestion is that receptor regulatory patterns
are altered by changes in the ratios of equi-effective agonist concentrations in com-
peting receptor-effector systems. This represents a promising area for continued ex-
perimentation.

(4) What is the specificity of age-related changes in the coupling mechanism?

Examples of impaired coupling are available from a number of receptor systems that
use both Gs and Gi. Thus, reccptor coupling to G-proteins is another major factor
to consider in cellular responsiveness with age.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

A. ALTAR (CIBA-GEIG Y Corporation, Summit, NJ): In the last slide, you showed
that treatment ahead of time with an agonist increased the proportion of low-affinity
sites and decreased the proportion of high-affinity sites. What reaction do you think
occurs as a result of the normal age-related loss of the endogenous ligand for the dopa-
mine receptor? How about for dopamine itself? Do you also think that these 20-3070
losses of dopamine could in some way shift the proportion of these sites to a lower
affinity site?

J. SEVERSON (Amersham Corporation, Arlington Heights, IL): The argument would
probably be in the opposite direction. There is evidence from some in vivo work done
in humans where lymphocytes are obtained from individuals and high-affinity beta-
agonist binding is measured (as well as cyclase itself). The data show that if the in-
dividual is allowed to rest overnight in a clinical ward in a hospital and blood is drawn
before the individual has a chance to get up in the morning, then somewhere around
40% high-affinity beta binding can be obtained, However, if you allow the individual
to stand up and walk around for 30 minutes or so, the plasma norepinephrine doubles
and the percent of beta receptors goes down by half.

In elderly individuals, though, that shift does not occur; you cannot force them
down any farther. Thus, if there is indeed loss of dopamine in the caudate with age,
that loss is occurring in the opposite direction. You might, though, expect a compen-
satory reaction for an increased number of high-affinity agonist binding sites.

ALTAR: I would be surprised if that occurred because you normally need such a
large dopamine loss to induce an increase in the high-affinity component of D-2 binding.

SEvERsoN: No one has demonstrated that a loss of dopamine in a lesion paradigm
or even in a chronic drug treatment paradigm increases high-affinity agonist binding.
I loever, I cannot explain the loss of high-affinity agonist binding to the dopaminp
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receptor on the basis of changes in dopamine concentrations. It is, though, in the op-
posite direction from what we would expect.

L. ANrONIAN (Matrix Research Laboratories, New York, NY): I want to make a
comment about the point you brought up about the loss of coupling of the D-2 receptor
to the Gi protein in the older animals. You mentioned tw possibilities -one is loss
of G-protein, while the other one is membrane fluidity.

SEVERSON: Yes, that is true in a broader category of thermodynamic changes.
ANTONIAN: Exactly. There is thermodynamic evidence showing that the conver-

sion of the hyposensitive state is not completed as the temperature is increasing, that
is, as you are polarizing the membrane. We have some evidence that suggests a second
pussibility -that by induction of membrane fluidity, you can induce affinity changes
in the dopamine receptor. This then perhaps could account for the loss of coupling
of the D-2 receptor to the Gi protein.

D. MORGAN (University of Southern California, Los ,4ngeles, CA): There are tso
ways to really get at high-affinity agonist states. One way is to do what you have done
with the displacement curves, whereas the other is to do what you have done
previously- that is, to only use the actual agonist binding itself that will bind to high-
affinity agonist conditions. However, have you ever looked at high-affinity agonist
bindings and then dis, riminated (much like we did with fluphenazine) to get a handle
on that D-1 high-affinity state?

SEVERSON: We see a very good correspondence between binding of agonists (in
our case, N-propylnorapomorphine) in aging animals and between the high-affinity
agonist binding sites that are stripped out of these displacement curves by the com-
puter program. However, we have not done precise direct comparisons.

MORGAN: Do you think your NPA binding is to both D-I and D-2 sites under either
of the conditions used?

SEVERSON: I suspect that it is.
MORGAN: You also mentioned that assay conditions have some influence on high-

affinity agonist binding. In your aging studies, have you really tried to maximize as
much as possible these sites? Can you get the same proportion of high-affinity agonist
sites in the old animals?

SEVERSON: That is another line of experimentation and there are a couple of ways
to approach that. I alluded to it when I talked about preincubation conditions: that
is, if you preincubate tissue before the binding studies in high magnesium buffers,
then you force more receptors (thus forcing the equilibrium) towards the high-affinity
binding site. Therefore, one experimental approach would be to load up a buffer with
magnesium, preincubate the tissue, and then seen how many receptors in the old you
could push into the high-affinity state for agonist:.. That is one possibility.

The other possibility (which I did not think was possible until I had seen some
recent experiments) is that you can probably take purified G-protein and incubate it
with the homogenate. Once there, it seems to incorporate. More importantly, though,
it seems to restore high-affinity agonist binding and function in tissues where G-proteins
have been inactivated by treatment with either cholera or pertussis toxin. Therefore,
we may be able to take homogenates from old animals, incubate with Gi, and supple-
ment them to see if we can force the equilibrium that way. would see those experi-
ments as being complementary to each other.

One other alternative, of course, is to actually use a ternary complex equation to
fit the model. The experiments would probably be five times larger than the experi
ments I mentioned here and they would be more difficult enterprises, but that is still
another possibility.
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INTRODUCTION

Differential alteration of neurotransmitter function may underlie age-related deficits
in psychomotor performance' and cognition. 2 The multiple neurotransmitter changes
that likely are involved in the production of age-related deficits in motor performance
were assessed in aged animals and in animal models uf hypoyia ,i.e., diminished ox-
ygcn availability) and thiamin deficiency. In the latter two, neurotransmitter systems
can be readily manipulated and their interactions in the production of motor deficits
can be investigated. Normal aging and mild acute hypoxia produce similar alterations
of behavior in man' and animals; in mice, both reduce open field behavior and tight-
rope test performance. Pharmacological and neurochemical studies suggest that alter-
ations in the synthesis and release of dopamine (DA), acetylcholine (ACh), and gluta-
mate may underlie the psychomotor performance deficits that accompany aging,
hypoxia, and thiamin deficiency. In addition, aged animals are more sensitive to hyp-
oxia and thiamin deficiency. Each aspect of these interactions will be discussed in de-
tail in the following sections.

BEHAVIORAL AND NEUROCHEMICAL CHANGES
DURING HYPOXIA

Mild acute hypoxia is a useful model of multiple neurotransmitter changes that
lead to deficits in motor performance resembling those of normal aging. Hypoxia dimin-
ishes behavioral performance on a variety of tasks.' Tightrope test performance is a
sensitive indicator of hypoxic-induced deficits of motor behavior. Chemical hypoxia
induced with sodium nitrite impairs tightrope test performance by 2007o (37.5 mg/kg),
40076 (75 mg/kg), or 78076 (150 mg/kg).- Hypoxic-induced decreases in tightrope per-
formance and increased brain lactate are highly correlated. 6 Because the nature of the
age-related deficits in psychomotor performance may vary between tasks, more than
onc task needs to be used. Open field behavior in an automated activity monitor
decreases in a dose-dependent manner during chemical hypoxia (TABLE I).7

a Current address: Battelle, Columbus Division, 505 King Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43201-2693.
b To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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TABLE 1. Open Field Activitya durinr, Chemical Hypoxia

NaNO, Total Distance Vertical
(mg/kg) (inches) Movements

saline 679 ± 47 87 ± 8
75 444 + 67 57 ± 66

100 237 ± 3 5 c 31 ± 7c

125 127 + 23' 9 3d

150 71 + 7
d  3 Id

a Activity was measured for 10 min after 30 min of sodium nitrite-induced chemical hypoxia.:
b The value differs significantly (p < 0.05) from saline.
C The value differs significantly (p < 0.05) from 75 mg/kg.
d The value differs significantly (p < 0.05) from 100 mg/kg.

The interaction of behavioral deficits and neurotransmitter metabolism can be ex-
amined by pharmacological manipulation and by correlation to rates of neurotrans-
mitter synthesis. The beneficial effects of central and peripheral cholinergic agonists
and antagonists on tightrope behavior suggest a central muscarinic and nicotinic com-
ponent of the hypoxic-induced deficit that is physiologically important. At the appro-
priate dosage, physostigmine (+ 18207o), nicotine (+ 17507o), and the muscarinic agonist,
arecoline (+ 116076), improve the tightrope test performance of hypoxic mice.s Altera-
tions in neurotransmitter metabolism during hypoxia are well documented and may
underlie the impaired brain function.' Hypoxia impairs the in vivo synthesis of ACh1-1
DA and serotonin (5-HT),' "' and the amino acids." Although the cholinergic system
seems the most sensitive to hypoxia, when expressed as percent of control, this may
not necessarily reflect physiological significance.

If decreased neurotransmitter formation underlies hypoxic-induced decreases in
tightrope performance and open field behavior,7 then stimulation of neurotransmitter
synthesis should ameliorate behavioral deficits. During hypoxia 3,4-diaminopyridine
(3,4-DAP) partially reverses the deficit in ACh synthesis in the striatum and hip-
pocampus and improves tightrope performance." However, the behavioral improve-
ment with DAP exceeds the increased ACh turnover in vivo, which suggests that other
neurotransmitters are also important in the prodiiction cf hypoxic-induced deficits.
The behavioral effects of morphine, sodium nitrite, and their combination closely re-
flect neurochemical changes in DA in the striatum." Morphine stimulates DA forma-
tion and behavioral activity, while hypoxia impairs both. Morphine also increases DA
synthesis and activity in hypoxic animals. Thus, open field activity and neurochemical
changes in DA are highly correlated (FiGURE 1). Such coqsistent interactions do not
occur between 5-HT synthesis and behavior."

BEHAVIORAL AND NEUROCHEMICAL CHANGES
DURING THIAMIN DEFICIENCY

Thiamin deficiency is a model of age-related disorders that diminish psychomotor
performance. It is thus useful for investigating the interaction between neurochemistry
and behavior. Thiamin-induced behavioral alterations in maze learning ability, avoid-
ance tasks, and motor performance have been extensively investigated in young rats. ,8
Other than a few studies that demonstrate gross neurological changes with thiamin
deficiency in mice,'" behavioral changes in a mouse model of thiamin deficiency
have not been well studied. Thiamin deficiency induced by an injection of pyrithiamin
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FI(URE I. Mouse striatal dopamine metabolism and open field behasior. Values for estimated
comersion rates are in pmol/mg per minute x 100 and total distance is in inches per ]0-nirnute
session. The letters denote that the ,alue differs significantl, (P <- 0.05) from (a) control, (b)
morphine, and (c) NaNO,.

hydrobromide and subsequent maintenance on a thiarnin-deficient diet alters open
field behavior of CD-I mice (FtGURE 2)1. Total distance declines 370o and 540,0 by
days 7 and 9, respectively, while the controls show, no significant change. The number
of vertical movements (rearing) declined (39%) by day 7 in the thiamtn-deficient group
and was further decreased (75%) by the final day of testing, controls, on the other
hand, were not changed.

Altered neurotranstnitter function may underlie the behavioral effects of thiamin
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FIGURE 2. Open field activity in young CD-I control (open circles) or (hiarnin-deficient (closed
circles) mice. Activity was monitored for 5 min each day for 9 days. The "a" denotes that the
,alue differs from da, I of the corresponding treatment.
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FIGURE 3. Age-related changes in open field activity of control and thiamin-deficient Balb c
mice (3 months, closed circles; 10 months, open circles; 30 months, closed ,quares). Actis.it.
was monitored for 5 min each day. The "a" denotes that the value differs from the preceding
odd-day score.

deficiency. Pharmacological studies during thiamin deficiency demonstrate a physio-
logically significant cholinergic muscarinic deficit. 22-. Cholinergic drug therapy,'
in addition to treatment with thiamin, 5 2" partially reverses neurological symptoms
as well as deficits in ACh synthesis. In vitro and in vivo studies demonstrate that thiamin
deficiency alters ACh metabolism. 2 2- Catecholamine synthesis is also inhibited in
thiamin-deficient rats.2' Thiamin deficiency reduces whole brain levels of glutamate2" 

2
"

and reduces concentrations ;n some, but not all brain regions." Formation of ["C]gluta-
mate from radioactive glucose decreases in thiamin deficiency,2" -

' while high-affinity
uptake of glutamate may be enhanced. '

BEHAVIORAL AND NEUROCHEMICAL CHANGES WITH AGING

Both tightrope test performance and open field behaior decline with aging. Age-
related decrements in motor function are task- and time-dependent. Upon initial ex-
posure to an activity monitor, distinct differences between 3-, 10-, and 30-month-old
mice are apparent for both total distance and vertical activity. After nine days of repeated
exposure, the behavior of the 3- and 10-month-old animals overlap, whereas the 30-
month-old mice are strikingly less active (left side of FLOtRE 3).21 If the behavioral
task is changed to two prolonged 30-minute observation periods separated by a 15-
minute intersession interval in which the animal is placed in its home cage, behavioral
scores of 10- and 30-month-old mice are similar and they differ from 3-month-old
mice (TABLE 2). In addition, in the older two groups, total distance decreases from
the first observation period to the second, which suggests habituation occurs. The ac-
tivity of 3-month-old mice slightly increases (TABLE 2). These findings demonstrate
that categorization of normal aged animals in regard to deficits in motor behavior
may vary according to the nature of the task as well as its length. Thus, the determina-
tion of the importance of individual neurochemical variables involved in motor func-
tion and age-related decline is complex.
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TABLE 2. Effect of Age on Locomotor Activity" of Balb/c Mice during Two Pro-
longed Exposures to the Test Apparatus

Total Distance Traveled
Age (mo) First 30 Min Second 30 Mm

3 635 + 75 715 45
10 486 ± 116 300 ± 15
30 453 ± 51 296 62

a Activity was monitored for two 30-minute sessions separated by a 15-minute intersesion
interval.

Just as with hypoxia and thiamin deficiency, selective alteration of neurotransmitter
function accompanies aging and may underlie age-related decreases in motor and cog-
nitive function. Biochemical and pharmacological evidence supports the hypothesis
that defic'.s in the cholinergic system may underlie geriatric cognitive dysfunction.
Nonhuman primates with decreased cognition show improved memory when they are
treated with the acetylcholinesterase inhibitor, physostigmine, or the cholinergic agonist,
arecoline. The synthesis of whole brain ACh is reduced in senescent mice., Incorpora-
tion of [U-'"C]glucose into ACh declines 4007o at 10 months and approximately 601"o
at 30 months (as compared to 3-month-old mice) without a corresponding reduction
in ACh concentration. The depressed ACh synthesis correlates with behavioral deficits
as measured with a string test. Turnover rates of DA decline in aged rats" and mice, "
with either decreased'" "-" or unchanged levels. '" '" Studies on the alteration of gluta-
mate metabolism with aging are less conclusive. Decreased glutamate levels have been
reported in aged rats, *"-4' but not in aged mice." " Synthesis of glutamate in vivo from
radiolabeled glucose either decreases"0 or remains unchanged" " with age.

INTERACTION OF AGING WITH HYPOXIA
AND THIAMIN DEFICIENCY

Few studies have examined the relative susceptibility of the aged brain to metabolic
insults. The synthesis of ACh in aged animals appears to be particularly vulnerable
to hypoxic insults; the rate in 30-month-old mice is 10% of that in a 3-month-old non-
hypoxic mouse." Aging alters the biochemical sensitivity of the brain to thiamin defi-
ciency.' Because, iin, the memory deficits due to thiamin deficiency occur mainly
in the elderly, thilO encv as e\amined in mice of various ages. The activity
of 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogcnase (KGDH) in 30-month-old control Balb/c mice was
significantly lower (- 16%) than that of 10-month-mice. In addition, KGDH in the
aged brain was more sensitive than in the young brain to thiamin deficiency; KGDH
activity declined 4107o (3 month), 5707o (10 month), and 74076 (30 month).' These results
suggest that the aged animal is more sensitive to metabolic insults.

Aging also alters the behavioral response of animals to thiamin deficiency. The
large genetic diversity in mice" makes the mouse model of thiamin deficiency useful
for investigating genetic interactions in the susceptibility to nutritional disorders. These
may be important in the characterization of age-related deficits in motor performance.
In addition, the considerable cost benefit of using aged mice rather than aged rats
further ennances the attractiveness of a mouse model of thiamin deficiency for studies
related to aging. The early changes and patterns of the behavioral response of i-,ic"
to thiamin deficiency varied with age (right side of FIGURE 3).2 Total distance decreased
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slightly, but then increased. The time and extent of this rise in total distance difticrcd
with age. The activity of 3-month-old mice peaked on day 6 (1260' of initial score),
whereas 10- and 30-month-old animals showed tteir highest actixit\ on da 7 t179'.,
and 174"/o of initial score, respectively). A decline in total distance tolloked. lhe be-
havioral outcome by the last day of treatment was similar at all a.,e. lhe scnsiliklts,
of the activity measures to thiamin depletion and tile use of a rcpcaied ieasures de-
sign were important in assessment because weight loss ctr,,es did not ,ugget ace-rs'aTed
differences.

MOLECULAR BASIS OF THE NEUROCHEMICA I
AND BEHAVIORAL CHANGES WITH AGING, HYPOXIA,

AND THIAMIN DEFICIENCY

In vivo, similar behavioral and neurochemical deficits are seen it lis p'xia, thiamin
deficiency, and aging (decreased motor activity and decreased turnoser). This suggests
that similar molecular mechanisms may be involed. A targer 0ccrcase in syntheii.
rates than in levels suggests that release mechanisms may be altered. The ,triattl i,
an attractive area for investigating the se sitiity of glutamate and Ah as %scll a' 1)-
metabolism because high concentrations of each are present.- Furthermore, the inter.
actions among transmitters in the striatum have been studied cstensicl\. Tius, a sen-
sitive in vitro model in mouse brain striatal slices ,,as deseloped that alloss dctermi-
nation of glutamate, ACh, and DA release in a single system.

Anoxia increases the extracellular concentration of DA and glutamate, but decrcascs
that of ACh.1 Hypoxia reduces the calcium-dependent release of A.Ch j 23"'o), and
this impairment may underlie the subsequent decrease of int vivo snthesis and the
subsequent decline in behavioral performance. Diminished o\,enIt asailabilits duringy
high K' conditions (31 aMNI) increases extracelluiar glut atttate J200 , ) in tile striat iii.
Anoxia also stimulates DA release and increase, DA reuptake, but to a lesser exteItI
than release.' This combination produces a 487"o increase in extracellulai DA. L\-
tracellular DA is also increased during hypoxia in vivo." The increase In Cxuracellular
DA may impair subsequent synthesis because striatal DA nerse tertinals possess di'-
tinct synthesis- and release-modulating aittoreceptors.' - " The increase in extracellular
dopamine release is difficult to reconcile with the impairment of motor performance
during hypoxial because increased dopamine is normally associated with increased
behavioral activity." Thus, the functional significance of the presynaptic deficit in
release to altered behavior and synthesis requires further inestigation.

Previous studies suggest that the hypoxic-induced alterations of neurotrans'tuitier
metabolism are related to altered calcium homeostasis. The hypoxic-induced impair-
ment ofACh release and calcium uptake are highly cot related " lit addition, omission
of calcium from an anoxic incubation enhances the stimulation of DA and glutalate
release and further depresses ACh release." The stimulation of DA and ghtamate re-
lease by anoxia would appear to contradict an integral role of dim;inihed ealcinm utip-
take in hypoxic-induced changes. However, nimodipine, a calcium channel antagonist.
enhances DA release and decreases ACh release.' The inhibition ot A(h release b,
nimodipine may be explained by the inhibition of presynaptic calcium influx by nimodi-
pine. Enhancement of DA release, on the other hand, may reflect an unknown mode
of action. The differential effects of anoxia on DA, glutamate, and ACh release in
the same tissue suggest that calcium's role in the release of these neurotransmitters varies.

The underlying mechanisms that lead to altered neurotransmitter metabolism and
behavior during thiamin deficiency may be similar. The activities of the thiamin
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pyrophosphate (TPP) dependent enzymes-transketolase (TK) and 2-oxoglutarate de-
hydrogenase (KGDH)-decrease during thiamin deficiency... .. . A lesion in KGDH
is correlated to impaired oxidative metabolism and is thus a form of histoxic hypoxia.
The deficiencies in KGDH are also related to thiamin-induced behavioral deficits and
the impairment of ACh release that accompanies thiamin deficiency."5 The relation-
ship between these enzymatic deficiencies and open field activity were examined during
thiamin deficiency in mice. KGDH and TK activities of CD-I mice decreased with
thiamin deficiency (45% and 54%. respectively).2 Significant correlations between
various aspeLts of open field behavior and KGDH activity in CD-I mice2 ' support
the suggestion that the reversible behavioral symptoms of thiamin deficiency are related
to diminished activity of KGDH."

Altered release mechanisms may also underlie neurochemical and behavioral changes
during aging. The release of DA, glutamate, and ACh in young (3 month) and old
(30 month) Balb/c mice was examined in a single release system. Aging increases the
basal release of glutamate (77%) and DA (29%) in the striatum, but does not alter
the concentration of these neurotransmitters in the media after K* stimulation; how-
ecer, the K'*-stimiulated release of ACh is reduced."0 Selective alteration of release in
the striatum strengthens the hypothesis that presynaptic changes in neurotransmitter
metabolism may underlie the motor deficits with aging.

IMPLICATIONS OF ALTERED RELEASE
IN AGING AND NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE

Increased extracellular DA and glutamate may p',ay a role in mediating degenera-
tive changes that occur postsynaptically"' through an excitotoxin mechanism. This has
been proposed for glutamate during hypoxia/ischemia.2 Thus, if the tissue damage
is related to the large increases in DA and glutamate, the ischemic damage may be
ameliorated by treatment of presynaptic deficits. 3,4-DAP, which reverses in vivo
hypoxic-induced deficits in behavior and turnover, significantly reduces the K*-
stimulated release of DA and glutamate ( - 20%) during an anoxic incubation. " There-
fore, decreasing the release of DA and glutamate may be an effective means to amelio-
rate anoxic or ischemic injury.

Age-related differences in the sensitivity to thiamin deficiency and alterations of
glutamate release in normal aged mice may have important implications in the patho-
physiology of age-related neurodegenerative disorders. KGDH and TK activities are
reduced in brain and peripheral tissue in Alzheimer's disease." ' Diminished activity
of the thiamin-dependent enzyme KGDH would impair oxidative metabolism and thus
cholinergic activity because cholinergic cells are exquisitely vulncrablc to conditions
that impair oxidative metabolism. 4 Pearce el al." proposed that glutamate neurotrans-
mission is altered in Alzheimer's disease. Excessive glutamatergic stimulation may un-
derlie the loss of other cells in Alzheimer's disease (i.e., an excitotoxic lesion), and KGDH
deficiency would impair the metabolic removal of glutamate and would, through histo-
toxic hvpoxia, stimulate its release.4 9 

66 Altered glutamate metabolism has also been
implicated in Huntington's disease, which is a neurodegenerative disorder with seere
motor as well as memory impairments......

SUMMARY

Aging, hypoxia, and thiamin deficiency diminish motor performance. Similar al-
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terations of ACh, DA, and glutamate metabolism accompany hypoxia, thiamin defi-
ciency, and aging. Both aging and hypoxia reduce ACh release and stimulate DA and
glutamate release. Presynaptic enhancement of DA and glutamate release may be im-
portant in the production of cell damage that may contribute, in part, to age-related
deficits in motor as well as cognitive function. The decline in ACh release may be im-
portant in the production of the cognitive deficits. An understanding of the interac-
tions of neurotransmitters in hypoxia and thiamin deficiency aids our understanding
of normal aging and increases the possibility of developing better treatments for the
multiple neurotransmitter deficiencies that accompany many metabolic, age-related,
and chronic degenerative disorders.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

D. MORGAN (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA): One of the major
enzymes that thiamin is regulating (or is a cofactor for) that you have not mentioned
is pyruvate hydrogenase, which is the major enzyme in regulating energy metabolism
in the central nervous system. Do you have any evidence, one way or the other, as
to how that might be mediating some of these effects that you have actually looked at?

G. FREEMAN (Burke Rehabilitation Center, White Plains, NY): Our laboratory has
looked into PDH, but not in this same context.

MORGAN: Have you looked at the energy change in this system to find out if there
were any changes in ATP ratios or anything like that?

FREEMAN: No, I have not looked at those yet,
B. HOFFER (University of Colorado Health Science Center, Denver, CO): One of

the transmitter systems that is exquisitely sensitive to transient hypoxia is that of
GABAergic interneurons. Have you done anything with GABA release or GABA turn-
over to determine how this might influence your other measurements?

FREEMAN: No, we have just basically looked at these three.
G. S. RorTH (NIA, Baltimore, MD): You are probably aware that many individuals

now favor an oxygen-radical damage theory of aging, yet you still have hypoxia cur-
rently mimicking the aging situation. Do you think this argues against the free radical
theory of aging?

FREEMAN: Based on the correlates that I have shown here, it would not seem to
go along with that theory.

ROTE: Have you in any way tried to measure whether there is any oxidative damage?
Sometimes, you can induce oxidative damage with low oxygen tension as well as with
high. Have you tried to do any of that?

FREEMAN: No.
J. A. JoSEPY (Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, Bethesda. MD): In-

dications from the released data on dopamine, etc., are starting to look about as bad
as the data that David Morgan presented earlier today on striatal DA levels and aging.
Could you discuss a little more of your methodology concerning release from slices
and how release is measured, especially in regard to how this might account for some
of these differences? I do not see any decrease in DA release with age. In fact, K4-
evoked release is about the same in the young and the old. Didn't B. Hoffer see this?

HOFFER: We saw two subpopulations and we saw it at 29 months; usually, though,
it is at 24 months when you see clear subpopulations.
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J. SEVERSON (Amersham Corporation, Arlington Heights, IL): Were these Fischer
rats that were used?

HOFFER: Yes.
FREEMAN: We measured the release in an incubation system rather than in a

superfusion-type system. We looked at the endogenous dopamine release after both
the dopamine and our supernatant were put on an HPLC, and we measured the total
endogenous dopamine release induced by potassium stimulation. We did not subtract
the normal K' from the high K, so we measured the total release after potassium stim-
ulation. In the aging experiment, there was not any difference in the total release. How-
ever, there was a small difference in the basal release that was still statistically signifi-
cant. We are now pursuing that difference and looking at synaptosomes to see if that
is a real presynaptic event.

JOSEPH: Do you make striatdLi prisms or slices?
FREEMAN: Prisms.
HUFFER: Are we talking about fractional release in terms ot measuring the total

amount of dopamine or is this some absolute level of dopamine that is coming out?
FREEMAN: When I said low K* and high K, it was the amount of dopamine under

normal conditions versus the amount of dopamine after potassium stimulation. I did
not show it, but when the high is subtracted from the low, that difference is seen.

HOFFER: However, are you looking at release as the amount of dopamine that is
in the tissue or is it the absolute amount of dopamine?

FREEMAN: No, it is the absolute.
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INTRODUCTION

Human and animal studies have indicated age-related declines in many behavioral
functions, including motor activity, motivation, learning and short-term memory, sexual
activity, food intake, and sleep.' Aging has also been associated with an increased fre-
quency in the occurrence of Parkinson's disease and senile dementia. It seems reason-
able that these sequelae of aging have a neurochemical basis. In vitro studies of animal
and human postmortem brains have revealed age differences in several neurotrans-
mitters, in their associated enzymes, and in their receptors.2 - Of particular interest
is the reported age-related decline of D2 dopamine receptor density (but not affinity)
in the striatum.6- '

The recent advent of specific chemical ligands labeled with positron emitting ra-
dioisotopes has allowed external imaging of some neurochemical markers i- vivo by
positron emission tomography (PET). PET permits noninvasive in vivo imaging of
ligands specific for neurochemical elements such as receptors (in normal physiological
states) and does this as a function of disease and therapy. We demonstrated the feasi-
bility of in vivo visualization of neuroreceptors' 6 with the successful imaging of D2
dopamine and S2 serotonin receptors in a normal adult using a potent ligand, (3-N-
["C]-methyl)spiperone (["C]NMSP). We then began to assess possible age and sex
differences in D2 dopamine receptors using this procedure.

RELATIVE D, DOPAMINE RECEPTOR COMPARISON:
THE CAUDATE/CEREBELLUM RATIO INDEX

A preliminary study" included 22 male and 22 female volunteers who were healthy
as determined by medical, neurological, and neuropsychological examinations. Their
ages ranged from 19 to 73 years in the case of the males and from 19 to 67 years for
the females (mean age ± standard deviation was 39 ± 17 years for males and 36 +
14 years for females). All subjects gave informed consent in compliance with the Johns
Hopkins Human Investigation Committee. A noncontrast X-ray CT scan was perfe-med
to verify the absence of pathological processes and to determine the appropriate trans-
axial slices for maximum delineation of the caudate, putamen, cerebellum, and frontal
cortex. The PET scan technique consisted of the intravenous injection of 15-20 mCi
of ["C]NMSP and the subsequent acquisition of multiple PET images for 90 minutes
(FIGURE 1). Binding to the D2 dopamine receptor was estimated by the ratio of radio-
activity in the caudate to that in the cerebellum. Binding to the S2 serotonin receptor
was estimated by the ratio of radioactivity in the frontal cortex to that in the cerebellum.
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FIGURE 1. PET images of the human brain at various times (3 to 92 min) after intravenous
injection of ["CINN4SP at 40 mm above the cantho-meatal line. This middle slice of the PET
scan passes through the frontal horn and permits maximum visualization of the caudate and
putamen. These images show a high accumulation of the tracer in the basal ganglia over time.

In all of the subjects, the caudate/cerebellum ratio increased linearly with time after
the radiotracer injection. This is a finding that has been consistent in further studies
involving 400 normal volunteers and patients. Under certain circumstances, the slope
of caudate/cerebellum ratio was considered (vide infra) to reflect the rate constant of
[" C INMSP binding to the D2 receptor (k3). This ratio index had been previously used
by other investigators, specifically in in vivo rodent studies,' 2 ' to demonstrate the
pharmacokinetics of [3H-spiperone binding and the effects of blocking drugs. Using
this approach, we described an age-related decline in the caudate/cerebellum ratio and
in the frontal/cerebellum ratio." In addition, the slope of the caudate/cerebellum ratio
versus time changed with age in a similar manner, but a statistically significant differ-
ence was found between men and women in the distribution of the caudate/cerebellum
ratio as a function of age.

D, DOPAMINE RECEPTOR DENSITY:
THE THREE COMPARTMENT MODEL

In this initial study of aging, using a three compartment model, we argued that
the ratio index reflected receptor binding and was less related to the effect of blood
flow (FIGURE 2). This interpretation depended upon a relatively low value of the rate
constant of binding to the receptor (k3) as compared to the reverse binding from brain
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back to plasma (k,). Such a condition would be the case in low receptor densities.
The lower the receptor density, the more the ratio is representative of k+, which is the
product of B'max (the available number of receptors) and kon (the in vivo rate of as-
sociation to the receptor). Because affinity changes have not been previously demon-
strated during the aging process from in vitro studies, our preliminary interpretation
was that the caudate/cerebellar ratio was related to receptor binding and that the de-
crease in the ratio with age was more representative of receptor number than of af-
finity changes.

The complication that exists with the use of ["C]NMSP is that its short half-life
(20 minutes) and its high affinity to the D, dopamine receptors do not allow equilib-
rium to occur during the PET scan imaging period; that is, the ratio between the bound
and unbound brain concentrations and that in the blood is not a constant, as it is
in full equilibrium. However, a steady-state analysis can be carried out if the ligand
reaches a steady state between nonspecifically bound ligand in brain and plasma by
measuring the kinetics in the cerebellum, where there are no D, receptors present. Thus,
by using a three compartment analysis,'2-2 ' the rate constant of binding to the dopa-
mine receptor from free and nonspecifically bound tissue to receptor bound (k,) tissue
can be directly measured. This approach requires the plasma input function and the
brain time-activity curves, which are recorded over the 90-minute imaging period.

We have calculated the binding rate constant k, in 18 male and 18 female normal
volunteers (FIGuRE 3). Their ages ranged from 19 to 67 and from 19 to 71, respectively
(mean age ± SD was 37.1 ± 16.6 years for males and 34.0 ± 13.9 years for females).
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FIGURE 3. Decrement with age of the binding rate constant k, (per minute x 100) to D2 dopa-
mine receptors in the human caudate in 18 males (A) and in 18 females (B). The regression coeffi-
cients were 0.54 and 0.73 and the slopes of the regression line were - 0.072 and - 0.141 for males
and females, respectively. A multiple linear regression analysis of the pooled male/female data
(dependent variable: k3; independent variables: age, sex, and product of age and sex) demon-
strated a significant age effect (p < 0.05) for either sex with k,, while the difference in slopes
and intercepts between the sexes did not quite reach the statistical level (p = 0.11).

The results show a significant decrease in k3 as a function of age in both sexes. This
decrease is more pronounced in females than in males (but the difference was not sig-
nificant at p = 0.11). This differs somewhat from our initial findings using the cau-
date/cerebellum ratio index," where the male ratio fell faster and exponentially. This
apparent difference from previous studies can be partly explained by the fact that the
ratio index may be influenced by cerebral blood flow, especially in young subjects with
higher receptor density. A larger number of subjects (particularly in the middle ages),
the development of multiple PET scans for receptor density (vide infra), and control
for menstral cycle (vide infra) are necessary to further investigate these possible sex
differences.

The recent development of blocking studies with haloperidol -a potent D2 dopa-
mine receptor antagonist that reduces the number of receptors available for binding
by ["C]NMSP-makes it possible to carry out something analogous to an in vivo
Scatchard plot. A direct computation of the receptor density B'max can be obtained
from the slope of the reciprocal of the receptor binding rate constant (Il/k) plotted
against serum haloperidol levels (FIGURE 4). Brain haloperidol levels are in turn com-
puted from a partition coefficient estimated for serum haloperidol by a procedure that
has undergone other experimental validation (FIGURE 4).22-24

By using this method, we have now been able to determine receptor densities in
three subjects over the age of 58 and in nine subjects between the ages of 18 and 30.
Each subject received two PET scans, with the second one preceded by oral adminis-
tration of 7.5 mg of haloperidol four hours prior to ["C]NMSP injection. Multiple
PET images and arterialized blood samples were taken for 90 minutes after injection
of tracer. Haloperidol plasma samples were obtained throughout the PET procedure.Y"'
The receptor densities determined by the full kinetic model showed a marked (5007o)
decrease in receptor density with age. The Bmax (± SD) was 18.4 ± 8 (pmol/g) in
young subjects as compared to 9 ± I in old subjects. These results, although prelimi-
nary, are in contrast with our recent findings of elevated D, dopamine receptor density
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F(URE 4. Schematical representation of (he linear relationship between (he reciprocal of the
rate 'onstant k, (l k,) and the tissue concentration of haloperidol. In our calculation of the ab-
solute receptor density Bmax. the brain haloperidol concentration was estimated from its serum
values using the brain-to-plasma partition coefficient of haloperidol. The latter sas determined
both from average values of the K,/k 2 ratios of ["CINMSP for normal subjects and by in vitro
experiments. These studies consisted of incubating ['Hihaloperidol in human total plasma with
minced prisms of rat cerebellum. The partition coefficient was obtained by measuring the loss
of radioactive haloperidol from the plasma, as well as by measuring the uptake in brain on filters.

(41.7 ± 4.6 pmol/g) in the caudate nucleus of drug-naive schizophrenic patients,"'
but are in agreement with our previous interpretation of the caudate/cerebellum ratio
data."

These preliminary results are in good agreement with those obtained from our sim-
pler ratio approach. I his decline has been observed also with in vitro experiments in
both animals and humans.-' 4 Possible changes in cerebral blood flow that are associated
with the aging process " - " cannot account for our measured decline in D2 dopamine
receptors with age because the model that we employed specifically measures a binding
rate constant, k 3, that is independent of blood flow.

INFLUENCE OF THE MENSTRUAL CYCLE
ON D2 DOPAMINE RECEPTORS

In our original aging study," we suggested that there was a sex difference in the
distribution of the caudate/cerebellar ratio as a function of age. Some of these changes
might be due in part to effects of male and female hormones. Current research demon-
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strates that gonadal steroid hormones, particularly estrogen, modulate some aspects
of the function of the dopaminergic system.3 -3" In ovariectomized rats, striatal D2
dopamine receptor density (Bmax) is decreased; however, it is increased in nonovariec-
tomized rats and in ovariectomized rats and male rats after long-term estrogen ad-
ministration. 1

-
37

To determine whether hormonal effects could be influencing the levels of cerebral
dopamine receptors, we have recently been studying women at different stages of their
menstrual cycle. Every woman received two PET scans, so each one served as their
own control. Six women [mean age: 32.2 ± 4.9 (SD)] were selected from a group of
gynecologically healthy young women who had regular uneventful mentrual cycles.
None were taking exogenous estrogens or progesterones. The phase of the menstrual
cycle was assessed by history, basal body temperature, and urine hormonal values. All
of them had no more than one cycle between the two PET scans. In these six subjects,
we computed the receptor binding using the full model. We noted that the binding
rate constant (k3) had a small, but definite trend (all in the same direction) between
the different phases of the menstrual cycle (as illustrated in FIGURE 5). These results
demonstrate that k, fluctuates during the normal menstrual cycle, with it tending to
be lower in the follicular phase and higher in the periovulatory and luteal phases.
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FI(URE 5. Fluctuations of the binding rate constant k, to the 1), dopaminc receptors in the
caudate during the menstrual cycle in six healthy women. Each subject had two '-1 scans that
were performed at different phases of the cycle. There was a trend to a slight increase of k, be-
tween the follicular and the luteal phase. Depicted in the lower graph is a schematic representa-
tion of variations in plasma estrogen and progesterone during a typical menstrual cycle.
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Such a fluctuation of D2 dopamine receptor density during the estrous cycle has
been reported in rodent in vitro binding experiments, mainly in the anterior pituitary
gland rather than in the striatum. " The pituitary-gonadal axis (possibl. estrogens)
may play an important role in the regulation of striatal D2 dopamine receptors during
the menstrual cycle and also with aging. Striatal donaminergic function responds differ-
ently to estrogen in old animals as compared to younger animals.4 ' Estrogens inhibit
the dopaminergic supersensitivity induced by neuroleptics," and estrogen therapy has
been proposed to prevent or attenuate neuroleptic-induced tardive dyskinesia in older
patients who are at greater risk for this severe secondary effect. 2

In order to verify whether the presently obsersed fluctuations of the D2 dopamine
receptors in the striatum during the menstrual cycle are regulated by gonadal estrogens,
further studies ar' being carried out to correlate these changes with hormone leels
in serum. Also, other PET scans will be performed in postmenopausal ssomen and
in males in a similar manner.

IMAGING THE D, DOPAMINE RECEPTORS:
PRELIMINARY STUI)IES

Another recent development is the imaging of D, dopamine receptor' in the lis ing
human brain." Using a potent D, receptor ligand, ["C-SCH 23390, e hae imaged
the D, dopamine receptor in a 23-year-old and a 5-year-old subject. The comparison
between D, and D, receptors in the same indi,.idual is illustrated in [tGt'Rt 6. Recentlh."
it has been suggested that the DiD, ratio in young subjects at about 20 years of ace
may be on the order of 1:1, whereas, in older subjects, the ratio ma, be as high as
3:1. If this finding was confirmed, an explanation could be that the nonchanging (or
perhaps even increased) salhe in D, receptor bindin- "kith age (as sho%%n by h-, nan

C-11 NMSP C-11 SCH23399

35-40 M, P,. 19-24 .P.I.

I'IGIRE6. P-T images in a 23-year-old subjec pa' ing through ihL nadat. and putaiin qhosing
the uptake of I CINMSP (35-40 min postinjection: \iPI) and o1 I"( JlS( 23 3l 09-24 MPI 1.
Both ligands shoA a high concentration in the hasal ganglia.
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autopsy studies)4" '4 added to a decline of D, dopamine receptors (as shown above).
Although possible alterations of D, receptors with age are still a preliminary and con-
troversial finding, our ability to measure ["C]-SCH 23390 in human brain will allow
imaging of the two dopamine receptor subtypes in the same subject (as a function
of age) to determine possible D,-D2 receptor interaction. Breese et aL" .  proposed
that the D, receptor function in severe neurodegenerative disorders such as Lesch-Nyhan
syndrome could be modulated in part by D2 receptors. Studies on D, and D2 receptors
in aging may provide further information about their interrelationship in normal phys-
iological conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The present data on the in vivo decline of the rate constant of binding of ['CINMSP
to the D2 dopamine receptors, k3, as a function of age in men and women further
reflect the likelihood that dopamine receptor densities in human caudate fall with age.
Our preliminary data on receptor densities Bmax in three old and nine young subjects
also support this hypothesis. Future studies will involve calculation of receptor densi-
ties using varying levels of blocking doses of unlabeled neuroleptics for both D, and
D2 receptors.

The sex differences that are suggested from the menstrual cycle data introduce the
novel studies that can be performed essentially by only in vivo techniques such as PET.

Thus, the promising investigations of normal physiological events as aging and
sex differences in neuroreceptor systems will naturally lead to a better understanding
of disease processes.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

A. ALTAR (CIBA-GEIGY Corporation, Summit, NY): Are you able to detect D,
binding in the substantia nigra? I noticed that the striatum was extremely high C labeled.

D. WONG (The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD):
No; unfortunately, the current state of the art allows us only to make definitive com-
ments about the caudata putamen because of the spatial resolution.

D. B. CANE (University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Britsh Columbia,
Canada): Have you noticed any differences between caivdate and putamen in your
studies?

WONG: So far, we have not because it is -cry time-consuming to do all these fitting
studies. I was principally looking at the caudate and, in our initial ratio studies, we
did not see a difference between caudate and putamen. In general, the residue curves
were almost completely superimposable. However, I do know that there have been some
reported differe:,ces in the putamen and the caudate in different human and animal
studies. I ihink that perhaps with better resolution elements-with better resolution
PET scanners -it may be possible to pick those things up. In addition, we are going
to try to refit all those putamens as well and I will have an answer for you in a few months.

J. TOBIN (NIA, Bethesda, MD): Just a technical question - do you give a PET scan
and then a dose of prelabeling with pretreatment with haloperidol and then another
PET scan?

WoNG: That is correct.
ToBIN: Do you ever have a dose response of the pretreatment? Does it really fall

on that slope if you use smaller doses for your pretreatment?
WONG: First, we do a control PET scan with the labeled compound. Then, four

hours before the second PET scan, we give a dose of haloperidol in order to reduce
the available number of receptors for the second PET scan. Thus, we have been able
to show a dose response with different doses of haloperidol. Of course, we picked the
dose that we have right now because that is the one that seems to be convenient and
that tends to minimize acathexia.

D. INGRAM (NIA, Baltimore, MD): I know you used the Lesch-Nyhan data just
for illustrative purposes, but why is there a higher D/D ratio?

WoNG: That is a good question. I am collaborating now with George Breese, who
feels that there is a very strong D, behavioral response, but not necessarily D, receptor
increases. However, other people have recently suggested D, elevations (perhaps in
Parkinson's disease and other diseases). In addition, we know that the D, receptor
is extremely important because if you use D, antagonists, you can block the self-injurious
behavior '., animal models; thus, it would not be inconceivable that the D, receptor
would be relatively elevated to D2.
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The existence of important regional differences in the structure and function of the
striatum has become evident in recent years. Different regions of the striatum con-
tribute to different behaviors; have a different mix of neurotransmitters, their syn-
thetic enzymes, and their receptors; and receive information from widely differing
sources. FIGURE I illustrates the regional specificity within the rat striatum by virtue
of the topographic segregation of cortical inputs. Projections from motor cortex to
the caudate-putamen (CP) of the rat are most dense in the dorsolateral sector at this
relatively anterior level.' I Projections from the somatic sensory cortex to the rat CP
follow a similar pattern.' At more caudal levels, the densest projections of motor and
somatosensory cortex are to the ventrolateral CP. In contrast, the more ventral and
medial zone of the anterior striatum (i.e., the ventromedial CP, the nucleus accumbens
septi INAS], and the olfactory tubercle [OT]) receives few, if any, direct inputs from
motor/somatosensory cortex. This ventromedial zone receives inputs principally from
nonsensory, nonmotor regions of neocortex, the hippocampus, the entorhinal cortex,
the amygdala, and related "limbic" structures.- 6

This description of corticostriatal neuroanatomy, although simplified, suggests two
broad domains of information processing in the rodent striatum: one is related to so-
matic sensorimotor integration, while the other is not. Although the functions of the
ventromedial striatum are poorly understood, the integration of information from cor-
tical and subcortical limbic structures in this zone suggests a role in associative processes
or spatial localization (two properties commonly attributed to limbic structures) or
both. From this perspective, the reports of impaired egocentric localization' and of
poor performance in tasks requiring spatial localization after CP lesions' are intriguing.

A corollary to this anatomy is that age-related striatal changes relevant to move-
ment abnormalities are likely to occur in the dorsolateral sector of the anterior stri-
atum (aud in the ventrolateral posterior striatum). Although morphulc gical and trans-
mitter changes associated with the aging process may occur throughout the striatum,

I This research was supported by the following Public Health Service grants to J..FM.: Nos.
AG 00538, NS 20122, and NS 22698. J.N.J. was supported by Public Health Service Postdoctoral
Fellowship No. IF 32 NS 07674.
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FIGURE I. Left panel: projections to rat striatum from ventral tegmental area (vei tical lines).
amygdala (stipple), and prefrontal cortex (horizontal lines). Right panel: fiber labeling after
injection of tritiated leucine and proline into the medial sensorimotor cortex of rat. (From refer-
ence 2.)

those occurring within the sensorimotor zone probably contribute most directly to
the movement disturbances.

RELATIONSHIP OF DOPMMINERGIC SYNAPSES
TO THE STRIATAL HETEROGENEITY

Much research concerning the role of the basal ganglia in age-related movement
disorders has concentrated on the striatal dopaminergic synapses. The dopamine con-
tent of the striatum declines in the senescent rodent (reviewed in reference 9) and it
declines progressively during the human life span.'" In humans (but not in rats),
the decline in caudate dopamine appears to be paralleled by a loss in the density of
sites for dopamine uptake, which is a marker for dopamine nerve terminal density. " 3
Accompanying these alterations in the striatal dopamne-containing elements are in-
dications of lessened postsynaptic action of this transmitter. Decreases in striatal dopa-
mine D2 receptor binding are evident in the human and in rodents and are progressive
during the adult life span.'4-' A diminished capacity of dopamine to stimulate striatal
adenylate cyclase activity has also been reported in the aged rodent," which is a re-
sponse to dopamine mediated through the D. receptor type.

The importance of these age-related alterations in striatal dopamine synapses for
the movement limitations of senescence has been indicated by several experiments using
rats. Specifically, some of the age-related impairments in the movements of aged rats
can be reversed by (i) pharmacological treatment with L-dopa or dire:ctly acting dopa-
mine agonists," (ii) striatal transplants of fetal nigral dopamine-containing cells, '" or
(iii) manipulations that result in an increase in striatal D, receptors (dietary restriction
or chronic treatment with dopamine receptor antagonists20 ).
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FIGURE 2. Image in horizontal plane of specific ['Hispiroperidol binding through the left stri-
atUm of a 5-6-month-old male F344 rat. Top is posterior: bottom is anterior. Medial is to left:
lateral is to right.

In view of the importance of these dopaminergic synapses for movement, one might
speculate that there are differences between the striatal dopaminergic input to the sen-
sorimotor and limbic striatal zones previously described. However, the dopaminergic
innervations of these zones of rodent CP appear very similar. For instance, the con-
centration of dopamine in the lateral CP is indistinguishable from that in the medial
CP; neither do ventral versus dorsal differences in dopamine content exist.'' A ho-
mogeneous distribution of the dopamine inputs along the dorsoventral and mediolateral
CP axes has also been confirmed using semiquantitative fluorescence histochemistry
of the striatal dopamine-containing nerve endings.'4

However, the distribution of the D2 class of dopamine receptor corresponds closely
to the sensorimotor versus limbic domains. Using computer-assisted quantitative au-
toradiographic procedures to study the distribution of D2 receptors in young adult
rat striatum, we were struck by the marked regional variation in density of this site
(FIGuRE 2). The density of this site, labeled by ['Hispiroperidol, is severalfold higher
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in lateral CP than medially.25 
26 Further analysis show, that the topography of this

receptor site corresponds strikingly to the striatal distribution of axon terminals de-
rived from sensorimotor cortex. In coronal sections through the anterior striatum,
the zone of highest D2 binding occurs in dorsolateral CP, whereas at more caudal levels,
this region of highest binding shifts to occupy a more ventrolateral position.2" Equilib-
rium saturation analysis of the ['H~spiroperidol binding reveals that the D, sites are
more numerous in the lateral than medial CP and that regional variations in affinity
for [3H]spiroperidol do not occur.2

The topographic correspondence between the D2 receptor distribution and the in-
nervation by motor/somatosensory cortex axons might indicate that these receptors
are located on the axon terminals of neurons that project to striatum from the motor
or somatosensory cortex. However, ablations of motor cortex, of somatosensory cortex,
or of the entire frontoparietal region leave CP D2 receptors unaffected in quantitative
autoradiographs. Instead, the D2 sites appear to be located almost entirely on neurons
whose cell bodies reside in the CP. Injections of the axon-sparing neurotoxin, quino-
linic acid, reduces the CP D, binding by 90-9507o in the region of complete neuron
loss that surrounds the injection site.2" Furthermore, there is a very close correspon-
dence between the distribution of D2 sites and indexes of cholinergic nerve processes
in the rat striatum.2" Because the striatal cholinergic neurons are believed to be in-
trinsic to the striatum (reviewed in reference 29), there may be a preferential associa-
tion of D, receptors with the membranes of these acetylcholine-containing cells.

Thus, the D2 receptor appears to mediate dopamine's postsynaptic actions on stri-
atal neurons (perhaps cholinergic) preferentially in those regions of the striatum that
are most directly associated with somatic sensory/motor cortex. This finding may help
explain the observed high correlations between the potencies of dopamine antagonists
in their in vivo motoric efforts and their affinities for the D, receptor in vitro (reviewed
in reference 30).

AUTORADIOGRAPHY OF STRIATAL D2 SITES IN
YOUNG ADULT AND AGED RATS

In light of the marked striatal heterogeneity of D2 receptors in young adult rats,
we wished to determine whether the age-related decline in these receptors occurred
uniformly throughout the CP. This issue was readily amenable to study using quan-
titative in vitro film autoradiography and image analysis."

Horizontal sections were cut through the forebrain of senescent (26-28-month-old)
and young adult (5-6-month-old) F344 male rats. Slide-mounted sections were incubated
in [Hlspiroperidol (0.7 nM, 100 Ci/mmol; Amersham) for 60 min at 36 'C in 50 mM
TRIS buffer plus ions. Ketanserin (40 nM) was included in the incubation medium
to prevent ['H]spiroperidol binding to serotonin (S2) sites. Alternate sections were in-
cubated in a medium that also contained (+)-butaclamol (I 4,M) to define the non-
specific binding of the radioligand. After exposure and development of the autoradio-
graphic film (IH]Ultrofilm, LKB Produkter), the autoradiographic images of the brain
sections were digitized and linearized with the aid of a Spatial Data Systems Model
850 image analyzer. A calibration curve was generated using tritium-containing tissue
standards, and the autoradiograph was transformed according to this curve (i.e., lin-
earized) so that the grey values of each pixel were a linear function of the quantity
of [HIspiroperidol bound per mg protein. The linearized image of the nonspecific
binding was subtracted from that of the total binding to obtain an image of the spe-
cific binding.
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FIGURE 3. Diagram depicting the percentage reduction in specific [VHlspiroperidol binding
in aged rats relative to young adult controls. Each frame depicts a different horizontal plane.
Open rectangles demarcate zones in which no significant age differences were observed. The
key indicates the percentile loss associated with the zones for which significant age differences
were obtained. Orientation of striatum is the same as for FIGURE 2. (From reference 31.)

The aged rats showed an anatomically heterogeneous loss of D2 sites. In general,
the age-related decline in D2 sites was most extensive in CP regions that showed the
highest density of these receptors in young adult animals. As a result, the aged rats
showed a greatly attenuated gradient of receptor binding. The zone of highest D2 binding
(which in young adult rats extends from the anterior dorsolateral CP through the
posterior ventrolateral CP) is greatly diminished in the 26-28-month-old rats. FIGURE

3 depicts the age-related change in D2 binding as the percentage decline relative to
5-6-month-old controls. Different regions of the striatum were quite differently af-
fected. In ,aany regions (open rectangles), no significant age differences were found.
In others, the loss was as great as 60076. The regions in which substantial (30-60%)
declines of D, binding were evident included the lateral, posterior, and ventral striatum. 1

The finding that age-related synaptic changes in rat striatum can be regionally spe-
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cific has precedent. Strong et al.32 reported that the decline in dopamine content of
the senescent (26-month-old) Sprague-Dawley rat occurred primarily in the caudal stri-
atum (the mediolateral and dorsoventral axes were not sampled). This may relate to
the morphological alterations in dopamine-containing cell bodies of the aged
C57BI/6NNia mouse in which the structural changes occur in the A9 and dorsal AI0
cells, but not in ventral AI0 neurons. 33

Taken together, these results establish that the neurobiology of striatal aging can
be a regionally selective process. Our results specifically suggest that the dopaminergic
control of the sensorimotor domain of the striatum is more compromised in senescent
rodents than is the dopaminergic influence over the limbic portion of this basal gan-
gliar structure.

A

FIGURE 4. Effect of chloroform extraction of lipids on the nonspecific (A and B) and spcific
(C and D) binding of ['Hispiroperidol, and comparison with AChE staining (E and F) in an
adjacent section of patient no. A-185-85. (A) Digitized image of an autoradiograph of nonspecific
binding to a section not treated with chloroform. Note the apparent lower nonspecific binding
of I'Hlspiroperidol in white matter (e.g., the internal capsule). (B) Digitized image of an au-
toradiograph of nonspecific binding to the section adjacent to A, but treated with chloroform
after incubation in ['Hlspiroperidol. (C) Image of specific binding derived from a tissue section
not treated with chloroform. (D) Image of specific binding derived from an adjacent section
treated with chloroform after radioligand binding. (E) Photograph of an adjacent section that
was stained for AChE. (F) Drawing (derived from E) showing the AChE-poor zones in outlines.
Some AChE-poor zones are marked with arrows and they correspond to the D -poor zones that
are marked in C and D. To assist in depicting the effect of chloroform extraction on the non-
specific binding, the photographic negatives of A and B were underexposed relative to the images
of specific binding. IC = internal capsule; PUT = putamen: NAS - nucleus accumbens: (N

caudate nucleus. (From reference 36.)
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DOPAMINE RECEPTOR TOPOGRAPHY IN HUMAN STRIATUM:
NOVEL PRINCIPLES RELEVANT TO UNDERSTANDING

BASAL GANGLIAR AGING

Human age-related changes in sensorimotor function believed to be due to the de-
cline in basal ganglia dopamine transmission have long been recognized (e.g., see ref-
erence 34). More recent quantitative techniques support the view that slowing of move-
ment with age may be secondary to the decline in dopamine's central action."5 Recently,
we have conducted studies to determine the distribution of dopamine D2 receptors
in caudate-putamen tissue sections derived from postmortem human brain. 6 Histochem-
ical and immunocytochemical observations have provided convincing evidence for a
complex compartmental organization of the striatum of carnivores and primates, in-
cluding humans (reviewed in reference 29). The modular striatal chemoarchitecture,
"striosomal", 7 appears to be obeyed by several transmitter-related compounds, as well
as by afferent and efferent connections of the striatum.29 A convenient histochemical
marker for this striosomal organization is acetylcholinesterase (AChE) staining."

Human brain material was obtained at autopsy from four patients (ages 34 to 68)
after a postmortem interval of four hours. After sectioning and incubation in
['H]spiroperidol, sections were dried, fixed by exposure to paraformaldehyde vapors,
and immersed briefly (2 min) in chloroform for extraction of lipids. This procedure
avoids the difficulties otherwise associated with differential absorption of the beta
emissions from tritium by white and gray matter. " - Adjacent sections were not used
for radioligand binding assays, but instead were stained for AChE.

The digitized, linearized images of ['Hlspiroperidol binding revealed a striking pat-
tern of high- and low-density patches in the caudate and putamen (FIGURE 4C,D). In
coronal sections through the caudate and putamen of this individual (39 years old),
the D2-low patches form complexly shaped islands surrounded by a higher density
matrix of D2 binding. Quantification of this and the other cases revealed that the
['Hspiroperidol binding in the D2-rich zones (420-450 fmol/mg protein) was approx-
imately twice that of the D2-poor zones (220-240 fmol/mg protein). The correspon-
dence between the D2 binding pattern (F:;URE 4C,D) and the AChE histochemistry
on adjacent sections (FiGURE 4E,F) was quite close. Chloroform extraction of lipids
from the tissue section improved the contrast between the D2-rich and D2-poor zones
(,ompare FIGUrRE 4C with 4D), while it also elminated the differential absorption of
tritium emissions (compare FictRE 4A with 4B).

A compai ison of the D2 autoradiographs from each of the cases studied suggests
that age may affect the patterning of the D2 receptor. In each case, the density of D2
binding within the D2-rich regions was similar; however, the percentage of the striatal
area containing D2-rich area varied. Patient no. A-251-84 (age 68, F16URE 5) had sig-
nificantly less area of the caudate and putamen occupied by D,-rich regions than did
the younger patients (e.g., see FIGURE 4). For the older patient, the predominant pat-
terning appears as circumscribed D2-rich zones against a lighter background, yet cir-
cumscribed D2-poor regions can also be identified. In all cases, it should be noted
that the type of patterning evidenced by the D2 receptor autoradiography closely matches
that revealed in the AChE histochemistry.

These results on D2 compartmentalization in human striatum have several impli-
cations. First, they suggest that D2 receptors are strategically positioned to modulate
dopamine's postsynaptic influence on a population of striatal outputs."0 " Second,
they indicate that D2 receptors are most dense in striatal regions that are high in acetyl-
cholinesterase; this is consistent with previous studies from this laboratory indicating
a close correspondence between D2 receptor distribution in the rat striatuin and markers
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FIGURES5. Comparison of D, receptor zones in the
digitized image of the original autoradiograph (A) with
the linearized version of the same image (B) and the
adjacent section stained for AChE (C) in coronal sec-
tions of human striatum from the left hemisphere of
patient no. A-251-84. (A) Digitized image of the au-
toradiograph of the total {'Hlspiroperidol binding.
Some of the D2-rich zones in the nucleus accumbens
septi and caudate nucleus are marked with arrovs and
they correspond to the D2 -rich zones in the linearized
image and to the AChE-rich zones. (B) Same autora-
diograph, but linearized to proide a quantitatie
representation of the amount of ['Hspiroperidol
bound (fmolimg protein). (C) Adjacent section,
stained for AChE. Note that the AChE-poor zones
(striosomes) and AChE-rich zones (arroy, s) correspond
to D2-poor and D,-rich zones, respectiel\. IC in-
ternal capsule. (From reference 36.)

for cholinergic neuron density." Third, the results tentatively suggest that in the human
striatum, as in the rodent, the age-related loss of D2 receptors is anatomically distinct,
thus affecting preferentially those zones rich in D2 binding. The last of these conclu-
sions will need to be tested further by analysis of additional striata derived from humans
of different ages.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Studies concerning the neurobiology of basal ganglia in aging have largely focused
on the development of neurochemical methods for assaying the presynaptic and post-
synaptic changes that occur at dopaminergic, cholinergic, and other synapses during
the life span. While these experiments have pointed out some reliable age changes in
humans and rodents, there has been a tendency to treat the striatum as a struclural
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unity. The deceptively homogeneous appearance of the caudate-putamen in Nissl-stained
sections has undoubtedly reinforced this tendency. An appreciation of the domains,
or compartments, of striatal information processing has developed only in the past
few years because it has depended upon more recently devised anatomical/histochem-
ical procedures such as immunocytochemistry, receptor autoradiography, and autoradio-
graphic tracing of axonal projections. These and other techniques reveal a much richer
and varied texture to the striatal neuropil than the Nissl stain suggests. The experi-
ments described herein indicate that the aging process in rats, and perhaps in humans
as well, respects the structural domains of the striatum. Thus, in order to understand
fully the process of striatal aging, it will require an amalgamation of approaches-
chemistry and morphology-so that we can address not only those classes of trans-
mitters/receptor systems that are affected, but also the domains of striatal informa-
tion processing that undergo synaptic alterations in the aging process.
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I)ISCL'SSIO. OF THL P1 PFP

CG. S. Rourt (NIA, B&himnore, MID): A paper in the Scj~teriiber 18th issue of .\'ature
by Irugman et aL came to the same conclusion about the localization ui":- coi t~cal
ablation, namely, that the D, receptors are onl the cholinerc'ic interne-,irons. Ho%%ceer.
I have a question with regard to "your conclu .on that thiis may be a cell loss phenomena.
I remember that Randy Strong presented data earlier showina no loss of the (ChAT
activity in the Fischer-344 rat. What do you think about that.'

A. ALTAR (CIBA-GE!GY Corporation, Summir, \'J): That sNas a little puzzlineL
to mne. One would expect striatal cholinergic markers to decrease, 'ith D, receptor losses.
Mlaybe Randy Strong has a better explanation for that.

R. STRONG ( IVeterans Administration Medical Cenfer, St. Louis, .X10): Thomas
McNcill is going to present some data later showinep morphological changes in w hat
perhaps are cholinergic interneurons. His data -iggest that thcre might be a loss, of
neurons, but then, in the ones remaining, there is an extensive dendritic arborization
that is taking place. Therefore, maybe the storage sites for Cl' 'NT are not reduced, hiut
the number of neurons mnay be reduiced, this is evidlencedl by the decrease inl high-actiit\
choline uptake.

Rorti: Are you then suggesting that perhaps the tcrminals are shrinking aw'ay and
the cell bodies are more intact?

STRONG: Terminals are lost and sonic cells are lost, but tho- reniainiitg cells are PC;
haps increasinig in choline acetyltransferase (which is storr lii other areas of thc cll).

J. SEVFRSON (Atersham Corpoiation, Arlington Heights, 1.): 1 like the autoradti-
ography concept. It is a good adjunct to what we have been doing with test tube,
One thing, though, tl'it concerns me is the localization issue and the change with age.
It is well known that the innervation of' the strialurn by the nigrostriatal patha Is
highest in the head of the caudate and declines in the tail of the caudate. Therefore.
are you saying that the major amount , f~ decr-L c is in an area where dopamine inner-
vation is least? What would be the functional significance of' that?

ALTAR. The losses in striatal D, receptor binding of the aged rat.. were greatest
inl the caudal portions of the ventral striatumn. However, the losses were expressed as
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percentile decreases from the specific Dz binding of the young animals. The amounts
of D2 binding vary greatly through the striatum and are quite low in the caudal por-
tions of the ventral striatum relative to the lateral striatum. Thus, the amounts of D,
receptors lost may be similar in these regions. The functional significance of these
D, losses can be better determined after a similar regional analysis is made for age-
related decreases in striatal dopamine release.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of dopamine in the central nervous system,' the extrapyra-
midal motor function of the nigrostriatal pathway has been studied extensively. Post-
mortem pathological and neurochemical studies of the parkinsonian brain have led
to the introduction of L-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) for the treatment of Par-
kinson's disease.'

By using an intrastriatal or intranigral injection of a monoamine neurotoxin, 6-
hydroxydopamine, Ungerstedt' has developed a rotational rodent model for studying
postsynaptic supersensitivity of the nigrostriatal system. The contribution of this rota-
tional animal model in developing D2 dopamine agonists for the treatment of Par-
kinson's disease has been well documented.

Through investigation of both the tragic consequences of several intravenous drug
abusers - and industrial accidents that involved medicinal chemists, we have devel-
oped a primate model of parkinsonism7 following intravenous administration of a
nigrostriatal dopamine neurotoxin, l-methyl-4-phenyl-l,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine
(MPTP). A primate model of hemiparkinsonism' was developed recently and was used
for the study of postsynaptic supersensitivity. This discussion summarizes the use of
this MPTP-induced primate model of parkinsonism for the reevaluation of the extra-
pyramidal motor function, for testing or screening of new antiparkinsonian agents,
and for developing presynaptic and postsynaptic brain imaging ligands.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Rhesus and cynomolgus monkeys (5-8 kg Macaca mulatta; 2-6 kg Macaca fas-
cicularis) of both sexes, and female C57BL6 mice (National Institute on Aging, GRC

a This study was supported by the intramural research program of NIMH (Robert Cohen &
Sanford Markey), NINCDS (Irwin J. Kopin). and NIA (Richard Greulich, GRC aging colony
of C57BL6 mice).
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colony; age 2, 12, and 24 months) were used in this study. MPTP free base (caution:
sublimes at room temperature) was dissolved in saline solution containing 10% al-
cohol, and MPTP.HCI salt (RBI, Wayland, Massachusetts) was dissolved in saline
for either intravenous administration to conscious monkeys' or infusio- into the in-
ternal carotid artery of the anesthetized monKeys6 (7 mg/kg ketamine with 0.7 mg/kg
Yxyiazine). MPTP solution was injected intraperitoneally to mice (15-30 mg/kg) every
12 hours for three times. Behavioral observations were performed either by direct ob-
servation or by videotaping as described previously.' .'

Sinemet (100 mg L-DOPA with 10 mg carbidopa) was suspended in juice and given
orally. Apomorphine and LY 171555 (Quinperol) were dissolved in saline and injected
subcutaneously (0.1-2 mg/kg for monkeys; 5-20 mg/kg for mice).

An HPLC procedure9 was used to measure dopamine, L-DOPA, 6-F-L-DOPA, and
their metabolites in the CSF and brain samples.

The in vivo imaging of the CNS dopaminergic system was performed in small
animals' by using autoradiographic procedures following intravenous injection of I-
'"C-L-DOPA (Amersham) or '2 I-IBZM [S-3-iodo-N-{(l-ethyl-2pyrrolidinyl) methyl-
2-hydroxy-6-methoxybenzamide] synthesized by Kung et al. " The positron emission
tomography (PET) of the brain dopamine procedure of Garnett et al." was used to
monitor brain damage in parkinsonian monkeys.

RESULTS

MPTP-Induced Primate Model of Parkinsonism and Hemiparkinsonism

Serotonin syndrome, mydriasis, sympathetic discharge, dystonia (discharge of stri-
atal dopamine), and gastrointestinal bleeding (ulcer) were observed during acute phase
after administration of MPTP. Not all of the MPTP-treated monkeys developed par-
kinsonism, though. The major clinical signs of the extrapyramidal motor dysfunction
appeared only in monkeys with a more than 800 reduction in striatal dopamine. Full
parkinsonism was observed in 4-8-kg monkeys two to three weeks following intrave-
nous administration of MPTP free base (0.35 mg/kg, daily for five days)7 or after
administration of 1.5-2.5 mg/kg of MPTP.HCI salt. The high dose regimen often
caused not only depletion of brain catecholamines, but also other side effects such
as ulcer and aphagia or sudden death. In addition to an acute serotonin syndrome,
MPTP (1.5-2.5 mg/kg, i.v.) caused a selective lesion of the neuromelanin-containing
A9 substantia nigral compacta neurons and spared the ventrotegmental AI0 neurons
(TABLE I). The symptoms and signs produced by MPTP in monkeys were similar to
those produced in man. These extrapyramidal signs manifested within two to three
weeks, which included flexed posture, drooling, freezing, rigidity, akinesia, eyelid clo-
sure, and decrease in vocalization (FIGURE I). The only noticeable difference was the
type of tremor; MPTP produced mostly postural tremor rather than resting tremor
in "rhesus monkeys". MPTP also produced severe depletion of striatal dopamine in
small experimental animals, but failed to induce extrapyramidal motor dysfunction
in these animals (i.e., mice, rats, cats, and dogs).

Full parkinsonian monkeys required L-DOPA therapy in order to maintain life
(FIGURE 1). The therapeutic effects of L-DOPA were significantly smaller in the se-
verely lesioned monkeys (with a greater than 9807o decrease in striatal dopamine). These
monkeys required tube feeding and intensive care.

A primate model of hemiparkinsonism was produced in cynomolgus and rhesus
monkeys following a slow infusion of MPTP.HCI (0.2-0.4 mg/kg) into the right in-
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TABLE 1. MPTP Induced a Selective Depletion of Dopamine in the Putamen and
Caudate Nucleus, but Not in the Nucleus Accumbens of Rhesus Monkeys

Dopamine

Putamein Caudate Nucleus
Nucleus Accumbens

(pg/pg protein)

Control 135.4 ± 9.6 152.6 ± 6.0 59.5 + 10.2
(7) (7) (2)

MPTPa  6.4 + 2.4h 13.4 ± S3h 66.5 + 24.6
(5) (5) (4)

0 MPTP (3.3 mg/kg, i.v., daily for five days; sacrificed one to two months later).
b p < 0.05.

ternal carotid artery. This procedure produced a greater than 9507o depletion of dopa-
mine in the caudate nucleus and putamen ipsilateral to the side of infusion of MPTP.
These unilaterally lesioned monkeys exhibited a spontaneous circling behavior toward
the side of lesion, while dystonia, bradykinesia, or rigidity (or any combination of
these three) of the contralateral limbs appeared within two weeks. These symptoms
were alleviated after treatment with L-DOPA or D2 agonists (apomorphine and LY
171555).' L-DOPA and apomorphine also caused a contralateral rotational behavior

(TABLE 2) in some of these hemiparkinsonian monkeys. These results indicate that a
postsynaptic D2 dopamine receptor supersensitivity develops following a selective le-
sion of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons by MPTP. The receptor supersensi-
tivity produced by MPTP in these hemiparkinsonian monkeys (TABLE 2) is similar to
that reported in Ungerstedt's rotational rodent model following an intranigral injec-

IIIC

FIGURE I. MPTP-induced primate model of parkinsonism: (A) before and (B) after treatment
with L-DOPA (Sinemet 100/10).
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TABLE 2. Rotational Behavior in MPTP-Induced Hemiparkinsonian Monkeys

Roiation
(turns/20 min)

Treatment Ipsilateral' Contralateral

Spontaneous 33 i 14
(saline; N = 4)

Apomorphine -53 t 17
(0.15 mg/kg, i.m., N = 6)

L-DOPA -15 3b
(Sinemet 100/10, p.o., N = 4)

a The dopamine content of the ipsilateral basal ganglia (control putamen 153 ± 19; control
caudate nucleus 141 ± 27 pg/pg protein) decreased to about 20'o of control after an infusion
of MPTP into the internal carotid artery of anesthetizcd cynomolgus monkeys.

h'p < 0.05.

tion of 6-hydroxydopamine. These hemiparkinsonian monkeys were able to eat and
drink, and thus no daily medication was needed to maintain their lives. No progres-
siveness into full parkinsonism was observed. Some of these hemiparkinsonian monkeys
showed a reduced visual recognition or interpretation in the contralateral eye field
(Bankiewicz et al., personal communication).

In northern California, a very few percent of MPTP users have developed irrevers-
ible parkinsonism.4 Again, the sensitivity of an individual monkey to MPTP's neuro-
toxic insult was found to be variable and might be related to the age of the animal.
Aged monkeys were consistently found to develop parkinsonism after administration
of low dose MPTP. The greater sensitivity of aged animals is supported by the fact
that MPTP produced a greater depletion of striatal dopamine in one- to two-year-old
groups than in the two-month-old group (TABLE 3) of C57BL6 mice. This was observed
although the MPTP's effects in rodents were reversible (see reference 17).

Comparison of the Major Clinical Signs of
Idiopathic and MPTP-Induced Parkinsonism

There were several major differences in the pathogenesis or etiology (or both) of
idiopathic and MPTP-induced parkinsonism (TABLE 4). The manifestation of parkin-
sonian signs in the MPTP-treated monkeys was over within 2-3 weeks. There was no

TABLE 3. Effects of Age on the Dopamine Depletion Effect of MPTP in C57BL6

Micea

Striatal Dopamine
Age (months) 2 12 24

(ng/mg net wt)
Control 18.5 + 1.2 23.6 + 1.7 21.2 ±t 0.6
MPTP (mg/kg)

15 x 3 13.9 ± 2.1 7.9 + 0.9 8.2 + 0.4
30 x 3 5.4 ± 0.4 1.2 + 0.4
a N 4-6, sacrificed three days after the last dose of MPTP.
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TABLE 4. Comparison of the Idiopathic and MPTP-Induced Parkinsonism
Parkinsonism Idiopathic MPTP-Induced
(1) Pathological findings:

(a) cell loss in substantia nigra + +
(b) depigmentation 4 +
(c) lipid pigmentation ? +
(d) Lewy bodies' +
(e) cell loss in monoaminergic group +

(2) Neurochemical changes:
(a) decrease in striatal dopamine + +
(b) decrease in other monoamines +

(3) Treatments:
(a) L-DOPA + +

(b) D2 dopamine receptor agonists +
(4) Clinical signs:

(a) extrapyramidal motor dysfunction + +
(b) tremor' resting postural
(c) progressiveness' +
(d) spontaneous recovery' +

(5) Sensory neglect in hemiparkinsonism _ contralateral
a Major differences observed in MPTP-treated rhesus monkeys.

progressiveness or spray of the hemiparkinsonian symptoms into other limbs. Fur-
thermore, spontaneous recovery was observed in some of the mildly affected parkin-
sonian monkeys. The CSF content of homovanillic acid (HVA) was found decreased
by about 70 'u at one to two months after MPTP, which then showed a trend of recovery
thereafter. The recovery of CSF content of MHPG and 5-HIAA was more rapid and
complete.' In idiopathic parkinsonism, the CSF levels of these monoamine metabo-
lites remain depressed.' Thus, compensation or sprouting (or both) of surviving nigral
A9 neurons may occur in the MPTP-induced parkinsonian monkeys, but not in idio-
pathic Parkinson's patients. The ability of the nigral dopaminergic neurons of monkeys
to repair the MPTP's damage and to sprout may play a role in the recovery of mildly
affected parkinsonian monkeys. A selective lesion of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic
neurons is sufficient to produce the extrapyramidal syndrome in monkeys following
intravenous administration of below 2.5 mg/kg of MPTP. MPTP's neurotoxic damages
may also involve noradrenergic systems or the mesolimbic system (or both) when higher
doses of MPTP (e.g., more than 2.5 mg/kg) are given to aged monkeys. Finally, no
Lewy bodies were found in remaining substantia nigral neurons of the NIMH MPTP
patient' or of MPTP-induced parkinsonian monkeys.

TABLE 5. Effects of MPTP" on the Dopamine Content in the Zona Compacta Area
of the Substantia Nigra of Rhesus Monkeys

Time after MPTP (weeks)
Area 0 I 4

Dopamine (pg/pig protein)

Zona compacta 47.43 22.74 33.11
Area above zona compacta 8.93 18.83 31.60

a MPTP: 1.5 mg/kg, i.v.
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Compensation of Remaining Nigrostriatal Neurons
in MPTP-Jnduced Parkinsonian Monkeys

The tyrosine hydroxylase containing substantia nigra compacta neurons decreased
by more than 80% in all parkinsonian monkeys. However, the dopamine content in
the compacta area decreased by only 40-5007o, whereas a threefold increase in dopa-
mine was observed in the area above the substantia nigra (TABLE 5). The notion of
sprouting from the remaining nigral neurons was confirmed by an immunohistochem-
ical procedure. As mentioned above, this phenomenon of sprouting in nigral neurons
is unique to the MPTP-induced parkinsonism and results in spontaneous recovery of
extrapyramidal motor dysfunction.

A compensatory increase of the ratio of homovanillic acid to dopamine (HVA/DA)
in the caudate nucleus and putamen was observed in MPTP-induced parkinsonian
monkeys (TABLE 6). The HVA/DA ratio or the dopamine content of the nucleus ac.
cumbens-which receives most of its innervation from the ventrotegmental AIO
neurons-was not altered. This result supports the pathological finding that the AI0
neurons in the ventrotegmental area were not damaged by MPTP. Thus, the dopamine
turnover in the remaining nigrostriatal neurons was increased after MPTP in order
to compensate for the loss of striatal dopamine.

The denervation-induced postsynaptic supersensitivity of the striatal dopamine
receptors has been demonstrated previously in Ungerstedt's rotational rodent model.
L-DOPA and apomorphine produced contralateral circling behavior in the MPTP-
induced hemiparkinsonian monkeys (TABLE 2) that was similar to that observed in Un-
gerstedt's rodent model. A unilateral increase in D2 dopamine receptors of the dener-
vated striatum might be responsible for the D2 agonists inducing contralateral rota-
tional behavior (Bruecke et al., unpublished observation).

Application of MPTP-Induced Primate Model of Parkinsonism in Developing
Presynaptic and Postsynaptic Imaging Ligands for Brain Dopaminergic Systems in Vivo

This primate model of parkinsonism is employed not only for reevaluation of the
role of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic system in the extrapyramidal motor function,
but also for developing and testing presynaptic and postsynaptic imaging ligands of
brain dopaminergic systems. We have previously identified 6-F-L-DOPA as a potential
presynaptic imaging ligand for brain dopaminergic systems.9 In collaboration with
the PET team of the McMaster University Medical Centre, we have synthesized 6-'"F-
L-DOPA' 7 

' and have used it to image the damage of striatal dopamine in the living

TABLE 6. The Ratio of HVA/DA in the Brain of Monkeys Following MPTP-lnduced
80-950%9 Cell Loss in the Substantia Nigra

Substantia Caudate Nucleus
MPTP Nigra Putamen Nucleus Accumbens
Before 1.95 + 0.30 1.30 + 0.22 0.75 ± 0.13 1.62 + 0.19
1-5 Days after MPTP 1.53 ± 0.13 0.34 ± 0.08b  0.26 ± 0.04b  0.50; 0.75
1-2 Months after MPTP 1.93 ± 0.27 8.34 + 1 .6 2 b 3.48 ± 1.25 b  1.21 ± 0.21

a Doparnine content decreased by more than 907o (control putamen 135 ± 10; control cau-
date nucleus '53 ± 6 pg/pg protein) at 1-2 months after MPTP (0.33 mg/kg, i.v., daily for
five days); N = 4-7.
b p < 0.05.
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FIGURE 3. 21I-IBZM in vivo binding and ex vivo autoradiographic imaging of supersensitive
D2 dopamine receptors and "C-L-DOPA imaging of dopaminergic terminals following unilateral
lesioning of the medial forebrain bundle by intracerebral injection of MPP* (8 Ptg). (A) Post-
synaptic imaging of D2 dopamine receptors by "'I-IBZM (upper panel), which shows 10-5007
increase in D2 receptor density in the lesioned side. (B) Presynaptic imaging of dopamine ter-
minals by 4C-L-DOPA (lower panel), which shows disappearance of dopamine in the caudate
nucleus, nucleus accumbens, and olfactory tubercle ipsilateral to the side of lesion (unpublished
observation of Kung, Singhaniyom, Bruecke, Tsai, Namura, and Chiueh).
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MPTP-treated monkeys with various degrees of parkinsonism (FIGURE 2). The results
indicate that depletion of brain dopamine in Parkinson's patients can be semiquanti-
fied by this 6-' F-L-DOPA/PET imaging procedure." "

We have also employed Ungerstedt's rotational rodent model' in screening of an
in vivo imaging ligand for D2 dopamine receptors. In the present preliminary study,
a newly developed ligand t2 1-IBZM of Kung et al. 1 was used to study in vivo binding
of D2 receptors. The results showed that '25I-IBZM recognized D2 receptors in the
caudate nucleus, nucleus accumbens, olfactory tubercle, olfactory bulb, adrenal gland,
kidney, etc. This in vivo binding of l2sI-IBZM was blocked by pretreatment of animals
with D2 agonist (LY 171555) and antagonist (YM 09151-2). Furthermore, the in vivo
binding sites of '25I-IBZM increased by 10-500 in the denervated caudate nucleus
(FIGURE 3, unpublished observation of Kung, Singhaniyom, Tsai, Bruecke, Namura,
and Chiueh). Thus, '2 1-IBZM appears to meet criteria for an ideal in vivo postsynaptic
imaging ligand for D2 dopamine receptors. It is speculated that this ligand after labeling
with 2'I may be useful for single photon (SPECT) imaging of the up and down regula-
tion of D2 receptors in the Parkinson's patients.

DISCUSSION

MPTP is a selective nigrostriatal dopaminergic neuroto-in that causes a severe cell
loss in the pigmented substantia nigra compacta A9 neurons, Lit spares the nonpig-
mented AI0 mesolimbic neurons following systemic administration.' 2 Despite MPTP-
induced depletion of striatal dopamine in several animal species (TABLE 7), a parkin-
sonian syndrome appears "only" in subhuman primates and humans.2" MPTP must
also cause more than 80% depletion of the striatal dopamine before parkinsonian symp-
toms are seen.2 In a proper dose regimen, MPTP's effects on the mesolimbic system
and other monoaminergic systems were found to be short-lasting and insignificant.

An age-dependent increase in the dopamine-depleting effect of MPTP is observed
in C57BL6 mice and possibly in monkeys. A spontaneous age-dependent decrease in
dopamine content, decrease in D2 antagonist binding sites, increase in monoamine
oxidase activity, and increase in accumulation of dopamine neuromelanin and/or dopa-
mine toxic metabolites (e.g., dopamine aldehyde, 5,6-dihydroxyindoline, and quinones)
in the substantia nigra may have exaggerated or augmented MPTP's neurotoxic ef-
fects. MPTP's effects on the nigrostriatal system appear to shorten, from years into
weeks, the slow age-dependent degeneration of these nigral dopamine neurons (FIGURE
4). It is interesting to note that deprenyl, an inhibitor of type B monoamine oxidase,

TABLE 7. MPTP Produced Various Effects in Different Animal Species

Man Monkey Dog Rat Mice
(I) Dopamine neuromelanin

in substantia nigra + + +
(2) Cumulative dose

(mg/kg) 7 2.5 2.5 150 300
(3) Depletion of striatal + + + + + + - +

dopamine (irreversible) (reversible)
(4) Cell loss in substantia

nigra compacta A9 area + . + + 4 . . . +
(5) Serotonin syndrome + + + + +
(6) Parkinsonian syndrome + ++ + +
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FIGURE 4. Time course of decline of striatal dopamine in the brain of MPTP-induced parkin-
sonism, idiopathic parkinsonism, and normal aging control (arrows indicate repeat exposures
to MPTP).

retards the progressiveness of idiopathic parkinsonism and blocks MPTP's neurotox-
icity in monkeys." Therefore, environment toxins might enter the central nervous system
and trigger or accelerate (or both) an age-dependent decline of the extrapyramidal
motor function of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway.

The exact mechanism by which MPTP selectively destroys the nigrostriatal neurons
but spares other dopaminergic systems is not clear. It has been demonstrated that MPTP
has to be oxidized to l-methyl-4-phenylpyridine (MPP*) in order to express its neuro-
toxic action.1 4 It is postulated that MPP* inside the nigrostriatal neurons produces
a chain of events, that is, inhibition of ATP formation, accumulation of intracellular
Ca-, accumulation of toxic metabolites of dopamine, depletion of glutathione, and
dissolution of cell membranes or neuromelanin (or both). Lack of adequate compen-
sation or ability to repair injured nigrostriatal neurons might also contribute to the
selective cell death of the A9 neurons caused by MPTP. MPP* is known to cause non-
specific cytoplasmic damage to monoamine neurons,"' hepatic cells, and spinal neurons,
in addition to causing cataracts and lesions of the lung and gastrointestinal tract.

One of the major differences between idiopathic and MPTP-induced parkinsonism
is the progressiveness of the extrapyramidal symptoms in idiopathic Parkinson's dis-
ease. Parkinsonian signs usually begin from one limb and spray to all four limbs with
no sign of spontaneous recovery. On the other hand, though, there is spontaneous
recovery of the extrapyramidal signs and CSF HVA in some mildly affected parkinso-
nian monkeys. There is no progress of the hemiparkinsonian monkeys into full par-
kinsonism in the MPTP-treated monkeys.

Sensory neglects have been reported in rodents following unilateral lesioning of
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TABLE 8. Compensations' of the Nigrostriatal System to MPTP-Induced Selective
Cell Loss in the Substantia Nigra Compacta
(I) Increase in HVA/DA ratio of the caudate nucleus and putamen, but not in the nucleus

accumbens.
(2) Increase in either dopamine receptor numbers or sensitivity to D2 agonists (or both).
(3) Increase in dopamine content or sprouting of remaining substantia nigra dopaminergic

neurons (or both).
(4) Increase in enzymatic activities of tyrosine hydroxylase and L-aromatic amino acid decar-

boxylase in basal ganglia.

a These compensations may not be observed in severely lesioned monkeys.

the nigrostriatal pathway' and have been confirmed by observation in the MPTP-induced
hemiparkinsonian monkeys. The significance and consequence of this sensory neglect
phenomenon in the idiopathic Parkinson's patients remains to be investigated.

Most of the compensation of the remaining nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons
(i.e., increase in striatal HVA/DA turnover ratio, increase in biosynthetic enzymes, in-
crease in D2 antagonist binding sites and/or postsynaptic supersensitivity) are observed
in both idiopathic'6 or MPTP-induced parkinsonism (TABLE 8). Nevertheless, increases
in sprouting or regeneration activities have only been observed in MPTP-treated monkeys
and other lower animals.' Thus, either the lack of ability of the survived nigral neurons
to sprout or repair damaged terminals or a continuous presence of endogenous neuro-
toxins (e.g., toxic dopamine metabolites) of the idiopathic Parkinson's patients may
account for the progressive deterioration of extrapyramidal motor function.

The monkeys with hemiparkinsonism were able to feed themselves and were able
to maintain good health without daily medication or intensive care despite contralateral
motor and sensory impairments. We have used Ungerstedt's rodent model and the
MPTP-induced monkey model in screening and testing of both PET ligands for
dopaminergic neurons (6-' 8F-L-DOPA; synthesized by G. Firnau)8 and of Single Photon
Emission Computerized Tomography (SPECT) imaging ligands for D2 dopamine
receptors ('3-IBZM; synthesized by H. Kung).'" The preliminary results show that
these imaging ligands recognize specifically the dopaminergic systems in the brain fol-
lowing intravenous administration (FIGURE 3). The effects of MPP + lesion on the medial
forebrain bundle (i.e., decrease in dopamine and increase of D2 dopamine receptor)
are visualized in the rat brain. Furthermore, the depletion of striatal dopamine in par-
kinsonian monkeys was semiquantified by the 6-'"F-L-DOPA/PET procedure." The
"'1 -IBZM/SPECT procedure after testing in the hemiparkinsonian monkeys may prove
to be useful in imaging of postsynaptic supersensitivity or of up and down regulation
(or both) of D2 dopamine receptors in Parkinson and neuropsychiatric research.

In conclusion, the MPTP-induced primate model of parkinsonism not only pro-
vides an excellent animal model for investigating the function of the nigrostriatal
dopaminergic system, for screening of new antiparkinsonian agents, and for developing
agents that retard the progress of Parkinson's disease, but it also provides for studying
transplantation of dopamine-producing cells and for preclinical trials of in vivo im-
aging procedures (i.e., PET or SPECT) using presynaptic or postsynaptic ligands of
brain dopaminergic systems.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PA PER

D. WONG (The Johns Hopkins Universit 'I School of Mfedicine, Baltimore 1ID):
Can you comment on the advantage of 1-123 over C-Il for the benzamide compound
for external imaging?

C. CHIUEH (National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD): The advantage
of an iodine-labeled IBZM is that we can make it as specific as possible. We can make
it around 2000 curies per millimole. Moreover, because this ligand is partially revers-
ible, it can be displaced by both D2 agonists and D2 antagonists in v'ivo. Therefore,
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now in my laboratory, we are trying to see endogenous dopamine-displaced binding
of these iodocompounds. 1-123-Labeled compounds are designed for SPECT imaging.

WONG: I think that C-II and N-,iethylspiperone, as well as C-I l-raclopride in Sweden,
have specific activities of at least 2000 curies. In fact, it is more like 3000 curies per
millimole with C-Il. Therefore, I disagree quite strongly with your comment.

CHIUEH: No, I just said specific binding; we can clear out nonspecific binding in
vivo within 30 minutes.

WONG: However, I meant that the specific activity of C-II compounds is generally
much higher than iodinated compounds.

CHIUEH: The half-life, though, is only 20 minutes, so the half-life of these 1-123-
labeled compounds is about 13 hours.

WONG: Is the technique of producing the hemiparkinsonian syn 'rome with in-
tracarotid MPTP a matter of dosage? Why does the toxii circulate and reach other
parts of the brain?

CHIUEH" We put the angiocatheter through the fcmoral artery and it travels through
the aorta up to the carotid artery. We then bend the catheter into the internal carotid
artery (we use a fluoroscope to guide the catheter into the internal carotid artery).
After that, we use a slow infusion of MPTP solution because MPTP is a lipid soluble
compound; it can be taken up by the brain through the blood-brain barrier by the
one-pass uptake procedure. The other side of brain only sees about one-tenth of that
MPTP dose as compared to the infusion site. Hence, by using this procedure, we can
really create specific hemiparkinsonism.
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INTRODUCTION

Age-related changes in the neural circuitry of the basal ganglia have been postu-
lated to contribute to a disruption of motor function and balance associated with ad-
vancing age.' Previous biochemical studies in rodent and human brain have reported
age-related declines in a number of neurotransmitter systems in the striatum and the
substantia nigra, as well as decreases in the number of dopaminergic' 'and cholinergic
binding sites' in the caudate nuclei and putamen. Morphological studies have reported
age-correlated declines in the number of cells in both the striatumr ' and the substantia
nigra' of rat and human brain. In addition, a previous report from our laboratory
has shown age-correlated morphological changes in A-9, but not all A-10 dopaminergic
neurons of the midbrain in the C57BL/6N mouse.' Because it is known that both
medium spiny (medium spiny 1)"" and aspiny (aspiny I and 1l1' neurons of the stri-
atum may be target populations for afferent nigrostriatal dopamine fibers," - " we un-
dertook a study to examine the question as to whether striatal target neurons undergo
compensatory dendritic growth or regression with age in response to possible degener-
ation of neighboring and/or afferent projecting neurons.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Five age groups (6, 10, 20, 25, and 30 months) of C57BL/6N mice were used for
this study and mice were obtained through the National Institute on Aging (NIA).
Mice were sacrificed by decapitation under light anesthesia in random order and were
prepared by the Golgi Cox method according to the procedure of Van der Loos." Tissue

Thomas H. McNeill is the recipient of a Research Career l)eclopment Award from the Na-
tional Institute on Aging (AGO0300). The studies Aere supported hy PHS Grant Nos. AG,05445
and AG03254.
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sections containing the striatum were cut in a coronal plane at 200 microns and slides
were coded so that it would be unknown during data gathering which slide came from
which age group. A sample of 20-30 neurons (based on a predetermined 957o confi-
dence interval) was randomly chosen from each mouse at both a rostral and caudal
level of the striatum from among all well-impregnated cells. Only cells with their soma
in the center one-third of the section and whose dendrites were unobscured by over-
lying glia, blood vessels, other neurons, and nonspecific deposits of stain were exam-
ined. Based on previous observations, terminal dendritic segments were required to
be tapered at their tips and were found to lack spines, thus indicating the complete
impregnation of the dendrite. For our study, medium spiny (medium spiny I) and two
types of aspiny neurons (aspiny I and 11) were analyzed (classification after DiFiglia'4 ).
Profiles of the cell soma and dendrites were traced using a 40x or 10ox objective
lens and a camera lucida drawing tube. Cells were entered into an IBNI microcomputer
system using a digitizing tablet and DAN software.2 Analysis of dendritic parameters
of medium spiny I and aspiny I and If neurons included total and terminal segment
lengths, as well as the number of dendritic segments per neuron. The motor perfor-
mance of the animal was then tested by recording coordination and balance using the
rotorod and balance beam. 2

RESULTS

Qualitative examination of the striaturn showed that medium spiny I (MS) neurons
were characterized by round, ovoid, fusiform, or triangular cell bodies. Moreover, they
represented over 950/o of all impregnated neurons. MS neurons had four to eight pri-
mary dendrites that emerged from the cell soma and each gave rise to several branches
that radiated in all directions. Primary dendrites and the initial segments of the sec-
ondary branches were spine-free; however, the rest of the branches were covered with
numerous spines of heterogeneous shapes and sizes. In general, MS neurons at the
caudai level of the striaturn had more robust dendritic arbors than MS neurons at
the more rostral level of the striatunt.

For all age groups examined, we identified three populations of MS neurons based
on their total and terminal dendritic lengths (FiGURE 1). The first population was a
group of cells with short dendrites that had a total dendritic length of less than 600
microns. The second size population represented a majority of the impregnated MS
neurons of the striaturn and had a total dendritic length ranging from 600-1200 microns
per neuron. The third population comprised neurons with total dendritic lengths longer
than 1200 microns. Our analysis of the five age groups based on the total or terminal
dendritic lengths of all of the MS neurons drawn without significant motor impair-
ment revealed a significant increase in the total dendritic length between 6 and 30 months
of age in the caudal striatum (FiGURE 2). However, while there was a significant in-
crease in total dendritic length between young and aged mice without motor impair-
ment, there was a substantial decrease in dendritic length in MS neurons of the stri-
aturn in aged mice that were motor impaired based on the rotorod and balance-beam
tests. A correlation analysis between dendritic parameters arid functional scoring re-
vealed that mice that tested poorly on the balance beam and rotorod showed art overall
loss of total and terminal dendritic length of MS neurons and an increased number
of cells with small shrunken dendrites (FIGURE 3). Conversely, 30-month-old mice that
showed no functional impairment likewise showed no statistical deficits in dendritic
parameters when compared to young mice.

Because almost all synaptic input into MS neurons is axospinous, we are also in-
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A e
FIGURE I. Camera lucida drawings of two MS neurons of thc triatum with a total dendritic
length of(A) 1200 pm and (B) <600 pm. The neuron with short dendritic branches mas be indic-
ative of atrophic changes that ultimately lead to cell death.

terested in examining age-related changes in the linear density of dendritic spines in
young and aged mice. As shown in FtGuRE 4, the linear density of dendritic spines
was calculated in 20-4m intervals centripetally from the cell body to the tip of the
terminal segment. The highest density of dendritic spines was found on the 41-60-ptn
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FIGURE 2. Age changes in the total dendritic length of MS neurons at a caudal level ot the
striatum. Each data point represents the mean total dendritic length of 30 cells drawn from each
of five mice + SEM.
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FIGURE 3. Frequency analysis of the number of large-sized ('>1200 pim), medium-sied (600-12M0
pm), and small-sized (<600 pm) neurons in 3-month and 30-month motor impaired and unim-
paired mice. The 30-month-old motor impaired mice showed a significant increase in the number
of cells with short dendrites.
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FI(GURE 4. Age-related changes in the linear density of dendritic spines of M1S neurons. The
linear density of dendritic spines was calculated in 20-pam intervals centripetally from the cell
body to the tip of the terminal segment. Each data point represents the mean number of den-
dritic spines of 20 cells from each of five mice.
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interval at 6 months of age and between 61-80 jm at 20 months of age. However,

at 30 months of age, there was significant loss of dendritic spines at the 60-80-l.m

interval as compared to that at 20 months of age.

Qualitative examination of aspiny (AS) neurons of the striatut showed two different

patterns of dendritic growth. Aspiny I neurons were the second most frequently found

cell type in the striatun and were characterized by medium-sized cell bodies with thin

varicose dendrites. In the normally aging mouse, the dendritic tree was relatively simple

at 6 months of age, but became increasingly more complex with advancing age. Our

A 
B

FIGURE 6. Camera lucida drawings of aspiny II ncrons of the striaturm in (A) 6-month-old

and (B) 25-month-old mice. The complexity of the dendritic arbor increases with advancing age

as a result of increases in both the length of the dendrites and in the number of branching points.
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quantitative data suggest that a continuous growth of aspiny I dendrites occurred well
into middle age (20 months), with the most significant growth between 10-20 months
(FIGURE 5). In contrast, dendritic regression was found between 20-30 months of age;
however, the average total dendritic length per aspiny I cell was still greater than that
measured at 6 months of age. Overall, this cell type seems to have the greatest capacity
of growth in normal aging.

On the other hand, aspiny Ii neurons were the largest neurons found within the
striatum and were found distributed homogeneously throughout the extent of the nuclei.
These cells were characterized by large, bulbous somata, thick dendritic trunks, and
thin varicose dendrites with few spines and appendages. As with the aspiny I cells,
aspiny It cells had relatively simple dendritic trees at 6 months of age; then, with ad-
vancing age, the complexity of the dendritic arbor increased as a result of increases
in both the length of dendrites and in the number of dendritic branching points (FIGURE
6). Our quantitative figures suggest significant growth of dendrites between 6-10 months
of age, followed by dendritic regression between 10-30 months of age (FIGURE 7). In
addition, at 30 months, many aspiny I1 neurons had swollen dendritic processes char-
acteristic of regression bulbs.

DISCUSSION

Recent quantitative studies of the structural changes in the dendritic parameters
of aged neurons have fostered a perception of aging as an integration of progressive
and regressive cell changes that are brain-region, cell-type, and species specific.2" 2

Our finding that the total dendritic length, the terminal length, and the segment number
of MS neurons of the striatum increase with age in mice without motor impairment
supports this view and adds another brain region to the list of structures that show
a significant degree of growth and plasticity with advancing age. In addition, the pres-
ence of three populations of MS neurons based on the sizes of their dendritic arbors
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at each of the five age groups reinforces the idea that aging is a continuing process
made up of both regressing and growing cells.2 "' The regressing population, charac-
terized by shrinking dendritic branches, may be indicative of atrophic changes that
ultimately lead to cell death, while the surviving population shows continued growth.
Therefore, in aged C57BL/6N mice without motor impairment, our data suggest that
the balance between the growing population and the regressing population rests in
favor of the surviving cells such that the total dendritic length of MS neurons increases
with age. However, later in life, the pro--ss begins to reverse and the dendritic growth
of the surviving cells is not sufficient to offset the increase in regressive cell changes.
This results in a net dendritic loss by 30 months of age in regions of the striatum.
The question of whether or not the dendritic regression-seen at 25 and 30 months
of age in MS neurons of the striatum-continues on into very old age (i.e., greater
than 40 months) is not known. However, concurrent cell counts and Golgi studies are
presently under way in 45-month-old mice to determine if dendritic regression as a
result of age-related neuronal loss is characteristic of advancing age in this brain region.

The finding that there is a significant increase in the dendritic length of MS neurons
between 6 and 30 months of age does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the
functional integrity of the receptive fields of MS neurons remains uncompromised.
In fact, preliminary data from our study collected at three ages suggest that there is
a significant loss of dendritic spines in old mice. Previous biochemical studies using
kainate acid have shown medium-sized striatal neurons to be associated with dopa-
mine receptors, 9 " ana studies by Severson and co-workers' .4 have reported a decrease
in the number of dopaminergic binding sites in the striatum associated with advancing
age. Because it is known that almost all afferent inputs to MS cells are axospinous,
it may be suggested that a reduction in the linear density of dendritic spines along
with dendrites of MS neurons in the aged mice provides a morphological basis for
the reduction of dopaminergic postsynaptic binding sites in the striatum, as well as
changes in motor function associated with advancing age. Whether the loss of den-
dritic spines in the aged mouse along selected segments of the dendritic shaft reflects
a topography of different synaptic inputs is not known and is thus currently under
investigation.

Another finding of ours suggests that there is a positive correlation between struc-
ture and function in the striatum. Specifically, this finding is that in aged mice that
show significant motor impairment, there is a significant decrease in the dendritic ex-
tent of MS neurons. Furthermore, this suggests that while dendritic regression of MS
neurons is not correlated with chronological age, there is a close association between
functional deficits and the number of MS neurons with very small dendritic arbors.
In addition, the correlation between structure and function - but not with age - within
the striatum points towards a reality that has been recapitulated by clinical scientists
for years (personal communication, T. Franklin Williams, NIA): namely, that not all
old individuals present clinically with motor impairment and not all elderly can be
stereotyped as parkinsonian. Thus, although striatal motor deficits may be associated
with old age, they should not be considered synonymous with old age. On the con-
trary, in normal aging without disease, our data suggest that there is considerable poten-
tial for growth and plasticity in the aged striatum. Hence, it is only through studies
that correlate structure, function, and chronological age that we may assess true aging
from other age-associated functional deficits.

Our finding of a difference in the temporal patterns of dendritic growth between
the three types of striatal neurons suggests that advancing age may have a differential
effect on selected populations of striated cells based on differences in their neurotrans-
mitter content and afferent inputs. Previous studies by Freund et al." have shown that
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MS neurons of the striatum represent the principal target neuron population for
dopaminergic fibers of the substantia nigra. Moreover, they have shown that dopa-
mine plays an inhibitory role through its modulation of afferent inputs of other in-
trinsic neurons of the striatum or afferent projecting neurons from the cortex and thal-
amus. In addition, it is thought that some MS neurons contain the neurotransmitter
GABA and form a reciprocal descending projection pathway to the substantia nigra." 32

In contrast, afferent inputs to large aspiny II and aspiny I cells-the principal intrinsic
cholinergic (aspiny II) and somatostatin-like (aspiny 1) containing populations of the
striatum3' -are mainly axodendritic with few dopaminergic synapses. Previous studies
in rodents have shown an age-related decline in striatal dopamine3' - (but not in glu-
tamic acid decarboxylase 6 ) between 24-30 months of age, and histological examina-
tion of the aged striatum has shown marked declines in the number of medium and
small neurons.' Whether the differences in dendritic growth between MS and AS neurons
represent different compensatory growth responses to death of neighboring striatal
neurons or whether they may be related to the loss of selected afferent neuronal inputs
to the striatum is not known. Studies directed at addressing this question are currently
under way by using anatomical and biochemical lesions of afferent inputs to the stri-
atum (including the substantia nigra, thalamus, and cortex) and cell counts of striatal
neurons in aged mice.

SUMMARY

These data support the view that the rate at which an organism ages is a summa-
tion of factors throughout life. While some cells seem to remain stable or even grow
with age, others show significant regression. In this regard, different populations of
striatal neurons show unique and different patterns of growth and development with
advancing age. While aspiny II neurons show peak growth by 10 months of age, aspiny
I and medium spiny I cells do not reach a growth peak until much later in life. In
addition, our data support the notion that the occurrence and severity of structural
changes in the aged brain are not distributed homogeneously and that many of the
so-called "age-related" changes that were once generalized to the entire brain are brain-
region, cell-type, and species specific. Furthermore, our data reinforces the concept
that the correlation of structure and function is central to the analysis of an aging
nonulation because con~'drable differences may be found in data bascd on function-
•,fy impatreu and unimpaired groups.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

M. S. LEVINE (University of California, Los Angeles, CA): We have similar data
for the cat and I will discuss some of that later. However, now I want to reiterate a
point that you made because I think it is very true of both species. The point is that
there is a lot of heterogeneity in the neurons that you looked at. You even mentioned
individual neurons being different. In support of this, I will show some pictures on
the same neuron having one dendrite looking almost perfectly normal (just like very
young animals) and then, on the same neuron, another dendrite almost denuded of
spines at its end, which is a very abnormal looking spine.
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REVIEW

In this session, we heard David Morgan report on the effect of aging on the nigro-
striatal dopamine system. The 50% loss of dopamine in a normal human life span
was matched by a somewhat lesser fall in rats and mice. The D2 receptors fell by 25-50070.
The Dl receptor density increased with human aging, so there was a 2-3-fold rise in
the Dl-to-D2 ratio.

Randy Strong then reported on the heterogeneous changes in the various trans-
mitters of the striatum. James Severson discussed high-affinity D2 binding sites in
mice and described a 2507o decline between the ages of 3 and 12 months, followed by
stabilization. In contrast, the total D2 receptor population fell progressively from 3
to 24 months. Gary Freeman presented evidence that elderly mice were more sensitive
to metabolic disturbances (such as those induced by thiamin deficiency).

Dean Wong introduced the topic of PET scanning. He reviewed the evidence for
age-related loss of D2 receptors in human subjects and described the mathematical
modeling employed to derive quantitative information. Anthony Altar (who presented
John Marshall's paper) then described autoradiographic studies on the uniform distri-
bution of dopamine receptors in the striatum of rats. The D2 binding was highest in
the lateral striatum. The 30-6007o loss of D2 binding with aging was most marked in
the lateral and caudal regions. In human subjects, the D2 binding was patchy, which
corresponded to the acetylcholinesterase-rich pattern in the striosome-matrix organi-
zation. The DI binding was more uniform.

C. C. Chiueh discussed PET scanning with fluorodopa in monkeys, along with
application of a unilateral MPTP model induced by injecting this toxin into one carotid.
Finally, Thomas McNeill provided morphological evidence of diverse reactions of striatal
neurons to aging. While the dendritic arbor of some neurons regressed, others enlarged.

COMMENT

We have heard an excellent range of reports concerning the consequences of aging
on the nigrostriatal pathway. I have a comment on where, perhaps, we might hope
to see this work evolving over the next few years. It would be of value to obtain more
morphometric observations because alterations in neuronal numbers need not corre-
late directly with changes in transmitters, receptors, or dendrites. Quantitative infor-
mation on neuronal loss is important because, ultimately, the crucial questions are
when, why, and where do neurons die in the aging process. Only answers to these ques-
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tions will allow a rational strategy to be developed towards attaining methods to modify
the onset and progress of age-related neurological problems. Excellent pioneering cell
countings have been undertaken, but the reports are few in number; in fact, in most
cases, only a small group of subjects was studied. These results need to be confirmed
and extended; furthermore, there is only one really satisfactory species for these studies,
Horno sapiens.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGING AND DEGENERATIVE
NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE OF THE ELDERLY

From the practical viewpoint, society needs some explanation of the relationship
between normal aging and neurological disorders of senescence such as Alzheimer's
disease, Parkinson's disease, and motoneuron disease. I believe the most viable hy-
pothesis at present is that these disorders result from environmentally induced sub-
clinical damage to the nervous system, which is followed over several decades by age-
related attrition of neurons. This eventually leads to the emergence and progression
of symptoms. Recent evidence in support of this concept comes from studies on the
ALS-PD complex of Guam.

This disease comprises any combination of parkinsonism, dementia, or a moto-
neuron disease resembling ALS. The disorder is clearly environmental because it is
disappearing as Guam is westernized. Some Guamanians who emigrated from the is-
land have been found to present with symptoms over 30 years after leaving. This, of
course, is an observation in accord with the hypothesis of subclinical damage followed
by age-related attrition. We are currently collaborating with Peter Spencer and John
Steele in studying Guamanians by PET in an attempt to demonstrate subclinical neu-
rochemical changes (just as conventional neuropathology has revealed excessive neul-
rofibrillary tangles in clinically normal Guamanians).
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Mechanisms of neural senescence have been intensely pursued, but any kind of fun-
damental understanding remains elusive.' The difficulty is not in finding significant
effects of age in the nervous system, but rather arises from the fact that aging is as
ubiquitous in brain as it is in phylogeny: age changes can be detected at practically
any level of analysis, from the molecular biology of ribosomes to the neuropsychology
of cognition.2 Faced with this plethora of effects, perhaps the most difficult challenge
facing those who study neural aging is the determination of which phenomena are
primary, which are secondary, which are important, and which are only trivial epi-
phenomena.

Because the cerebellum is one of the most extensively studied, best understood,
and accessible structures in brain, 3 ' our laboratory has used it as a model system
in which to characterize age changes in brain microanatomy,''-' 6 physiology,' and
function.' Based on these results, a primary cytoarchitectural mechanism -the differen-
tial loss of specific terminal areas on the dendrite arbor of large output neurons, and
the relative preservation of other terminal areas on these neurons-is hypothesized
to account for many of the physiologic and functional alterations that characterize
the senescent cerebellum. A hypothesis such as this may generalize to other structures
that, like the cerebellum, depend on highly arborized, long projecting, large diameter
neurons for the final output of information processing.

THE CEREBELLUM AS A MODEL SYSTEM FOR
NEUROGERONTOLOGIC RESEARCH

Over a century of investigation, researchers (see references 3-10) have established
ultrastructural, cytoarchitectural, biochemical, and physiological properties that char-
acterize the normal cerebellum of a young or mature animal. Because of this extensive
data base, cerebellar preparations have been frequently and advantageously employed
to assay a wide variety of phenomena,'" 2 including the role and mechanisms of ac-
tion of most of the major neurotransmitters. 2 - "

For the same reasons that the cerebellum has historically been such a useful model
for studying the effects of various agents and processes on brain function generally,
so also it recently has proven to be an excellent substrate for investigating mechanisms
of brain senescence. '-" 12-46 There is now extensive ultrastructural, '6 46 7 morpholog-
ical,''-' 6 37

, 3 biochemical," 9-42 45 physiological,''' '- , ;4 and behavioral'' 4;-4 evi-
dence of significant cerebellar alterations with age. These findings about aging follow
directly from the proposition that by understanding (as one can with the cerebellum)
what constitutes normality in young subjects, it becomes possible quickly to appreciate
and effectively to study what has changed about old subjects. Such advantages for
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aging research are not so clearly afforded by other models and brain structures (in-
cluding cortex and striatum), where many rudimentary elements of synaptic circuitry
remain a very important target for basic research, b,_ not for aging research.

RECENT RESEARCH ON CEREBELLAR AGING

Over several years, our laboratory has carried out electrophysiologic, light and -lec-
tron microscopic, biochemical, and behavioral research on age changes in the rat cere-
bellum. '" The experimental results can generally be divided into studies of afferents,
studies of the Purkinje cell target, studies of efferents, and studies of cerebellum-related
behaviors.

Age Changes in Cerebellar Afferents

Four afferent systems converge on the dominant element of cerebellar information
processing, the Purkinje cell. Mossy fiber afferents to the cerebellum arise from di-
verse structures, including the labyrinth (through primary vestioular root fibers and

5 months 24 months
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FIGURE I. Sample parallel fiber volley records obtained from a 5-month-old rat (left) and a
24-month-old rat (right). The baseline-to-peak ,olley amplitudes are ais much as four times greater
in the younger rat. Note that the calibration refercnces show twice as much amplification of signal
for records of the old rat and that the stimulation currents are gre-;er. Arrows in these traces
are at 3 ms poststimulus onset to help indicate the typical slower condu.-ton .eloci:y of the par-
allel fiber volley in the old rats."
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efferents of the medial and descending vestibular nuclei), skin and muscle receptor,
(through the spinocerebellar tracts), and pontine nuclei (through the pontocerebellar
tracts). These afferents typically enter by vav of the inferior and middle cerebellar
peduncles and then synapse in characteristic rosettes v, ith granule cell dendrites and
cerebellar Golgi cell axons. In turn, granule cell axons, parallel fibers, rise ip through
the cerebellar molecular layer, bifurcate, and course laterally in separate beams par-
allel to the long axis of Purkinje cell folia. Our studies show significant age changes
in parallel fiber afferents: conduction Nelocity decreases ([FJiotRE I)," " refractor\ period
increases (FIGURE 2),' " and there is both electron microscopic'" and phvsiologic
(Fit.'Rus I and 3)' " evidence of decline in the number of parallel fibers. The abilit,
to drive Purkinje unit firing via this pathv, ay is also significantly impaired in old rat,
(FIGUREs 4A and 4B).' 

''

Parallel fibers also innervate cerebellar interneurons (e.g., basket cells), pros iding
a disynaptic, inhibitory, parallel fiber-interneiiron--Purk inje cell circuit. Electrophysio-
logic evidence suggests additional senescent decline in this pathway (It6UR 5)"

Climbing fiber afferents to the cerebellum originate in the (usually contralateral)
inferior olivary nucleus. Virtually every olivary neuron projects to the cerebellun, s ith
each Purkinje cell receiving a single climbing fiber.' Climbing fiber input to the cere-
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bellum is easily identified by the characteristic burst of spikes it generates in Purkinje
cells.' Our studies to date do not show any evidence of senescent change in climbing
fiber-mediated firing of Purkinje cells.' 2" Hossever, il should be pointed out that
Ziecause Purkinje cells are identified elect rophysiologicall y on the basis of their climbing
fiber response, the above data are possibly somewhat biased (i.e., a Purkinje unit (hat
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FIGURE 5. lihibitory responses of single Purkinje units to molecular layer stimulation at cur-
rentts from 010o 1750 jiA. Chis inhibition is mediated primarily by interneurons on adjacent par-
allel fiber beanis.'
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had completely lost its climbing fiber input would probably be misidentified as a cere-
bellar interneuron and thus would not have been included in the data). Cerebellar
climbing fiber field potentials generated after olivary stimulation will be necessary
to confirm the lack of age change in this afferent pathway. To do so is important be-
cause of cytoarchitectural considerations (i.e., why do some cerebellar afferents remain
viable in old age, while others do not?) (see below) and because the inferior olivary
nucleus reportedly accumulates more intraneuronal lipofuscin than any other brain
structure. ' - " Whether liposfuscin ("aging pigment") deposition is pathologic," in-
consequential," ,2 or even beneficial s2 has been debated for nearly two decades. More
direct experiments could help settle the argument: if lipofuscin-filled olivary cells still
fire normally, then it will be difficult to maintain that lipofuscin accumulation with
age is more than an epiphenomenon (rather than a cause) of neural aging.

Fine varicose norephinephrine (NE) fibers originating in the nucleus locus ceruleus
terminate on Purkinje cells, particularly, secondary and tertiary dendrites,' in char-
acteristic small granular vesic!e boutons5 " Neither we nor other investigators have ob-
served any age-dependent alteration in cerebellar NE content" 2 or catecholamine
fluorescence' in the rat. However, Hoffer and colleagues (reviewed in this volume)
have identified numerous dynamic changes in catecholamine neurotransmission and
function in the aging cerebellum and locus ceruleus.

Aging Studies of the Purkinje Cell Target

At the level of the Purkinje cell, the essential target for cerebellar afferents, a number
of age changes have been demonstrated by our laboratory."-' Ethanolic phospho-
tungstic acid-(EPTA)-stained synaptic profiles in the upper molecular layer of old
and young rat cerebella show a significant decline in number with age (FIGURE 6).11

FIGURE 6. Typical EPTA-stained synaptic profiles (arrows) from the upper molecular layer of
6-month-old (left) and 26-month-old (right) rats. Young rats averaged 150.485 '-3641 ssn-
apses/am', which was significantly more than the 125,000 _ 4849 ssnapses 'rm' average for
old rat,. '
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6 MONTHS

26 MONTHS

FIGURE 7. Typical Golgi-impregnated Purkinje neurons from 6-monih-old (A) and 26-month-
old (BC) rats."

Golgi sections have provided a light microscopic correlate to these ultrastructural
findings (Fi~trR: 7)." FIGURE A., for example, illustrates the beautilul, full dendrite
arbor of the young rat Purkinje cell. Although many relatively normal looking Pur-
kinje neurons are also esident in old rats (FIGURE 7B), atrophic, severely defoliated
Purkinje cells (FIGURE 7C) begin to appear in significant numbers." Whether these
are cells in the process of dying remains to be determined. However, using both cresyl
violet and hematoxylin and eosin stains, we have demonstrated significant loss of Pur-
kinje neurons in old rats." ''16 Indeed, senescent loss of Purkinje cells is one of the
oldest findings in aging research.'" Given these results on atrophy and death of old
Purkinje cells, perhaps it is not surprising that their spontaneous firing patterns are
significantly altered (FIGURE 8)" nor that reactive gliosis can be demonstrated in the
cerebellar white matter (FIGURE 9)."

Behavioral Correlates

Although it is axiomatic that correlations cannot establish causation, our recent
experiments" have shown relationships between aspects of cerebellar morphologic
change and locomotor performance. For example, there is a 0.84 correlation, within
subjects, between EPTA synaptic density and rotorod performance of young and old
rats (FIGURE 10)." Similar correlations are found on comparison of Purkinje cell counts
and rotorod performance." Balance beam performance is also impaired with age in
our studies."
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I(Ut.RE 8. Age-dependent changes in rat Purkinje cell electrical acti it v. (Top lei) Simple spike
rate declines sjznificantlh from 3-28 months of age. (Bottom lefti Percentage of long (>-5 in5)
interspike intervals increases significantly from 3-28 months of age. This suggests that the slos inc
of firing rate with age is not so much due to a general lengthening of the inter\als betseen all
spikes: instead, it is better explained byI erratic long pauses between a fe'\ spikes. (Top right)
Computer average of interspike interval histograms from the 48 cells recorded in four lO-month-
old rats. (Bottom right) Computer average of interspike interval histograms from the 50 cell,
recorded in four 28-month-old rats. Note that the modal interspike interval has shifted ver, little
with age: even the slow-firing cells of \ery old rats retain a strong teidetnc_ to fire at normal
(25-30 ms) interspike interals."

OTHER STUDIES OF CEREBELLAR AGING

Much of the above work from our laboratory has been confirmed and extended
bI other investigators. For example, the massive lipofuscin deposition that we ha\e

observed in old rat cerebellar Purkinje cells" " has been described recently in old
monkeys." Nosal" has performed ultrastructural studies in which extensive disrup-

tion of the granular endoplasmic reticulum is seen in old Purkinje cells. This pro\ ides
an electron microscopic correlate to our work with Nissl stains." " Numerous studies,
dating as far back as 1920," have reported senescent losses of Purkinje neurons that
are in general agreement with our data." " Scheibel and Scheibel's early Golgi studies
on the aging cortex' and brain stem" bear clear parallels to our morphologic work
on the aging cerebellum." Although there has been one report, using (Yolgi techniques,
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dc

FIGURE 9. Reactive gliosis (glial fibrillary acidic protein stain) in comparable cercbcllar m hitc
matter sections from 5-month-old (top) and 24-month-old (bottom) rats."

suggesting a lack of age change in Purkinje neurons," that report appeared in abstract
form and, to our knowledge, has never been formally published. An earlier paper by
Bondareff, 7 who employed glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation, describes an age-
dependent decline in cerebellar synaptic density that is similar to our results based
on EPTA staining.'"

Several pharmacological studies on aging of the cerebellum are also rele\ant to
our work. Plaitakis el al." have shown impaired cerebellar glutamate catabolism in
adult onset olivopontocerebellar degeneration. Glutamate reuptake is known to be irn-
paired in striata of old rats,"0 and glutamate/quinolinic acid neurotoxicity has become
an increasingly plausible mechanism for progressive destruction of specific affcrent
target systems both in neural aging and in Huntington's disease. The excttatorv par-
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allel fiber-Purkinje cell neurotransmitter is almost certain to be glutamate (cf. refer-
ence 27).

Coleman and Goldman" report no age change in rat locus ceruleus cell number,
and we have been unable to detect a senescent decline in cerebellar catecholamine fluores-
cence.'"'2 Other experimenters ' 2 ' have replicated our finding" ,2 that cerebellar NE
concentrations are not significantly lower in old animals. However, Hoffer and his
colleagues have observed significant diminution in the response of old Purkinje units
to iontophoretic and pressure-ejected NE and CAMP, 3" and Schmidt reports dimin-
ished adenylate cyclase activity after incubation of cerebellar slices from old rats with
NE agonists.' Thus, presynaptic measures of NE afferents consistently fail to find
evidence of senescent change (cf. references I1, 12, 32, 61, and 62), whereas postsynaptic
measures almost invariably do (cf. references 33-35). lontophoretic response to GABA,
the inhibitory neurotransmitter probably used by basket cells and Purkinje-cell recur-
rent collaterals, is unaltered with age in the cerebellum."

A HYPOTHESIS OF SENESCENT CEREBELLAR CHANGE

It is our belief that much of the data so far reported on cerebellar aging, including
superficially contradictory findings, can be made coherent it ,re starts with specific
cytoarchitectural degeneration of Purkinje cells. That this could be a primary mecha-
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nism is suggested by both the dominant role and the vulnerability of Purkinje cells
in cerebellar function: Purkinje neurons are the essential target of all cerebellar af-
ferents, the dominant element of cerebellar information processing, and the final output
neuron (excluding the deep nuclei) of the olivocerebellar system. Moreover, they are
one of the most exquisitely sensitive neuron types in brain to vascular, hyperthermic,
and other insults," - "6 and the evidence for their loss with age is, without doubt, the
strongest in the nervous system (reviewed in reference 68).

Purkinje cells are very large and must support a densely arborized dendritic field
and a lengthy, highly ramified axonal projection. Their metabolic requirements ex-
ceed that of all other neurons in the brain except cortical pyramidal cells.6 ' Like cor-
tical pyramidal cells, " their most vulnerable anatomic locus appears to be the most
distal and fine elements of the dendrite field, the synaptic thorns and spiny branchlets.
These are, especially in the upper molecular layer of the cerebellum, almost exclusively
the site for glutamatergic parallel fiber-Purkinje cell contacts. Their loss with age, as
demonstrated in both EPTA 6 and gtutaraldehyde-osmium" preparations, thus pro-
vides at least a partial cytoarchitectural basis for the decreased ability to drive old Pur-
kinje units via parallel fiber stimulation."

The next most distal and fine elements of the dendritic arbor are secondary and
tertiary dendrites, which provide a terminal projection area for catecholamine fibers"3

among others. Golgi sections 6 reveal these dendrites, especially the tertiary dendrites,
to be nearly as vulnerable as the spiny branchlets. Hence, loss of the former provides
a cytoarchitectural explanation for why presynaptic measures of cerebellar NE input
(e.g., NE concentrations, catecholamine fluorescence, locus ceruleus cell counts), '" 6,
fail to detect an aging change, whereas postsynaptic measures (e.g., response to ion-
tophoretic NE, adenylate cyclase activation)"' do detect an aging change.

Still further down the dendrite arbor are the Purkinje cell's large primary dendrites
and trunk. These terminal projection areas for olivary climbing fibers appear to be
relatively well presered even in the oldest, most severely defoliated Purkinje cells.'6

This preservation provides a cytoarchitectural basis for our physiological finding that
climbing fiber responses are unaltered in old Purkinje neurons," as well as for Bon-
dareff's ultrastructural finding that synapses characteristic of parallel fiber contacts
are lost with age, whereas synapses characteristic of climbing fiber contacts are not."

FIGURE II pictorially summarizes many of the arguments for a cytoarchitectural
hypothesis of senescent cerebellar dysfunction. In an early publication," we noted
that about 60-700o% of old rat Purkinje cells fired quite normally (as in FtGURE IIA).
However, in the same electrode penetration, occasional, quite abnormally firing Pur-
kinje units could also be found (FIGURE IIB, taken from the same 28-month-old rat
as FIGURE I IA). These abnormally firing units, the number of which increases signifi-
cantly to around 30% in old age," are identifiable as Purkinje cells because of their
normal and characteristic climbing fiber response (the leftmost peak of intervals in
the histograms). It is their simple spike firing (reflected in the modal, rightmost peak
of intervals) that shows pathologic slowing. In a more recent study,' 6 we found that
about 60-70% of old, Golgi-impregnated Purkinje cells appeared morphologically
normal (as in FIGURE I1C). In the same sections, however, other morphologically ab-
normal Purkinje neurons could also be found (FIGURE lID). These abnormal cells,
the number of which is significantly increased in old rats, show defoliation preci.;ely
at the site most influencing Purkinje unit modal, simple spike firing, the fine distal
branchlets where parallel fibers synapse. There is relative preservation at the site for
climbing fiber input, namely, the large primary dendrites and trunk.

Whether Purkinje neuron defoliation is the first stage of a process leading to cell
death or is concurrent with it cannot yet be stated, however, the two processes are sig-
nificantly correlated.'6 Moreover, the reactive gliosis that can be detected in the white
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matter of old rat cerebella'" seems likely to be related to Purkinje neuron atrophy'"
and death.''

Several issues will have to be addressed by a cytoarchitectural hypothesis of senes-
cent cerebellar change. These include the role of concurrent afferent degeneration and
the consideration of why some areas of the Purkinje cell dendritic arbor should be
more vulnerable than others. One possible answer for the latter is that the farther one
gets from somatic metabolic reserves (as in distal dendrite spines), the more precarious
survival becomes (an argument advanced by Scheibel and Scheibel).1' A second possi-
bility is that the bigger a neurite is, the more of it there is to lose and the longer it
will take to do so (i.e., primary dendrites could be degenerating along with more distal
elements, but the latter, being smaller, would disappear first). A third possibility con-
cerns the role of afferents. Our work," in addition to that of others,'0 suggests senes-
cent deterioration of parallel fibers, and this deafferentation could exacerbate the loss
of Purkinje unit spiny branchlets. An intriguing alternative is that glutamate/quino-
linic acid toxicity from parallel fiber input could cause the loss of Purkinje cell spiny
branchlets. Olney " and others4" " have put forward the notion that if glutamate reup-
take or catabolism fails as a means for glutamate synaptic inactivation, then a kainite-
like lesion of terminals might result. Striatal glutamate reuptake has already been shown
to be impaired in old rats"0 and a defect in glutamate catabolism is now knowsn to
exist in adult onset olivopontocerebellar degeneration."

In light of our hypothesis of cerebellar aging, the work of Coleman and his associ-
ates" must also be considered. Morphologic research by this group (in contrast to our
results and those of Mervis," "' Scheibel and Scheibel,' " " and others) is widely per-
ceived as demonstrating age-related dendritic growth rather than atrophy. It is seldom
appreciated that Coleman and his co-workers actually showea both dendritic growth
and dendritic atrophy during senescence, leading them to con~lude: "When consid-
ered together, data from qualitative and quantitative studies of G lgi material suggest
that there are two populations of neurons in the aging mammalian brain. One is un-
dergoing dendritic atrophy, probably as a prelude to neuronal loss through cell death.
The other is undergoing dendritic growth."'" In an exhaustive review of this issue,
Mervis' comes to a nearly identical conclusion.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF
CEREBELLAR AGING RESEARCH

Heretofore, the technique of intracellularly staining a recorded neuron has been
used primarily to determine what kind of cell was recorded. However, because the
characteristic firing patterns of Purkinje units uniquely identify them at the time of
recording and their morphology has already been described in great detail, it becomes
possible in the cerebellum to extend intracellular staining techniques to a more specific
task -the correlation of neuronal cytoarchitecture with neuronal electrical activity.
Llinas and his colleagues, among others, have already begun such investigations. Such
an approach could have wide basic science significance because central nervous system
cytoarchitectural alterations are not limited to senescence: they may occur in learning
and memory," "' in recovery from central nervous system injury," "'0 and in other
phenomena. " I" Walker and his colleagues," " for example, present Golgi sections
of Purkinje cells from ethanol-naive and chronic-ethanol mice that are virtually indis-
tinguishable from those obtained in our studies of old rats.'" Interestingly, in two alcohol-
related studies in our laboratory,'' '" elect rophysiological changes in Purkinje cells after
chronic-ethanol treatment' 8 also bear clear parallels to those seen in aging."
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The senescent cytoarchitectural changes that we have hypothesized to be a primary
determinant of cerebellar aging are, moreover, not limited to cerebellar Purkinje cells.
Indeed, cortical pyramidal cells"7 and hippocampal pyramidal cells74 exhibit very similar
changes, including a particular vulnerability of dendrite spines. These and other shared
features of Purkinje and pyramidal cells (e.g., large size; lengthy axon; highly arbo-
rized dendrites; use of spines or thorns for certain synaptic contacts; exquisite sensi-
tivity to hypoxic, hyperthermic, and other insults; highest metabolic requirements in
brain) " may provide insights for a common cytoarchitectural basis of senescent neu-
ronal dysfunction. Lessons learned about mechanisms of senescence in the more easily
studied and better characterized cerebellum are likely to prove extendable to aging
processes in other brain structures underlying other geriatric disorders (e.g., the cortex
and dementia). For example, our laboratory, in collaboration with that of Gary Aston-
Jones, has recently demonstrated changes in conduction properties of cholinergic af-
ferents from the nucleus basalis to cortex (FIcURF 12) that are reminiscent of cere-
bellar parallel fiber alterations. "

Because the cerebellum lends itself so well to systems analysis, it could also have
utility for the evaluation of aging therapies. Presently, there are no useful, comprehen-
sive protocols for screening putative "antigeriatric" compounds. Several such compounds
(e.g., Hydergine) are now being marketed despite a paucity of information about their
mechanism of action or their efficacy in treating neurologic problems of the elderly?+
Centrophenoxine, for instance, reportedly reduces CNS lipofuscin in guinea pigs,"
but it remains unclear whether such an action is therapeutic or worthless..2 .. .. Similar
statements could probably be made about all of the present antigeriatric compounds
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because clear cellular endpoints do not presently exist against wkhich they can be tested.
With further refinement, the cerebellum could become a practical model with both
cellular and behavioral endpoints for testing or screening so-called "anti-aging" com-
pounds.

Finally, cerebellar senescence is not without clinical correlates."-"... As Bon-
dareff has put it: "It is tempting to speculate that abnormalities of coordination and
gait, well known in older persons, might relate to a similar loss of cerebellar circuitry."47

Infirmities of gait and station are, in fact, one of the most common repercussions of
cerebellar lesions;' " they are estimated to occur to a disabling extent in at least 15(r'0
of the aged population, even in the absence of Parkinson's disease."

In addition to the direct clinical correlates of cerebellar senescence, indirect rela-
tionships with disorders of other motor centers may exist. For example, adult onset
olivopontocerebellar degeneration was originally discovered serendipitously in patients
initially examined because of progressive extrapyramidal syndromes."' Klawans "' has
pointed out that "supranuclear palsy and olivopontocerebellar degeneration frequently
include among their manifestations signs and symptoms which are considered to be
part of the usual spectrum of Parkinsonism." Moreover, in their olivopontocerebellar
cases, Critchley and Greenfield"4 have noted a "tendency towards dcgcneration of other
nuclei and fibre tracts subserving movement, but not directly concerned with the cere-
bellum."

Abnormalities of cognition, especially those related to senescence, also appear to
co-occur with adult onset olivopontocerebellar disorders. For example, Hutton el al."I
observe a highly significant correlation between visual tracking disability (a cerebellar
test) and the severity of cognitive dysfunction in Alzheimer s disease. According to
a survey by Heshe," 6507 of patients suffering spinocerebellar and "pure" cerebellar
degeneration are also diagnosed as demented. Both a clinical study using CT scans "'
and a morphological survey of the Yakolev Collection' report a sut prising but signifi-
cant incidence of cerebellar vermis atrophy in previously diagnosed schizophrenics.
Although it is true that the cerebellar vermis is linked automatically and physiologi-
cally with areas of the limbic forebrain previously implicated in cognitive disorders,'"..
few would take seriously a direct role of the cerebellum in such diseases (however, see
reference 101). What these data do reasonably and importantly suggest is that mecha-
nisms of brain senescence and dysfunction may not always be restricted to just one
neural circuit nor even to one brain region. Thus, cerebellar aging studies may provide
information relevant not only to specific geriatric motor infirmities, but also to mech-
anisms of senescence in other senile disorders, particularly Parkinson's disease and
senile dementia.

With regard to age-related motor dysfunction, it cannot be emphasized enough
that efferents from the cerebellum provide highly processed information both to the
motor cortex and to the basal ganglia.' ' " Thus, even if cerebellar changes do not
play a primary role in senescent motor dysfunction, they are in a position to exacer-
bate age-related disorders of pyramidal and extrapyramidal centers.
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INTRODUCTION

The elucidation of age-related alterations in central nervous system function is a
necessary prerequisite to understanding the causes of behavioral deficits in the elderly.
A good strategy 1,", identifying such changes, as well as their functional consequences,
is to look for them in specific, well-characterized neuronal systems. Ih is well known
that central catecholamine pathways are altered during aging. Several areas of the cen-
tral nervous system (CNS) demonstrate decreases in catecholamine turnover' and tyro-
sine hydroxylase activity in aging.2 Reductions in beta-adrenergic receptor numbers
have been described.34 Moreover, decreases in catecholamine-stimulated adenylate
cyclase and cyclic nucleotide accumulation' in old animals have been reported.

We have examined the functional consequences of alteration in the central norad-
renergic system during aging using the cerebellum as a model. ' The inhibitory
noradrenergic input from the locus coeruleus to the cerebellum has been extensively
studied in terms of its anatomy, physiology, and pharmacology, '" " Noradrenergic fibers
arising from the pontine nucleus locus coeruleus (LC) ascend through the superior
cerebellar peduncle to synapse on cerebellar Purkinje neurons. Activation of this input
inhibits spontaneous discharge of the cerebellar Purkinje neurons via a cyclic-AMP-de-
pendent process.'I

The interaction of norepinephrine (NE) with cerebellar neuronal circuitry has been
shown to be more complex than a simple effect on spontaneous discharge.'2 " NE is
thought to have neuromodulatory actions because it preferentially decreases sponta-
neous discharge while leaving evoked activity relatively intact. Cerebellar Purkinje
neurons receive two major afferent connections, in addition to a smaller noradrenergic
input from the ILC. The first one is the excitatory climbing fiber input from the in-
ferior olive; this produces characteristic complex discharges in Purkinje neurons.'' The

, I his work 'as ,upportcd by t1SF'HS Grant No,,. A(;-04418 and NS-09199 and b\ the Vet-

cran, Admintra on Medical Retarch Ser\icc.
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mossy fiber input (via a granule cell interneuron) provides the other major excitaiorN
afferent; it produces only simple spike discharges in Purkinje neurons.'" The granule
cell parallel fibers synapse on basket and stellate cells in addition to the Purkinje cells.
Activation of this intrinsic pathway inhibits Purkinje cell discharge in a row or beam
adjacent to the Purkinje cell that is being excited by the parallel fiber.

The effect of NE on Purkinje cell responses to electrical activation of these con-
nections has been studied in our laboratory using computer-generated peristimulus
time histograms (PSTHs) of evoked neuronal discharge. Local application of NE in
young animals preferentially inhibits spontaneous activity over simple or complex spike
excitations induced by stimulation of mossy or climbing fiber afferents. Moreover,
NE augments evoked inhibition to a greater extent than it inhibits spontaneous ac-
tivity. These differential effects of NE on spontaneous and evoked activity-either
excitatory or inhibitory -suggest a significant functional role for NE in the operation
of cerebellar circuitries. A large body of evidence links cerebellar function with motor
coordination and motor learning. More recently, a specific involvement of cerebellar
NE in motor learning has been described.

The central noradrenergic system is also thought to be involved in the mechanism
of action of some tricyclic antidepressant drugs (such as desipramine). Depression is
a major problem among the aged population and it affects approximately 13 million
elderly individuals. Although the cerebellar cortex may not be a critical area for the
action of antidepressant drugs, it provides a good system in which to investigate the
possibility of altered noradrenergic function as the basis for age-related difference-
in the efficacy of antidepressant agents.

METHODS

Young (3-6 month) and old (18-26 month) male Fischer 344 rats were obtained
from the National Institute on Aging contract colonies maintained by Charles River
or Harlan Laboratories. In addition, 18- to 26-month-old Sprague-Dawley rats were
obtained from Zivic-Miller.

Rats were anesthetized with urethane (0.75-1.5 g/kg), intubated. and allowed to
breathe spontaneously. Body temperature was maintained at 37 'C with a heating pad.
The animal was placed in a stereotaxic frame and the skin and muscle over the posterior
cerebellar vermis were excised. After cisternal drainage, the skull and dora over this
region were removed; then, the brain surface was covered with warm 207 agar in saline.
Recordings were made from Purkinje cells in the vermis, lobule VI, and lobule V11.
Cells were identified by anatomical location and by their characteristic discharge of
simple and complex spikes."

The activity of single Purkinje neurons were recorded using glass micropipettes
filled with 5 M NaCI (resistance of 1-3 megohms). A-'tion potentials wcre displayed
on an oscilloscope and were separated from background activit> using a window dis-
criminator. The output of the discriminator was integrated over one-second intervals
and was displayed as a firing rate using a chart recorder. The output of the window%
discriminator was also led to a microcomputer for construction of peristim-lt, time
hstograms or interspike interval histograms.

For all experiments in which spontaneous firing rates were determined, single-barrel
glass electrodes were used for recording. The mean firing rate of 10 cells was deter-
mined from their interspike interval histograms. In somec cases, propranolol wAas ad-
ministered intraperitoneally (5 mg/kg), and Y) minutes later, another 10 Purksinje
neurons were sampled.
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Norepinephrine (2 x 10-1 M) was locally applied from one barrel of a multibar-
reled micropipette using pressure microejection. The pressure applications, ranging
from I to 35 pounds per square inch (psi), were controlled by a Medical Systems Cor-
poration pneumatic pump that regulated the magnitude of pressure delivered and the
timing of the pressure pulse. Pressure ejection from glass micropipettes has been reported
to release the drug in an amount linearly related to pressure and time. " For each cell,
the drug was tested at least twice at each dose with consistent effects required. Data
from cells that showed a decrease in the action potential amplitude during drug re-
sponse or that did not show recovery after cessation of drug application were discarded.
A schematic of the recording setup is illustrated in FiGURE 1.

Changes in spontaneous and evoked activity were determined by comparing iden-
tical portions of histograms computed during control and drug periods. Cell discharge
rate was computed for each evoked and spontaneous period by dividing the number
of spikes within the period by the number of sweeps multiplied by the length of that
period. The difference in firing rate between control and drug periods was expressed
as a percentage inhibition or excitation." "-

Afferents to the Purkinje cells were electrically activated using monophasic 0.05-ms
to 0.1-ms square wave pulses of I to 80 V. The sensorimotor cortex was stimulated
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FIGURE I. Diagrammatic representation of the recording facility used for the experiments reported
here. Rats were prepared for electrophysiological recording of cerebellar Purkinje neurons. Depicted
in the diagram of the rat brain is the noradrenergic innervation to the cerebellum from the nu-
cleus locus coeruleus; note that this nucleus is the source of noradrenergic innervation for most
of the neuraxis. A glass micropipette was used to record the etracellular action potentials of
cerebellar Purkinje neurons, as well as to apply drugs locally by pressure microejection. The signal
recorded via the electrode was amplified and viewed on an oscilloscope. Single neurons were dis-
criminated from background as shown on the top right side of the figure. Any action potential
passing above thle line was converted to a five-volt pulse and then led either to a rate-neter for
illustration as a strip-chart recording or to a computer for compilation of interspike interval histo-
grams, or peristimulus time histograms.
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using an array of concentric bipolar electrodes. Parallel fibers were stimulated using
bipolar electrodes -made from two twisted wires with a tip separation of 0.1 mm -
placed on the surface of the cerebellum. The inferior olive was stimulated with a single
concentric bipolar electrode placed contralateral to the recording site. All stimulating
electrode placements were verified histologically.

Desipramine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg/day) was administered via subcutaneous Alzet
osmotic pumps (model 2ML4) for a period of three weeks. At the end of the experi-
ment, the cerebellum was rapidly removed and frozen at - 70 'C for analysis of desipra-
mine."I After addition of a known amount of imipramine, which was used as an in-
ternal standard, brain samples were sonicated. Then, the homogenate was made basic
with NaOH and extracted three times with hexane. The hexane was evaporated under
a stream of nitrogen and the residue was resuspended in 0.1 N HCI. Levels of desipra-
mine and imipramine were finally determined by the National Psychopharmacolog-
ical Laboratory (Knoxville, Tennessee) using gas chromatography with electron cap-
ture detection.

A group of rats also received intracisternal 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA, 200 pg
in 50 4iL saline with I mg/mL ascorbate, repeated after 48 hours) one week prior to
implantation of the osmotic pump containing desipramine. Six 3-month-old rats were
treated with DSP4 [N-(2-chloroethyl)-N-ethyl-2-bromobenzylamine; 50 mg/kg, i.p.]
to deplete the central stores of NE.'' '" Animals were used for experimentation one
to two weeks after treatment.

RESULTS

Effects of XE on Spontaneous Discharge

The electrophysiological response of cerebellar Purkinje neurons to drugs applied
locally by pressure microejection was assessed in Fischer 34,1 rats at 3-6, 18-20, and

NE
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F IGUIRE 2. Ratemeter recordings showing three cerebellar Purkinje neuron responses to local
application of NE. Several doses of drug were tested to determine a dose hat produced a 50"
decrease in Purkinje cell firing rate. In sonic cases, Purkinje neurons from old animals did ntrt
respond to locally applied drugs, even at doses as high as 10W() ps,-second', ( ). Purkin c tieurrtsr
illustrated are from Fischer 344 rats: (A) 3 months old; It) and (() IS iotiths old Bar, aboc
the trace indicate the dose of drug in psi-seconds; the number belos the bar indicate, tite peree
depression of firing rate. ( 'alibration bars: sertical 3) spikes second hotli/oital 20 s:c-olds.
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FIG( LRE 3. Cumulative dose response cures of cerebellar Purkinic cell response, to local ap-
plication of NE in Fischer 344 rats. D)ose response cures, front 18-20- and 24-26-ntonth-old
rats differed significantly from the 3-month-old rats (p < 0.02: Koltnoeoro,-Stirno, Ntatstic).
The number of cells represented is % 20(3 month),., 21 (18-20month), and N 31(24-26
uonth).

24-26 months of age. Local application of NE to the Purkinje cells tesulted in a depres-
sion of the spontaneous discharge rate. For each neuron tested, the dose of NE (in
psi-seconds) that produced an approximately 50% inhibition in discharge rate was de-
termined (see FIGURE 2). These values were used to construct a cumulative dose re-
sponse curve for the entire population of cells.

The cumulative dose response curve to NE in 3-montlt-old Fischer 344 rats shos s
the majority of Purkinje cells responding to IoNN doses of NE betvkeen I and 20 psi-
seconds (Fi(;URE 3). In contrast, a muchsmnaller percentage of cells in 18-20- and 24-26-
month-old F344 rats responded to low doses of NE. Higher doses were needed to pro-
duce a response in the 18-20- and 24-26-month-old rats: in these animals, approxi-
mately 70% of Purkinje cells did not respond to NE at doses tip to 100) psi-seconds
(FIGURE 3). Mean firing rates of Purkinje neurons from F344 rats of different ages.
determined using single-barrel electrodes, were as follows: 27.24 - 1.7 (N= 16, 3
month). 26.11 t 2.2 (N = 16, 18-20 month), and 20.76 t 2.1 IN - 16, 24-26 month).
Similar results were observed in rats of the Sprague-Dawley strain: for these animals,
Purkinje cell spontaneous discharge rates were: 26.7 ± 1.0 (N = 30. 3 month). 29.16
± 1.3 (N = 35, 18-20 month), and 20.65 ± 1.1 spikes/second (N 27, 24-26 month).
These results are consistent with previous works." '" The 24-26-month-old groups had
significantly lower firing rates than the 3-month-old groups in both rat strains (p) <
0.01; two-tailed Student's I test).

The responsiveness of Purkinje cells to phencyclidinc (PCP). an indirect noradren-
ergic agonist, was also tested in F344 rats (FiGtR 4). As sas seen with NL, hieher
doses of PCP were necessary to elicit a response in the older age groups: itt addition.
more neurons remained unresponsive even at high ejection pressures.

The responsiveness to locally applied norepinephrine and PCP as also tested in
Sprague-Dawley rats of different ages. As was seen with the F344 strain, the respon-
siveness to both NE and PCP was significantly diminished in the 18-20- and 24-26-
month-old animals.
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FIGURE 4. Cumulative dose response curves of cerebellar Purkinje neuron responses to ',-.al
application of PCP in Fischer 344 rats. Dose response curves from older groups differed from
the 3-month-old animals (p < 0.01; Kolmoooro\-Smirno% stahistic). the number of cells repre-
sented is N = 23 (3 month), V - 19 (18-20 month), and N 31 (24-26 month).

Effects of NE on Evoked Activity

The modulatory effects of NE on primary cerebellar afferent pathways were inves-
tigated in young (3-6 month) and old (18-20 month) Fischer 344 rats. For these experi-
ments, NE was applied continuously during the collection of data for the drug PSTHs.

Inhibition

Basket-stellate cell inhibitions of Purkinje cell activity, elicited by stimulation of
parallel fibers, were studied in the two age groups. The inhibitory pause elicited by
parallel fiber stimulation was similar: 24.2 ± 2.7 versus 22.4 ± 2.0 ms for the 3- and
18-20-month-old rats, respectively. However, the stimtlation voltage necessary to elicit
an inhibition of similar magnitude was significantly greater in old animals (37.7 ±
3.6 versus 50.6 + 3.9 V, p < 0.02, two-tailed Student's t test). Similar changes are seen
in young adult rats that have been treated with DSP4 to deplete central noradrenergic
stores. In DSP4-treated animals, a stimulation voltage of 50.6 - 4.9 V ssas needed
to elicit inhibitory pauses of similar magnitude and duration.

The modulatory actions of NE on evoked inhibitions in 3-6-month-old rats is il-
lustrated in FIGURE 5. In FIGURE 5A, during NE application, it can be seen that the
evoked inhibition (solid bar underneath the histogram) is greatly enhanced. The spon-
taneous activity at this same time (broken bar beneath the histogram) is decreased
by only 11%. Therefore, the evoked inhibition is augmented with respect to the sponta-
neous discharge of the Purkinje cell. In FIGURE 5B, the results from all the cells tested
in young animals are shown. An NE-induced increment in evoked inhibition versus
spontaneous activity is clearly seen insofar as all points but one fall above the 45 - line.

In sharp contrast, the administration of NE to Purkinje cells from 18-20-month-
old rats elicited a greater effect on spontaneous firing than on evoked inhibition. As
shown in FGURE 6, the majority of cells fall belos the 45' line, thus indicating that
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FIGURE5. Effect of NE on basket-stellate cell inhibitions on Purkinje cells trom 3-month-old
rats. (A) PSTHs from a single cerebellar Purkinje cell (1) before, (2) during, and (3) after local
application of NE. In this and all subsequent histograms, the period of evoked activit\ is indi-
cated by the solid bar underneath the histogram; the period of spontaneous activity used for
analysis is indicated by the broken bar inder the histogram. These periods of activity wsere used
to calculate the percent changes in evoked sersus spontaneous actiity during NE application.
The stimulus was observed at the point indicated by the arrow' on loves PSTH. (B) Each point
on the graph indicates a single neuron. The neuron in (A) is indicated b an arro,. The x-amis
represents the percent decrease (DEC) in spontaneous activit, induced by NE. They -axis represent,
the percent augmentation (INC) by NE of the evoked inhibition.

the NE decreased spontaneous activity to a greater extent than it augmented the evoked
inhibition in the old rats. The two age groups were significantly different with respect
to the effects of NE on evoked inhibitions versus spontaneous activ ity (p < (.01; Mann-
Whitney U test).

E citation

Simple and complex spike excitations were elicited by stimultiionl of either the par-
allel fiber or climbing fiber afferents to the Purkinje neurons. A difference between
the old and young animals was observed in the percentage of neurons in which evoked
climbing fiber excitation was found. In the young rats, all of the neurons examined
responded to inferior olivary stimulation; in contrast, only 54% (14 of 26) of the Pur-
kinje neurons demonstrated an evoked complex spike after olivary stimulation in the
18-20-month-old rats.

The effect of NE on simple and complex spike excitations was studied in 3-6- and
18-20-month-old F344 rats. The cell illustrated in Ft(;URE 7A w-as driven by parallel
fiber stimulation in a young F344 rat. When NE was applied locally from the micro-
pipette throughout the stimulation period, the spontaneous activity, as measured from
the latter part of the PSTH (dash. I line under the histogram), was decreased by 53O'o.
At the same time, the evoked excitation (indicated by the solid bar Ltnder the histo-
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IGURE' 7. E::ffect of NE on afferent excitations of cerebellai Pin k inle neuron, tfrom 3-mom h

old rats. (A) Peristimlulls time histograms (1) before, 121 during, and 13) after local application
of NE to a single cerebellar Purkinje cell. (B) Each point on the graph reprCsentt a single Pur-
kinje neuron. The point indicated by the arrow is the Purkinje cell illustrated in .Ai. Vhe rami

represents the percent decrease (DEC) it spontaneous activity during NI- application and the
y-axis represents the percent decrease (DEC) in excitations e,,ked by clittmbing fibers, moss , iber,
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gram) in this cell was decreased by only 11%. Hence, there was a differential effect
of NE on spontaneous versus evoked Purkinje cell firing. As shown in FIG'RE- 7B,
all cells from the 3-6-month-old animals were below the 450 line. Thus, they manifested
a greater NE-induced depression in spontaneous activity versus evoked excitations.
In fact, in 30% of the neurons, there was an absolute augmentation of the evoked
excitation during an application of NE that decreased spontaneous activity.

In contrast, the 18-20-month-old rats did not manifest the same differential effect
on evoked versus spontaneous activity as was observed in the 3-month-old animals.
In fact, there was a tendency towards the opposite effect, that is, a greater effect of
NE on the evoked excitations rather than spontaneous activity (FIGURE 8). When com-
paring the noradrenergic modulation of hese responses in the two age groups, a sig-
nificant difference was observed (p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test).

The ability of NE to modulate climbing fiber afferent excitation evoked by stimu-
lation of the inferior olive in young F344 rats is summarized in FIGURE 9A; in this
figure, the percent inhibition of spontaneous discharge rate during NE application
is plotted with respect to the percent change in the evoked excitation induced by this
agent. The solid line indicates the hypothetical distribution if each parameter would
be equally affected by NE. Twelve of the 13 cells lie below the line, thereby indicating
a differential effect. In fact, 5 of the 13 neurons lie below the abscissa, thus showing
an absolute augmentation of the excitatory response during an application of NE that
decreased spontaneous activity. Therefore, in young animals, NE clearly increased the
evoked climbing fiber response with respect to the background spontaneous activity.

The actions of NE on climbing fiber excitations are also altered in senescent F344
rats. The results for all neurons tested are summarized in FtGURE 10A. Four of the
14 cells lie above the solid line. An additional 6 Purkinje neurons fall below, but they
are actually very close to this line, thus suggesting a modest modulatory action at best.
In only one case was the excitation unequivocally augmented in the senescent rats.
The difference between young and old rats was significant (p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney
U test).

A striking feature of the interaction of NE with evoked climbing fiber excitations
in young rats is the observation of an increased tendency for the complex spike to
include more full-sized action potentials during drug application. FIGURE 9B illustrates
that the probability of observing a complex spike in the control condition with only
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FIGURE 9. Effect of NE on climbing fiber evoked excitations of' cerebellar Purkinje neurons
.front 3-6-month-old rats. (A) Each point on the graph indicates one Purkinje neuron. The %-axis
represents the percent decrease in spontaneous discharge during NF application v ith respect to
a control period prior to NE application. Fhe .y-axis represents the percent decreas e in the climbing
fiber cvoked excitations during NE application; negative numbers represent an absolute aug-
mentation of the response during NE application. Data from fibe rats are shown. (B) A bar graph
demonstrating the number of' fu_!l-sized action potentials occurring in climbing fiber bursts as
a result of inferior olive stimulation. Each indiv1ldual evoked response "as evaluated for the numi-
ber of full-sized action potentials elicited per stimulus. The data are represented a,, the percent
of the total number of stimulation trials for the individual cell during the control period and
during local application of NE. Examples of individual responses are inset above the bar Praph,
brackets above the trace indicate the climbing fiber complex spike. Before NE application. the
evoked response consists of a single full-sized spike followed by action potentials of reduced
amplitude: during NE application, the response shifts to full-sized action potentials. 1-he data
represent four cells from one rat.

a single full-sized action potential is much greater than the chance of seeing complex
spikes with either two or three full-sized action potentials. None of the control cells,
though, demonstrated four full-sized action potentials. However, during local appli-
cation of NE, the probability of a complex spike containing multiple full-sized spikes
increased. In fact, about 15%~ of the evoked climbing fiber discharge,, consisted of'
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four full-sized spikes. The oscilloscope tracing inserts in FIGURE 9B illustrate this finding.
The tracing before norepinephrine shows a typical complex spike kAith one full-siued
action potential that is followed by a series of action potentials with decreasing ampli-
tude. When NE is locally applied to this same neuron, the evoked complex spike con-
sisted of four full-sized spikes. The neuron then recovered to control values after the
application of NE was terminated.

The number of full-sized action potentials per stimulus (ssith and withot NF)
was also altered in the old rats when compared to the young rats (FIGURE lOB). In
control recordings prior to NL., there was a 10% chance of ,ero spikes and none of
the cells examined fired as ,caty as three full-sized spikes; hoinever, in the young animals,
5% ot the evoked complex spikes contained three full-sized action potentials (this differ-
ence was significant at p < 0.05 using a chi-square analysis). Furthermore, a signifi-
cant difference was noted in the effect of local application of NE on the number of
full-sized spikes, Compared to young rats, there was an increase in the probability of
zero evoked activity and there was no significant tendency to),kards complex spikes
with more full-sized spikes (p < 0.001, chi-square analysis). This phenomeno,t is also
illustrated by the oscilloscope tracing insert 'n FIGURE JOB; during application of NE.
'lhe complex spike is basically unaltered from that seen in the control period.
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Actions of IDesipramnine

The effects of chronic administration of desipramine (DM1I; 10 niug kL for 21 days),
a t. icyclik antidepressant that blocks thle reuptake of NF, oil spontanleous Purkinje
cell dis-harge was examined in young and old F-344 rats, In yotung rats. chronic ad-
ministration of DN11 decreased .'pontanleous discharge rates ,EcL RF 11). Phiarmaco-
logical manipulation of the noradrenergic system of young rats was used in anl attemipt
to assess the relative importance of endogenous NE in the mnechantismj of l),\I's action
on spowianeous discharge. After propraniolol (tile beta-adlrenergic antagonist) ssas ad-
ministered (5 Ing/kg, i.p.). the firing rate returned to control lesel. thlerebs suggesting
an involvement of NE in the mediation of the decreased firing rate. In addition. Woung
animals were treated with 6-01-IDA. a noradrenergic neurotoxin., prior to treatmlent
with desipramine and did not demonstrate the DMN1-induced redci~,tionl in spontaneous
firing rate that was apparent in animals with intact noradrenereic inners.ation oi the
cerebellutm. The mean firing rates were 31.42 t 0.8 t.\ 1 2) n 6-01-DA pretreated
rats versus 30.83 + 0.8 (.N - 40) iti rats pretreated with 6-011flM follossed b\ D)MlI
administration. Taken together, these experiments e.stablish that thle presence itt an
intact noradrenergic in put to the cerebellum in yoting rats is, necessary for thle deselop-
ment of the decreased firing rate associated .%ith chronic DNII treatment.

We had previously shown that the cerebellar cortex of old ras demnonstratetd a sUb-
sensitivity to NE and a reduction of noradrenergic modulatory effects. Thle consequetnces
of chronic DM1 treatment wvere next examined in 18-20- and 26-28-monthi-old 1-344
rats. The results of the work are summl~larized in 1-ic Ri IL. Follo k ing 21 days, oft DM I
administration, there 'was a 22111 decrease in firinga late Of I ~trkirie cells in the 3-6-
month-old rats. After thiesaine treatment in tte old rat', no change in thle sponltaneous'
firinu rate svas observed. This effect of age on the re'ponse to chronic admintistrat ion
of' DM1 sas significant (p < 0.0s: ANO0VA' . Nioreoser, t fcil 20 and 26 -~-u
old control rats failed to respond to parenterallv administered propratolol (5 mgt!k
ip.). in voting control rats. thIiis dose of propranolol increased :cll IfirtiL rates Iy 1'
Itovsseer, in the older groups. propranolol had nto effect (tTAsot

One possible explanation for thle difference in effects of DMtI it \oungl s ersis Old
rats is phartnacokinetic. InI soting rats, though, cerebellar l)\lI level, sset e meas Uted
to be 3.61 I.0 ne1 itng (N \ v. .c.,, :onccn*,riiion ot'.5 1.4 tt togII L
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TABLE 1. Effect of Propranolol on Cerebellar Purkinje Neuron Spontaneots Dis-
charge

Control After Propranolo)
Age Mean ± SEM (N) Mean ± SEM (N)

3-6 26.03 + 0.8 (30) 29.8 ± 1.3 (31)'
18-20 25.3 ± 0.9 (41) 26.0 ± 0.9 (40)
24-26 21.5 ± 0.8 (41) 21.5 ± 1.0 (37)

a p < 0.01.

= 7) DMI were measurable in the old rats. Thus, DMI levels were actually greater
in older animals despite the reduced effect of this drug on Purkinje cell discharge rate.

DISCUSSION

These experiments have demonstrated an age-associated decrease in the postsynaptic
sensitivity of cerebellar Purkinje neurons to NE. The age-related noradrenergic sub-
sensitivity was apparent using drugs that either modulated the extracellular cells of
endogenous NE or that directly activated the postsynaptic receptor: PCP and NE,
respectively. When the responses to these two drugs were examined within a strain,
no differences could be seen. This decreased postsynaptic sensitivity of neurons to
NE is probably a meaningful physiological change and it accounts for markedly de-
creased adrenergic neurotransmission in older animals.

The electrophysiological experiments described here do not delineate a specific mech-
anism of postsynaptic subsensitivity, such as a change in receptor type or number,
or an alteration in transduction. Indeed, transduction mechanisms such as the activa-
tion of adenylate cyclase or the cyclic-AMP induction of protein kinase are known
to be altered in the aged animal.5 ' Moreover, the above experiments do not exclude
possible changes in presynaptic function; further investigation is needed to assess the
integrity of the noradrenergic afferents to the cerebellum.

The study of inbred rat strains is helpful when comparing responses in different
age groups because it reduces one possible source of error, namely, genetic variability.
The use of inbred strains, though, may also bias one's findings because the inbreeding
process may select for a trait not commonly seen in a genetically heterogeneous popu-
lation. Thus, two strains of rats were used here. Because similar findings of decreased
responsiveness to NE are observed in both the Sprague-Dawley and the Fischer 344
rats, we believe that it is unlikely to be a unique phenomenon resulting from the selec-
tive breeding process. Rather, we believe that it is a generalized property of aging in
these animals.

A second aspect of age-related changes in noradrenergic function addressed here
was the interaction of NE with noncatecholaminergic afferents to the Purkinje cells.
In young animals, NE enhances excitatory or inhibitory evoked responses of Purkinje
cells to a greater extent than it decreases spontaneous activity. Therefore, the action
of NE is more complex than a simple depression of spontaneous activity. In the older
F344 animals, this more complex modulatory action of NE was markedly reduced.
The observed changes in the interaction of NE with other cerebellar inputs may also
be of functional importance. It has been postulated that this differential effect of NE
increases the bias for evoked activity to be translated into a functional output of the
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cerebellar cortex.' 2
'' A change in this bias could have an effect on cerebellar informa-

tion processing and on subsequent motor regulation.
Age-related changes in cerebellar anatomy and physiology are well documented

in the literature. There is a loss in the number of cerebellar Purkinje neuron dendrites
and parallel fiber synapses.'" 20 Threshold currents needed to evoke parallel fiber volleys
and to drive single spikes in 24-26-month-old rats are significantly higher than for
5-7-month-old rats.2 In light of these changes, it is of interest that higher stimulation
voltages were necessary to induce similar parallel fiber basket-stellate cell-mediated
inhibitions in the older rats studied here. Rogers' has correlated changes in parallel
fiber synapses with the loss of Purkinje cell tertiary dendritic branches in a population
of slow, aberrantly firing Purkinje cells in 24-26-month-old rats. . ie present work,
however, was performed in 18-20-,nonth-old rats. At this age, the firing rates of Pur-
kinje neurons are normal, thus suggesting that this degeneratiun of parallel fiber syn-
apses has not occurred to a significant extent.

In the senescent rats studied here, there was only a 540'o probability that a given
Purkinje neuron would demonstrate a climbing fiber evoked excitation after stimula-
tion of the inferior olive. In contrast, 100%7 of the neurons from young rats demon-
strated such evoked activity. Moreover, even those neurons from senescent rats showing
climbing fiber responses manifested a 10076 probability of response failure after a given
stimulus. Because Glick and Bondareff' have shown that the number of synapses as-
sociated with Purkinje c,li apical dendrite proximal shafts does not change in 26-month-
old F344 rats, one would predict that the number of climbing fiber contacts remains
intact. Thus, an alteration in Purkinje cell responsiveness to olivary excitation needs
to be explained by a mechanism other than a simple loss of anatomical connections.
Another explanation for the decreased ability to evoke Purkinje cell parallel and climbing
fiber responses in 18-20-month-old animals is that the decreased modulator) efficacy
of endogenous noradrenergic inputs from locus coeruleus leads to a condition in wich
it is more difficult to elicit an evoked response. In young animals depleted of central
NE stores with DSP4, it was also more difficult to elicit parallel fiber responses.

The age-dependent decrease in the modulatory effect of NE that we have observed
may lead to changes in cerebellar information processing by decreasing the bias for
afferent inputs to be translated into a functional output. The cerebellum has been im-
plicated in the regulation of posture and movement,2' and in motor learning.24 " Using
6-OHDA-induced depletions, cerebellar NE has been shown to be important for learning
a novel locomotor task in rats."9 In addition, there is evidence from clectrophysiolog-
ical recordings in monkeys that an increased inferior olive-induced complex spike fre-
quency is associated with an acquisition of new motor tasks. 24 It has been shown that
elderly humans are impairc in the ability to acquire a novel motor task.' Although
one cannot causally relate changes in cerebellar function (as those observed here) to
behavioral changes, it is of interest that several correlational studies have supported
such a relationship."0 However, one must also keep in mind that other CNS areas and
monoamines have been implicated in age-related movement disorders. For instance.
psychomotor performance is improved in aged rats pretreated with haloperidol to up-
regulate striatal dopamine receptors, 2' while swimming behavior in aged rats is im-
proved following administration of apomorphine or L-dopa."

Another facet of cerebellar pharmacology that was examined here was the ability
of the tricyclic antidepressant, desipramine, to functionally alter noradrenergic trans-
mission in this structure. Chronic administration of DMI decreased the mean firing
rate of cerebellar Purkinje neurons in young animals. In contrast, there was no effect
of chronic administration of DMI in senescent rats. The level of DMI in the cerebella
of the older rats was significantly higher than that in the younger rats, which was con-
sistent with previous findings.' " In all probability, though, the increased level in old
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rats does not underlie the loss of efficacy of this drug. Administration of 20 mg/kg/day
DMI to young rats will produce an equivalent decrease in discharge rate, presumably
with a commensurately higher level of cerebellar DMI.

There is additional evidence for deficiencies in noradrenergic neurotransmission
with age. Other work has shown that the disruption of noradrenergic input to the cere-
bellar Purkinje neuron with reserpine or 6-OHDA does not alter the spontaneous di_-
charge rate in 15-24-month-old rats.'" In addition, intraperitoneal administration of
indirect NE agonists and antagonists fails to have the same effect on spontaneous Pur-
kinje cell firing in 12- to 20-month-old Sprague-Dawley rats as that observed in younger
animals.'" We have also demonstrated here that propranolol had no effect on the spon-
taneous discharge rate in the older control rats. It appears that Purkinje neurons of
senescent rats are insensitive to a number of different pharmacological manipulations
of noradrenergic transmission. Given this marked insensitivity, it appears that even
if DMI treatment was effective in the older rats at the presynaptic level, no postsynaptic
changes would be observed.

In conclusion, the data reported here demonstrate a significant effect of age on
the postsynaptic efficacy of NE on Purkinje ell discharge and on the ability of NE
to modulate afferent inputs to the cerebellum. Additionally, the action of the tricyclic
antidepressant desipramine, was reduced in senescent rats. The alterations demon-
strated here cot Id, in part, underlie changes in drug efficacy and motor programming
seen in senesce tce.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PA PER

1. ROGERS (Sun Health Corporation, Sun City, AZ): You talked mainly about post-
synaptic phenomena here and I think that there are a lot of investigations that suggest
that the noradrenergic content of cerebellum does not change with age in rodent models.
Are those fibers relevant in old age once you get to the point where the postsynaptic
mechanisms are simply not responding? If so, why do the fibers not just go away?

B. HOFFER (University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO): Let me
provide several answers to that. First of all, I would not dare say that any sort of cate-
cholamine presynaptic afferent mechanism is irrelevant. I might think that, but I would
not say it. Secondly, it is true that the levels of norepinephrine do not change and
this is something that we have confirmed in our own models. Therefore, my hypothesis
is that the lion's share of the kinds of changes we see are indeed postsynaptic. Ho%-
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ever, this is something that is probably somewhat species-specific because certain mouse
species lose locus coeruleus neurons, while certain rodent species do not. I might add
that in terms of this postsynaptic sensitivity, we have seen this in more than one species -
we have seen it in Sprague-Dawleys and in Fischers - but Sprague-Dawleys and Fischers
have very different age-related presynaptic noradrenergic changes.

G. KING: In your experiments, have you looked at the sort of dose response rela-
tionship of the anesthetic that you used on the noradrenergic response in your young
animals? Moreover, can that be involved in the age difference that you see?

HOFFER: To begin with, let me indicate that we are basically using animals for most
of these studies in the 18- to 20-month-old range. These are considerably younger than
the 24- to 26-month-old ones that J. Rogers uses. Furthermore, on the cells that most
of our data comes from, we do not see the cell population of slowly firing cells. We
do not have this phenomena that is seen in older animals that are exquisitely sensitive
to anesthetics. You have to give things in quarter doses and just hope that the bottom
does not fall out. Over a fairly wide range of anesthetic agents and anesthetic levels,
the noradrenergic suppression in young animals is fairly uniform. However, in old
animals, there is a good bit of variability. In general, though, our animals are at the
same levels itt terms of superfiJal signs of anesthesia, corneal reflex, pupil constric-
tion, etc. Therefore, I do not think that this would contribute much to the subsensitivity.

D. B. CALNE (University of British Co,'"-;ibia, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada): I would like to ask a question about the ci;nical correlation of your findings.
For the other syztems that either have been or will be discussed, we have well defined
clinical problems for striatal disease, we have Alzheimer's disease for cortical and basal
forebrain lesions, and we have motor neuron disease for the upper and lower motor
neuron. However, for the cerebellum, we do not really have a common disease of late
life that is particularly separated from the specific genetic disorders of cerebellar func-
tion of focal lesions such as tumors. It seems that there are two possible explanations,
but I would like to know whether you feel either of these is more likely than another.
One is that these findings are all above a threshold to produce neurological deficits
within a normal life span. The second one is that the neurologists are not good enough
at !ooking at cerebellar deficits and their neurological examinations fail to reveal any
cerebellar deficits. Is it just that we do not know how to examine?

ROGERS: Some of the latter things that you said are somewhat true. In particular,
it has been established in everything from honey bces to human beings that the most
reliable loss of neurons in brain with age is in the cerebellum; yet, when deficits are
seen in balance and coordination that are well known to occur with age, we still do
not have any cerebellar correlates of these motor dysfunctions. However, I know that
we have had them. What happens, though, is that we tend to want to make the cere-
bellar physical dysfunction out to be the same as the effect of the cerebellar stroke,
which does not necessarily need to be.

CALNE: However, even if you have an analogy of a more widespread degenerative
disease or a hereditary cerebellar degeneration, there are other signs that go with that
and yet we do not see them in the majority of old people.

ROGERS: There have been several clinical reports of deficits in eye tracking, for ex-
ample, with age. There is one specific cerebellar circuit that is just devoted to that
and we also have to remember that the cerebellum provides highly processed informa-
tion to the motor cortex and to the basal ganglia. Therefore, the wc!!-known deficits
that occur with age in the cerebellum could in fact be manifest as motor cortex or
striatal deficits because the striatum is not doing as well (this could be because it is
missing information that it should be getting from the cerebellum).

LAPP: Maybe the aging group is not the best group to look at the threshold effect
in cerebellar disease. There have been a number of studies looking at cerebellar at-
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rophy with falls and gait abnormalities that have not been able to show a deficit. How-
ever, in a number of studies looking at atrophic cerebellar diseases (comparing cere-
bellar atrophy on CT scan with clinical findings), there is a suggestion that the greater
the atrophy, the more developed the clinical syndrome.

P. LEWITT (Lafayette Clinic, Detroit, MI): I think there have been some children
born as cerebellar deficits who are coordinated, so that is another side issue. However,
let me ask this question. The Purkinje cell is among the most sensitive to oxygen depri-
vation and it is one of the first systems to actually go. The hippocampus is about the
same order as that with memoly as another vulnerable activity. Have you seen any
parallels or have you studied hypoxia as a way to create the equivalent or nonequiva-
lent of aging in the Purkinje cell?

ROGERS: I suggested that in a grant proposal once and it was not too popular. There-
fore, I concluded that there was not.

HOFFER: The problem, though, with that kind of an experiment is really a u'ci
nical one. Indeed, the Purkinje cells ai- so sensitive to hypoxia that if you make the
animal hypoxic at some point during the preparative procedure, you then get this very
bizarre abnormal firing. Thus, it becomes extremely difficult to test inputs because
the cells have this sort of cyclical waxing and waning of excitability that appears to
be totally indifferent to any inputs that you can muster. You really then cannot study
cells after they are significantly hypoxic because of this technical problem.

RoGERZ: I was thinking more of chronic exposure, and I think that any tissue that
undergoes as much change with aging as the cerebellum does and is so V ul:,,-rable might
be telling us a clue there.

LIPsITz: I find this reduced sensitivity to norepincpht in,¢ qdite interesting particu-
larly because it seems to be more systemic than just in the cerebellum- especially in
older humans, where there is a reduced sensitivity to norepinephrine in the heart and
in the vasculature. That may be due to some postreceptor defect and I wondered whether
the receptors in the Purkinje cells are looked at as we have looked at receptors else-
where. Could there be some uniformity of receptor problem or postreceptor problem
that ties all of this together?

P. BICKFORD-WINTER (UniversitY of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO):
People actually have looked at receptor numbers in the cerebellum. What is interesting
is that the absolute number of beta-receptors goes down, but the subtype that is thought
to be neuronal goes up. Maybe some type of intracellular mechanism is defective that
does not affect the actual receptor number, but maybe there is also another type of
mechanism that is defective that actually increases the number in a sort of compensa-
tory fashion.

ROGERS: You mean upregulation. There might be upregulating in a place where
there is no noradrenergic axon to terminate there. Still, for me, the bottom line is that
if you lose the dendrites where noradrenergic axons should terminate, then you sNill
lose the noradrenergic receptors there. You may get some compensation at another
point in the neuron, but it is not going to do you any good if it is way down where
the fibers do not normally go.

D. INGRAM (NIA, Baltimore, MD): I was intrigued by the _u, ielation, betwNeen the
individual performances and the cell counts. The data you showed were for rotorod
performance and your fine slides were on balance beam performance. Did you see
the same sort of correlations for the balance beam performance?

ROGERS: Yes, we did.
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INTRODUCTION

The parkinsonian syndrome includes disturbances of motor function such as
akinesia, bradykinesia, tremor and rigidity, disturbances of eye movements, and cog-
nitive impairment. It is difficult to understand how a relatively small and specific le-
sion of midbraiii dpamine neurons could produce such a diverse syndrome. Two re-
cent developments permit a reexamination of' this question: (I) the increased
understanding of the anatomical relations between the basal ganglia and the cerebral
cortex, and (2) the development of a suitable primate model of parkinsonism using
the neurotoxin MPTP. In recent years, a system of functionally segregated parallel
basal ganglia-thalamocortical circuits has been proposed.' In this scheme, the basal
ganglia and the related portions of the thalamus are viewed as components of larger
cortico-subcortical circuits whose ultimate influences are directed upon specific cor-
tical areas. It therefore follows that the functional contributions of the basal ganglia
must be considered in terms of their influences on these cortical areas. Moreover, dis-
turbances in basal ganglia function, as occur in neurological diseases such as RP ,-
kinson's disease, must result in part from abnormal cortical output. The recent devel-
opment of the MPTP model of Parkinson's disease has provided the opportunity to
study the changes in neuronal activity within the basal ganglia and to delineate further
the pathophysiologic basis of this disorder. In the following discussion, we will con-
sider the impairments in Parkinson's disease in light of this newly acquired data.

CIRCUITS

General Model

In the past, it generally was believed that the basal ganglia integrated inputs from
widespread cortical areas and funneled this information to the motor cortex via the
ventrolateral thalamus.2 In particular, the basal ganglia were believed to integrate input
from association cortices and derive a signal responsible for movement initiation that
was then directed to the motor cortex. Recent anatomical and physiological data have
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necessitated a revision of this scheme.' ' These data have suggested that the inputs
to the basal ganglia from the sensorimotor and association areas tend to remain ana-
tomically and functionally segregated throughout the basal ganglia-thalamocortical
circuitry. Five distinct basal ganglia-thalamocortical circuits have been proposed: the
motor oculomotor, dorsolateral prefrontal, orbitofrontal, and anterior cingulate cir-
cuits, as shown schematically in FIGURE 1. The specific details of each of these circuits
will be discussed briefly in the sections below. The anatomical and physiological evi-
dence for these circuits has been reviewed in detail previously.'

Each of the specific circuits appears to be organized in a similar fashion. In each,
the striatum receives multiple, overlapping inputs from several cortical areas. Striatal
projections are directed toward the internal pallidal segment (GPi) and the substantia
nigra pars reticulata (SNr), which project to a restricted portion of the thalamus. Each
circuit is partially closed by thalamic projections to one of the original cortical areas
supplying the striatal input. In a sense, the concept of funneling is retained because
a single cortical are- receivcs information deri%ed from the processing of inputs from
several cortical areas by the basal ganglia. The important difference, however, is that
the processing of sensorimotor, oculomotor, "association", and "limbic" inputs re-
mains segregated throtghout the basal ganglia.

DORSOLATERAL LATERAL ANTERIOR
MOTOR OCULOMOTOR PREFRONTAL ORBITOFRONTAL CINGULATE

CORTEX FEF DL- /1/ 710 ST- KE.S-

STRIATUU __W/ ' ZT

ITI

THALAARMEW 1. *E.

I J IL J

I(U RE I. Proposed basal ganglia -Ihaiamocortcal circuits. Parallel organi/ation of the fi'e
basal gangha-thalanocor Ical circuit,. |Each circuit engages specific regions of the cerebral cortex.
striatum, pallidum., substantia nigra, and thalamus. Abbore iaiions are as follo s- A(A: an-
terior cingulate area: APA: ar,:ate premotor area; (AMD: caudate-(b) bod,. (h) head: l)lC:
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; fC: cntorhinal cortex: FEF: frontal eye fields; GPi: internal seg-
ment of globus pallidus; H(': hippocampal cortex: IT.: inferior temporal gyrus: LOt: lateral
orbitofrontal cortex; MC: motor cortex; Mt)pl: medialis dorsalis pars paralamellaris: MDmc:
medialis dor.,alis pals magnocellutaris; MDpc: medialis dorsalis pars parvocellularis; PPC: posterior
parietal cortex; PUT: putamen: SC: somatosensory cortex; SMA: supplementary motor area:
SNr: substantia nigra pars reticulata; STG: superior temporal gyrus; VAmc: sentralis anterior
pars magnocellularis; VApc: ventralik anterior pars parvocellularis; VI m: ventralis lateralis pars
medialis; VLo: ventralis lateralis pars oralis; VP: %entral pallidum: VS: ventral striatum; cl:
caudolateral; cdm: caudal dorsomedial; dl: dorsolateral; I: lateral; Idm: lateral dorsomedia;: 1P:
medial; mdm: medial dorsomedial; pm: posteromedial; rd: rostrodorsal: rl: rostrolateral; rm: ros-
tromedial; vm: sentromedial; and vl: ventrolateral.
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Motor Circuit

The cortical areas from which the motor circuit originates include the motor, pre-

motor, supplementary motor, and somatosensory areas, as well as the superior pari-

etal lobule. Each cortical area projects upon the putamen, which is the principal stri-

atal component of the motor circuit. The portions of the putamen that receive these

sensorimotor inputs project to specific portions of the external (GPe) and internal

pallidal segments. The GPi efferents terminate primarily in the pars oralis portion of

the ventrolateral thalamus (VLo), which has been shown recently to project to the sup-

plementary motor area (SMA). By virtue of direct projections to the motor cortex
and the spinal cord, the SMA provides two parallel routes whereby the basal ganglia

can influence the segmental motor apparatus.
The motor circuit is somatotopically organized throughout due to topographically

organized projections linking the different structures, as shown in FIGURE 2. Cortico-
striatal fibers originating from cortical "leg" areas terminate in a dorsolateral portion
of the putamen, fibers from the "face" areas terminate in a ventromedial sector, and
fibers from "arm" areas terminate in a region that is in between. [he somatotopic or-

ganization of the putamen and pallidum has been confirmed in neurophysiological
studies. 6

Neurophysiologic studies of the basal ganglia have demonstrated that neurons within
the motor circuit are related to active or passive movements (or both) of specific body

parts.7  Parametric studies of active movements have revealed relations to movement

-C'

Cd

FIGURE 2. Somatotopic organiza-
tion of the "motor" circuit showing VL
the maintained somatotopy thiough- P.
out this pathway: Cd caudate; -

//
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direction, amplitude/velocity, and load. The directional componett appears relatisel.
independent of the pattern of muscle activity. Neurons ,sNithin the motor circuit lase
also been shown to be involved in the preparation for movement."" Neurons in the
putamen, globus pallidus, and SMA demonstrate instruction-dependent acti, it', during
the period before a movement is made, thus s, esting that this ma) be an importart
aspect of the functions of the motor circuit.

Oculomotor Circuit

Cortical inputs to the oculornoter circuit originate from the frontal eye fields (F El-.
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and the posterior parietal cortex. Fach of these cor-
tical areas projects to the central portion of the body of the caudate nucleus. ihi,
portion of the caudate projects to a caudal, dcasomedial portion of the GUi and to
the ventrolateral SNr. The magnocellular portion of the ventral anterior thalamus and
the paralamellar portion of the mediodorsal nucleus re,',e the output from this por-
tion of the SNr, and both thalamic areas project back to the -EF. In addition to the
cortical output of the oculomotor circuit, the SNr projects to the superior colliculus.
Hence, the oculomotor circuit may influence oculomotor functions through hoth cor-
tical and collicular mechanisms.

Neurons within the caudate and SNr have been shown to respond to N isual stimuli,
particularly in relation to saccade generation. " (audate and nigral neurons also dem-
onstrate responses preceding saccade generation. " In addition, nigral tieuron, dent-
onstrate memory-contingent saccade responses prior to saccades to a pres ousl, in-
structed area. '" ' The neuronal responses in the oculomotor circuit appear analogous
in many respects to the activity svithin the motor circuit related to pa,,,ic and actisc
movements and movement preparation.

"'Association" Circuits

Two distinct circuits centered in the prefrontal cortex can be distinguished anatotn-
ically and functionally. The dorsolateral prefrontal circuit originates in the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, the posterior parietal cortex, and the arcuatc prernotor area. These
projections terminate in the dorsolateral head of the caudate nucleus and throughout
a continuous rostrocaudal strip to the tail of the caudate. Rostral dorsolateral portions
of the caudate nucleus project to both the dorsomedial GPi and rostral SNr,. hich
project to the parvocellular portion of the ventral anterior and mediodorsal thalamic
nucici, respectively. Both oi these tha',nic nac!e! project to Ihe dorsolateral nret',mrital
cortex, thereby completing the circuit.

The orbitofrontal circuit originates in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and in the
superior and inferior temporal gyri. There projections are received in the sentromedial
caudate, which projects to the dorsomedial GPi and the rotromedial SNr. The SNr
projects to medial parts of the magnocellular portions of the ventral anterior and medio-
dorsal thalamic nuclei. Projections from these thalamic nuclei to the lateral orbitofrontal
cortex complete this circuit.

Considerable evidence has accumulated for a role of portions of the caudate tn.-
cleus and its efferent pathways in the mediation of behaviors other than simple motor.
It has been shown repeatedly that restricted bilateral lesions of the appropriate areas
of the caudate nucleus in the primate can produce an impairment of performance in
behavioral tasks (e.g., delayed response, delayed alternation, and object-rexersal tasks)
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similar to deficits seen after restricteJ lesions of correspoiding regions o! the rontal
cortex. The most distinct impairments have been observed in performance on dela.cd
alternation tasks after lesions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex or its projection
area in the head of the caudate nucleus (the anterodorsal portion) and in perfornancc
on object-reversal tasks after lesions of the orbitofrontal cortex or the ,entrolateral
portion of the caudate nucleus. These studies support the distitction of t ,o separate
association circuits.

Anterior Cingulate (ircuit

The '.entral striatuni (the striatal component of the cingulate circut) re.cei\. input,,
from a number of "limbic" structures including the hippocampus, am vgdala, and cn-
torhinal and perirhinal cortices. In addition to these structures, the anterior cingulate
cortex, the temporal lobe. and the medial orbitofrontal cortex also contribute to 1hC
circuit. The ventral striatum projects to the rostrodorsal SNr, the sentral faidum.
and the rostrodorsal GPi. Projections of the SNr and (1Pi to poterior and medial
portions of the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus and thalanocortical projection,, to l1C
anterior cingulate area complete the circuit.

The functions of the anterior cingukite circuit remain highl\ speculatise. 1he ilput
fron "limbic" areas may fakor a possible role in aspect, of notisation and drie. ()ne
issue of interest is hoss these "limbic" areas can influence the motor areas of the bra t.

The suggested parallel circuits provide no clear mechanism. This topic has been ad-
dressed by others" and will not be discussed further here.

APPLICATIONS TO PARKINSON'S IISEASE

In ihe following discussion, we will res iew% the actions of dopamine .ithin the t ri-
at uln aind brieflv discuss recent findings in the primate MPTP model of parkinuonim.
W e sill then discuss possible relationships of the proposed circuit,, to some of thc 1ir,
and s,,mptoms of parkinsonisin.

Action.s of Dopamnine

In recent years, the majority of studies (using both intracclular and extracellular
recordings) are consistent with the view that dopamine exerts a modulatory eftect b\
reducing the tonic activity of striatal neurons and decreasing the response of sriatal
neurons to cortical stimulation, peripheral stimulation, or glutamate a._,minm tration.
Intracellular recordings suggest that dopamine acts to reduce the amplitude of both
excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials produced by cortical stimulation or
iontophoresis of glutamate and GABA.2' Loss of the net inhibitory action of dopa-
mine should produce an increase in the tonic activity of striatal neurons and enhance
responsiveness to extrinsic inputs. These effects have been observed in several studies.'9 - 20

In addition, recordings from the globus pallidus, which receives the major output from
the striatum, have suggested that the st-r:'::,ai activity changes arc transmitted ito the
basal ganglia circuitry as pallidal activity is also altered under these conditions.2" "
These findings suggest that damage to the nigrostriatal dopatnine system, as occurs
in Parkinson's disease, may lead to altered tonic and phasic neuronal actiitv within
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the striatum and pallidumn and that these changes are transmitted to the cerebral cortc\
through the hasal gang-fia-thalamiocortical circuitry'.

Recent studies in the primate MPTP model of' park inson ismi support this hvpoth-
esis. Thus tar, nieurophysiological recording studies in these animials hasec focused on
the rilobus pallidus, which is the source of the major output frorn the basal ganglia,
In monkeys rendered parkinsonian with \IPIP. altered ionic and phasic activities have
been observed.2 2-1 In GPe, tonic activ its is decreased as determined by a shift in the
mean discharge rate of Cile neurons. Byv contrast, in G.Pj, mean tonic acti irt\ iK in-
creased as shown in [Ftcr;:RtE 3. The pattern of' neUronal discharge is also altered ss ith
a tendency for pronounced bursting, especially ss thin CiPi. In somc (iPi I.,Lronls. a
regular, repetitive bursting, pattern at about 12-li Fl/, has been observed. Similar chanc
in discharge pattern wkere previouslyr obsersed in animals with elect rolvtic lesions, of
the substantia nigra.2 1

Phasic activity has been examined in \IPTP-treated animals primlaril\ in response
to passiv e manipulations of' the limbs. These studies indicate that phasic response,
of pallidal neurons to nalurai stimuli are enhanced.2 5 17 With perturbation of'the limbh
by a torque pulse, it can be demonstrated that the pallidal respon~ses arre incrteaseCd itn

NORMAL

STAGE I

STAGE 1;

100 ffieC/dlv

FIGURE 3. Tonic activity of representative (-Pi neurons. The upper raster is the activity of a
normal (iPi neuron, while the lower four rasters show exaniples of rreuronal activity f'olloi rig
MPTP treatmient. Stage I is a period of seVCT, impairment, whereas stage I I represents, gradual
behavioral improvement and milder impairment. Note tlie increased dischiargc rate arid the pro-
niounced bursting observed following MPTP treatment. The second stage-[I neuron dcmriiosrrates
the dranmatic regrrlar bursting observed in some cells.
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magnitude and duration in the parkinsonian monkey.27 Responses to displacement of
the limb are also detectable in a larger percentage of pallidal neurons. Although phasic
activity during movement or in more complex tasks has not yet been studied in detail.
it seems likely that the responses of GP neurons during these tasks would also be en-
hanced. Together, these data suggest that there is increased tonic output from the basal
ganglia (GPi) in animals rendered parkinsonian with MPTP and that phasic signals
throughout the circuit have increased gain and decreased selectivity.

When considered in the context of the segregated circuit model, it is apparent that
these changes in neuronal activity within the basal ganglia might produce behavioral
effects through a number of mechanisms. First, the increase in tonic output from GPi
might result in corresponding changes in the tonic activity of the specific target nuclei
in the thalamus and cortex. Such changes in tonic activity at the cortical level might
directly produce behavioral changes. Altered tonic output from GPi might also dis-
rupt cortical processing by altering the responsiveness of the cortical ta. get areas. This
could occur even if the level of tonic activity of these areas was not obviously altered.
Altered phasic signals within the basal ganglia might disturb the normal processing
and integration of signals within the basal ganglia. The information conveyed by these
signals to the thalamus and cortex would be incorrect, thereby contributing to the
production of the abnormal behaviors.

It is conceivable that -ltered output from the basal ganglia may have effects on
cortical function and behavior that are largely independent of the normal functions
of the basal ganglia, Even the abnormal behaviors associated with abnormal phasic
activity in the basal ganglia may reflect the utilization and integratioh, of the abnormal
output by the cortex. Although Parkinson's disease has generally been considered pro-
totypical of basal ganglia dysfunction, these factors emphasize the point that the be-
havioral deficits observed in this disorder must largely reflect abnormal cortical func-
tion. As a result, it is difficult to infer basal ganglia functions solely on the basis of
observations of parkinsonian patients

The segregated circuit model predicts that the behavioral deficits of Parkinson's
disease should reflect abnormal processes in the SMA for the motor circuit, in the
frontal eye fields for the oculomotor circuit, and in the prefrontal cortex for the as-
sociation circuits. The variety of signs and symptoms of Parkinson's disease becomes
more easily understood when considered with this circuit model in mind. Motor symp-
toms, such as rigidity and bradykinesia, and perhaps akinesia, reflect disruption of
the motor circuit and the SMA. Similarly, oculomotor deficits reflect the oculomotor
circuit and FEF, and cognitive deficits reflect the association circuits and the prefrontal
cortex. Deficits referable to dysfunction of the anterior cingulate circuit are less cer-
tain. In the following discussion, we will briefly examine several signs and symptoms
of Parkinson's disease and relate these problems to possible dysfunction within spe-
cific segregated circuits.

Motor Symptoms

Rigidity

In Parkinson's disease, there are two related but dissociable di.orders of muscle
activity. First, there is an increase in the resting level of EMG activity with a corre-
sponding difficulty in achieving complete muscle relaxation. Second, there is increased
rcsistance to passive stretch of the muscle; this is clinically defined as rigidity. In recent
years, several studies have demonstrated abnormal long latency reflexes (LLR) in par-
kinsonian patients and this abnormality appears to contribute to rigidity.2" The LLR
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occurs approximately 40-100 ms following the passive stretch of a muscle and is dis-
tinguishable from the shorter latency spinal reflex. In normal individuals, the magni-
tude of the LI.R is dependent upon several factors, including instructions to respond
to the perturbation, stretch velocity, magnitude, and duration." 2 However, in parkin-
sonian subjects, the LLR appears relatively independent of instruction and is nearly
maximal at relatively small stretch parameters; hence, this indicates that the gain is
relatively fixed and abnormally high. 2

It is not knos,n with certainty whether the basal ganglia or the SMA normally
contribute to the production of long latency reflexes. Indeed, the transcortical nature
of the LLR remains an issue of some controversy. However, it has been shown that
motor cortical projection neurons respond appropriately to contribute to the produc-
tion of the LLR 3 and Lhat stimulation of the SMA can modulate the responses of
motor cortex neurons.14

The demonstration of enhanced responses to passive stretch in pallidal neurons
in the MPTP model of parkinsonism suggests several possible relations to LLR produc-
tion. It is possible that the abnormal phasic responses generated within the basal gan-
glia are responsible for the LLR production through the motor circuit projection to
the SMA. An alternative possibility is that the enhanced responses reflect abnormally
large inputs to the striatum from the motor or somatosensory cortices that are en-
gaged in the LLR production. In such a case, the abnormal responses may be due,
in part, to altered responsiveness at the cortical level resulting from the increased tonic
output from GPi.

It is possible that the increase in resting EMG activity may be due to the increased
tonic output from GPi; this presumably occurs by altering tonic activity in the thal-
amus and SMA. Altered tonic activity in the SMA might produce the resting muscle
activity directly through its corticospinal projections or through projections to the motor
cortex. It is of interest that tonic EMG activity can be produced in rats by the iniection
of 'ABA agonists into the thalamus,"s which is a finding consistent with increased
tonic activity in the GABAergic output neurons in GPi. It is well recognized that le-
sions of GPi or its thalamic projections in humans can abolish rigidity, as predicted
by these findings.

Rest Tremor

Although tremor in Parkinson's disease has been the subject of numerous investi-
gations, the mechanism for its generation is not well understood. There remains some
controversy as to whether the tremor results solely from a central oscillation gener-
ator. Some recent evidence suggests that peripheral feedback may act upon a centrally
generated oscillatory output. 11

In the past, the thalamus has been considered to be the principal candidate for
tremor generation. This has been derived from the observation that surgical lesions
in the thalamus [principally, the Ventralis intermedius (Vim) nucleus] abolish the tremor
of Parkinson's disease. Furthermore, recordings of the neuronal activity in the thal-
amus during these operations havL revealed oscillatory bursting in Vim that is consis-
tent with tremor generation. However, it is important to note that the Vim portion
of the thalamus does not receive direct projections from GyPi and is not a component
of the motor circuit.)' Rather, the Vim appears to receive principally cerebellar input.

Because the site for surgical treatment of parkinsonian tremor is outside the motor
circuit, it is of interest that in animal models of tremor and parkinsonism, lesions of
the dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra alone do not produce trcmor. " Ad-
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ditional lesions involving the cerebellum or its connections have usually been required
to produce tremor. In the MPTP model of parkinsonism, the majority of nonhuman
primate species tested thus far do not exhibit a rest tremor; rather, they exhibit an
action tremor or postural tremor (or both) and this is typically the least consistent
feature of the syndrome."9 However, in at least one monkey species and in some of
the human cases of MPTP-induced parkinsonism, a clear rest tremor has been ob-
served."' The development of tremor in the MPTP model may be related to damage
of other catecholaminergic nuclei, such as the locus ceruleus that projects heavily to
the cerebellum. Loss of this projection to the cerebellum may produce changes in cere-
bellar activity to such an extent that they establish the oscillatory bursting observed
in the Vim. The possibility remains, though, that the tremor may be at least partially
related to abnormal activity in the basal ganglia resulting from nigral destruction. Three
possible mechanisms are suggested. First, some neurons within the globus pallidus
exhibit a characteristic oscillatory bursting pattern following MPTP treatment or elec-
trolytic lesion of the substantia nigra that may contribute to the generation of tremor.
Alternatively, the abnormal tonic output from GPi may establish a level of tonic ac-
tivity or responsiveness within the SMA that is conducive to the development of the
oscillation within the reciprocal thalamocortical circuits involving Vim and the motor
cortex. Finally, the apparent increase in the gain of the motor circuit in relation to
passive limb perturbations may also contribute to the development of oscillation. Clearly,
the role of the motor circuit and the basal ganglia in the production of tremor remains
poorly understood.

Bradykinesia

In recent years, several studies of parkinsonian subjects have examined the basis
for bradykinesia at the muscular level. In normal individuals, rapid limb movements
are performed with a triphasic pattern of muscle activity involving an initial agonist
burst, an antagonist burst, and a second agonist burst.4' As movement amplitude is
increased, movement velocity is also increased. The increase in movement velocity is
produced by generating a greater initial agonist burst. In parkinsonian subjects, the
normal amplitude-velocity relation is disturbed and the large amplitude movements
are performed at abnormally low velocities. 2 The abnormal velocities are due to a
failure of these subjects to generate adequate initial agonist bursts.' The resultant
movement appears discontinuous with several segmented, small-amplitude movements
apparent in the velocity tracing.

It has been suggested that the basal ganglia motor circuit may play a role in the
scaling of movement amplitude. This hypothesis was based upon several factors, in-
cluding the abnormal amplitude/velocity relations in Parkinson's disease, the effects
of GP lesions and stimulation in trained animals," " and the linearly graded discharge
of pallidal neurons with increasing amplitudes of movement.' According to the scaling
hypothesis, it would be predicted that during movement, neurons in the globus pal-
lidus of a parkinsonian animal would discharge proportionately less during a large
amplitude movement, thus corresponding to the decrease in movement velocity. Al-
though active movements have not as yet been studied in detail in the MPTP model,
the enhanced responses observed during passive movements suggest the possibility that
responses during active movement may actually be enhanced rather than be dimin-
ished. It would also be predicted that the response magnitude would be relatively un-
modifiable.

Altered activity in the basal ganglia during movement could account for bradykinesia
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in several different ways. First, there may be relatively less grading of the resrnonses
during attempted movements of different amplitudes. This would diminish 1he range
of velocities produced by the basal ganglia output. Alternatively, it may be that the
linearly graded responses observed in normal animals are not directly related to the
scaling of movement amplitude and velocity. Instead, such responses could reflect the
feed-forward of motor commands from the motor cortex and SMA, and the basal
ganglia could be involved in a complex monitoring or comparator function. Abnor-
mally large phasic output from the basal ganglia in the parkinsonian condition might
lead to misinterpretation of the command within the SMA and to reduced output to
the agonist musculature. This type of feed-forward system would be particularly im-
portant in movements performed without visual feedback, which are precisely the types
of movements most dramatically impaired in parkinsonian subjects. Unfortunately,
parametric studies of the motor functions of the SMA have not been performed and
it is not known how the SMA utilizes the information it receives from the basal gan-
glia. Abnormal tonic output could also contribute to bradykinesia by altering the tonic
activity or by reducing the responsiveness of the SMA (as discussed above for rigidity).

A kinesia

Akinesia may be simply defined as an impairment in movement initiation that results
in a paucity of movement. In parkinsonian patients, the absence of movement is par-
ticularly prominent for movements that are internally generated. External stimuli often
facilitate movement initiation. In addition to the deficit in movement initiation, par-
kinsonian subjects have difficulty performing complex motor acts, such as simultaneous
and sequential movements.

Ideally, akinesia should be studied in patients performing internally generated move-
ments because these are the types of movement most severely impaired. However, in
such movements, the cue for movement is internal and, unlike a light or a tone, it cannot
be accessed by the experimenter for determination of the process of movement initia-
tion. Therefore, most attempts to assess movement initiation in parkinsonian patients
have focused on reaction-time tasks in which a stimulus is presented and the patient
must respond. In the majority of these studies, the principal finding is that reaction
time in these subjects is highly variable with a slight tendency for prolongation. "6 How-
ever, in some studies where the EMG reaction time (i.e., the time from stimulus to
EMG onset) has been monitored, the EMG reaction times were within normal limits."
This suggests that the observation of prolonged reaction times in stimulus-triggered
movements is chiefly due to the inappropriate magnitude of the initial agonist burst
and reflects the slowing of movements rather than a deficit in the command for move-
ment initiation.

Recent studies of complex movements in parkinsonian subjects have revealed deficits
that cannot be accounted for simply on the basis of slowed movements alone. In normal
individuals, the simultaneous or sequential performance of two simple motor acts does
not significantly affect the movement time of each act. In parkinsonian subjects, how-
ever, movement times are prolonged to a greater extent when simple movements are
performed sequentially or simultaneously than when performed alone. 8 " In sequen-
tial movements, the deficit arises from both a prolongation of the individual move-
ment times and an abnormal delay between the movements.

Neurophysiological recording studies in the SMA of primates may provide some
additional insight into akinesia. In animals performing self-paced movements without
trigger stimuli, the discharge of SMA neurons appears coupled to the onset of the
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movement. Other studies suggest that the SMA and the motor circuit may be in-
volved in movement preparation, as discussed earlier. In parkinsonism, inappropriate
activity in these classes of SMA neurons may interfere with the initiation of move-
ment, thereby producing akinesia.

Dysfunction of the motor circuit and the SMA appears to be the most likely source
for the production of akinesia. Destruction of the SMA and adjacent areas in humans
may produce akinesia,' " although effects of SMA lesions in monkeys are relatively
mild.' Deficits in the preparatory motor functions of the motor circuit are supported
by the observation of reduced readiness potentials in parkinsonian patients prior to
movement"4 (these are normally maximal over the mesial cortex). In addition, the SMA
has been implicated in the performance of complex movements on the basis of cere-
bral blood flow studies."

Although it is suggested that akinesia results from dysfunction of the motor cir-
cuit, the nature of the disorder makes it plausible that dysfunction of the association
or limbic circuits may also be important. In rats, involvement of the limbic circuit is
suggested by the development of akinesia following dopamine depletion of the nu-
cleus accumbens (see reference 3).

Oculomrotor Symptoms

There are several oculomotor deficits that have been observed in Parkinson's dis-
ease and the correspondence of these symptoms to some of the motor symptoms is
striking. In studies of saccadic eye movements, parkinsonian subjects demonstrate ab-
normally low peak velocities. 6 This deficit appears to be exaggerated during saccades
of larger amplitudes, thus suggesting a disruption of normal amplitude-velocity rela-
tionships. Parkinsonian subjects also tend to make hypometric saccades, and large
amplitude eye movements are produced by several small saccadic steps."' These findings
appear analogous to the observations in bradykinetic parkinsonian patients where mean
movement velocity is decreased, particularly with larger movements that are accom-
plished by several step movements. Parkinsonian subjects denonstrate some difficulty
in initiating saccadic eye movements. Saccadic reaction times to external trigger stimuli
are prolonged. When saccades are made between two stationary targets, the period
of fixation between saccades is prolonged in parkinsonian subjects." Moreover, pa-
tients with Parkinson's disease tend to make fewer spontaneous saccades. Therefore,
these deficits in saccade initiation appear to reflect a "saccadic akinesia".

Presumably, the mechanisms underlying the oculomotor deficits of Parkinson's
disease are similar to those of voluntary movements. The inappropriate tonic and phasic
activities described above as possible mechanisms for motor dysfunction may be ap-
plicable to the oculomotor circuit as well. A critical difference, though, between the
motor and oculomotor circuits is in the projection of the SNr to the superior collic-
ulus, which creates a direct subcortical outlet for oculomotor processing from the basal
ganglia. Thus, abnormal activity within the oculomotor circuit may produce the deficits
either by acting directly on the superior colliculus or through the thalamocortical projec-
tion to the frontal eye fields.

In addition to these deficits, parkinsonian subjects appear to have altered smooth
pursuit and vessibulo-ocular reflexes (VOR). 65 " In both cases, the gains of the re-
sponses are diminished. Visual suppression, voluntary facilitation, and voluntary sup-
pression of the VOR were also impaired in these subjects. The changes in the gain
and control of the VOR highlight a point made previously, that is, the possible dissoci-
ation of parkinsonian deficits and normal functions of the basal ganglia. It is known
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that the VOR is controlled by a short three-neuron reflex arc within the brain stem.
Clearly, the basal ganglia do not contribute phasically to this system. Whether or not
the basal ganglia contribute normally to the gain control of this system is unknown.
However, it is clear that abnormal output, presumably tonic output, from the basal
ganglia may produce deficits in gain control of the VOR Ma parkinsonian subjects.
Such an effect could be mediated by either collicular or cortical pathways.

Cognitive Symptoms

The precise role of the basal ganglia in disturbances of higher functions in humans
is controversial because of the associated neuropathological changes occurring in other
structures. As discussed earlier, data from experimental animals leave little doubt as
to a role of the basal ganglia in cognitive functions (as suggested by the anatomical
relations between the prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia). Cognitive impairment
frequently has been reported in Parkinson's disease. The degree of reported impair-
ment has ranged from minimal impairment to global dementia. The relationship of
Parkinson's disease and dementia, though, is controversial and beyond the scope of
this paper. Instead, we will focus on some recent studies that have identified several
specific impairments in parkinsonian patients without global dementia and that ap-
pear to be consistent with frontal lobe dysfunction.

One of the most consistent cognitive deficits observed in parkinsonian subjects
is a failure to perform card sorting tasks, such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task
(WCST), normally.'- 62 This task requires the subject to select an object on each card
presented on the basis of a particular characteristic of the object such as color or shape.
After a certain number of correct responses, the correct category of classification is
altered (i.e., from color to shape) and the subject must utilize error feedback to deter-
mine the new category. Parkinsonian subjects are impaired on these tasks, reflecting
a deficit in the manipulation of mental sets. Unfortunately, because of the modifica-
tions and differences in the presentation of the task, the conclusions of different authors
regarding the specific nature of the impairment have differed; abnormal initiation,
switching, and maintenance of sets have all been offered as explanations.6.- 62 These
differences in interpretation have largely been derived from the modifications of the
tasks used and the error analyses used. Future studies of this kind should include com-
plete analysis and description of both the number and specific nature of the errors
made by the subjects. Perhaps, this would provide a clearer interpretation of the prin-
cipal deficit in the manipulation of mental sets.

The deficits observed in the sorting tasks described above are similar to those in
patients with frontal lobe lesions and several authors have suggested that the deficits
reflect frontal lobe dysfunction.5 9 " In a recent study, the hypothesis that the cognitive
impairments of Parkinson's disease were related to dysfunction of the frontal cortex
(as suggested by the segregated circuit model) was examined."0 A battery of neuropsy-
chological tests was administered and it was determined that the deficits of the parkin-
sonian subjects were restricted to a limited number of tests specifically related to frontal
dysfunction. The argument was strengthened by the lack of deficits on tests related
to other cortical areas, such as recognition memory and most visuospatial tasks. Other
studies have also reported minimal deficits on these tasks,"36 " although visuospatial
deficits have at times been reported.6"

The presence of frontal lobe-related deficits could be related to abnormal activity
within the association circuits of the basal ganglia. Indeed, the authors of the exten-
sive neuropsychological study described above60 suggested that the dorsolateral pre-
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frontal circuit is the principal circuit involved. Altered tonic and phasic activity within
this circuit (or the orbitofrontal circuit) could produce these deficits through any of
the basic mechanisms previously elucidated, such as changes in frontal cortex respon-
siveness or altered processing within the caudate or pallidum.

CONCLUSIONS

In this brief paper, we have reviewed selective data from tarkinsonian patients and
the MPTP model of parkinsonism in light of the recently proposed scheme of segregated
basal ganglia-thalamocortical circuits. It has been emphasized that the signs and symp-
toms of Parkinson's disease, although resulting from the loss of dopamine-containing
midbrain neurons, must, ultimately, be the result of altered cortical activity. The basal
ganglia are viewed as components of larger circuits that influence the activity of selec-
tive frontal areas. Clearly, the basal ganglia must play an important role in the normal
functions of these cortical areas and, in disorders such as Parkinson's disease, they
can produce disturbances of motor and cognitive function that depend on altered cor-
tical output.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

J. SLADEK (University of Rochester Medical School, Rochester, NY): In one of
your very nice flow diagrams, the caudate nucleus was conspicuously absent. We also
heard a great deal about D2 receptors in different parts of the striatum. Therefore,
I was quite interested in the human work presented in the dorsal-medial distribution
in caudate nucleus. Could you comment on what role the caudate may or may not play?

M. DELONG (The Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, MD); The main thing
about the caudate is that it receives input from the sensory motor areas. The caudate
is intimately linked with the functions of the prefrontal cortex in general. In fact, in
the primate, this has been studied extensively and it has been found that if you bilater-
ally lesion the areas that receive their input from that dorsal-lateral prefrontal cortex,
you produce exactly the same impairment that you do from lesioning the cortical areas.
This subcortical system thus seems to be as important in mediating that behavior as
does the cortex itself. Therefore, the functions of prefrontal ,jrtex are dependent on
processing within specific regions of the caudate. However, to disrupt that function
(just as for the cortex), you would have to make bilateral lesions. If you take out half
or one side of the predorsal-lateral prefrontal, the animal does fine and does not have
any trouble performing the complex task. Moreover, there are no motor impairments.
Damage to the caudate has absolutely no effect on movement.
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INTRODUCTION

In the process of aging, profound alterations take place in the neuromuscular system
in most mammals. By far, senile muscle atrophy is the most commonly encountered
kind of muscle atrophy in man. In spite of this, the influence of age-related muscle
atrophy on muscle function and the mechanisms underlying senile atrophy have so
far received relatively little scientific attention. This is probably due, at least in part,
to the large number of methodological problems encountered in aging studies. In ad-
dition, this is coupled with the very complex pathogenesis of senile muscle atrophy,
which involves different levels of nervous and endocrine systems (see reference 1). The
most significant methodological problems, and those that are most difficult to handle
in old age, are the secondary influences on muscle tissue of disuse, malnutrition, and
degenerative lesions due to diseases of the cardiovascular, nervous, or locomotor systems
(see reference 1). The impact of these conditions is of considerable importance for
the overall aging process; however, they should be separated by studying populations
that are homogeneous in these respects in order to increase the knowledge about "pri-
mary" aging mechanisms.

In a previous series of studies, we attempted to shed some light on the mechanisms
underlying the impaired muscle function in old age in man. " Investigations of enzyme-
histochemical, biochemical, and morphological properties of the quadriceps muscle
were made concomitantly with functional measurements in the knee-extensor muscles
in sedentary men of ages between 22 and 65 years. The subjects were carefully selected
as having equivalent physical activity levels both occupationally and during leisure.
The quadriceps muscle was studied because proximal lower limb muscles have been
reported to be especially affected by impaired function in old age in man (see reference
i). In this series of investigations, significant age-related alterations were observed in
torque outputs during maximum voluntary knee extensions of various speeds of move-
ment, and in the maximum speed of movement, fiber-type proportions, fiber size, and
mitochondrial volumes. However, activities of different enzymes that were representa-
tive of major pathways of muscle energy me:abolism did not change during this age
span. A number of statistically significant correlations were found between muscle
function and the various enzyme-histochemical, biochemical, and morphological muscle

a This study was supported by grants from the Swedish Medical Research Council (Project
No. B86-12X-03875-14A), the Swedish Society of Medical Sciences, the Karolinska Institute, and
the Swedish Sports Research Council.
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properties, with the most pertinent being a relation between the reduced muscle force
(both isometric and dynamic) and the fiber atrophy, which preferentially affected the
fast-twitch (type II) fibers in old age. The reduced maximum speed of movement in
old age correlated with an age-related change in fiber-type proportions, that is, a de-
cline in the proportion of type 11 fibers.

From the results of these experiments, though, it cannot be determined Mshether
these correlations reflect causal relations or not. Furthermore, it is not knokn if the
maximum capacity for the generation of force by material that is maintained in a con-
tractile state is impaired or not in old age. It has been proposed, on the one hand,
that the age-related decrease in muscle force is caused exclusively by a loss of cotntrac-
tile material, that is, by a decrease in the number and size of fibers.' '" On the other
hand, some authors haeiv emphasized the importance of qualitatise changes in the con-
tractile machinery in old age as the factor in impairing the capacity for force genera-
tion." Moreover, the cause of the reduced speed of contraction in old age is not
known, but it has been suggested that it may be related to a selective fallout of last-
twitch units or a change in contractile properties within remaining motor unit,, tor
both). '

Hence, in view of the fact that iany of the age-related effects on striated muscle
are still poorly understood and cannot be explained in human st udies kk it h present .\
available techniques, we have undertaken a series of animal experiments \ itI the aim
of elucidating the mechanisms underlying the age-related declines in force and speed
of contraction and also the differential effects of aging on last- and slos -t,\A itch muscles
and single motor units. In studies of the final functional unit in the motor system
(i.e., the motor unit)." the technique of glycogen depletion \xas used as a marker of
previous muscle contractionI-" in order tL permit direct examination of the notpho-
logical-physiological correlations. Part of this w&ork has been published elses here..

MATERIALS AND METHOI)S

Male albino rats of the same strain (Wistar) - fed ud libitm \,ith standard labora-
tory food and tap water-were studied in all experiments. The animals \%ere dis.ided
into a young adult (3-6 months) and an old (20-24 months) group. In some prelimi-
nary experiments, animals of 7-8 months and 16-18 months of age were also studied.
Animals that were sick, moribund, or that showed gross pathological organ changes
were excluded from the study. Rats of the Wistar strain have a mean life duration of
24 months and may live for approximately 36 months." In order to avoid unpredict-
able influences (such as extreme obesity, disease, and disuse) on skeletal muscle in ser,
old age, we chose to study rats that had not reached an advanced age.

Physiological Technique

The animals were anesthetized with pentobarbital administered intraperitoneally.
The ventral roots-L4 to the tibial anterior (TA) and 15 to the soleus (S) muscle-
were exposed by laminectomy. The skin over the lower part of the left hind limb %-.as
removed, and the tendon from TA or S was cut distally and attached to a strain gaage
(UC 2, Statham Instruments, Oxnard, California). A load cell accessory (UL 4-10,
Statham Instruments) was attached to the strain gauge when whole muscle responses
were recorded. The mechanical responses were amplified (AD 6, Medelec, Old Woking.
Surrey, United Kingdom), displayed on an oscilloscope (M-scope, Medelec), and
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recorded on Kodak Linagraph direct print paper (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, New
York). The surrounding muscles were denervated or tenotomized. The left popliteal
artery was exposed and a fine thread was placed loosely around the artery to make
it easily accessible.

The animal was placed in a prone position and the limb was put into a bath circu-
lated with mineral oil maintained at 36 "C. The limb was fixed rigidly in, the bath
with a steel drill through the tibia close to the knee joint and with a clamp on the
foot. Single motor units in TA and S were functionally isolated by microdissection
of the 1.4 and L5 %entral roots, respectiely (F1tOtRE 1). The criterion was an all-or-
none twitch response to finely graded current pulses of 0.2 ms duration. Supramax-
imal stimulation was used in all experiments. Contractions were recorded with the muscle

set at an optimum length as, determined from the maximum isometric twitch force.
The isometric twitch contraction time was measured from the beginning of contrac-
tion to the peak force, and the half-relaxation time was measured from the peak force
to the time when the force had fallen by 500'o. Mechanical properties of single motor
units were recorded during repetitive stimulation. Stimulation trains with frequencies
of 10, 46, and 196 Hz and with a duration of 7 s were used. In some experiments,

+ .J

FIGURE I. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. I he rat is placed in the prone posi-
tion on a steel plate (which is heated to maintain body temperature). The left hind limb is rigidly
fixed in a bath circulated with mineral oil maintained at 36 C. rhe tendon of the muscle is
oriented along its natural .pull and aligned with a strain Peme. Ihe ,entral root is e.posed by
laminectomy. Single motor units are functionally isolated by microdi'section and the contractile
properties of the motor unit are recorded.
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the muscle length was increased in steps of I mm to study the influence of muscle
length on twitch and tetanus force.

The muscle fibers of the unit were depleted of glycogen by stimulation with trains
of 20 impulses with a frequency of 100 Hz. This was repeated once a second until
the tetanic force had dropped to nearly zero. The stimulation was then terminated and
the unit was stimulated with one impulse train every 10 s until the force had almost
recovered. This sequence was repeated 3-5 times (FiGURE 2). Fatigue-resistant units
in TA and all units in S were stimulated during ischemia, which was produced by
clamping of the popliteal artery with a small clip. The clip was removed during the
recovery periods (for detailed information, see references 15, 17, 18, 23, and 24).

Histological Technique

After each experiment, the muscle was gently dissected free from surrounding tissue
and clamped at the approximate in situ length. The muscle was weighed, frozen in
freon chilled with liquid nitrogen, and stored at - 80 'C until processed further, which
is when it was cut perpendicular to its longitudinal axis into serial 10-lim-thin cross
sections with a cryotome ( - 20 °C) at the motor point (S) or at the greatest girth (TA).

The muscle fibers in the motor unit were mapped as unstained fibers in PAS-stained
sections and were identified enzyme-histochemically in the following sections stained

S,,glz tw,! h I0 4E 0;

U /'\

-- Glycogen deoletion

Q/)

Slngle tI~0 0( 0; 46 Hz

0

FIGURE 2. Isometric twitch and force responses to stimulation it 10 and 46 Hz in a typical
fatigable fast-twitch motor unit and in a typicai fatigue-resisrant slo\,-kwich motor unit. Force
recordings during the glycogen depletion procedure are shown; the nerve root filament is stimu-
lated with trains of 100 Hz for 200 ms each second until a considerable decrease in tetanus force
is recorded. Stimulation is then terminated and the filament is stimulated with one impulse train
every 10 s until the tetanus force has almost recovered. This sequence is repeated 3-5 times. In
fatigue-resistant units, the tetanus force does not decrease until ischemia is produced by clamping
the popliteal artery with a small spring clip. The clip is removed during recovery periods. The
clamping of the artery is indicated as a dotted line in the figure. The force recordings during
the glycogen depletion are retouched for greater contrast.
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for myofibrillar ATPase. They were classified into types I, IIA, i1B, and IIC on the
basis of the ATPase stainings (for detailed information, see references 17-19, 23, and 24).

A special model was designed to assess the randomness of muscle fibers in the
unit. With this model, the motor unit territory was divided into eight sectors. The angle
between the two radii of the sectors was 450, the center of the sectors was at the mid-
portion of the axis between the two most distant muscle fibers in the unit, and the
border of the motor unit territory was the base of each sector. The average differences
in the predicted and measured numbers of muscle fibers in the sectors were corrected
for differences in innervation ratios. These were then used as an index of the random-
ness of the fiber arrangement in the motor unit (for detailed information, see refer-
ence 18).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In conformity with findings in various albino rat strains (e.g., reference 25), the
body weight increased from young age (3-6 months, 441 ± 51 g, n = 69) to old age
(20-24 months, 605 ± 87 g, n = 67). In contrast, though, the weight of the fast-twitch
TA (931 ± 104 mg versus 1078 ± 265 mg) and the slow-twitch S (214 ± 49 mg versus
240 ± 89 mg) did not change significantly from young to old age. The increased body
weight in old age appeared to be due mainly to a greater amount of subcutaneous
adipose tissue (often noticed during dissections) rather than to increased muscle weight. 0

Number of Muscle Fibers and Proportions of Fiber Types in
Fast- and Slow-Twsitch Muwcles

In the fast-twitch TA, the proportions and sizes of muscle fibers of different types
did not differ between adult (6 months) and old (20-24 months) animals. The propor-
tions of type I, IIA, and IB fibers were 3 ± 1%, 19 ± 207o, and 78 _ 107o in the adult
and 4 ± 2%, 15 ± 4%, and 80 t 3% in the old animals, respectively."' The total
number of fibers counted from one single cross-sectional cut at the greatest girth of
the muscle was 13,303 ± 1032 in the adult and 13,691 + 1333 in the old animals, thus
indicating that there was no major change in this number with age. However, these
figures have to be treated with caution because all fibers probably do not pass through
the greatest girth of TA (see reference 19).

On the other hand, in the slow-twitch S muscles, all fibers pass the motor point.
Therefore, accurate measurements of the total number of fibers can accordingly be
made in this muscle from single cross-sectional cuts (see reference 19). This total number
decreased (p < 0.001) by approximately 1307o from the young adult age to old age,
whereas there was no significant change in the number of type I fibers. This resulted
in an increase (p < 0.001) in the proportion of type I fibers from 88 t 5%7,o to 99 -_
3%.' The cross-sectional area of the muscle fibers decreased in parallel with the age-
related decrease in the number of muscle fibers, with fibers of type I and II being
23% and 55% smaller (p < 0.05-0.01), respectively, in old age (FIGUREs 3 and 4)."
In spite of the age-related decrease in the number and size of muscle fibers in S, the
muscle weight was not significantly affected during aging; this indicates that contrac-
tile material was gradually replaced by fat and connective tissue (cf. reference 2).

The most probable mechanism underlying the age-related alterations in the number
and size of S fibers appears to be either a selective fallout and degeneration of type
II fibers or a transformation of type II to type I followed by fiber loss and atrophy
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FIGURE 3. Transverse sections of a young and an old rat soleus muscle. The sections are stained
for myofibrillar ATPase at pH 9.4 after formaldehyde fixation. Type I fibers show los' activity.
Type 11 fibers show strong and several shades of intermediate actikities.

irrespective of the enzyme-histochemical type. Severe muscle fiber atrophy (cross-
sectional areas less than 1000 4m) was predominantly seen in type 11 fibers, particu-
larly in animals in which the total number of type 11 fibers was below the average in-
nersation ratio." These atrophic fibers often had an angular appearance (FIGURE 3),
thus suggesting previous denervation. These findings indirectly point to a selective fall-
out of fast-twitch motor units in old age. However, preliminary results from rats of
ages between 6 and 20 months indicate that there is a continuation in adult and middle-
aged animals of the process of transformation of type 11 to type I fibers seen during
early development." There would seem to be an unselected fallout of motor units.
Therefore, the atrophic and angular type II fibers seen in old age may in fact be type
I fibers that, by loss of neuronal control, have been transformed to type II. Supporting
this possibility is the observation that fast myosin is preferentially synthesized in slow
muscles after denervation (see reference 26). The transformation process in the adult
and middle-aged rats presumably reflects the same mechanism as has been proposed
for developing rat muscle,2 ' that is, transformation of type II fibers to type I as a result
of a change in motoneuron properties related to altered functional demands in con-
nection with the increased body weight.

Morphometrical Properties of Fast- and Slow-llsitch Single Motor 'nits

The fast-twitch motor units in TA covered 18 ± 80o and 22 ± 1507o of muscle
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cross sections, comprised 148 ± 59 and 162 ± 59 muscle fibers, and had a total area
of 0.05 ± 0.32 mm 2 and 0.44 ± 0.22 mm2 in the young adult (3-6 months) and old
(20-24 months) animals, respectively. Hence, neither the motor unit territory, the in-
nervation ratio, nor the motor unit area changed with age in the fast-twitch units."
The total number of motor units was not calculated in TA because the total number
of muscle fibers could not be determined accurately from single cross-sectional cuts
in this muscle (see above).

The slow-twitch motor units in S covered 53 ± 1007 and 74 + 11076 of muscle cross
sections (p = n.s.), comprised 55 ± 9 and 83 ± 12 muscle fibers (p < 0.01), and had
a total area of 0.14 + 0.02 mm 2 and 0.22 ± 0.06 mm 2 (p < 0.01) in the young adult
(3-6 months) and old (20-24 months) animals, respectively. The total number of motor
units (calculated under the assumption that the mapped motor unit was representative
of the rest of the units in the muscle) decreased (p < 0.01) from 49 ± 10 in the young
adult animals to 29 ± 10 in the old ones. Similar numerical decreases in motor units
were observed when the number of isolated single motor units was counted during
whole ventral root microdissection and when the average single motor unit twitch force
was related to the twitch force evoked by whole ventral root stimulation.' 8 Thus, the
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innervation ratios and motor unit cross-sectional areas were significantly increased
and the number of motor units was decreased in the slow-twitch units of old animals. ,1

The distribution of the muscle fibers in the motor unit (assessed as the mean abso-
lute difference between measured and predicted numbers of muscle fibers in eight sectors
of the motor unit territory) showed no significant age-related change in the fast-twitch
motor units, while a less random distribution was seen in the old slow-twitch motor
units; this indicates a denervation-reinne-vation process. It also conforms with findings
in many histopathological studies of aged skeletal muscle showing signs of a long-
standing neurogenic disorder (see reference 1). However, the site of the age-related dener-
vation process is controversial. The results of the present study suggest that the age-
related muscle fiber loss is primarily due to a fallout of whole motor units combined
with incomplete reinnervation of previously denervated fibers.

Contractile Properties of Fast- and Slow-Twitch Muscles and Single Motor Units

The relation between muscle length and twitch or tetanus force did not show any
significant age-related differences in either TA or S and the optimum muscle lengths
for twitch and tetanus force were similar in both muscles, irrespective of the animal's
age.' The passive force at optimum muscle length was significantly increased in the
S muscle of old animals,' 9 thereby indicating an increased relative amount of connec-
tive tissue in old S.

An age-related prolongation of the muscle twitch was noted both in the fast-twitch
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FIGURE 5. Contraction times in 274 tibial anterior (the upper figure) and 236 soleus (the lower
figure) single motor units in young (3-6 months, unfilled histograms) and old rats (20-24 months,
filled histograms).
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TA and in the slow-twitch S. The contraction time increased from 17 ± 2 ms to 21
+ 3 ms (p < 0.001) inTAand from 25 ± 4msto34 ± 12 ms(p<0.01) inS from
young adult age (6 months) to old age (20-24 months).' 9 A corresponding increase
in twitch duration was recorded from single motor units of both the fast- and slow-
twitch type (FIGURE 5). It is thus concluded that the reduced speed of contraction in
old age is due to altered contractile properties in remaining motor units in both the
fast- and slow-twitch muscles, along with a decreased number of fast-twitch muscle
fibers in the slow-twitch S. '8 A series of events in the excitation-contraction coupling
determines the time course of the contractile response. The key factors that decide
the contraction time of the muscle twitch are (1) the capacity of the sarcoplasmic retic-
ulum for calcium release and recapture and (2) the composition of fast and slow iso-
forms of the myofibrillar proteins (see reference 19). The very coordinated appearance
of sarcoplasmic reticulum proteins and myofibrillar proteins in fast- and slow-twitch
muscle fibers in young adults, presumably triggered by motoneuron discharge proper-
ties, is reported to be partially lost in old age." In addition, the surface and volume
densities of the T-tubular and sarcoplasmic reticulum are claimed to be decreased.2"
Therefore, these complex age-related alterations may have obvious effects on the
excitation-contraction coupling and may underlie the reduced speed of contraction
seen in both fast- and slow-twitch motor units in this study.

The effects of age on the twitch and tetanus force differed significantly between
fast- and slow-twitch muscles. In the fast-twitch TA, the twitch force increased (p <
0.05) in old age, while the tetanus force showed no age-associated change. This resulted
in an increased (p < 0.01) twitch:tetanus ratio. Similar results were obtained at the
single motor unit level.'" In S, both the twitch and tetanus force decreased (p < 0.05)
in old age and the twitch:tetanus ratio therefore remained unaltered. The tetanus ten-
sion (i.e., tetanus force per total muscle fiber cross-sectional area) did not differ be-
tween adult and old muscles of either the fast- or slow-twitch type; this thus indicates
that the force-generating capacity of the contractile material is maintained in old age.'"

In conclusion, the present results demonstrate that aging affects muscle tissue in
both quantitative and qualitative terms and that these age-related alterations affect
fast- and slow-twitch muscles and motor units in different ways. It is shown that the
decrease in muscle force in old age is due to a reduction in !he number and size of
muscle fibers, whereas the capacity of maintained contractile material to generate force
is intact. The loss of contractile material in old age is mainly due to a fallout of whole
motor units and an incomplete reinnervation of previously denervated muscle fibers.
The age-related reduction in the speed of contraction is primarily due to altered con-
tractile properties (irrespective of the motor unit type) and a decreased number of fast-
twitch (type II) muscle fibers in the slow-twitch muscle.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

A. ALTAR (CIBA-GEIGY Corporation, Summit, NJ): Does the denervation oc-
curring as a function of old age occur before the fallout of entire motor units? If so,
is there any evidence for upregulation of nicotinic receptors that could compensate
for this loss of innervation?

L. LARSSON (Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden): The fall of the motor unit,
of course, is the denervation. However, the reinnervation is incomplete and, thus, there
is a loss of muscle cells during aging. The change in fiber-type proportion, though,
precedes the loss in muscle cells. After that, there is an unselected loss of motor units
irrespective of type (phasic or tonic).

ALTAR: Therefore, is it more likely that you would see some upregulation of nico-
tinic receptors?

LARSSON: We have not looked into that particularly.
D. B. CALNE (University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia,

Canada): That seems to be a rather characteristic feature of the aging process; that
is, that the normal regulatory mechanisms do not take place. For example, from D.
Wong's data on the aging loss of dopamine receptors, we know that nigral cells are
dying. Are then the dopamine receptors going up? No, they are going down, which
is exactly analogous to the situation here.

G. KAMEN (Indiana University, Bloomington, IN): Is it that there is no upregulation?
CAINE: No. I do not know about the muscle situation, but during an actively progres-

sive loss of motor neurons (as in motor neuron disease), you get a spreading of fibers
and a hypertrophy of some of the remaining fibers. I do not know, though, specifically
about the receptor data.

KAMEN: Can you tell us something about how these animals were housed? To what
extent were these changes due to aging and to what extent were they due to a lifetime
of reduced physical activity?

LARSSON: They were all caged under the same conditions. There were about three
to four animals per cage (which was about half a meter wide) and they were fed the
same diets. Most of these rats were physically inactive. However, I do not think !hat
the observed changes were due to inactivity because the fast-twitch muscles (which
are most prone to show signs of inactivity) showed no signs of fiber atrophy. This
was true for the fast-twitch tibular anterior muscle and the fast-twitch EDL muscle.
Thus, I do not think that an inactivity effect is at work here-perhaps in man, but
not in the rat.

M. YAHR (Mount Sinai Schoolof Medicine, New York, NY): Is there a difference
between small and large muscles?

LARSSON: Yes, in man, it is claimed that there is a difference- that is, that the large
muscles are more affected by age than the small muscles.



Neurophysiological and Morphological
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Our laboratory has been studying the changes that occur in the basal ganglia of cats
as they age from young adults through middle age to senescence. We have identified
a series of morphological and neurophysiological alterations that occur both in middle-
aged and older cats. The purpose of this paper is to briefly describe this work and
to show that the results of this research provide a standardized set of neurophysiolog-
ical and morphological measures for qualitative and quantitative determination of
changes due to aging. These findings indicate that the basal ganglia can provide a useful
and important model system for both the determination of the mechanisms involved
in aging and for the development of strategies that can restore neuronal communica-
tion, alleviate deficiencies, and prevent additional changes due to the aging process
from occurring.

There is pharmacological, neurochemical, and morphological evidence indicating
that marked alterations in neuronal function occur in the basal ganglia in aged humans
and animals.' A large portion of this research conccrns the neostriatum [caudate
nucleus (Cd) and putamen], which is a major component of the basal ganglia. In con-
trast, there is relatively little information on the neurophysiological changes that occur
as a consequence of the aging process or how these changes relate to morphological
and pharmacological indices. The present research was thus designed to assess the neu-
rophysiological and morphological changes that occur in Cd neurons in aged cats.' 6
Extracellular recordings were used to determine the electrophysiological alterations
in Cd neurons. In parallel experiments, morphological changes that occur in Cd medium-
sized spiny neurons stained by the rapid Golgi technique were assessed. In the mature
cat, these neurouis are Uii~t buted throughuut the Cd nucleus and appear to constitute
a very high proportion of all Cd cells.' .8

METHODS

Neurophysiology

Extracellular single unit recordings were obtained from neurons in the Cd of 14
cats. Seven mature adult cats of 1-3 years of age and two cats of 6-7 years of age
were obtained from the Mental Retardation Research Center (MRRC) cat breeding

a This work was supported by USPHS Grant Nos. AG 01558 and HD 05958.
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colony at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). Five cats of 11-14 years
of age were obtained from two sources: retired breeders from the UCLA colony (n
= 2) and the Starkist Cat Food Company (n = 3). The animals were divided into

three age groups (1-3, 6-7, and 11-14 years) (TABLE 1).
Surgical procedures for acute electrophysiological preparations and computer-

assisted data analysis have been detailed elsewhere.- ' Briefly, all animals were anesthe-
tized initially with sodum brevital (a short-acting barbiturate). Throughout the experiment,
anesthesia was maintained by continuous administration of respiratory mixtures of
halothane, nitrous oxide, and oxygen. Stimulating electrodes were placed in the precru-
ciate cortex (CX) and in the substantia nigra (SN) ipsilateral to the recorded Cd; these
structures provide two major inputs to the Cd.8 When a neuron was isolated, sponta-
neous activity was recorded and then the ability of the neuron to respond to electrical
stimulation of each site was tested. The following measurements were obtained: type
of response (excitation, inhibition, excitation-inhibition sequence), response threshold
(minimum current necessary to produce the response), response latency (for initially
excitatory responses), response duration (for inhibitory responses), and ability to follow
pairs of stimuli (for initially excitatory responses). For each evoked neuronal response,
thresholds were determined by decreasing the stimulation current until a response was
no longer evident on the oscilloscopic monitor. Response type, response latency, and
responses to paired pulses were tested at 1.5 times the threshold current. At this inten-
sity, the type of response and its latency were stable for each neuron.

Morphology

Eleven cats were used as subjects in the morphological experiments. Five mature
adult cats of 1-3 years of age wkere obtained from the MRRC colony. Six cats of 13-18
years of age were obtained from three different sources: retired breeders from the UCLA
colony (n = 1), the Starkist Cat Food Company (n = 3), and the brains of two cats
were obtained from local veterinarians. The animals were divided into four age groups
(1-3, 13, 15, and 18 years) (TABLE 1).

Animals were sacrificed by vascular perfusion with 10% neutral buffered formalin.
Brains obtained from the veterinarians were not perfused, but they had been immersed
in 10% buffered formalin within one hour of death. The time interval between death
and tissue immersion was well within the limits to avoid postmortem artifact.I Tissue
blocks were dissected from the Cd and processed by the rapid Golgi method. Only

TABLE 1. Age Groups and Number of Neurons Examined
Total

Age Number Gender Neurons
(years) of Cats Males Females Examined

Neurophysiology
1-3 7 1 6 111
6-7 2 0 2 36
11-14 5 0 5 85

Morphology
1-3 5 2 3 75
13 2 1 1 30
15 2 0 2 29
18 2 I 1 30
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well-impregnated tissue that satisfied all the criteria for quantitative analyses was in-
cluded in this study.' 2 These criteria were: (I) good impregnation of all dendrites with
continuous staining throughout their lengths; (2) neuron soma located in the middle
of each section and all (or nearly all) of the dendritic field confined to the section;
(3) "medium-spiny" neurons as defined by the presence of dendritic spines and by soma
diameters not larger than about 25 pm; and (4) neurons selected from the head of
the Cd nucleus.

Details of computer-assisted techniques for three-dimensional reconstruction of
neurons have been published. ' For each cell, the following parameters were determined:
number of dendrites, average dendritic field radius, average dendritic length, average
number of branches per dendrite, average branch length, and total dendritic length.
The total dendritic length represented the summed distance of all branches of all den-
drites of a single neuron. The dendritic field radius was calculated by taking the dis-

TABLE 2. Response Type and Threshold

Response Type

Age Neurons NumLr Initial Initial Average Latency
(years) Tested Responding Excita,;on Inhibition to Excitation (-ns)

Cortex
1-3 100 89 67 22 15.2 _ 0.95b

(8970)a  (75o) (25'o)
6-7 33 30 16 14 11.3 ± 0.85

(910,1) (5301)' (470,% )
11-14 80 65 40 25 12.1 _ 0.8711

(81%) (620",)' (38%)

Substntia Nigra
1-3 81 64 44 20 18.4 - 1.11

(79-o) (69%) (31%(r)
6-7 28 15 3 12 13.3 - 1.2

(5407b) (20%)' (80%)
11-14 68 46 16 30 17.5 - 2.02

(68°To) 35%) (65%)

Response Threshold (mA)
% Increase

Excitation Inhibition (Excitation 'Inhibition)

Cortex
1-3 1.27 ± 0.13 1.13 + 0.17 120"o
6-7 2.42 + 0.30 1.35 + 0.25 79%
11-14 1.37 + 0.12 0.95 + 0.11 44% e

Substantia Nigra
1-3 0.62 + 0.05 0.57 ± 0.11 9%
6-7 0.68 t 0.09 0.49 + 0.09 39(r.
11-14 0.76 ± 0.12 0.54 + 0.11 41% e

a Percentage of total.
b Mean + SE.
C Decrease in excitation statistically significant: X' = 3.91, df - I, p < 0.04 for cortex; X1

= 23.15, df = I, p < 0.003 for substantia nigra.
d Decrease in latency statistically significant: 1 = 2.20, df 105, p < 0.025.
e Increase in threshold statistically significant: t = 5.16, df 4, p < 0.01 for cortex; I

2.70, df = 4, p < 0.05 for substantia nigra.
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tance from the soma origin to the distalmost branch point or to the free end of each
dendrite and then determining that mean value for each neuron. The values for these
parameters for all cells in a given age group were averaged. Spines were counted along
the longest terminal branch of the longest dendrite of a population of neurons in each
age group. The criteria for selection of dendritic spines were similar to those used in
recent reports.'"I

RESULTS

Neurophysiology

Extracellular single unit recordings were obtained from 232 neurons located in the
head of the Cd nucleus (TABLES I and 2). Histological reconstruction of the recording
sites indicated that the same region of the head of the Cd was sampled in each age
group. There were no consistent differences among the three age groups in the dura-
tion of action potentials, their amplitude, or waveform (FIGURE 1).

The proportion of Cd neurons responding to stimulation of CX was similar in
the 1-3- and 6-7-year-old groups. However, there was a slight decrease in this value
in the 11-14-year-old animals (TABLE 2), When SN was stimulated, decreases in the
proportion of responsive neurons occurred in both groups of aged cats (TABLE 2). A
major finding was that there was a significant change in the proportion of occurrence
of different types of evoked neuronal responses in both groups of aged cats as com-
pared to the 1-3-year-old cats (TABLE 2). The types of responses that were evoked in
each age group consisted of either excitation (increase in the frequency of occurrence

Cortex Stimulation SN Stimulation Spontaneous

Cortex Stimulation

A A A

A SN Stimulation

-A-+ _ 0-" - ill

I0 mnec 100 mifc

FIGURE 1. Examples of excitatory and inhibitor) responses to activation of CX and SN in Cd
neurons from a 14-year-old cat. (A) CX stimulation. Top: Four superimposed traces. The two
traces below are single responses. There is a fixed latency excitatory response at about 7 ms that
is followed by a variable latency second response. (B) SN stimulation, Top: Four superimposed
traces. The two traces below are single responses. There is a variable latency excitatory response
between 7-15 ms. Right panel: Examples of inhibitory responses to activation of CX and SN.
Each trace is 10 superimposed responses. Top: Spontaneous activity. The inhibitory response in
this neuron was 160 ms in duration after CX stimulation (middle) and 125 ms in duration after
SN stimulation (bottom). In all traces, stimulation occurs at the arrows.
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of action potentials), inhibition (decrease in frequency of action potentials), or a "e-
quence of excitation followed by inhibition (FiGURE 1). For purposes of this analysis,
responses were considered as being either initially excitatory or initially inhibitory. Se-
quences of excitation followed by inhibition were considered to be initially excitatory
responses. The decreases in the frequency of occurrenc, of initially excitatory responses
in Cd neurons in aged cats when either CX or SN was stimulated were statistically
significant (TABLE 2). When CX was stimulated, the proportion of initially excitatory
responses decreased by 13-25%, while when SN was stimulated, the decrease in the
frequency of occurrence of initially excitatory responses was greater (35-4907o).

There was a statistically significant increase in threshold current for evoking ex-
citatory responses in Cd neurons of aged cats (TABLE 2). This increase occurred in both
the 6-7- and 11-14-year-old groups. In cats of 1-3 years of age, the thresholds for evoking
either initially excitatory or initially inhibitory responses were approximately equal
for stimulation of either CX or SN. In 6-7- and 11-14-year-old cats, there were 79w7o
and 44% increases in threshold for evoking excitatory responses when CX was stimu-
lated and 3907o and 41076 increases when SN was stimulated, respectively.

The average latencies to orthodromically evoked action potentials in Cd neurons
decreased in both groups of aged cats as compared to animals in the 1-3-year-old group.
The decrease in average latency when CX was stimulated was statistically significant
for comparisons between 1-3- and 11-14-year-old animals (TABLE 2). Distributions of
latencies of excitatory responses evoked by CX or SN stimulation in aged cats were
significantly different from those of 1-3-year-old animals (FIGURES 2A and 2C. Ex-
amination of the differences among the distributions indicated that the decrease in
latency was due to a loss of longer latency responses.

The duration of inhibition decreased in both groups of aged cats regardless of which
input was stimulated. The average duration of inhibition for CX stimulation in 1-3-
year-old cats decreased from 333 ± 37 ms (mean ± SE) to 259 + 26 ms and 244
± 15 ms in 6-7- and 11-14-year-old cats, respectively (t = 2.09, df = 85, p < 0.025
for comparisons between 1-3- and 11-14-year-old groups). When SN was stimulated.
the average duration of inhibition was longer for 1-3-year-old cats (248 t 19 ms) than
for both groups of older cats (162 ± 16 ms and 211 ± 16 ms in 6-7- and 11-14-year-old
cats, respectively; I = 1.95, df = 67, p < 0.05 for comparisons between 1-3- and 11-14-
year-old animals). Examination of distributions of inhibition durations (FIGUREs 2B
and 2D) indicated that distributionz in 1-3 y"Rr-n!d c'- :: JCJ : K .... variable
and flatter than distributions in 11-14-year-old cats. When either CX or SN was stimu-
lated, there was a statistically significant reduction in the proportion of long-duration
inhibitory responses in 11-14-year-old cats as compared to 1-3-year-old animals.

The ability of Cd neurons to follow pairs of stimuli at different interpulse intervals
provides one measure of the security of synaptic responses. Neurons that displayed
initially excitatory responses to CX stimulation were tested with these stimuli. Cd neurons
in cats of 1-3 years of age were able to follow pulse pairs with significantly shorter
intervals than were Cd neurons in 11-14-year-old animals. The average interpulse in-
tervals were 45 ± 7 ms and 112 ± 40 ms for 1-3- and 11-14-year-old groups, respec-
tively (t = 2.19, df = 81, p < 0.05). The differences between distributions of these
measures were also statistically significant (FIGURE 2E). Although neurons were en-
countered in both age groups that could follow pulse pairs at relatively short intervals
(10-50 ms), there was a marked increase in the aged animals in the proportion of neurons
that followed at extremely long intervals (>200 ms).

There also was a decrease in the spontaneous firing rates of Cd neurons recorded
from the 11-14-year-old group as compared to the 1-3-year-old group. The distribu-
tions of mean interspike intervals for all neurons in each age group were significantly
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FIGURE 2. F-requency disfributions for neurophysiological measures. In this figure, the last bin
of each distribution is an overflow bin and contains all values equal to or greater than th e salue
indicated on the abscissa. (A) Frequency distributions of latencies of excirarorN responses evoked
h% CX stimulation. Note the decrease in longer latenc, responses i>2(0 ms) in 6-7- and 11-14-
year-old groups. Distributions from 1-3- and 1 -14-year-old groups \Acre significantl, different
(X' 31.6, df = 15, p < 0.0079). The bin siue is I ms. All responses greater than 20 ms in latenc.
are contained in the overflow bin. (B) Frequency distributions of durations of inhibitory responses
evoked by CX stimulation. Note the reduction in the pro, ortion of long-duration inhibitory re-
sponses in 6-7- and 11-14-year-old groups. Distributions from 1-3- and 11-14-year-old gLoup,
were significantly different (XI - 42.8, df = ]/, 1) < 0.0OO5). Bin size is c us. All responses
greater than 500 ms are contained in the overflow bin. (C) Frequency distributions of latencie,
of excitatory responses evoked by SN stimulation. There is a decrease in longer latenc\ responses
(>25 ms) in 11-14-year-old cats. Distributions from 1-3- and I 1-14-year-old groups aere signifi-
cantly different (X = 59.8, df = 18 p < 0.00025). Bin si/c is I in.. ..\ll responses greater than
25 ms are contained in the overflow bin. )ata from 6-7-year-old cats are not plotted because
only a small number of excitatory responses occurred. ID) Frequent' distributions of durations
of inhibitory responses evoked by SN stimulation. Note the decrease in frequency of long-duration
responses and the flattening of the distribution in the 11-14-year-old group. Distributions from
1-3- and 11-14-year-old groups were significantly different (y' = 66.9, df 15, p < 0.(00)2)
Bin size is 25 ms. All responses >500 ms are contained in the o\erflo- bin. (E) Freqticnc distri-
bution of minimum interpulse intervals. Overall, there was a reduction in the proportion of shorter
minimum intervals in 11-14-year-old cats and an increase in the proportion of longer intersals.
Distributions from 1-3- and 11-14-year-old groups were significantly different (X' - 21.9, df -
1], p < 0.025). Bin size is 10 ms. All responses >200 tis are contained in the overfloa bin. Data
from SN stimulation are riot plotted because only a small number of neurons were tested. (I I
Frequency distributions of mean interspike intervals (ISIs ',!or ('1 neurons. l)istributions Irom
1-3- and I1-14-year-old groups "ere significantly different (lX 24.1, df 10, 1 < 0.0079).
There was an increase in the proportion of occurrence of slo, iy firing neurons in 11-14-year-old
cats. Only data obtained from 1-3- and I1-14-year-old groaps are plotted. Bin ,i.,e is 20 ins.
All mean ISIs >2000 ms are contained in the overflow bin.
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different (FIGURE 2F). More slowly firing neurons and fewer rapidly firing neurons
were encountered in ll-14-year-old cats.

Morphology

Th, major result obtained from these experiments was that there is a sequence of
age-related alterations in the morphology of Cd medium-sized spiny neurons. This
sequence is characterized, initially, in time by decreases in spine density followed by
decreases in dendritic length in older cats.

A total of 164 neurons were reconstructed and their processes were measured.
Medium-sized Cd spiny neurons in 1-3-year-old cats were characterized by round to
oval soma that gave rise to 3-7 primary dendrites that tended to branch close to the
soma. The more distal branches of these dendrites were richly covered with spines,
while the most proximal segments were usually spine-free. In 15- and 18-year-old cats,
many of the qualitative morphological parameters for these neurons were similar to
those of 1-3-year-old animals. Although spines occurred on distal dendritic segments,
there were alterations in their density and shape. For quantification, all spine-like pro-
files on dendritic branches were counted. Spine density was calculated from the lon-
gest distal segment of the longest dendrite of most of the neurons of each group. Counts
were converted to counts per micron and they were averaged across the cells in each
age group (TABLE 3).

Spine density changes were the first age-related alteration detected in these neurons.
There was a statistically significant decrease in spine density in all older groups as
compared to 1-3-year-old animals (F = 21.3, df = 3/90, p < 0.05). Spines ,ere catego-
rized into four groups according to shape: stalks with heads, heads with no stalks,

TABLE 3. Morphological Parameters
Total Dendrite Branch Field Length Closed Length I-rec

Age Length Length Length Radius Ends Ends
(years) (m) (PIm) (Pin) (Pill) (Pill) (m)

1-3 4202 ± 15 4 a 836 _ 75 89 ± 3 206 ± 5 29 1 0.8 122 + 4

13 3900 + 142 813 + 30 86 3 197 ± 8 28 ± 1.1 121 - 4
( 7) h  (- 3%) ( 3%) ( -4%) (-3%) ( 1%)

15 2553 ± 142' 590 ± 2 9c 58 ± 3'" 140 ± 6( 25 ± 0.7 82 ± 4'
(- 39%) ( - 29%) ( - 35%) ( 32%) I - 14%) -33%)

18 2458 ± 185' 563 ± 30' 56 - 2' 140 ± 6' 27 : 1.5 76 - 4'
( 42%) ( 33%) ( - 37%) ( -32%) ( - 7%) - 37%)

Number Dendrites Branches/Dendrite Spine Density (Spines urn)

1-3 5.28 ± 0.14 9.9 ± 0.3 0.953 ± 0.039
13 5.18 ± 0.23 10.0 ± 0.6 0.799 + 0.054"

(- 2%) ( 4 1%) ( - 1600)
is 4.62 ± 0.26 10.3 ± 0.6 0.488 ± 0.044"

(--12%) (+4%) ( -490"o)
18 4.67 + 0.26 10.1 ± 0.7 0.572 ± 0.052'

(- 12%(+) (+2 - 400o)

U Mean ± SE of mean.
h Percentage change from the 1-3-year-old group.

Statistically significant difference from the 1-3-year-old group.
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BRANCH ORDER ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 3. Left panel: Camera lucida drawings of distal dendritic segments of medium-sized
spiny Cd neurons from 1-3-, 13-, 15-, and 19-year-old cats. Dendritic diameters are noticeably
thinner and spine density is reduced in the 15- and 18-year-old dendrites. The arrows show some
enlarged spine heads. Right panel: Branch order analysis, The left side of the drawing shows
the average frequency per neuron of the number of branches at each order. The right side shows
the average length per neuron of each branch order. Order 7 is an overflo\, category that contains
data from all orders greater than 6.

pins (thin stalk with small heads), and enlarged heads. The frequency of occurrence
of each of these categories was determined for each age group. In all aged animals,
a population of spines with enlarged heads was observed (20-300o1) (FIGURE 3). Such
spines rarely occurred in cats of 1-3 years of age (less than 507o). In addition, a decrease
in the thickness of distal segments was observed in some dendritic branches in aged
cats (FIGURE 3). These thinner dendritic segments usually had few spines (FtGURE 3).
While it was apparent that many distal dendritic segments displayed decreases in spine
density, there was also a high degree of variation on different dendritic segments, even
on the same neuron.5

There were marked statistically significant decreases in virtually all measures of
dendritic length in aged cats (TABLE 3). These included the total length of all dendrites
(-407o), the average '-ndrite length (- 30%), the average branch length (- 35%), and
the radius of the dendr itic field (- 30%). The results of these analyses indicated that
the major length decreases were occurring Jter 13 years of age. In order to determine
if all dendritic branches were contributing to these decreases, the branch lengths for
branches with free ends (terminal branches) and with closed ends were compared (TABLE
3). There were no decreases in the length of branches with closed ends. In contrast,
the terminal branch length decreased significantly in cats over 13 years of age (-35070).

To further assess the contribution of different types of dendritic branches to this
pattern of length decrease, an analysis of branch length by branch order was performed.
Branch order for all branches on each dendrite was calculated by having the computer
assign the order number I to the initial branch emanating from the soma. The num-
bering continued sequentially to the distal dendritic branches, with the number being
raised by one beyond each branch point. Branch lengths were sorted into categories
by order (FIGURE 3). The branch length changed significantly as a function of both
age (F = 6.3, df = 3/160,p < 0.01) and order (F = 17, df = 18/960, p < 0.01). Statisti-
cally significant decreases in length occurred in both 15- and 18-year-old groups at
all orders except the first. These decreases became more marked at the higher orders,
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with the more peripheral branches showing the largest decreases in length. In conirast
to the marked alterations in the length of dendritic segments, there were feN& system-
atic alterations in the number of dendrites per neuron, in the number of branches per
dendrite (TABLE 3), and in the branch order in aged cats (FIGURE 3). Reorganization
of the pattern of dendritic branching did not appear to occur between 13-18 years
of age in the cat.

DISCUSSION

I he results of these experiments indicate that functional changes in Cd neurons
measured by electrophysiological activity appear to be correlated morphologically with
decreases in spine density. The major electrophysiological changes consist of decreases
in the proportion of excitatory responses that can be evoked by activation of Cd inputs;
increases in the threshold current necessary to evoke these excitatory responses; decreases
in the ability of Cd neurons to follow temporally, closely spaced stimuli; reductions
in the duration of inhibitory responses; and decreases in spontaneous activity. The
first morphological alteration that occurs in Cd medium spiny neurons is a decrease
in spine density on distal dendritic segments. In older animals, these decreases are fol-
lowed by a loss of parts of distal dendritic segments. No significant changes appear
in the organization of individual dendrites, in the number of dendrites per neuron,
nor in the number of branches per dendrite in cats of 13-18 years of age.

The present evidence suggests that there are changes in excitatory activity in Cd
neurons in aged cats. The most prominent change is a decrease in the proportion of
initially excitatory responses that occurs when Cd inputs are activated. This decrease
is largest when afferents from SN are stimulated, but it is also apparent when CX is
stimulated. Reduced excitability is also reflected by decreases in spontaneous firing
and increases in response threshold. Furthermore, intracellular recording experiments
indicate that most Cd neurons respond to activation of their monosynaptic inputs with
an initially excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP). 4 6 This response is usually fol-
lowed by an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP).' 4-' This IPSP is thought to be
generated, at least in part, by mutual inhibition from neighboring Cd neurons."' "
Frequently, the amplitude of the EPSP does not reach threshold for producing an ac-
tion potential.'"' 6 If extracellular recordings are made (as in the present experiment),
an EPSP without an evoked action potential would be classified as an initially inhibi-
tory response. From the present data, it cannot be ascertained whether there are propor-
tionately fewer EPSPs or whether the EPSPs occur but are subthreshold for genera-
tion of action potentials in aged cats. The major morphological alteration occurring
in 11-14-year-old cats is a decrease in spine density. Because most inputs to the Cd
synapse on the spines8 and produce initially excitatory effects, the loss of spines pro-
vides an anatomical substrate for the decrease in excitation in Cd neurons.

Although many Cd neurons in aged cats can follow paired pulses at short inter-
pulse intervals, a population of cells in this group could only follow paired pulses at
long interpulse intervals. This population is infrequent in 1-3-year-old cats. The fact,
though, that this latter population exists in the aged cat indicates that the short-interval
following failed in these neurons. Because of the long time period over which pairs
of pulses could be separated (2-500 ms), several phenomena may contribute to the
differences among the age groups. These include changes in inhibitory events in the
Cd as well as changes in excitatory and inhibitory events outside the Cd, decreases
in spine or synaptic density (see below),' 7 decreases in the amount of transmitter released
from Cd afferents, and increases in refractory periods of CX input fibers.
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The frequency of occurrence of inhibitory responses in Cd neurons in aged cats
increases. However, their duration decreases. The increase in frequency of inhibition
is probably a result of the decrease in excitation. As indicated above, either fewer EPSPs
or smaller amplitude EPSPs occur in a population of neurons in the Cd of the aged
cat. Action potentials are evoked less frequently in this population of neurons. Conse-
quently, these neurons do not produce as much lateral inhibition of neighboring cells
via their local axon collaterals.' I..." As our data indicate, all neurons are not equally
affected by the aging process. Another population of neurons displays action poten-
tials (and presumably undiminished EPSPs) when their inputs are activated. This popu-
lation is capable of inhibiting neighboring cells. Thus, in the aged cat, neurons can
display fewer excitatory responses, but they still can maintain inhibitory responses be-
cause they receive inhibitory inputs from neighboring neurons less affected by the aging
process. When these events are observed with extracellular recordings in which EPSPs
subthreshold for spike generation cannot be detected, the result is an increase in the
proportion of inhibitory responses. Because fewer neurons display excitatory responses
in aged cats, the lateral inhibition is reduced and the IPSPs should be of lower ampli-
tude and of shorter duration. Although amplitude could not be measured in the present
experiment, the duration of inhibition is reduced in aged cats. FIGURE 4 illustrates di-
agrammatically how the loss of excitatory inputs in Cd neurons in aged cats produces
changes in inhibition.

A significant decrease in the average latency of responses evoked by CX stimula-
tion was also observed in aged cats. This was an entirely unexpected finding because
previous neurophysiological experiments have indicated that decreases in conduction
velocity and hence increases in the latency of responses occur in aged animals.'..'
Examination of distributions did not indicate that shorter latency responses occurred;
instead, there was a loss of longer latency responses in aged animals. In fact, it has
been demonstrated that some of these longer latency responses in the Cd are probably
not monosynaptic; rather, they are due to indirect activation of Cd neurons." In the
aged cats, it is probably these multisynaptic responses that decrease in frequency of
occurrence. Indirect polysynaptic responses would be more affected by decrements in
both excitation and in synaptic security. Altered timing of these long-latency inputs
in reaching Cd target neurons could result in less efficient spatial and temporal sum-
mation.

The present study is the first demonstration of regressive changes in the morphology
of Cd neurons in aged cats. In many respects, these observations are similar to those
reported for other areas of the brain. 22 A series of studies has provided evidence
that there is also plasticity and growth in both human and rodent brains well past the
period normally defined as the developmental phase.2-2" For example, dendrites of
mature neurons have been shown to expand in response to environmental manipula-
tion, electrical stimulation, and experimental lesions.2' In well-controlled quantita-
tive studies, Buell and Coleman " reported that the dendrites of neurons in human
parahippocampal gyrus continued to expand throughout the eighth decade of life. In
a more recent study, it was shown that regressive changes occurred in the oldest cases
examined."0 In the age groups examined in the present experiments, though, there was
no evidence of expansion in any of the parameters.

However, in recently completed unpublished studies, we have found that there is
a significant increase in the number of branches per dendrite on Cd spiny neurons
from 6-9 years of age in the cat." These data provide evidence that dendritic growth
continues past maturity at 1-3 years of age in the cat. The present findings, though,
indicate that functional decrements begin to appear in Cd neurons of cats during this
age period. There are proportionately fewer excitatory responses, the thresholds for
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FIGURE 4. A diagram illustrating the hypothesis of how the loss of excitatory itputs of Cd
neurons during aging alters duration and frequency of inhibitory responses. In the "mature" adult
(top), excitatory inputs to the Cd synapse on neurons that mutually inhibit each other. Recording
from any neuron (case no. I or 2) yields similar electrophysiological activity when inputs are
activated. When such recordings are performed intracellularly and inputs are stimulated (at the
arrow), the result is an evoked EPSP followed by an IPSP." '+ When extracellular recordings
are performed (as in the present experiment), an evoked action potential is followed by a period
of inhibition. In the aged animal (bottom), it is hypothesized that some neurons still receive ex-
citatory inputs (the left two neurons), while others display a reduction in such inputs (the right
two neurons). It is also hypothesized that neurons are still mutually inhibitory. If recordings are
made from neurons that receive normal excitatory inputs (case no. I), then the initial excitation
will occur; however, the inhibition will be of smaller amplitude and duration because some of
the surrounding neurons are not actisated and hence cannot inhibit their neighbors. When ex-
tracellular recordings are made, shorter duration inhibitory responses should occur, as in the
present experiments. When recordings are made from neurons that display reductions in excita-
tion, only inhibitory responses are observed in extracellular records (case no. 2). This is because
evoked EPSPs are either of insufficient magnitude to evoke action potentials or they do not occur
(the question mark in the recording of case no. 2). Because intracellular recording experiments
have not yet been performed in the Cd in aged animals, it has not been determined whether EPSPs
are of smaller amplitude or are absent completely. However, the neuron illustrated in case no.
2 still receives inhibitory inputs. The extracellular recordings will show only the inhibitory re-
sponses. The duration of inhibition, though, will tend to be shorter because some of the sur-
rounding neurons are also not activated.
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evoking excitatory responses are higher, and the inhibitory responses are of shorter
duration. Our unpublished studies also indicate that there are other morphological
changes in 6-9-year-old cats that suggest that the newly formed branches may not be-
come functional. The density of synapses in the neuropil and the density of dendritic
spines are decreased and the new branches are significantly shorter." Finally, behavioral
alterations that may reflect impaired information processing in Cd neurons begin to
occur in cats during this age period.3 '

Evidence from single cell electrophysiological experiments indicates that there are
marked alterations during aging in several brain regions in a variety of species. Most
of these changes reflect decreased function. Cerebellar Purkinje neurons in aged rats
have slower discharge rates and show reduced excitability to afferent parallel fiber stim-
ulation.'9 20 Spontaneous firing rates decrease in locus ceruleus and hippocampal
neurons." - "' Spinal cord motorneurons in cats display conduction velocity decreases,
membrane potential resistance increases, and alterations in monosynaptic inputs." A
recent study in aged rats indicates (similar to the present experiment) that there are
decreases in spontaneous activity of Cd neurons."5 In addition, decreases in the re-
sponsiveness of single cells in a number of areas in aged rats have been reported for
the application of putative neurotransmitters.11 . 1

The changes in Cd neurophysiology and morphology may underlie some of the
behavioral dysfunctions in aged cats. Behavioral data indicate that such animals have
difficulty in processing information about the relevance of stimuli.3 ' Cats over 10 years
of age continue to react in situations in which cats of 1-3 years of age readily habit-
uate. In addition, they do not appear to use information about previous reinforcement
in the same way as young cats do because they can easily change previously reinforced
preferences. Experimental lesions of the Cd produce behavioral disturbances that have
some symptoms in common with the behavioral alterations exhibited by the aged cats."9
There is a marked change in the ability of cats with Cd damage to habituate to repeated
stimuli. Unlike aged animals, however, cats with Cd lesions perseverate in responding
to previously reinforced stimuli.

Deficits in specific neurotransmitter systems occur in the basal ganglia during aging.'
In the Cd, most of these deficits have been associated with changes in the dopaminergic
neurotransmission that can occur even by mid-life periods.- " "'  It is possible that
the electrophysiological alterations that we have observed in both 6-7- and 11-14-year-
old cats reflect dysfunctions within the dopaminergic nigrostriatal system. For example,
the largest and most consistent decrease in the excitatory response occurred when SN
was stimulated. It is possible that reduced responsiveness of the dopaminergic system
might also underlie some of the changes evoked by CX stimulation. It has generally
been hypothesized that dopamine functions as a modulator of synaptic transmission
and is capable of both facilitating and inhibiting Cd inputs from other sources.4 '

There are a number of problems that could have influenced the outcomes of these
studies. First, because the aged cats are anesthetized during recording experiments,
it is possible that increased sensitivity to the anesthetic or to the conditions of the
experiment confounds the results. In a recent study, though, results similar to those
obtained in the present experiment are demonstrated in unanesthetized cats, thus indi-
cating that artifacts of anesthesia or surgical preparation in the aged animals are not
major variables." Second, the morphological and neurophysiological correlations ob-
tained in these experiments depend upon the assumption that the majority of recordings
are made from medium-sized Cd spiny neurons. If this assumption is incorrect, then
different types of neurons may have been sampled in the physiological and morpho-
logical experiments. However, when intracellular recording is combined with intracel-
lular labeling to identify recorded neurons, results from different laboratories and from
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different species indicate that over 9507o of the Cd neurons sampled are medium-sized
spiny neurons. 66 Third, experiential variables may have affected the outcome of
these studies. There are considerable data on rodents showing that environmental con-
ditions have an important role in determining the severity and nature of age-related
morphological and electrophysiological alterations."- 2 ' Although cats from different
populations were used and similar results were obtained from each population, all
animals were maintained under laboratory conditions. Therefore, the present results
may not be easily generalizable to cats maintained under other conditions. However,
because some of these findings have been partially replicated in rodents, it is highly
probable that many of the changes were due to the aging process. Results from a recent
analysis of the effects of experience upon aging that used the cerebellum as a model
system suggest that normal aging involves both loss and growth and that the relative
contribution of each of these may depend upon experience."

Neurophysiological alterations occur in Cd neurons well before major losses in den-
dritic length are apparent. It would seem that the functional alterations precede major
anatomical disturbances in connectivity (the loss of dendritic segments) and that more
subtle morphological disturbances underlie the physiological changes. Because
recordings were not performed in cats over 14 years of age, it is difficult to determine
if the neurophysiological changes would become more severe in these older animals.
However, in order to further understand the mechanisms responsible for these changes
and to provide therapeutic strategies for restoring function, experimentation should
be directed at the middle-aged groups of animals. It is during this time that functional,
biochemical, and morphological alterations are interacting to produce many of the
phenomena described in this research.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

D. MORGAN (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA): Is there any
anatomical evidence for those axon collaterals? In your EM, it actually looked as if
you had dendritic appositions. Did you find dendrite bundling?

M. S. LEVINE (Mental Retardation Research Center, Los Angeles, CA): No, not
a lot of that. I do not know, but we have not yet looked at the axon collaterals in
aged animals. That is one of the things that we intend to do and we will probably
do it with immunohistochemistry to try to identify the neurotransmitter.

M. H. WOOLLACOIT (University of Oregon, Eugene, OR): Can you comment on
any motor coordination differences between your 15- and 18-year-old cats and your
younger cats?

LEVINE: All of the cats used in these experiments went through a series of behavioral
tests that included a neurological examination. Now, I have good news and bad news
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,Aprcnding innn how you feel about 1'e cajdate -u1C1u- !r '. , I t. t thC caudate
nucleus is a structure that has to be involved in pure motor function, I have bad news
for you because none of the cats were neurologically deficient; their motor iesponses
and their reflexes were perfectly normal. In fact, in many cases, their performance
was better than some of the younger cats. However, there were deficits in cognitive
ability that you pick up in these cats, but I think that is another subject. There were
no marked differences between 15- and 18-year-old animals.

UNIDENTIFIED DISCUSSANT: What is the life span of the cat?
LEVINE: I do not know. Some people say cats live to 25 years of age, but the oldest

animal in any of these experiments was 22 years of age. That animal was a delicate
animal and we did not use it in a recording experiment because we did not think that
it would survive a long-term experiment. On the other hand, all the other cats were
very healthy animals.

UNIDENTIFIED: How homogeneous were these cats in terms of breeds?
LEVINE: It was a mongrel population and it was not a genetically pure one. Our

initial set of animals was not by any stretch of the imagination homogeneous genetically.
UNIDENTIFIED: Therefore, depending upon their genetic makeup, could there have

been aging at different rates?
LEVINE: Yes.
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The most important summary of aging reseai,ti to date seems to have been written
by N. W. Shock, whose fundamental work (1972) indicated that various physiological
functions gradually decrease with age, but at different rates.' As it is obvious that the
motor, autonomic, and endocrIiiological functions are interacting, it is important to
know the individual age-related autonomic and endocrinological changes if one is to
better understand the motor function.

In contrast to the general decline, it has been reported that catecholamines, espe-
cially noradrenaline, in systemic blood increase during aging;2 6 however, adrenaline
in systemic blood has been measured with inconsistent results.' Adrenaline and
noradrenaline are important humoral factors in controlling glucose metabolism, the
cardiovascular and respiratory systems, certain parts of the motor system, etc.

Adrenaline is secreted exclusively by the adrenal gland, while noradrenaline is secreted
from both the adrenal gland and sympathetic postganglionic nerve terminals. The secre-
tions of adrenaline and noradrenaline from the adrenal gland are regulated by a sym-
pathetic preganglionic nerve. The present work focuses on changes in 'he sym-
pathoadrenal medullary functions during aging in anesthetized rats. There have been
numerous studies concerning the age-related changes in catecholamines in systemic
blood.2  However, many of these studies are not accurate reflections of adrenal medul-
lary functions because of metabolic alterations in systemic blood circulation and be-
cause of large doses of noradrenaline secreted from the postganglionic nerve terminals
of the general sympathetic system. Therefore, first of all, it seems to be important
to directly measure the secretion rates of both adrenaline and noradrenaline from the
adrenal gland and the adrenal sympathetic ongoing nerve activity during aging. We
have just done this in our laboratory' 0 and the results will be reviewed briefly.

It should be emphasized that all experiments using rats in our laboratory were per-
formed under anesthesia. Additionally, respiration (using an artificial respirator), body
temperature, etc., were strictly controlled."

a This work was supported, in part, by Grant-in-Aid of the Japan Medical Association; Grant-
in-Aid for Co-operation Research (A) No. 60304043 from the Ministry of Education, Science.
and Culture; Research Grant for Cardiovascular Diseases (No. 61-5) from the Ministry of Health
and Welfare; and a grant for aging from Shiseido Company.
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SYMPATHOADRENAL MEDULLARY FUNCTIONS DURING
AGING UNDER ANESTHETIZED AND RESTING CONDITIONS

Catecholamine Concentrations in Sy'stemic Blood in Anesthetized Rats

At first, adrenaline and noradrenaline concentrations in the systemic blood plasma
were mea-'ired under urethane-chloralose anesthesia and resting conditions in young
adult male Wist4 , rats (of 81-229 days of age) and aged male Wistar rats (of 768-916
days of age). Both adrenalir.c and noradrenaline concentrations were significantly greater
in the aged rats, as is shown in FIG(aFs IA and lB. A tendency to develop hyperten-
sion during aging is well known in humans; in rats, though, it is characteristic that
the arterial blood pressure is not significantly increased in th- aged (-n-9 in FIGURE 1C).

Changes in Adrenal Catecholamine Secretion Rate during Aging

The secretion rates of both of the catecholamines from the adrenal gland were directly
m,-asured. A thin polyethylene tube was inserted into an adrenal vein and a small amount
of adrenal blood was lw~,i -A 1 described previously." The adrenaline and noradrena-
line in this adrenal venous blood plasma were separa'd by high performance liquid
chromatography and they were then measured by an electrochemical detector. Con-
centrations of noradrenaline and adrenaline in the adrenal venous blood were almost
50 times (for noradrenaline) to 1000 times (for adrenaline) higher than those in sys-
temic blood.

FIGURE 2 shows the secretion rates of adrenaline and noradrenaline for 69 male
Wistar rats from 81 to 916 days of age. The average secretion rates of adrenaline and
noradrenaline increased almost proportionally with age after 300 days up to 800 days,

A Adrenaline B Noradrenaline C Blood Pressure
j.2 ng/ml 1.2 - ng/ml * I5o mmHg

- systolic

1.0 1.0 BP

- 0.8 100 diastolic
* BP

0.6

.4 00.4 ,50

0.2 0.2I

00 0- yd

YOUNG AGED YOUNG AGED YOUNG AGED

ADULT ADULT ADULT

FIGURE 1. Concentrations of adrenaline (A) and noradrenaline (B) in systemic blood plasma,
and systemic arterial blood pressure (C) in young adult (81-229 days old) and aged (768-916 days
old) rats anesthetized with urethane-chloralose. The means ± SE for adrenaline in 9 young adult
and 7 aged rats were 0.30 ± 0.05 and 0.56 ± 0.07 ng/mL, respectively, while those for noradrena-
line in young adult and aged rats were 0.47 ± 0.04 and 1.18 ± 0.18 ng/mL, respectively. The
means ± SE of systolic and diastolic blood pressure (BP) in 22 young adult rats were 135 ±
5 and 109 ± 4 mm Hg, respectively, while those in 19 aged rats were 130 ± 8 and 96 ± 7 mm
Hg, respectively. *: p < 0.01 by Student's t test (from reference 12).
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FIGURE 2. Secretion rates of adrenaline (A) and noradrenaline (B) from the adrenal gland in
69 urethane-chloralose-anesthetized rats of various ages (81-916 days old). Midlines drawn in
(A) and (B) show the mean secretion rates for each age group (modified from reference 10).

although there was a great deal of variation. When the variations in the secretion rates
of 24 yo-r,, adult rats (81-217 days) and 18 aged rats (682-916 days) were compared,
the young adult rat r.n-es were Tclativelv narrow, while the aged rat ranges were wide-
spread (as shown in FIGURE 2 and reference 12).

Changes in Adrenal Sympathetic Single Nerve Filament Activity during Aging

Single nerve filaments were dissected from the preganglionic sympathetic nerve
innervating the adrenal gland and their ongoing activities were recorded in an anesthe-
tized and resting state. Two typical examples in young adult and aged rats are shown
in FtGU 3A. In FIGURa 3B, the results from all 102 filaments dissected from 34 different
rats (92-923 days old) are plotted. At ages of 100 to 300 days, the mean ongoing dis-
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FIGURE 3. Spontaneous ongoing activity of 102 single adrenal s mnpathetic nerve filaments in
34 urethane-chloralose-anesthetized rats of different ages from 92 to 923 days- A: examples
of single nerve filament activities of young adult (110-day-old) and aged (815-day-old) rats; B:
dots represent the data from a single filament and the midline represents the mean values for
nerve filament activities at different age groups (modified from reference 10).
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charge rate was about 1.4 impulses/s. At 400 days, the mean discharge rate increased
to 3.2 impulses/s. This increase was maintained up to 900 days. As before, the "aria-
finns of thb dischqrge rates also increased with age as did the secretion rates of catechola-
mines (as shown in FIGURE 3 and reference 12).

The present data show that the adrenal secretion rates of both adrenaline and
noradrenaline increased almost proportionally with age and that these increased cate-
cholamine secretion rates were accompanied by increased adrenal sympathetic nerve
activities. Thus, these data suggest that an increase in adrenal sympathetic nerve ac-
tivity with age is responsible for an increase in adrenal chromaffin cellular functions,
which may ultimately result in an increase in adrenal catecholimine secretion.

This may be the first demonstration of increases in adrenal catecholamine secre-
tion as well as in adrenal sympathetic ongoing nerve activity during aging in anesthe-
tized and resting rats. These results are in good agreement with the previous findings
of increased catecholamine contents' "4 and catecholamine synthesizing enzyme
activity'"' in the adrenal gland.

At present, the most important question is the mechanism by which aging produces
such increases in adrenal sympathetic nerve activities. A decrease in baroreceptor sen-
sitivity, a decrease in central inhibitory mechanisms, or an increase in central excita-
tory mechanisms might be causative factors. At this moment, though, we do not have
any answers.

It is interesting to note that arteriai biood pressure is not significantly increased
despite the significant increase in the sympathoadrenal medullary functions in the aged
rats. If it is possible to speculate that an age-related increase in other sympathetic nerve
activities also exists in a similar way as the adrenal sympathetic nerve, *hen the main-
tenance of normal blood pressure in aged rats might be most likely explained by de-
creased responsiveness of the blood vessels" and cardiac muscles'" '

" to catecholamines.

Changes in .5ympathoad;'enal Medullary Functions in Stroke-prone
Spontaneously Hypertensive Rats (SHR-SP)

With the above-mentioned question in mind, it is interesting to note that the sym-
pathetic neuronal mechanisms of production and maintenance of hypertension in the
genetically controlled spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) have been analyzed by
other researchers.'"-" Using the techniques employed in our aging studies, we have
also investigated the sympathoadrenal medullary functions in young normotensive male
Wistar Kyoto rats (WKY) and stroke-prone spontaneusly hypertensive rats (SHR-
SP); both groups were 15-20 weeks old and anesthetized with halothane2 The adrenal
sympathetic ongoing nerve activities in SHR-SP were more than twice those in WKY
(FIGURE 4). Adrenaline secretion from the adrenal gland was about double and
noradrenaline secretion was about 50076 greater in SHR-SP (FIGURE 5). Thus, there
are some similarities between the increases in sympathoadrenal medullary functions
in aged normotensive Wistar rats and in young SHR-SP. However, under our anesthe-
tized and resting conditions, systolic and diastolic arterial blood pressures in young
SHR-SP (215 ± 5 mm Hg and 156 ± 5 mm Hg, me-n ± SE, respectively) were signifi-
cantly higher (p < 0.01) than those in young WKY (107 ± 5 mm Hg and 73 ± 5 mm
Hg, respectively). Therefore, on the other hand, there are also some substantial differ-
ences between the regulatory mechanisms of the arterial blood pressures in aged nor-
motensive rats and in young SHR-SP.

Schramm and Chornoboy2 2 have studied the effects of excitatory and inhibitory
descending systems originating in the brain stem and projecting on spinal sympathetic
neurons in SHR. Their finding was that adrenal sympathetic nerves in SHR exhibited
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FIGURE 4. Spontaneous activity of single adrenal sympathetic nerve filaments in five normotensive
(20 filaments) WKY and five SHR-SP (21 filaments) (15-20 weeks in age) anesthetized with
halothane. WKY: Wistar Kyoto rats; SHR-SP: stroke-prone spontaneously hypertensive rats. (A)
Examples of single nerve filament recordings; (B) dots represent the frequenc-,:' individual single
nerve filament activities and columns show the mean frequencies of ail fibers dissected in WKY
and SHR-SP (from reference 24).

much larger responses than normal rats after stimulation of the descending sympathoex-
cituory pathways. Takano et al." found that the amount of substance P and the number
of substance-P receptors in the region of the intermediolateral cell column at the spinal
cord increased in SHR. They suggested that the activity of that excitatory descending
pathway containing substance P would he increased in SHR. Fukuda et al. 0 reported
an increased sensitivity of carotid chemoreceptor activity in SHR, while Nosaka and
Wang' and Coote and Sato'" emphasized a decreased sensitivity of baroreceptor ac-
tivity in SHR. Such changes in the chemoreceptor and baroreceptor sensitivities seem
to result in an increase in sympathetic nerve activity. Therefore, studies of the sym-
pathoadrenal medullary functions of young SHR (or SHR-SP) may give us valuable
insights into the sympathetic neural mechanisms involved in normotensive aged rats.
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FIGURE 5. Spontaneous secre- 50 2.5
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imal and columns show the mean
secretion rates of all animals 10 0.5
(from reference 24).
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REFLEX RESPONSES OF THE SYMPATHOADRENAL
MEDULLARY FUNCTIONS TO VARIOUS SENSORY

STIMULATIONS DURING AGING UNDER
ANESTHETIZED CONDI FIONS

As mentioned above, the mechanism of the increased sympathoadrenal medullary
functions under the anesthetized and resting conditions seems to be important to in-
vestigate. It often has been reported that baroreflex or baroreceptor sensitivity decreases
during aging 2 - 29 and also that excitatory autonomic responses to some stressful stimu-
lations (such as exercise," cold,3'332 etc.") augment during aging. These may indicate
that baroreflex declining or augmentation of the excitatory responses to various stimuli
(or both) will result in the present increased adrenal sympathetic nerve activity. How-
ever, it is noticeable that most previous works on the reflex responses of autonomic
functions during aging were performed on the effector organs. Therefore, it also be-
cormeq interesting to know whether or not the reflex ability of the adrenal sympathetic
nerve itself would change during aging.

The purpose of the experiments to be reported on next will be to examine further
the reflex responses of the adrenal sympathetic nerve to sensory stimulations of ar-
terial baroreceptors and cutaneous mechanoreceptors during aging. First, though, our
previous works on reflex responses of adrenal sympathetic nerve and catecholamine
secretions evoked by these sensory stimulations in young adult rats will be in-
troduced. ' '""

Reflex Responses of the S'ympathoadrenal Medullary Functions
in Anesthetized Young Adult Rats

Single filaments of the adrenal sympathetic nerve were dissected and the effects
of cutaneous noxious pinching, cutaneous innocuous brushing, and arterial baroreceptor
stimulation were tested on each dissected filament. Single filaments showed sponta-
neous ongoing activity (FIGURE 6A, top) that was increased by pinching (FIGURE 6A,
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FIGURE 6. Reflex changes in single adrenal sympathetic nerve filament acti\ity in 14 urethane-
chloralose-anesthetized male Wistar rats. (A) Specimen recordings of single nerve filament ac-
tivities. (B) The mean changes (± SE) in all 46 nerve filament activities in response to pinching
and brushing of the lower Ohest skin and also to the increased blood pressure after intia\enous
phenylephrine administration. *: p < 0.01 by paired I test (from reference 35).
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FIGURE 7. Reflex responses in adrenal sympathetic nerve mass discharge activities (stippled
bar) and in adrenaline (open bar) and noradrenaline (hatched bar) secretion during baroreceptor
stimulation by phenylephrine administration (left), pinching (middle), and brushing (right) in
39 ureihane-chloralose-anesthetized rats. The magnitudes of the reflex responses are expressed
as percentages of the prestimulus contiol levels. Each column represents the mean reflex response,
and tbe vertical 1Enes drawn in each column represent the standard error of the mean. *: p <
0.01 by Student's t test or paired t test (modified from references 11 and 34).

second panel from top), decreased by brushing (FtTRE 6A, third panel from top),
and decreased by arterial baroreceptor stimu!ation (Frc&Rt- 6A, bottom). FItGR 5 6B
summarizes the data from all 46 filaments.

The responses of these single filaments to all three stimuli reasonably corresponded
with the results of the mass discharges (which were recorded from a nerve not dis-
sected to single filaments) in response to the same stimuli (as shown in FtOURF 7).
Furthermore, the reflex responses of the adrenal nerve were generally proportional
in magnitude to the reflex responses of adrenaline and noradrenaline secretions. Based
on these facts, recordings of mass discharges from the adrenal sympathetic nerves were
employed instead of single filament recordings in the following study of reflex responses
during aging.

Reflex Responses of the Adrenal Sympathetic Nerve to Baroreceptor
Stimulation during Aging

The experiments on reflex responses of the adrenal sympathetic ner\e during aping
were performed under halothane anesthesia of 1.0-1.2% depth." Seven young adult
rats (4 months old) and seven aged rats (26 months old) \were employed. Artificial respi-
ration was adjusted to maintain the end-tidal 02 at about 18% for the young adult
rats and at about 22% for the aged rats, respectively, in order to keep the level of a,
terial 02 pressure at around 75-90 mm Hg (using the method as described previous]\ ").

FtGuRti 8 shows sample recordings of the reflex depression of the adrenal synl-
pathetic nerve ongoing activity during increased arterial blood pressure esoked by an
intravenous administration of phenylephrine in young adult (A,B) and aged (C,D) rats.
The degree of the increase in arterial blood pressure after injections of the same doses
of phenylephrine was less in aged animals than in the youtng ones (p < 0.01), as is
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FIGURE 10. Reflex depression of adrenal sympathetic nerve activity to baroreceptor stimula-
tion by intravenous phenylephrine administration in halothane-anesthetized rats. The r:nagni-
tdes of reflex responses of the nerse activity during baroreceptor stimulations are expressed
as percentages of the prestimulus control activity; that is, mean counts for 20 s following the
maximum decrease response are compared with mean counts for 20 s before phenylephrine ad-
ministration. Dots represent individual values (<2 ,alues'rat) from seven young adult rats (4
months old) and seven aged rats (26 months old). Columns and vertical bars on the columns
show the mean responses and SL+ of all data. Responses of the young adult rats are represented
h, open bars and those of the aged rats are shown by hatched bars. No significant differences
bcts.een the young adult and aged rats were seen in the 1-111 classified groups Ahen tested b\
Studcnt'st test. There was no data for the aged rats in the I V group (modified frotn reference 36).

40 and 59 mm Hg; the fourth group, above 60 mm Hg. Howeer, it was difficult to
increase the blood pressure more than 60 mm Hg in the aged rats; thus, accordingly,
,,e had no fourth group for the aged rats. The effects of increases in blood pressure
of similar magnitudes on the adrenal sympathetic nerve activities were compared for
young and aged groups. Increased blood pressures of 10-19 mm Hg, 20-39 mm Hg,
40-59 mm Hg, and above 60 mm Hg produced reflex decreases in adrenal sympathetic
nerve activity in a pressure-dependent manner (as summarized in FXGrRE 10). There
were no significant differences between the reflex responses in the young adult and
aged rats. From these results, it can therefore be concluded that baroreflex responses
of the adrenal sympathetic nerve are quite well maintained in the aged rats.

In contrast to the present findings on the sympathetic baroreflex, the major dis-
cussions about baroreflex response in aged animals and human beings have centered
on decreases in that response.2 2 It should be kept in mind, though, that most previous
experiments on the baroreflexes have been carried out by measuring heart rate and
blood pressure, which are regulated not only by sympathetic nerves, but also by parasym-
pathetic nerves and even by some hormones. The previous reports leave no doubt that
the overall baroreflex response-including all responses at receptors, peripheral and
central nervous systems, effectors, and neuroeffector transmission - decreases during
aging. In fact, the present result demonstrating attenuation of increases in blood pres-
sure during aging after the administration of phenylephrine strongly suggests that there
are remarkable age-related decreases in the responsiveness of the blood vessel." In
spite of some age-related declines of the overall baroreflexes, the present findings on
the adrenal sympathetic baroreflex support the well-maintained function of that re-
flex at the sympathetic preganglionic level in the aged provided that baroreceptors were
sufficiently stimulated. In this respect, however, the present result does not intend to
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FIGURE 1I. Sample recordings of adrenal sympathetic nerve reflex responses to pinching (left)
and brushing (right) of lower chest skin for 20 s (indicated by horizontal bars) in halothane-
anesthetized young adult (4 months, A,B) and aged (26 months, C,D) rats. Upper recordings:
mass discharge nerve activities counted continuously every 5 s. Lower recordings: blood pres-
sures (BP) (modified from reference 36).

show any age-related changes in sensitivity of the baroreceptor and baroreceptor af-
ferents themselves. In any case, from this evidence of the well-maintained baroreflex
responses in aged rats, it is not possible to explain the above-mentioned age-related
increases in ongoing adrenal sympathetic nerve activity.

Reflex Responses of the Adrenal Sympathetic Nerve to Cutaneous Sensor)
Stimulations during Aging

FIGURE II shows sample recordings of excitatory and inhibitory reflex responses
of the adrenal sympathetic nerve elicited by noxious pinching and innocuous brushing
cutaneous stimulation in young adult (A,B) and aged (C,D) rats.

FIGURE 12 summarizes the results of these excitatory and inhibitory reflex responses
during pinching and brushing in both young adult and aged rats. Both excitatory and
inhibitory reflex responses produced by pinching and brushing of the skin were quite
well maintained during aging. However, both the well-maintained inhibitory responses
to the cutaneous brushing and the excitatory responses to cutaneous pinching within
the control ranges during aging may not explain the age-related increases in adrenal
sympathetic ongoing nerve activity.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Spontaneous ongoing sympathetic nerve activity and catecholamine secretion rates
from the adrenal gland were both increased during aging in anesthetized and resting
rats. The increases in sympathoadrenal medullary functions during aging were reflected
by the increased concentrations of catecholamines in systemic blood. In spite of those
increases in the sympathoadrenal medullary functions in aged anesthetized rats, ar-
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FIGURE 12. Summary of adrenal sympathetic nerve reflex responses to pinching (left) and
brushing (right) of the lower chest skin for 20 s in seven young adult rats (4 months, open bar)
and seven aged rats (26 months, hatched bar). The magnitudes of reflex responses of the nerve
activity are expressed as percentages of the prestimulus control activity; that is, in the case of
pinching, mean counts for 20 s starting 5 s after the onset of stimulation were compared with
mean counts for 20 s before the stimulation, while in the case of brushing, mean counts for 20
s during the stimulation period were compared with mean counts for 20s before the stimulation.
Responses to pinching were 124 ± 407o (mean ± SE) and 114 ± 4%, while responses to brushing
were 86 + 407a and 87 ± 30 in young adult and aged rats, respectisely. Dots represent the data
(< 2 data/rat) from each animil. Columns and vertical bars show the mean responses and SE
of all data (modified from reference 361.
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FIGURE 13. Diagram of an adrenal sympathetic preganglionic neuron (PGN) innervating adrenal
chromaffin cells from which adrenaline (A) and noradrenaline (NA) are secreted. The reflex re-
sponses are influenced in excitatory and inhibitory manners by stimulations of baroreceptors
and cutaneous mechanoreceptors. 1he secreted catecholamines affect the effector organs via their
receptors. In the present study, the age-related increase in PGN activity was demonstrated under
the anesthetized and resting conditions. The excitatory and inhibitory reflex effects on the PGN
activity were well maintained during aging. CNS: central nervous system.
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terial blood pressure in aged rats was maintained at the normal level of young adult
rats. The decreased responsiveness of blood vessels and cardiac muscles to catechol-
amines also seemed to be an important age-related factor in addition to the above-
noted present evidence (FIGURE 13).

The reflex depressions to baroreceptor stimulation and cutaneous brushing (FIGURE
13) were quite well maintained during aging when examined at the adrenal sympathetic
preganglionic neuronal level. Thus, it is difficult to explain the present age-related in-
crease in adrenal sympathetic ongoing nerve activity by well-maintained inhibitory
reflex responses during aging. This is because the overall baroreflex, in general, suffered
an overall decline in function with age that was probably conditioned, in part, by the
decreased responsiveness of the effector organ to catecholamines. To a degree, this
overall decline may be compensated for by an increase in adrenal sympathetic ongoing
activity. The adrenal sympathetic excitatory reflex produced by cutaneous pinching
(FIGURE 13) was also well maintained during aging. Again, the well-maintained excita-
tory reflex response produced by cutaneous pinching alone could not support the age-
related increase in adrenal sympathetic ongoing nerve activity. Some other central mech-
anisms must be contributing to this age-related increase. Further study is under inses-
ligation in our laboratory to find such central mechanisms. It should be emphasized
once more that the results were obtained under strictly controlled conditions for
anesthesia, respiration, body temperature, etc. Under such conditions, the adrenal sym-
pathetic nerve reflexes are quite well maintained in aged animals.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

G. S. ROTH (NIA, Baltimore, MD): I am curious about the relationship between
blood pressure and spontanecus neuronal firing, especially in that first slide comparing
the normal Wistar kyoto with the spontaneously hypertensive. The neuronal activity
was higher, of course, in the hypertensive, but I noticed that there was one rat that
was very low. What was the blood pressurc of that particular animal?

A. SATO (Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology Tokyo, Japan): A very good
question, but I do not remember.

UNIDENTIFIED DISCUSSANT: Are those mean blood pressures in your study?
SATO: I gave both systolic and diastolic blood pressures. The upper part was for

systolic and the lower part was for diastolic.
C. CHIUEH (National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD): What kind of

anesthetic agent did you use in your study?
SATO: Nostly, we used urethane-chloralose; however, for reflex studies and also

for SHR studies, we used halothane anesthesia of 1.0-1.207o.
UNIDENTIFIED DISCUSSANT: The innervation of a number of effector tissues of the

noradrenergic terminals in aged rats varies tremendously. For example, the kidney does
not change its innervation pattern significantly between 3 and about 28 months of
age. The spleen and the lymph nodes, though, are quite denervated to the point wherc
they are less than 1007o of what they had in a noradrenergic content and also in fibers.
Theretore, I want to throw out a suggestion about why activity ma change with aging.
Hugo Be'd-dosky from the Swiss Research Institute has done some rather provocative
studies in germ-free animals versus regular animals raised in a typical vivarium. During
antigen stimulation, there is a marked suppression of norepinephrine release and turn-
over. If the animals are raised in germ-free conditions, the norepinephrine turnover
and levels are considerably higher. In aging, though, one of the hallmarks of the im-
mune dysfunction is a lack of responsiveness to antigen. Now, not only do you get
the problem in the periphery, but it also happens in the central nervous system in key
hypothalamic sites. This can even be mimicked by injecting supernatant from stimu-
lated lymphocyte cultures. Therefore, this could be a compensatory change that is being
put forth by the autonomic nervous system because of the lack of a factor from the
immune system that tends to hold it in check during normal aging. This is a testable
hypothesis and it is something that fits in with the known literature from tne Swiss
Research Institute.
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INTRODUCTION

The age-related degeneration of the nigrostriatal dopamine projection has been
well chaidL..l-zed ir -,odents and paiates including man. In rodents, the decline of
striatal dopamine concentration occurs in senescence'-" and the decline of the D-2
class of dopamine receptors is evident by midage.4 - In the human caudate nucleus,
the reductions of dopamine' and D-2 receptors ' , are progressive throughout adult-
hood and old age. Normal aging of the neostriatum is also associated with a decre-
ment in dopamine biosynthetic capacities and a preservation -or even an enhance-
ment-of dopamine catabolic processes (see references 10 and II for reviews). These
alterations appear to play a major role in the etiology of some of the movement dis-
orders of the aged because neurosurgical" or pharmacological" " procedures that elevate
dopamine concentrations or the density of D-2 sites in the striatum improve motor
functions of old rodents.

Because the synaptic concentration of dopamine is regulated in large part via the
uptake of the transmitter,'" the viability of this uptake system could also substantially
influence the appearance of movement disorders of old age. The high-affinity, sodium-
dependent uptake of dopamine into dopaminergic nerve endings of striatal slices"
or synaptosomes'" has been reported to be unaffected in aging rats, although the af-
finity of this system is lower in the aged mouse striatum.' Interestingly, a preservation
of dopamine-uptake capacities in the aged striatum could synergize with the declining
pool of releasable dopamine to limit further the synaptic actions of dopamine. Such
a role by the high-affinity uptake system would suggest that dopamine-uptake blockers
may be efficacious in the treatment of dopamine-dependent motor decline of the elderly.
To test these ideas, we have measured dopamine concentrations and the integrity of

a This researh was supported by USPHS Grant Nos. AG 00538 and NS 20122 to .. F. Mar-

shall. C. A. Altar was supported in part by USPHS Training Grant No. AG 00096.
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the high-affinity dopamine-uptake system in the striatum and olfactory tubercle of
the aged Fischer (F344) rat. Our studic, demonstrate that striatal dopamine uptake
is unaltered during the adult life span of the F344 rdt despite significant losses of stri-
atal dopamine. Additional experiments reveal that treatment with inhibitors of dopa-
mine uptake markedly reverses the age-related decline in swim performance of these
aged animals.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CONCENTRATION
AND UPTAKE OF DOPAMINE IN THE STRIATUM

OF THE ADULT RAT

Several studies have indicated that the capacity of the high-affinity dopamine-uptake
system reflects the density of dopamine innervation during, for example, ontogeny'"
or degeneration of the dopamine nerve fibers of the nigrostriatal pathway."0 2 2 This
degeneration, when induced by an infusion of 8 pg of the selcctive dopamine neu-
rotoxin, 6-hydroxydopamine, into the region of nigrostriatal cell bodies, results in a
parallel loss of dopamine, dopamine uptake, and the number of neuronal boutons
containing small granular vesicles (FIGURE 1). The loss of these markers (which reflects
the loss of dopamine nerve terminals) is complete within two days following the 6-
hydroxydopamine infusion. These similar rates of loss indicate that the extent of high-
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FIGURE 1. Time course of dopamine terminal degeneration in the neostriata of rats after 8-n
injections of 6-hydroxydopamine along the mesostriatal dopamine projection. Dccreascs in the
dopamine concentration," + dopamine uptake," and the number of boutons that contain small
granular vesicles"0 are plotted during the postlesion interval as a function of the content in the
lesioned (left) neostriatum versus that in the intact (right) neostriatum. Reprinted Aith permis-
sion from reference 21.
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affinity dopamine uptake and the concentration of dopamine are proportional to each
other following extensive lesions of the nigrostriatal pathway.

To determine whether this proportionality is maintained throughout a large range
of less complete dopamine denervations, we measured the residual concentration of
dopamine and the uptake of dopamine after three days following the intranigral infu-
sion of 1, 2, or 4.5 4±g of 6-hydroxydopamine.12 Because the degeneration of nigro-
striatal neurons is complete after two days following 6-hydroxydopamine infusions
(FIGURE 1), it can be assumed that the measure of dopamine or its high-affinity uptake
after three days following the lesion is derived exclusively from the population of sur-
viving neurons. Indeed, the loss of dopamine correlated very highly (r = 0.93; p <
0.01) with the loss of high-affinity dopamine uptake (FIGURE 2,. Based on the linear
regression equation (FIGURE 2), the residual dopamine concentration approximates
the residual amount of dopamine uptake when the losses of dopamine are less than
about 9007o. Thus, dopamine content reflects dopamine uptake over virtually the en-
tire range of dopaminergic denervations of the adult rat striatum.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRIATAL DOPAMINE CONTENT
AND UPTAKE IN THE AGED RAT

The parallel relationship between dopamine content and uptake in the young adult
rat suggests that the well-characterized loss of striatal dopamine in the aged rat'" may
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FIGURE 2. The loss of dopamine concentration is proportional and nearly equal to the loss
of dopamine uptake in the striatum following partial nigrostriatal denervation. The dopamine
concentration loss (x-axis) is expressed as the ratio of the dopamine concentrations in the left
(lesioned) and right (intact) hemispheres. A similar ratio was calculated for the loss of dopamine
uptake (y-axis) of a 5 x 10- M dopamine concentration.
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parallel a loss of high-affinity dopamine uptake. To determine this directly, young adult
(4-8-month-old) and aged (26-30-month-old) male Fischer 344 rats were obtained from
the National Institute on Aging and housed individually in a colony (24 ± ) 'C, lights
on from 0700 to 1900 h). Five adult and five aged rats were killed by decapitation,
and the striatum and olfactory tubercle of both hemispheres were rapidly dissected
from a 2.5-mm-thick coronal section of the forebrain. The left and right striata and
olfactory tubercles were homogenized, and the catecholamine content and high-affinity
[3H]dopamine uptake were measured. The pooled striata or olfactory tubercles of each
tat wcre !omogenized in 20 vol 0.32 M sucrose (maintained at 2-4 'C) using 10 strokes
of a glass-Teflon homogenizer. Next, 250 piL of the homogenate was added to 750
4iL of cold 0.1 N perchloric acid solution, and catecholamine concentrations were de-
termined by an alumina extraction HPLC procedure.2" The remainder of the sucrose
homogenate was immmediately centrifuged (900 x g for 10 min, 2-4 'C), and 50-ltL
aliquots of the supernatant were used for protein determinations" or analysis of
['Hldopamine uptake. Uptake assays were conducted by mixing 50 4L of supernatant
with 950 4L of Krebs-Henseleit HCO3 buffer (pH 7.2-7.35).11 Thirty-two parts of dopa-
mine (Sigma Chemicals) to one part ['Hidopamine (Dupont-NEN, Boston, Mas-
sachusetts, 25-35 Ci/mmol) were mixed in each tube to achieve final dopamine con-
centrations of 5-1000 nM. The tubes were incubated at 37 'C for eight minutes (during
which time uptake is linear) and the reactict was terminated at 2 0 C. Alternate tube,
contained 20 4M benztropine mesylate (Merck, Sharp and Dohme) to define specific
dopamine uptake. At a dopamine concentration of 0.1 piM, dopamine uptake was in-
hibited by approximately 90%.

Relative to young adult rats, aged animals had significant reductions in the dopa-
mine concentration of the striatum and olfactory tubercle whether expressed per mg
tissue weight (TABLE 1) or per mg protein (results not shown). No age-related change
in the norepinephrine concentration or wet weights of these regions was observed. In
contrast to these reductions in dopamine content, the high-affinity uptake of ['H]dopa-
mine into striatal homogenates was identical in young adult and aged rats over the
200-fold range of dopamine concentrations (FIGURE 3). Lineweaver-Burke analysis
(FIGURE 3, insert) revealed no age difference in either the Michaelis constant (K,, =
0.11-0.12 [tM) or the calculated maximal velocity (1,. = 96-98 pmoles/mg tissue 8
min) of high-affinity dopamine uptake. The olfactory tubercle contained insufficient

TABLE 1. Dopamine and Norepinephrine Concentrations in the Caudate-Putamen
and Olfactory Tubercle of Adult and Aged Rats"

Catecholamine Concentration

(ng'mg wet tissue)

Caudate-Putamen Otfactory Tubercle

Dopamine Norepinephrine Dopamine Norepinephrine

Aged (30 mo) 4.7 ± 0.3 b  0.21 ± 0.13 2.9 ± 0.3" 0.34 ± 0.04
(- 21 Oro) n.c. (- 2407o) n.c.

Adult (8 mo) 5.9 ± 0.4 0.18 ± 0.4 3.8 - 0.4 0.36 ± 0.07

' Values are mean ± SEM (N = 5 per group). Wet weights for tissues in mg were (mean
t SEM): 45.6 ± 1.0 (for adult striatum), 49 ± 3.3 (for aged striatum), 22 ± 2.3 (for adult
olfactory tubercle), and 21 ± 3.3 (for aged olfactory tubercle); n.c. - not changed from the
adult group.

b p < 0.001 compared with adult group by I tests.
c p < 0.01 compared with adult group by I tests.
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FIGURE 3. Equivalent affinity and capacity if jopamine (DA) uptake into homogenates of
adult or aged rat striatum (n - 5 per group). The insert illustrates the results plotted by Lineweaver-
Burke analysis. Reprinted with permission from reference 41.

tissue for a complete kinetic analysis in each animal. However, the uptake of striatal
iiomogenates from 8-month-old animals at a [Hjdopamine concentration of 5 x 10-
was 63 ± 7 pmol/mg tissue/8 min and did not differ significantly from the value of
56 + 6 obtained with 30-month-old rats.

These neurochemical findings confirm the frequently reported decline in dopa-
mine concentration that occurs in aged rodents.'" However, the high-affinity trans-
port system remained remarkably unchanged relative to young adult animals. Because
the extent of high-affinity dopamine uptake reflects the density of catecholamine in-
nervation during" (FIGURE 1) and after (FIGURE 2) neuronal degeneration, the present
results with high-affinity dopamine uptake suggest that the dopaminergic innervation
of the rat striatum or olfactory tubercle does not decline in senescence. If the dopa-
mine nerve terminal density remains unchanged in senescent animals, then the ob-
served decline in dopamine content in the striatum and olfactory tubercle most likely
reflects a reduction in the amount of dopamine per neuron. In support of this possi-
bility, McNeill et al.6 reported age-related decreases in the catecholamine histofluores-
cence per cell body in the substantia nigra pars compacta and dorsal portion of the
ventral tegmental area of mice. Declines in the size of the dopamine pooi per neuron
could result from the age-related retardation of synthesis and the accelerated degrada-
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tion of dopamine.'" For example, the reduced tyrosine hvdroxylase acte ities in the
striatum and olfactory tubercles of old F344 rats, along \Aih the trends toward losser
DOPAC concentrations in striatal and mesolimbic areas of aged rats and mice. ,uu-
gest that dopamine turnover is lowered in these neurons.' 2"

EFFECTS OF DOPAMINE REUPTAKE BLOCKADE ON THE
IMPAIRED SWIM PERFORMANCE OF THE AGED RAT

If the age-related decline of striatal dopaitine concentration reflects decrease,, in
the pool of releasable dopamine and if the reuptake process remain', at young adult
levels, then the recapture of released dopamine might occur more efficiently in the
aged striatum especially during periods of rapid dopamine release. These considera-
tions suggest that drugs that prevent the recapture of released dopamine might be benefi-
cial in treating some of the movement disorders associated ssith advanced age such
a, impaired sws im performance." TIo compounds that are potent inhibitors of dopa-
mine uptake in viro and in vivo, bupropion and nomilensine,"- %cre teted for their
effects on swim performance.

Ybung adult and aged F344 rats were administered bupropion, nornifensine, or tile
norepinephrine uptake blocker, desmethylimipramine." or just the vehicle (0.900 NaCl)
and were tested for their swimming ability. Bupropion 1-40I ([Urroughs-Wellcome, 25-75
tng/kg, administered 30 min piior to the ss im tc3:), r.c.aiensine HCI (Hoe,hst Roussel,
5-8 mi/kg, 15 min prior to test), or dcesmethylimipramine HCI (Merril-Dos, 15 itg kg.
30 min prior to test) was given i.p. in 2-5 mL of t.9% NaCI per kg body sseight, with
doses calculated as the free base. The rats were placed in a hexagonal glass tank (00
cm maximal width x 76 cm high) that was filled to a height of 55 cm w\ith tap ssatcr
(22-24 C). Evaluation of s\,imming ss'as conducted b. ani observer w\ho rated sssim
perfortnance during the test and by ,ideotaping the sessions for later quantitative be-
havioral analysis. An observer experienced in rating swim performance evaluated the
"vigor" and "success" of each animal at one-minute intersals for the duration of the
test (12 minutes for bupropion, 15 minutes for iomifensine or desmet hyliniipramine).
Rating scales ,,ere from zero (poorest performance) to three (best performance), usitg
criteria previously established.' In general, the s igor ,cale reflect', the strength and
constancy with which each rat moves its limbs, while the success scale reflects the animal's
ability to maintain its head above the water surface. The observer \k ho rated the s, itli
performances was uninformed as to the drug trei'tmient of the animals. To tininmizc
the distress of the animals, they were remosed front the tank \ heneser thcv rcaintcd
below the water surface for a period of 15 seconds. On those occasions in \w hich animal,
were removed, they were assigned ratings of zero and were considered to hase spent
zero seconds with their noses above water for the remainder of the test. After thc test,
the animals were towel-dried and placed in a warmed cage. At least 48 hour, separated
swim tests.

Another measure of swim performance ksas obtained by tes iek ing the s ideotape,
of each swim session and recording the number of seconds out of each minute that
the rat spent with its nose above or below the surface of the \sater.

The aged rats swam less well than did the young adult aniials in both experinicnti
(FIGURE 4; ANOVA p values < 0.02 for both vigor a.d iuccess measures). Hosseset,
bupropion and nomifensine each significantly improved the swimming of the aged
rats (ANOVA p values < 0.006 for both vigor and success measures). The aged rats
swam significantly better -'hen given 25-50 mg/kg bupropion or 5-8 tug kg tionifenm-
sine relative to their performance when given the vehicle. The highest dose o bupropion
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F(,URE 4. bI rmetment of sAirn iuor and succe, of aged iat' gi~en bupropion (top: n
0-12 per group) or nomiifensine (bottomn: n - 10-l; per grouip). T he a in sore' aCrC dUimed
for the duration ofth 12 mmi test (hupropion) or 15 -mmi te't (notitieine). .SXmhols: *
p < 0.021 'ersus adult gisen vehicle: a p <) 0 .0';. h p < 0.01, C-p (1.0( \eru, %efticle
group h% t tests. Reprinted with pernmison fron reference 41.

(75 mc.; kg,) failed to facilitate the swimming of aged rats: perhaps 'hi" a becausec
it induced conflicting or fatiguing behav.iors, during thle sw ilt test such ats repetttive,
stereotysped head movements that \%ere observed in the homne cage. Imnportantl\. no
significant effects on swim vigor or swim Success following bupropion or nib iensine
administration were observed iti votig adult anriiall. I-lic ntiorpiiephriie uptakc
blocker, desmethvlirmpramitte (I-S nig kg), had ito effect ott the swkim performance
ol aged rats, but it did result in a small atid sign ificantt imitpairmlenlt in thle s\kitringlti
of adult animals (TABU: 2).

Based oil the quantitative t-evievw of" the videotapes of thle s\ ill se~sioit . the ae
rats spent less time wNith t heir heads abo'. water as the ,\kimn test progressed (1? < (l.0t1
(F~IGURE 5). Howeser, both the 50nimc kg dlose of bupropioti (p- <0.05)0and tile 5 1Wg kLt
dose of nomnifensirne (p < 0.0t1) significant]\ ittereased tile litte that thle rats, Spent 'A itli
their heads above water rela: ive to %ehicle treatin t. For itoiti eisitte. the Interaction
between drugz and test dUrattion is as siifican (pi 11 0 (.001).

PHARMACOLOGICAL INTERV.N'TION AND) ACE-RELATEDI
DEICLINES FN MOTOR FUNCTION

In sUmmtai\, the behavioral arid ncttrochiiical Itinditics of ihts e\pctictlet ,ug-
gest tilat the preservationi of doparnite-uptake sites in tile aped stiitilln il~s,\ncri/e
wsith thle declining pool (If'releasable dloparninto tlimit further this ratiiittr's ,\vn-
apt ic act ions. This coniclutsionl suggests a tiocel phatrnacolo i cal a pp roach fior reset si ti
tile wcH-documntcd impairmtenits in setisorimiotor t'Uittorts iecUt 11 nut i setteseernce.
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TABLE 2. Swim Performance of Adult and Aged Rats Treated with Desmethylimipra-
mine (DM1) or Vehicle (VEH)0

Swim Vigor Swim Success
VEH DM1 VEH DMI

Aged 20.4 ± 2.b 18.0 ± 2.4b 17.5 ±2.5b 16.8 , 2 .7"

Adult 34.2 ± 0.5 31.2 ± L.0 35.4 ±0.9 31.4 _ 1.5
a The values represent the mean ± SEM of summed swim scores (N =7 for aged. N =

10 bfor adult) during the IS-min test.
6p < 0.01 compared with adult swim scores by ttests.

C p < 0.01 compared with the corresponding VEH groups by ttests.
d p < 0.02 compared with the corresponding VEH groups by tests.
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Compared to existing pharmacological agents, dopamine-uptake inhibitors may rep-
resent a more selective means of treating movement disorders because their ability to
increase dopamine in the synapse depends upon the ongoing rate of dopamine release.
In contrast to precursors of dopamine biosynthesis such as L-dopa that can be con-
verted to dopamine extraneuronally or directly acting dopamine agonists such as
bromocriptine, the uptake inhibitors should elevate synaptic dopamine receptor stim-
ulation to the greatest extent during periods of maximal dopamine release. By inhibiting
the high-affinity transport of dopamine, these drugs elevate its concentration in the
synapse after release. Therefore, unlike L-dopa or dopamine agonist treatments, which
would uniformly elevate D2 receptor activation, dopamine-uptake blockers should am-
plify synaptic dopamine levels and D2 activation in proportion to dopamine neuron
activity. Indeed, bupropion or nomifensine each greatly improved the swimming of
aged animals. Although both compounds are also inhibitors of the high-affinity trans-
port of norepinephrine in brain,' 4 the preferential norepinephrine uptake blocker,
desmethylimipramine, did not improve the swimming of aged rats and impaired the
swimming of the adult animals. In view of previous work from several laboratories,2'
the improvement in motor performance seen after nomifensine or bupropion prob-
ably depends upon the ability of these drugs to elevate synaptic conccntratiui,of dupa-
mine. Thus, a more selective dopamine-uptake blocker may improve motor perfor-
mance even more than did nomifensine or bupropion.

The use of dopamine-uptake inhibitors should also be effective in treating condi-
tions in which striatal dopamine content is only moderately reduced (i.e., normal aging);2

however, it will not be effective if extensive degeneration of dopaminc neurons has
already occurred (i.e., in late stages of parkinsonism). 'I In fact, many elderly individ-
uals develop impairments of movement and posture that resemble the early' stages of
parkinsonism. 6 Both bupropion" and another dopamine-uptake inhibitor, mazindol, "

have moderate antiparkinsonian properties. Accordingl., Delwaide and colleagues "

have suggested that dopamine reuptake blockers, when used in Parkinson's disease,
must be prescribed early in the course of the disorder, which is when appreciable numbers
of properly functioning dopaminergic neurons are present.
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DISCUSSIO. OF THE PAPER

P. L WtrT (Lafavctte Clinic, Detroit, WI): If nomifensine has been tried in combi-
nation with levodopa and as a solo agent without effect, do you think that this could
just be a consequence of there not being enough dopamine there for the reuptake
blockade to be significant? Or do you think there are other problems in that situation'?

A. ALTAR (CIBA-GEIGY Corporation, Summnit, .,): That is a very interesting
point. You do not need the uptake of L-dopa into a dopamine neuron for the corter-
sion to dopamine to occur. In that case, the concomitant use of the dopamine uptake
inhibitor may not be that efficacious because you are flooding the system with dopa-
mine, which is not dependent upon production by L-dopa uptake into the nerve ter-
minal. In addition, this suggests that one reason why a selective dopamine uptake in-
hibitor may be more useful than a direct acting agonist or an indirect acting agonist
(such as L-dopa) is that the uptake inhibition may best restore dopamie concentra-
tions in the synapse during periods of maximal depolarization of those neurons. There-
lore, what you are getting is not a sustained increase from a low level of dopamine
that is present in the injured striatum; instead, what vou may get is a marked increase.
Furthermore, this increase is modulated by the extent of ongoing demands, so when
demands are made, patients can mobilize these neurons during emergency situations.
It may be that you are going to get an increase that is parallel with the firing rate of
these residual dopamine neurons. Then, in that context, you would not expect much
effect by dopamine-uptake inhibitors when you have no neurons left because there
would be no substrate on which the inhibitors could act.
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LEWITT: Now that is important whether the surviving terminals have a regulatory
role or if their role is to just dump dopamine. However, did you assess the order of
magnitude of the effects of levodopa or dopamine itself in improving swimming per-
formance as has been done in the past?

ALTAR: We have not. However, in a 1979 paper by Berrios and Marshall, they looked
at apomorphine and L-dopa and each of these drugs was able to reverse the swimming
impairments.

LEWITT: Was it of the order of magnitude as the improvements you saw?
ALTAR: It was certainly no greater. It was approximately the same magnitude and

I am sure that it was no greater because the aged animals never exceeded the young
adults in swim performance.

D. INGRAM (NIA, Baltimore, MD): Were the rats naive performers or were they
well practiced in swimming performance?

ALTAR: These animals were naive at the beginning of the study. All swim tasks
and drug administrations, though, were made in a completely counterbalanced order
so these animals were quite practiced by the end. Thus, the experiment was not con-
founded by a learning effect because of the counterbalanced nature of the design.

INGRAM: What would happen if you gave animals an anxiolytic? Swim performances
are often used in animal models of depression. Floating, in fact, is alleviated by anxio-
lytics, and floating would be a performance within this task that would weigh the per-
formance on the aging animals downward.

ALTAR: Floating? We never observed floating in these studies.
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INTRODUCTION

The authors of several previous chapters in this volume have presented a great deal

of data showing that decrements in motor control are an important consequence of

aging. Their systematic evaluations, as well as those of others (e.g., references 1-3),

have indicated that deficits in motor performance vary directly with the level of diffi-

culty of the task, with the most demanding task exhibiting the greatest debilitating

effects of age. Behavioral tasks such as those involving simple reaction speed in humans'

or accurate paw placement in rodents2 show no change with age. However, in tests

that require the organism to exhibit balance, strength, coordination, and/or sensory-

motor integration (such as those that assess postural stability" - or complex reaction

time4 ), consistent age-related declines are observed. The deficits observed in these ex-

aminations can be translated to losses of independence for the elderly because they

appear as components of such everyday tasks as walking or driving an automobile.

It is known, for example, that the likelihood of automobile accidents' as well as the

occurrence of life-threatening accidental falls increase in the elderly."

Importantly, striking interspecies similarities can be found between the rodent and

human in these declines. Thus, the rodent may serve as a useful model for delineating

the basic mechanisms of motor control (especially central motor control) and examining

how these mechanisms change with age. With this understanding, methods might be

developed that could retard these age-related changes or enhance performance in indi-

viduals where the changes have already occurred.
One central system that has received a great deal of attention is that of the nigro-

striatal system. Systematic research has demonstrated a primary involvement of this

system in the mediation of motor behavior and has indicated its significant role in

the decline of motor performance in senescence. The purposes of the present revie%%

are to elaborate upon this relationship and to show how manipulations designed to

modulate nigrostriatal functioning can have a profound effect on motor performance.

355
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ALTERED STRIATAL DOPAMINERGIC FUNCTION AND
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE

The evidence implicating the nigrostriatal DA system in the decline of motor be-
havioral function in senescence is derived primarily from three sourccs. rhe first is
provided from experiments in which striatal dopaminergic function was pharmaco-
logically or surgically altered il yuuwg ain,..s. it lia, oeen known for a long tim'c
that interferenc with the striatal dopaminergic system in young animals by such com-
pounds as reserpine" 11 or a-methyl-p-tyrosine'' will compromise postural tone and
decrease- locomotor activity. L-Dopa can reverse reserpine's effects on spomancou',
locomotor activity and it also affects locomotor activity when gise.n alone.'" When
various dopamine-receptor antagonists are gi',en in sufficient doses, both man and
lower animals exhibit catalepsy and akinesia in numerous experiments. In fact, these
organisms tend to resist being mo%ed out ofstatic equilibrium and exhib-i cxaggi'tcd
bracing in response to having their positions changed. In addition, doses of neuroleptics
that do not produce catalepsy still induce decrements in the righting reflex, as well
as in balance and coordination. In one study, for example, 220o of the animals (cats)
given as little as 0.25 mg/kg of chlorpromazine shorwed decrements in performance
on many of the tasks described above."

When striatal dopaminergic function was altered in rats \ ia bilateral injections of
6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) into the nigrostriatal fiber bundles, the animals shosscd
signs of ,ensorimotor impairment - namely, akinesia, limb dysfunction. rigidit\, and
impairments in orientation to sensory stimuli. " " Recovery was highl, correlated w ith
the extent of development of striatal DA receptor denervation supersensitivity and
with the anount of DA remaining in the lesioned striatum."

The second source of evidence that suggests a link between the striatal dopaminergic
system and motor behavior can be derived from the clinical data of patients suffering
from Parkinson's disease, tardive dvskinesia, or akathisia. " In the case of Parkinson's
disease, there appears to be reduced dopaminergic receptor binding in the putamcn, , 12
lowered dopamine levels in the basal ganglia,2' and cell loss in the substantia nigra. '

Similarly, persons who have intravenously self-administered meperidine contaminated
with N-methyl-4-phenyl-l,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) will develop seere
parkinsonian-like movement aberrations. 2 %1PTP is knoswn to be a neurotoxin that
selectively destroys cells in the substantia nigra.21' ' In both Parkinson's disease and
MPTP poisoning, some alleviation of symptoms can be achieved by enhancing stri-
atal DA levels with L-dopa.

Finally, a third source of e% idence of striatal DA involvement in age-related declinc
in movement can be provided from studies that have examined these changes in the
senescent organism. McGeer and NMcGeer2" have reported that out of 400,000 nigral
cells present at birth in the human, less than 200,000 survive to age 75. If their regres-
sion line is extrapolated, the projected number of cells surviving at age 100 sould be
140,000. These numbers may be compared to the 60,000 to 120,000 range reported
for Parkinson patients. " These changes appear to occur in concert wkith alterations,
in nigrostriatal morphology, such as axonal dilations in the nigrostriatal pathavs.
accumulations of lipofuscin granules, and markedly reduced DA histofliorcscence
in the pars compacta of the substantia nigra."

In the caudate, many of the indices of DA functioning appear to he mtuch more
variable between the human and rodent. For example, while age-related declines in
-; 1 'wvels are seen with some regulaii( in the aged human, " DA loss is more

intrastriatally regionally selective"' or not observed'" in the aged rodent. Moreoser,
recent evidence indicates that there are no age-related declines in K(l-induccd release"
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or reuptake"l of DA from superfused striatal tissue slices in the rat. If other aspects
of synaptic functioning are considered, interspecies variations become even more sa-
lient. This is seen it, two important DA synthetic enzymes, tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)
and dopa decarboxylase (DDC), that show no consistent changes as a function of age.
Tyrosine hydroxylase activity in the human shows either no decrease in the activity 2

or primary decreases before 20 years of age. 1 In the rodent, the findings range from
those that report significant decreases in TH activity after 10 months of age in rat 2

to those that show no significant age-related declines with senescence in the mouse " "
or rat.3" Findings with respect to DDC range from those that show a 66% decline in
human 6 to those that show a 0076 decline in rat 5 and mouse." Because motor be-
havioral changes are similar in the aged rat and human, these interspecies inconsisten-
cies in striatal DA synaptic tunctioning suggest that other indices should be consid-
ered to account for decreased performance.

One synaptic index that has shown remarkably consistent -ge-related changes in
rodent and human is the decrease in striatal receptor binding. Our first report indi-
cated a 35% decline in haloperidol binding with no loss of binding affinity in the aged
rat."7 This observation has been repeated numerous times under a variety of experimental
conditions using various experimental models, including human,' rat,"9 mouse,"0 and
rabbit." (These findings are discussed in detail elsewhere in this volume, so only a
brief overview will be presented here.) The actual percentage of decline as a function
of age depends upon the particular dopamine-sensitive ligand that is utilized. Findings
from studies using 3H-spiroperidol, for example, which may be selective for the D2
receptor subtype, indicate consistent decreases in D2 receptor concentrations of about
36-66%o that occur over the life span of the animal. " I More recent studies using dopa-
mine agonists such as 3H-2-amino-6,7-dihydroxy-l,2,3,4-tetrahydronaph,! ,lene .k--
ADTN) or 3H-N-propylnorapomorphine (3H-PNAa .kii bind to the high affinity
component of the D24' in the absence of guanine nucleotides) indicate decreases in
the proportion of high to low affinity D2 sites that occur in concert with the decrease
of D2 sites in mice from 3 to 12 months of age 2 (see also Severson, this volume).

Under certain assay conditions, 3H-ADTN also binds to the high affinity form
of the striatal DI receptor. " In fact, it has been shown that the age-related loss in den-
sity of this form of the receptor may be greater than 50%." If the low affinity form
of the DI receptor (cyclase-linked " ) is assessed, the results from at least one labora-
tory show parallel losses between DI receptor (assessed with 3H-piflutixol) and DA-
stimulated adenylate cyclase activity that are greatest between 3 and 12 months of age
in the rat." However, results from other laboratories using Sprague-Dawley rats "2 or
C57BL6 mice" indicate no change in striatal DI receptor levels throughout the life
span. Examination of postmortem human material indicates an actual increase in DI
receptors with age. "

Therefore, these findings suggest that there are increases in the striatal DID2
receptor ratio in senescence, which is a finding that has been confirmed in humans
(see Wong, this volume). In addition, there are some indications that the biosynthetic
rates of both D1" and D2 receptor 4 9

,0 subtypes show declines in animals beginning
at about 12 months of age."l However, even in the face of alterations in striatal DA
receptor number, DI/D2 ratio, high to low agonist binding components, and synthetic
rate, it is interesting to note in this regard that the dopamine receptors that remain
in senescent animals appear to function in a manner similar to those of young animals.
Recent experiments in which the function of striatal DA autoreceptors was assessed
by examining the effects of haloperidol application to superfused striatal slices from
6- and 24-month-old animals indicated no age-related decrements in the ability of this
antagonist to block the DA autoreceptor and enhance KCI-induced DA release from
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these slices (e.g., 500 uiM haloperidol + 30 mM KCI pmoles DA/mg protein released
- 140 + 10, 6 mo; 130 + 8, 24 mo).5 '

FUNCTIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF EXPERIMENTAL
MANIPULATIONS OF STRIATAL DA RECEPTOR DENSITY

In our initial observations, we found that if old and young rats were unilaterally
lesioned in the left substantia nigra and if rotational behavior 2 was examined following
graded doses of amphetamine (AMPH), then the old group showed less rotational
behavior than the young group. 7 The interesting finding, though, was that when these
same animals were given apomorphine (a DA agonist), there was no difference in rota-
tional behavior between the young and old groups. It had been shown previously 2

that the denervated striatal DA receptors would proliferate after lesioning and that
agonists, such as apomorphine, would have a greater effect on the lesioned, "upregu-
lated" striatum, thereby resulting in increased contralateral (to the lesion) turning. How-
ever, because no age-related differences in contralateral turning were seen, these findings
suggested that increases in striatal DA receptor density could still occur in the striata
from the old animals and that these striata had retained their "plastic" capabilities.

This hypothesis was supported by a subsequent experiment in which unilaterally
lesioned (6-OHDA) young and old rats were tested initially with AMPH and then later
with lergotril, a potent DA agonist. Age-related deficits in rotation were seen with re-
spect to the former of these compounds, but not with the latter. Results from the bio-
chemical analyses indicated that both 3H-spiroperidol binding and DA-stimulated ad-
enylate cyclase activity were higher in the lesioned striata than in the nonlesioned striata
irrespective of age or sex."

In addition to rotational behavior, other tasks requiring coordinated control of
motor and reflexive responses (such as suspension time on a horizontal wire2 or on
an inclined wire-mesh screen,5 -. 6 as well as the length of time that it takes for a rodent
to traverse a wooden rod or plank 6 ) showed significant declines with age. In an effort
to further explore the generality of the "upregulation effect" to these types of tasks,
performance was examined in young, middle-aged and old mice following chronic
haloperidol administration and withdrawal. This neuroleptic is a potent DA receptor
antagonist. It induces striatal DA receptor upregulation by producing a functional
denervation of these receptors. The results indicated that haloperidol-treated animals
of all age groups showed better performance than those that were given chronic ve-
hicle treatment. 6

These findings were replicated in a later experiment 7 in which chronic prolactin
(150 ng/h/7 days; Alzet minipumps) was administered to senescent animals. These
animals improved on tests such as the inclined-screen and rod-walking tasks beginning
4-6 days after the pumps were implanted, and behavior declined within two weeks
after the pumps were withdrawn. The induction of the behavioral improvements coin-
cided with the increases in 3H-spiroperidol binding that had been reported previously.51
Tests in other groups of animals also showed enhanced rotational behavior to intra-
striatal DA following chronic prolactin treatment."5 Although there have been some
previous reports in which prolactin was administered directly" or in which prolactin
was indirectly stimulated via domperidone6' or stimulated through the implantation
of prolactin-secreting pituitary tumors,62 which have not shown increases in striatal
3H-spiperone binding, these studies only examined prolactin effects in young animals.
We, however, have shown that the prolactin effect was even greater in old animals (3700
increase in 3H-spiperone binding) than in young ones (15-2007,0)." It could be that
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some of these changes were missed in studies where old animals were not examined.
It is also possible that if there was an overstimulation of prolactin production, such
a, night be expected following the implantation of a prolactin-secreting tumor, then
the effect would be reversed. At the dose of prolactin that we employed, increased
blood levels of prolactin were undetectable.

In addition to including increases in receptor density to enhance motor perfor-
mance, we have employed one rather interesting method to retard the loss of striatal
DA receptors and alter the age-related progressive deterioration of these behaviors.
This method involves the use of dietary restriction. It has been known for a long time
that if rats receive food only on alternate days (EOD) from the time that they are weaned,
then life span is extended by 4007o (see reference 63). Recent evidence indicates that
striatal DA receptor concentrations as measured by both 3H-ADTN and specific 3H-
spiroperidol binding are maintained at young levels well into middle age before declining
and that 24-month-old EOD animals have striatal DA receptor complements that are
equivalent to that of a 12-month-old ad-lib fed animal." When rotational behavior
was examined in these 24-month-old EOD animals, it was found to be comparable
to that of young animals.6"

Taken together, the data from all of these techniques that induce striatal DA receptor
upregulation suggest a critical role for these receptors in the mediation of motor func-
tion in senescence. Furthermore, from these findings and those above, it might be postu-
lated that there is a critical concentration range for striatal DA receptors. If the receptor
number is lowered via age, then it could lead to a "cascade" of intrastriatal efC,,
that might initially change the reciprocal inhibitory control between acetylcholine (ACh)
and DA [e.g., loss of efficacy of DA agonists such as apomorphine to inhibit KCI-
induced release of ACh,66 and loss of efficacy of muscarinic agents such as carbachol
to inhibit DA-stimulated cyclase activity (Joseph et at., unpublished)]. This ultimately
would result in decreased motor performance.

Conversely, increasing the concentration of DA receptors seems to reserse this "cas-
cade" and, thus, motor performance is improved on a variety of task,. In fact, *, ap-
pears that the "striatal dopaminergic receptor-motor behavioral link may be stronger
in old animals than it is in young." In a recent experiment," both old and \ounlg animals
were treated with the irreversible DA receptor antagonist, N-ethox.vcarbon. 1-2-ct box.-
1,2-dihydroquinoline (EEDQ), and tested at various times on the inclincu , crcen. Ihe
results indicated that although young animals had returned to pre-L- DQ lcxels of per-
formance at 48 hours post-EEDQ, their striatal DA receptor concentrations sAere only
at 4007o of control for both the D1 and D2 receptor subtypes. Old animals did not
reach pre-EEDQ levels of inclined-screen performance even N hen tested at 192 hours
post-EEDQ (45% of control), despite the fact that their striatal DA receptor concen-
trations were closer to pre-EEDQ levels than those in young animals (9000 and 60%
of control for the DI and D2 receptor subtypes, respectively). Hence, in young animals,
the return to pre-EEDQ levels of performance is, to some extent, independent of the
recovery of pre-EEDQ concentrations of striatal DA receptors; subsequent attempts
to compromise inclined performance in young animals by treating them at 48 hours
post-EEDQ with spiroperidol (2 mg/kg) have been unsuccessful. These findings sug-
gest that when striatal function is compromised in young animals, they are able to
utilize other control mechanisms, possib!y extrastriatal, in their behavioral recovery
that are unavailable to old animals. One of these areas may be the cerebellum. It has
been shown in a number of studies that cerebellar function is morphologically altered
and physiologically compromised in senescence (see chapters by Hoffer and Rogers,
this volume). Therefore, the old animal is probably less able to utilize cerebellar medi-
ation in its post-EEDQ recovery than is the young animal. Consequently, the old an-
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imal must rely more heavily on the return of pre-EEDQ levels of striatal DA func-
tioning for its recovery.

Unfortunately, because of the nonspecific nature of some of these upregulation
and downregulation procedures used to alter striatal DA function, it is difficult, at
this point, to specify which DA-receptor subtype may be most critical in the regulation
of these types of motor tasks. However, evidence from three sources suggests that it
might be the D2 receptor subtype: (a) there is a more progressive age-related change
in the concentration of this striatal DA receptor subtype than in that of the Dl, cyclase-
linked receptors; (b) historically, there is a well-established link between D2 receptor
function and motor performance;6" and (c) in ongoing experiments from this labora-
tory, only D2 receptor blockade via 2 mg/kg spiperone has been found to be effective
in disrupting inclined screen performance. Doses of the DI antagonist SCH 23390 as
high as 3 mg/kg were found to be ineffective in disrupting performance. In this regard,
though, there are some recent reports that have shown that the DI receptors have a
role in the mediation of rotational behaviors."' Therefore, the exact specification of
the role of each of these receptor subtypes in mediating age changes in motor function
awaits further research. However, clinically, it is clear that the development and utili-
zation of techniques that take advantage of these "'plastic capabilities" could result
ultimately in improved motor performance in the elderly.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

B. HOFFER (University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO): Have you
given some thought to making measurements that are more linked to what we consider
D2 function to be, that i-, inhibitory co'ipling to the cyclase doing GTPase assay, and
to things that might relate more to the molecular function of D2 striatal receptors?
Do you have any data in this regard?

J. A. JOSFPH (Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, Bethesda, MD): There
is a very nice paper by Rabin in Neurobiology of Aging where he averaged some of
these parameters. No changes were seen in the catalytic subunits.

D. MORGAN (University of Southern California, LosAngeles, CA): There is a great
deal of variability in the prolactin effects among the various investigators. I think that
the differences may be the result of using different strains of species. However, if there
are no prolactin receptors in the striatum or nigra and if there is no prolactin there,
how is it possibly doing anything?

JOSEPH: I do not know. However, if you take all of the papers concerned with this
issue where no upregulation of striatal DA receptor stimulation is seen, you will scc
that the studies utilized intense prolactin stimulation to try to obtain an effect. When
people have seen something, they tend to use very low doses. Therefore, it may be some
kind of a compensatory response to very low stimulation. When we looked for c:langes
in plasma prolactin levels in these animals, we could not see any differences between
treated animals and controls.

J. SEVERSON (Amershari Corporation, Arlington Heights, IL): Do you see any
slowed responses or slowed recovery of the DI receptor after EEDQ administration?
If so, is it similar to the slowed response of the D2 receptor?

JOSEPH: Yes.
SEVERSON: Is there a slowed recovery of DI also?
JOSEPH: Yes, they are both slower in the old animal.
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Aging degrades speeded performance in time-constrained tasks primarily by changes
in the central nervous ssstemn. i otor responses such as simple, discrimtiatlon, and
choice reaction time might therefore be s iewed as behavioral "w.indows" into the cen-
tral nervous system.' Age differences in performance on some of these tasks ma, be
reduced substantially by selecting subjects for speed2 or by exposing them to extraor-
dinary practice ,essions. Nevertheless, one of the most consistent obsers.ations of
behavioral change related to aging remains the insidious and persasive slow ing in al-
most all types of speeded performance.'

Why do these types of performance slow with age? This question has led to a search
for task components that might be disproportionately % ulnerable to aging. Very earl.
Weiss' discovered that the major slowing in a choice reaction response occurred pri-
marily centrally rather than peripherally. ,An unresolved issue is xxhether these cential
changes represent a generalized slowing of CNS function or differential age effect,
upon specific stages of information processing.

Birren' suggested that a "general primary mechanism within the nerous svsten I
ages, thereby affecting most p sychomotor speeded performance. He described hisl mech-
anism as representing the general integrity of the central nerous,, Arenberg

suggested that this general primary mev.hanism represents an o\ciall strncturfl deteri-
oration; rhis is in opposition to flawed control processes at \arious stage, ol processing
such as encoding, filtering, or memory Analyses of age effects on specific tagces of

processing hae generally indicated that all stages are slowrld b\ aging. Sexeral
iusesticators- " found encoding deficit,, and Salthouse and Somberg.' uiiw Sternbcrc's

':~~~~~~~~~~~11 'sp (All ,l ~~,;c ~tPl{b,(rtl N " N2()S 2
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memory scanning procedure, 1ound deficits in memor, scanning, stimulus encoding.
and response preparation and execution. Baylor and Spirduso" also found age effects
on response selection and response programming. Sahthouse and Somberg' concluded
that because age differences could not be easily localized to a specific information
processing stage, there must be a generalized speed reduction in all central nervous
svstein activity.

Hick's'2 lass states that choice reaction time (CRT) can be predicted b\ the equa-
tion, CRT a + h[log,(N)].,where a - the structural or basic speed of the ensois
and motor apparatus, b - the rate of processing additional information, and N -
the number of stimulus-respoise alternatises. The component a is viewed as simple
reaction time because, theoretically, no uncertainty exists about what to do: the onl.
uncertainty is about when to do it. Therefore, age effects on structural and functional
integrity of the central nervous system would affect primarily the a component (Rab-
bitt: 4 Rabbitt & Vyas' '), whereas age effects on efficiency of precessing information
in one or more stages would influence the slope, which is the h component of the equa-
tion.'4 - Although Salthouse and Somberg' defined the slope component of the 'rate
of extracting information" somes hat di ffereni I 1 h-, 'd in paradigms using mul-
tipie stimuli displays, the., nevertheless found that the slope %as not affected by age.

The locus of age-related degradation of speeded performance is an important ques-
tion to ansser because it addresses the issue of plasticit\ of behav ioral function. Ho\\
inevitable and irreversible is age-related deterioration of speeded psychomotor perfor-
mance? If psyzhomtor slov. inc is the result of structural deterioration of the central
ner,,ous system, then the decline may be more difficult to modify or postpone. On
the other hand, plasticit\ of function night he prolonged only by health or nutrition-
related change, in physiological ftunction, not by practice or usage. Hosseser, it the
behavioral slowing is primarily in control mechanisms that have been hy;pot hesi/ed
as stages of information processing, the interventions such as practice and learned
strategy changes might defer an age-related decline.

One intervention, suggested as early as 1968 by Botwinwk and Tfbmp-on.'" that
has been purported to postpone age-related decline of psychomotor function is that
of chronic exercise. Investigator, who sample unusual populations of highly physi-
callv fit elderly individuals report that the, are significantlv faster in reacti, its. At
least six investigators and their colleagues who studied these types of samples hae
reported a relationship between systematic exercise and simple, discrimination, or choice
reaction time'' '" (see Spirduso"' for rev iew). Result from all of these studie,; \\ere
dependent upon the assumption that the exerciscd subjects "ere highly physicalls fit,
inasmuch as subjects were catecori/ed on the basis of their self-report of daily phys-
Ical activity. Hosever, recent researchers who addres,,ed this issue b\ directly measuring
physical fitness levels in a pre- and post-exercise design iave also reported faster reac-
ti,ity in physically fit individuals. Although a fe,, reports base failed to find this rela-
tionship, the preponderance of evidence supports a relationship between physical fit-
ness levels and psychomotor speeded perfornance (see Spirduso" for a discussion of
this issue).

If physical fitness produced by chronic physical actis it, is related to psychomotor
speed in the aged, what types of performance ate affected'? What components of these
tasks are influenced? What are the unechanisis b'. shich s\stematic ph. sical actis its
might enhance psychomotor performance? One approach to these questions is to coin-
pare individuals difflering in age and physical fitness level otl seseral psvchontotor task,
in ss hich successful performance depend,, heas il on different stages of inforiat loll
processing. It physically fit indis iduals difter otilI in simple reaction tine (a micaxue
of basic sensor\ and mot10 apparatus speed) and not on1 traihlnakini! (a ntc.sritc ot
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scanning and stimulus identification), then physical fitness may influence a general
centra! nervous system speed-reduction factor, but not specific stages of infoi iiatiuii
processing.

The present study was conducted to determine which performances of several tasks
were related to physical fitness level as inferred from the self-reports of the subjects
of their chronic physical activity. Tasks were selected because success on each was thought
to rely on different components of psychomotor performance.

METHODS

Subjects

The subjects were women categorized according to age and physical activ ity level
as follows: 20-29 years, active (A, N = 10); 20-29 years, nonactive (NA, N - 20);
50-59 years (A, N = 18; NA, N = 14): 60-69 years (A, N = 16: NA, N = 14); and
70-79 years (A, N = 10; NA, N = 9). Subjects for all groups were screened to exclude
those with abnormal body weight, medication, smoking, disease, and poor vision, and
those who were not licensed automobile drivers. Subjects were accepted into active
age groups if they reported that they walked., jogged /ran a minimum of three miles
per day, three days per week, and had been maintaining this schedule for at least five
years.

Tests

Simple Reaction Time (SRT)

The task was selected to measure structural integrity or basic speed of the sensory
motor apparatus. Subjects were seated in a dental chair with their right foot on a
microswitch that simulated the accelerator of an automobile. When a red light was
illuminated, the subject lifted the right foot from the "accelerator" and placed it as
quickly as possible on a microswitch that simulated an automobile brake. A warning
bell preceded the presentation of the stimulus light by a randomly assigned interval
of from two to four seconds. The foot switches were mounted adjacently at 40 angles
to the subject; the wood block containing the brake microsk itch was 18 cm to the left
and slightly above the accelerator switch. SRT was the latency in milliseconds from
the stimulus light onset to the activation of the accelerator microswitch. Subjects re-
cei,'ed one block of IS trials. The score \k- the mean of the second block, \%ith laten-
cies above or below two standard deviations deleted.

Discrimination Reaction Tine (DRT)

Performance on this task relies heavily on stimulus identification and comparison
in order to make a discrimination. The task was similar to the SRT task above except
that the display panel contained two lights, red and green. If the red light %%as illuni-
natcd, as in the SRI task, the subject lifted the right foot quickly from the accelerator
to the brake. I the green light was illuminated, howe er, the subject did not respond.
The probability of illumination for each light was 50 0 .Therefore, the task rcquiicd
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stimulus discrimination prior to a decision to move. The simulated automobile ap-
paratus was designed to increase the ecological validity of these measures, thereby
minimizing novelty of the task. Novelty is known to be an age-related contaminant
in experiments of reactivity. Subjects received one block of 28 trials; 8 of these were
the green stimulus light, or the "no-go" condition. The score was the mean of those
responses to the red light that were within two standard deviations of the subject's mean.

Stationary lapping (S-Tap)

Performance on this task appears to rely on structural integrity of the central ana
peripheral motor system and central response programming. The subject, holding an
18-cm-long electronic stylus in the preferred hand, tapped it in place against a 2.5 x
12.7 cm steel plate as many times as possible in 10 s. The plate was large enough so
that accuracy of tapping was not a factor. The score for each trial was the total number
of taps in 10 s. The subject's score for the test was the average of three trials.

Between Target Tapping (T- Tap)

Performance on this task, by involving visual and proprioceptive serial compar-
isons of limb and target locations, relies on processing movement-generated error in-
formation and in error corrections. The subject, holding the electronic stylus in the
preferred hand, tapped between two copper targets, each 2.5 x 12.7 cm, spaced 17.8
cm apart. The score for each trial was the total number of contacts made on the two
targets within a 10-s time period. The score for the test was the average of three trials.

Trailmaking (TM)

Performance on this task requires scanning and stimulus identification. The sub-
ject, when ready, turned over a paper that contained 25 small circles (1 cm diameter),
each numbered consecutively from I to 25. The subject placed the pencil on circle
number I, then drew a line from it to circle number 2, then to circle 3, and continued
in this fashion until circle 25 was connected. I hle score for the trial was the number
of seconds necessary to move the pencil from circle number I to circle number 25.
The average of three trials constituted the subject's score.

Digit Symbol Substitution (DSS)

Performance on this task relies on stimulus identification, encoding, and short-
term memory. The subject was presented with several rows of randomly ordered numbers,
1-9. Each number was associated with a symbol and the subject drew the appropriate
matched symbol underneath each presentation of the numbers 1-9 as quickly as pos-
sible. The score was the average number of symbols matched within a 60-s time period
over three trials

Test Administration

Subjects were scheduled in a counterbalanced desigi. three at a time and \were as-
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signed to one of three laboratory testing stations: reaction time, tapping, or trailmaking
and digit symbol substitution. At the conclusion of each testing period, subjects ro-
tated to the next station until tests were completed. Each test was conducted by an
experienced, well-trained experimenter. Each subject was tested three consecutive days
at the same time of day, but the order of test presentation was different on each day.

Experimental Design and Analysis

The experimental design was a three-way between-within factorial ANOVA. The
between factors were activity level (active/nonactive) and age (20-29/50-59/60-69/70-79
years), and the within-subject factor was the days of testing (1-3). Dependent variables
were SRT, DRT, discrimination time (DRT - SRT), stationary tapping, between target
tapping, trailmaking, and digit symbol substitution for the separate ANOVAs. SRT
and DRT trial latencies that were above or below two SDs were deleted from the anal-
ysis, and the means of the subjects were calculated with these trials excluded. Dis-
crimination time was calculated by subtracting SRT from DRT for each subject.

RESULTS

TABLE I is a summary of all the ANOVAs. Performance on four of the seven tasks
was related to activity level, as shown by either a significant main effect (SRT, DRT,
and DT) or by an interaction %-;,h age (S-Tap). As expected, the main effect for age
was significant on all variables, and the main effect of practice (days) was also significant
on all variables where it was measured. The only two-way interaction that proved to
be significant was the age x days interaction on i-ailmaking; here, the 70-year-old
subjects made dramatically greater gains from day I to day 3 than the other three gre"
On all other tests, all a groups improved in a similar pattern.

Reaction Time

The simple reaction time of physically active women was significantly faster than
that of the sedentary women in the 20-29 (!01o) and 50-59 (8W"o) year groups only

TABLE 1. Summary of Probability Levels for Analyses of Variance Attributable
to Activity Level, Age, and Test Sessions (Days) for All Variables"

Activity Acti\ity .\"
Variable Level Age Days Act X Age Act X Days Age A' Days Age X Days
SRT 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 0.06 0.10
DRT 0.002 <0.001 <0.001
DT 0.04 0.03 N/A N/A N A N A

-_-ap. ................ <0200 1 .-.<o. 00 1 ....... 0.05 ............ _0).09 ------------------------------------------
TM <0.001 <0.001 0.03
T-Tap <0.001 <0.001
DSS <0.001 <0.001

a SRT simple reaction time. DRT - discrimination reaction time. DI - discrimination

time (DRT SRT). S-Tap stationary tapping. TM - trailmaking. )SS dignt smbol
substitution. N/A riot applicable. Discrimination time "a, calculated on the third das onl.
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FIGURE 1. Simple reaction times (SRI) of subjects categorized as active or nonactive at each
of four decades. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. SRI latency in mns from the or.s,<t
of a stimulus light to the release of a foot iiiicrosvsitchi.

(F, = 5.5, p = 0.02). However, on the discrimination reaction variable, the
physically active women at all ages tested were significantly faster than the sedentary
women (F, , = 9.76, p = 0.002). The differences between the physically active and
sedentary women on DRT at each age were 12vo 12",8',ad4% from the 20-29
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at each of four decades. Error bars are standard errors of the mtean. l)RI latetic\ in In, froto
the onset of the designated stimulus light. \%hich is A~hen a tiondesignated lighti ma\ or miax noi
be activated.
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FI(;URE 3. Discrimination times (DT) of subjects categorized as acti~e or nonactise at cacti
of four decades. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. D1)1 DRT (Fi;LR[E 2) -SRT
(Fic;URE 1).

to the 70-79 year groups, respect ivelv. Overall, exercise war, associated w ith faster reaction
time (see FIGURES I and 2).

IDiscrimination Time

DT is thought to be a measure of the actual time taken to make the decision. It
is dissociated from the general speed of the sensory and motor apparatus. Hence, dis-
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FIC.1 P 4. Stationary tapping (S-Tap) of subjects~ categorized as acike ui iionactixc at each
of four decades. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. The ordinate is the total number
of contacts made in 10 s.
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crimination time is calculated by subtracting simple ,action time from discrimina-
tion reaction time. In FIGURE 3, the main effect of exercise can be seen clearly. The
exercisers were significantly different from the sedentary women, except in the 70-79-
year-old group (F, .. = 4.38, p = 0.04). Differences between physically active and
sedentary women, from the youngest to the oldest groups, were 31%, 24%, 39%, and
12%, respectively. These results support the hypothesis that less time is needed by phys-
ically active subjects to make a simple discrimination.

Stationary Tapping

Exercise interacted with age (as can be seen in FIGURE 4) such that only the exer-
cising 20-29-year-old subjects generated more taps per 10 s than their sedentary coun-
terparts (F,., = 2.66, p = 0.05). The 20-29-year-old exercisers generated 8Wo more
taps/10 s than the sedentary young women. Exercise does not seem to protect against
age effects on stationary tapping.

Conclusion

The tasks selected for study in the above investigations were indeed measuring
different parameters because intercorrelations among them ranged from r = 0.0 to
0.69. Most of the intercorrelations were below 0.45.

DISCUSSION

Enhanced physical fitness, as might be inferred from a lifestyle of chronic exercise,
appears to be related to psychomotor performance reflecting primarily the basic speed
of the sensory and motor apparatus as it conducts simple discriminations and choices.
Performances depending upon the structural integrity of the central nerous system,
such as simple reaction time, were from 8 to I1% better in the 20-29- and 50-59-year-
old exercised women. These differences are consistent with those )f many other inves-
tigators who have found an 8-1107o difference between physically active and sedentary
groups of men or women. - We, as well as others, have studied the function of the
motor apparatus in an SRT, DRT, and CRT response by using Weiss's 6 electromyo-
graphic fractionation technique to measure the contractile time of muscle. Contractile
time has been described as an approximation of the "lag time" in muscle representing
the biomechanical and biochemical properties of peripheral muscle contraction. There-
fore, it is largely a peripheral event that is dependent upon the microswitches used.
In our foot SRT apparatus, contractile time has accounted for about 30076 of SRT and
about 27076 of DRT," and it is shorter in exercised women'' and men. 3 Thus, both
men and women who are chronic exercisers identify the stimulus and initiate a motor
command faster than their sedentary counterparts. Moreover, they also have muscular
contraction characteristics that consume less time in the SRT response. This suggests
that although a substantial amount of the difference between physically active and
sedentary women in this type of apparatus is due to central processing, as much as
28-30% of it is due to differences in muscular contraction mechanisms.

DRT, which was from 9-12% faster in physically active women, relies heavily on
basic sensory and motor programming speed, but also requires a single discrimination
between two stimuli. The motor response is identical to that used in the simple reac-
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tion time task; the only difference between DRT and SRT, as assumed by the subtrac-
tion method, is a stimulus discrimination stage. When the latency necessary for a simple
reaction (SRT) and the contractile time are subtracted from the discrimination time
(DRT - SRT), the resulting time attributed to making the discrimination is observed
to be significantly shorter in the chronic exercisers. In our study, that amount of time
ranged from 52 ms in the young runners (15% of DRT) to 122 ms in the old sedentary
group (3007o of DRT). The older and more sedentary women took longer to make the
discrimination. These results are similar to earlier results showing that the performance
of both male and female older exercisers in relatively uncomplicated choice reaction
time paradigms having only one or two alternatives is approximately 11076 faster than
that of sedentary older individuals." "

Stationary tapping, which was significantly faster only in the young runners, is
a measure of motor outflow or motor programming. Petformance on this task is rela-
tively stable, especially within each day where subjects vary little from trial to trial.
The average amount of improvement from the first to the third day was 3-4 0 and
the greatest amount of improvement for one group was 607o. In comparison, simple
and discrimination responses improved 5-1007o over the three-day testing session. Un-
like the task demands of simple and discrimination reaction times, tne motor program-
ming necessary in stationary tapping requires the programming of a neuromotor in-
tegration of muscles that were not used predominantly in fast walking or running (the
exercise activity). Therefore, stationary tapping is probably a clearer representation
of the physical training effects on central motor programming that are dissociated from
exercise effects on the peripheral motor apparatus (as might be expressed by contrac-
tile time). This suggests that physical activity may be related less to open-loop central
motor programming in the aged and more to reactivity attributes.

The observation that SRT and stationary tapping (both purported to be measures
of structural integrity of the central nervous system) were not significantly faster in
the two oldest running groups (60-69; 70-79 years) may have at least two explana-
tions. The first and most probable is that the subjects in the two oldest groups did
not maintain as high a physical fitness level as those in the 20-29- and 50-59-year-old
groups. Although all subjects declared that they walked or ran at better than a 10-min-
mile pace at least 3-5 miles/day, 5 days/week, it is possible that the oldest women
maintained a pace much closer to the minimum in terms of both time and distance
'han did the younger groups. Bctwinick and Storandt,"' two of the few researchers
to find no relationship between exercise and reactivity in older subjects, did however
report such a relationship in their younger subjects, The physical activity level of their
active group was relatively low and could have accounted for the failure to find a rela-
tionship. In studies that rely upon the self-reports of activity levels of the subjects,
only estimates of physical fitness status are available, and age-related differential fit-
ness levels always remain as an alternative interpretation. The second explanation is
that high levels, in an absolute sense, of cardiovascular and aerobic capacity may be
necessary to express the highest functioning of the central nervous system and no amount
of physical training in older individuals can produce those required levels.

Psychomotor performances that depend more on scanning, stimulus identifica-
tion, encoding, processing movement-generated error information, and short-term
memory were not related to exercise status at any age. These more complex psycho-
motor tasks certainly tax information processing capacities. as wias shown in the dra-
matic inverse relationship between age and performance. However, exercised women
were not significantly better; in fact, the means of physically active and sedentary groups
at all ages were almost identical on trailmaking, digit symbol substitution, and target
tapping. The contribution of basic sensory and motor speed and the simple discrimi-

Lmi mm l.
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nations of choices of response selection to these more complex tasks may be a contri-
bution so small that enhancements of these basic mechanisms are undetectable from
an observation of the task performance.

A NEUROCHEMICAL MECHANISM OF EXERCISE EFFECTS
ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION

Our results and those of others suggest that chronic exercise may exert a protective
effect on those central nervous systems mediating sensorimotor processing. These
findings are consistent with studies in animals that indicate that exercise changes the
levels of neurotransmitters and their metabolites in these same brain regions. In order
to determine the possible subcellular mechanisms within the central nervous sv'stem
that might be responsible for the protective effects of exercise on psychomotor perfor-
mance, we have, in parallel to our studies in humans, explored neurochemical corre-
lates of exercise in the rat. Our focus has been on dopamine because it is well known
that adequate functioning of the dopaminergic neurotransmitter system in the basal
ganglia is necessary for normal motor respenses. Parkinson's diseased individuals,
known to have delayed reaction times, hae lost virtually all of their dopaminergic
nigrostriatal neurons.2" Even in normal aging, as evidenced by animal research, the
nigrostriaial dopamine system deteriorates selectively with aging." ' _ Although some
have questioned the importance of this system in reaction-type responses," we have
reported several experiments using a rodent model that provide evidence for tight linkage
between rapid movement initiation and an intact nigrostriatal dopamine system."

The trophic effects of chronic physical activity on brain neurotransmitter function
are far from clear, but preliminary evidence suggests that chronic adaptations of neu-
rotransmitter systems in the physiological response to systematic exercise bouts may
be considerable. Brown'" reported that resting levels of norepinephrine in cerebrum
and serotonin in midbrain were higher in rats that experienced daily treadmill running
for 8 weeks. Chronic exercise" '" also has been shown to alter cholinergic blocking
drugs. Under the leadership of R. E. Wilcox, we bave studied more specifically the
issue of exercise effects upon one of the neurotransmitter systems (dopamine) that
has been linked by us and others to speeded movement initiation. D2 dopamine receptor
binding in striatum was significantly higher in young rats that had experienced 12 weeks
of treadmill running, one hour/day," which is a finding that has been corroborated
recently by de Castro and Duncan. " Similarly, we found D2 dopamine binding to be
higher in 21-month-old presenescent rats that had experienced the same exercise pro-
tocol as the young rats. Dopamine receptor density, as expressed by B.,,,,. was also sig-
nificantly higher in old runners than in old controls.'" Finally, the ratio of D2 dopa-
mine binding to a dopamine metabolite, DOPAC (suggesting the "coupling" between
transmitter and receptor), was higher in treadmill-trained young rats."

Because DA parameters cannot be measured prior to treadmill running in the same
animals that are assessed following the exercise program, it is only appropriate to con-
clude that exeicise seems related to the characteristics of DDA receptor binding (receptor
density) and the relationship between binding and dopanine metabolites. If the rela-
tionship is causal, then chronic exercise may have the capacity to defer age-related
declines in the dopaminergic system, which is a system thought to be highly related
to speeded movement initiation. Thus, either an optimum level of aerobic capacity
or repetitive physial activity may decelerate age-related degradation of nierostriatal
dopamine neurons and striatal D, dopanmne receptors.

A multitude of physiological adaptations occur in response to chronic and intense
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physical exercise, only one of which may be a change in brain neuroitransmitters. The
leap from an apparent relationship between exercise and one neurotransmitter in
rodents -albeit one that is important in the initiation of movement -is a great one.
Nevertheless, the results from these preliminary studies of exercise effects on neurotrans-
mitters, and from studies of apparent exercise effects on human reactise psychomotor
performance, suggest that exercise may in fact postpone age-related degradation of
psychomnotor reactivity and that it may do this, at least in part, by preserVing the nigro-
striatal dopaminergic system.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

A. ALTAR (CIBA-GEIBY Corporation, Summit, NJ): You state that if you had
only as little as a 15% decreasc in the dopamine concentration of the striatum, you
could observe impairments of reaction time, Is this in the old or young animal?

W. SPIRDUSO (University of Texas, Austin, TX): No, these were in young animals

that were dopamine depleted.
ALTAR: How about in the older animal?
SPIROUSO: We did not do that particular lesioning in the older animal.
ALTAR: It would be very interesting to see if you could get an even smaller amount

of depletion to show a significant impairment in those animals. However, my other
question concerns the treadmill experience. Over six months, you notice considerable
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change in the dopamine system both in terms of D2 receptors and dopamine metabo-
lites. How soon after the last treadmill experiment or after the last treadmill experience
were these animals killed?

SPIRDUSO: Forty-eight hours.
ALTAR: That is a fairly good period of time. Did you ever take young control animals

after just a single treadmill experience and kill them 48 hours later to show that there
was not these kinds of changes?

SPIRDUSO: No, we did not do that in young rats.
ALTAR: It seems like a long period of time, so one may not see the change; however,

it may be worth doing.
SPIRDUSO: We were interested in resting levels and changes in resting levels. We

tried to avoid the acute effects that might occur as a result of the running.
D. MORGAN (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA): We obtained

some brains from animals that were exercised for six weeks and then not allowed to
exercise for three weeks. When we looked at the striatal DA receptors, we did not see
anything. Have you looked at times longer than 48 hours after there was exercise to
see if this effect dissipates with time?

SPIRDUSO: No, we have been fairly rigorous with the 48-hour time.
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With increasing age, there is no obvious biologically programmed scheu for decline
in motor capabilities nor any compelling "theme" that currentv directs artempts at
therapeutic intervention. These realities need to be confessed at the start in order to
dispel anys undue expectations by readers that the% %% ill learn at %\ hat point agree"
begins or what can be done about it. While neuropharmacolog. has become ext remc
sophisticated and capable in symptomatic control of a varict, of CNS disorders such
as epilepsy, depression, parkinsonism, and psychosi,, there has been little advance in
understanding ard treating those deficits appearing with norntal aging. Man\ of the
effective pharmacological approaches with CNS ilines hae been guided b,, kno, \I-
edge of the disease state against which antagonin, enhancemn., or other tnodes of
drug intervention could restore previous function. In the cae of normal aging, hos-
eer. it is unclear which of the many neurochemical changes ,. h ,'c are n of them-
selves "pathological" (in the sense of ,eing an equi,.saicnt of a disease state), nonesen-
tial alterations, "useful" compensations, or secondary consequences of los, i cellular
elements such as neurotransmitter-bearing neurons.' tn fi tinals]. the identit\ ot aging
mechanisms in the (CNS motor ,.stem cannot be read from the imprint of ('NS neu-
rodegenerad .c di-,orders suc.h a, AI/heimer's disease. Alh bough it can have a,,sociated
parkinsonism, along with the emergence of regrcssive motor retle\,,. even ses erel\
demented Alzheimer's disease subjects are generally sithout deficit, of tnotor con-
trol; this is true despite the extensive nenronal and neuroclitenical losses in coltica.
and subcortical systems of the CNS. Several spontaneousl\ des eloping nimoitet dis-
orders appearing with advancing age (such as essential tremor, orofacial dsskincsia.
torticollis, and restless leg syndrome) do irot reveal in their features or ,\inpiontatic
therapeutics (TABLE 1) obvious targets for relie, ing deficits of normal aging. 1\en par-
kinsonism, which superficially resembles an exaggeration of some age-related niotor
changes, is limited as a model for reasons to be discussed. The pharmacaioioical ra-
tionales for several of the medications in lABI 1 I, as svCl as, the pathopl ,siologv of
these disorders, await further understanding.

At some point past maturty, evCry indix idual expcriences elenent,, of a unifortil
array of motor deficits. Fhesc may become es ident in situatiotns o specialied clinical
testing as in settings of everyday life. ' By the scienth decade, the ncrrological c\ami-
nation itn healthy subjects has t vpicall changed to tcxcal a numher of deticit' due
to peripheral and centtal changes in the ttersotis sxsfetnl. These cha 1cs include suh
dued muscle-stretch reflexes, decreased mu,,cular strengtth and ork rate, unpaired
upward gaze, release of certain itnxoluniary relc\s (snout, pahnoniental sign. etc.),
less acute perception of touch and xibration, and miIdly dccrcascd abilities of line
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TABLE 1. Medication Treatment of Movement Disorders

Parkinsonism: levodopa, bromocriptine, anticholinergics, amantadine,
other synergistic therapies (e.g., deprenyl)

Essential tremor: beta-blockers, primidone, ethanol
Dyskinesia: tetrabenazine, reserpine, neuroleptics, ciolinergic agents,
bromocriptine (low-dose), clonazepam, a-methyl-para-yrosine, sedatives

Dystonia: anticholinergics, levodopa, bromocriptine, clonazepam.
baclofen, carbamazepine, lithium, neuroleptics, botulinum injection

Myoclonus: 5-hydroxytryptophan, clonazepam, valproate, lisuride,
piracetam

Tics: clonidine, neuroleptics, tetrabenazine, clonazepam
Restlessness & Akathisia: benzodiazepines, beta-blockers,
anticholinergics, clonidine

Ataxia: thyrotropin-releasing hormone (?)
Muscular weakness: anabolic steroids

coordination and rapid alternating movements of the hands.s I While must of these
deficits are innocuous and not necessarily pathological, the functional disturbances
of gait fluidity, straight posture, base of stepping, and surety of balance together con-
stitute a syndrome that disables many individuals that are otherwise neurologically
healthy.9 ,o Although the causes of gait disturbance can be multifactorial, the contri-
butions of aging-derived CNS pathophysiology to these problems have not yet been
clarified.

Comparative changes over the postmaturity years in other motor activities have
been measured using semiquantitative techniques developed by Potvin and colleagues.'0
In a cross-sectional study of normals ranging from 27-75 years of age, certain abilities
such as the manipulation of a safety pin or tying a bowknot showed little decline. More
substantial deficits with age accompanied tests of buttoning, cutting food, handwriting
speed, and arising from a chair. Even though the balancing and coordination test of
"tandem gait" was generally intact, the ability to balance on one leg with eyes closed
tended to be markedly impaired. This deficit was evident in physically conditioned
80-year-old subjects active at jogging." However, the evidence to link age-related dis-
abilities such as imbalance to discrete anatomical or neu:ochemical systems of the brain
and spinal cord has been extremely limited and circumstantial. For example, despite
the substantial loss of cortical and subcortical neurons with normal aging, ' there is
relatively little dropout of neurons or other pathological change ir cerebellar nuclei
or brain-stem systems mediating balance control." Although certain regions of the
cerebral cortex can be identified as sites at which lesions would impair walking, the
specificity of aging-derived changes in cortical motor neurons for the disturbance of
gait is a difficult association to make, particulaily with the relatively good preserva-
tion of other motor skills.

As in the elderly, impaired gait, balance, and posture control are prominent fea-
tures in Parkinson's disease, and they can be the least likely to improve with dopaminergic
and other forms of medication therapy. Furthermore, slowness and decreased dexterity
of movement in parkinsonism resemble, in some ways, other deficits with advancing
age. It should be noted, though, that Parkinson's disease commonly has the early pre-
sentation of several findings - resting tremor, rigidity, micrographia, masked facies - that
are generally not prominent in the neurological exam of the normal elderly. Because
Parkinson's disease is so often a disorder of advanced age, it is difficult in most pa-
tients to know which components of their deficits are contributed by their aging pro-
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cess in the face of the major impairments caused by the degenerative disease. With
the advent of a selective neurotoxin, 1-methyl-4-phenyl-i,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine
(MPTP), that can duplicate clinical and biochemical features of idiopathic Parkinson's
disease in man, the ability to study parkinsonian changes of motor control in isolation
from aging has been possible.'4 " The neurochemical changes produced by MPTP have
been limited to the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathways in animal studies, and MPTP-
parkinsonian subjects recover symptomatically from their permanent motor deficits
during levodopa or other dopaminergic therapy. The specificity of bradykinesia, im-
balance, postural disturbance, and rigidity to this selective dopamine-deficiency state
(lacking the decreases in noradrenergic, serotonergic, and other neurotransmitter/neu-
romodulator substances additionally found in aging and in idiopathic Parkinson's dis-
ease) emphasizes that parkinsonian symptom complex can be regarded as solely that
of decreased nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurotransmission.

The analogy of Parkinson's disease to normal aging has proven to be a fruitful
model for studying several patterns of deficit in motor control.'6 Decline in striatal
content of dopamine and its synthetic enzyme, tyrosine hydroxylase, is found with
increasing human age."'"8 However, the most substantial decline in tyrosine hydroxy-
lase is in the tirst three decades of life, and little change occurs thereafter." One con-
cept derived from earlier studies of Parkinson's disease 9 (and now the human model
of MPTP-induced parkinsonism'4 ) is that approximately 80°7o of striatal dopamine
needs to be lost before clinical features of parkinsonism emerge. Cell counts of sub-
stantia nigra neurons (by regression line analysis) show significant declines with normal
aging, but counts in the range of parkinsonians would not be found until approxi-
mately 100 years of age by this analysis." Moreover, the remaining neurons appear
to be capable of increasing their output of dopamine.' 9 If the nigrostriatal system has
a significant reserve of dopaminergic function, then age-related decline might not reach
the threshold needed to unmask parkinsonian motor deficits during a normal life span.
Could some of the features of motor impairment with normal aging be derived from
"subparkinsonian" deficits in dopaminergic neurotransmission?

This qucsion was addressed by a study of 10 normal subiects. aged 59-72 years,
who participated in a double-blind crossover study of placebo versus levodopa.20

Receiving the drug (as Sinemet) in the dose rangc of 400-800 mg/day for six weeks,
these subjects were given a regimen generally therapeutic for most parkinsonian pa-
tients. No subject had significant neurological abnormalities at enrollment, and a 5-
element clinical rating scale showed no parkinsonian signs (except for one or two
equivocal features in a few patients). As compared to the placebo phase, levodopa-
treated subjects developed no changes in their clinical ratings nor subjective experience
of improved dexterity, gait, or other motor functioning. Assessment of simple reac-
tion time and hand speed of movement showed a slight (but statistically insignificant)
improvement during the levodopa phase, and there was no change in resting and ac-
tion tremor amplitude. Neuropsychological evaluations of these subjects2' revealed
a significant improvement of effoi t-demanding cognitive operations (but not more
"automatic" tasks) with levodopa treatment. The latter findings, along with observa-
tions of enhanced electroretinogram b wave amplitude,2 " indicate central dopamine
effects from medication in this study. It is of interest that untreated subjects of similar
age with idiopathic Parkinson's disease, when tested with the same neuropsycholog-
ical battery,2 ' had deficits of more effortful cognitive operations in a pattern opposite
to the improvements that came about in the age-matched normais treated with levodopa.
Levodopa and the dopaminergic ergot agonist, bromocriptine, have been investigated
for therapeutic effect in senile dementia. While levodopa may bring about improve-
ment in memory and other neuropsychological features,2"2 no change in the motor
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exam was reported in patients affected just with senile dementia. Other studies have
failed to find any benefits for cognition from levodopa or another monoamine neu-
rotransmitter enhancement in Alzheimer's dementia.

In Alzheimer's disease, large-scale losses can be found in a number of neurotrans-
mitter and neuropeptide systems. Although the extensive dropout in cortical and sub-
cortical neurons could be the major explanation for these observations, it is also pos-
sible that some components of the biochemical pathology could be more primary
deficiency states in preserved neuronal systems. Due to the optimism along these lines,
most attempts to enhance geriatric brain function have been directed at lessening the
impaired mental performance as found in dementia.4 -2'6 For the most part, motor func-
tioning has not been evaluated, and medication trials have not been carried out with
normal elderly controls. A variety of pharmacological approaches have been inves-
tigated for improving cognition. These have included drugs with regulatory effects
on CNS circulation (based on unproven assumptions that decrease in brain blood flow
with aging contributes to cognitive impairment). Cyclandelate, papaverine, and isox-
suprine as vasodilators have been claimed to bring about improvements in EEG and
various cognitive operations in patients with cerebrovascular "insufficiency". With
pyrithioxine nd naftidrofuryl, augmentation of glucose utilization by the aged brain
has also been reported;" however, the lack of an established mode of therapeutic ef-
fect or critical assessment of clinical results likely accounts for the obscurity of these
"remedies". Hydergine, a mixture of ergot alkaloids widely used for treatmpnt of im-
paired mental abilities with aging, has several actions on cerebral metabolism. Though
extensively studied in animal and human models of aging and dementia, little is known
of its pharmacological actions in improving cognitive performance." Piracetam, a com-
pound with a number of CNS effects, including enhancec metabolism and improved
recovery from experimental anoxic insult, also has been claimed to improve human
cognitive functioning" and parkinsonism ° through unestablished mechanisms.

The extensive literature that exists for the effects of indirect sympathomimetics
such as dextroamphetamine, methylphenidate, and peinoline fails to support a role
for this class of drug in improving motor disorders of the aged." That involuntary
movements, ataxic gait, and enhanced physiological tremor can sometimes be side ef-
fects of these drugs might suggest that drugs acting against the "hyperadrenergic" state
found with increasing age" might be a reasonable theme for improving age-related
decline in motor performance. A study currently under way by the author will assess
the effects of chronic clonidine therapy in normail elders and may shed some iigiu UA,
this question.

The search for effective pharmacotherapy of aging-related motor impairment needs
tu look beyond the model of parkinsonism for other disorders with clues to reversible
deficits. For example, the cerebellar system undergoes significant morphological and
neurochemical change with age and could account for some components of impaired
gait and coordination. Interventions enhancing cholinergic outflow-" and cerebellar
thyrotropin-releasing hormone metabolism " in ataxic individuals have been reported
to bring about symptomatic improvements, and tremor from structural damage to deep
cerebellar nuclei can respond to primidone."3 Perhaps trials with these medications
in the normal elderly might enhance cerebellar functioning that was lost with age. Other
mechanisms of the CNS that lose vitality with age, such as the speed of information
processing or comprehension of complex information, could also be behind functional
losses in the initiation. accuracy, or synergv of movement. Hence, pharmacological
approaches for improving motor control may have to be targeted beyond primary
pathways mediating movement.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

A. ALTAR (CIBA-GEIGY Corporation, Summit, NJ): What was the name of the
one dopamine uptake inhibitor that you tried with modest success?

P. LEWITT (Lafayette Clinic. Detroit, MI): We looked at pemoline, the brand name
for which is Cylert.

ALTAR: Perhaps you might not abandon all hope yet with dopamine uptake blockade.
For example, there are these other drugs that have met with modest success in the clinic
and that also have given some of the data that we presented with the swimming test
where dramatic exercise wag required. It might be of interest to look at these kinds
of drugs combined with, say, an exercise program for these patients. Have you ever
looked at the combination of these drugs with these situations where motoric demands
are heightened?

LEWtTT: We have not. However, we currently have a study about to begin looking
at pemoline again in parkinsonian patients and also in depressed individuals. Perhaps,
then, we could incorporate indices of their activity to the data that we will be col-
lecting, but this is something that we are just about to begin doing.

1. SEVERSON (Amersham Corporation, Arlington Heights, IL): Is there any reason
to believe that a drug like Parnate might be effective in this situation?

LEWtTT: Because Parnate is a monoamine oxidase inhibitor, it would increase en-
dogenous monoamine metabolism. However, !his seems an indirect way. A lot of
depressed individuals have been treated with it and the data might be out there. If
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a precursor does not work, though, then this more indirect way of _nhancing neu-
rofunction might not either.

1. SLADEK (University of Rochester Medical School, Rochester, NY): As long as
we are on the topic of MAO inhibitors, would you like to comment on antioxidative
strategies using such substances as deprenyl or tocopherol?

LEWITT: There are a number of possibilities for the causation of Parkinson's dis-
ease. One of the current popular oncs is that there is a self-destruction by oxidative
or oxidation-generated products such as superoxide frc. radicals that could damage
neurons. Some thought has been given to strategies that either quench these free rad-
icals or block their production with drugs such as the moncamine oxidase B inhibitor,
deprenyl. In fact, if these cumulative damages to the neuron could be lessened, then
perhaps the progression of Parkinson's disease might be slowed down too. This has
been made much more exciting by the observation that a monoamine oxidase B inhib-
itor such as deprenyl can block the toxicity of MPTP. There seems to be a step of
activation needed and, based on this, there is the thought that if there are other exoge-
nous toxins similar to it that might be causing the loss of neurons in Parkinson's dis-
ease, then that could be one way to slow the disease. There is a study plan to evaluate
this in California and a larger prospective study in the United States. Unfortunately,
there is not a shred of evidence to say that there is such a toxin; it is just an enticing
hypothesis at this point.

D. MORGAN (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA): I want to com-
ment on that last point. I believe that amphetamine treatment in monkeys has been
shown to produce 6-hydroxydopamine; thus, there may be some evidence that boosted
release can actually result in some hydroxylated toxins that may themselves help to
autodestroy the terminals. In fact, that was a strategy we approached using pergolide
treatment, so there may be a number of approaches to looking at protected strategies.
One of them is simply trying to block the formation of hydroxylated derivatives like that.

LEWITT: That is a good point. In fact, with the increased stresses that are placed
on the dopaminergic neuron by the 80%7o-plus losses of those neurons in Parkinson's
disease, it is conceivable that this could be a mechanism for the progression of the
disease. Getting to that 8007o point might be via normal aging attrition, and D. B. Calne
gave a slide suggesting that there might be mechanisms of acceleration, which is a
good possibility. Certainly, the generation of catecholamines (the productivity per
neuron) is such that the free radicals that are part of the normal process of the metab-
olism of the dopamine could well produce enough damage over a lifetime. Moreover,
it might be the efficacy of the protective mcchanisms, the quenching of these free rad-
icals, or their deposition as neuromelanin that could be the process that prevents the
disease from occurring in everyone of us.
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INTRODUCTION

Age-related motor decline is not a unitary process and it is important to dissociate
motor decline from motivational decline, sensory inattention, and cognitive disorien-
tation. In addition, deficits in balance and coordination of central nervous system origin
must be dissociated from motor deficits of peripheral origin such as muscle atrophy.
The problem is compounded when looking at the aging organism because all of these
changes can he occurring to a small degree simultaneously, thereby givirg the picture
of a major deficit. Enough is known about the underlying anatomy of these different
systems to believe that each system acts with some independence. However, less is known
about how each of these systems interacts with each other, especially in relation to
age-related decline.

It is clear from both clinical and experimental literature that the extrapyramidal
system plays a pivotal role in motor function. This is particularly evident in Parkinson's
disease and Huntington's chorea. In addition, within the extrapyramidal system, the
dopaminergic innervation from the ventral mesencephalon plays a prominent role in
modulating many aspects of motor behavior. Specifically, decline of dopamine (DA)
function with age is associated with a general decline in motor function.

The ascending dopamine systems are associated with motor function. Of partic-
ular importance is the close proximity of the AI0 or ventral tegmental area to the A8
and A9, the nigrostriatal system. Though the two cell populations are adjacent to each
other, there is much less overlap of their target areas. Therefore, A8 projects primarily
to the striatum (albeit in a topographical organization), while the AI0 has a more dif-
fuse projection system to areas including the prefrontal cortex, accumbens, lateral

a This work was supported by grants from the American Parkinson Disease Associdtion, NIA

(No. AG06088), the Office of Naval Research, and the Margaret and Herbert Hoover Jr. Foun-
dation.
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septum, and aniygdala. Because of the clear reproducible deficits that can be modeled
with lesions of these systems selectively, they have been the target of many experiments
that have attempted to establish structure-function relationships. Intracerebral neu-
ronal grafting has been used extensively and successfully with these models and has
provided the framework for clinical studies presently under way. Our focus has been
on the use of neuronal grafting as a basic tool for the neurobiologist to understand
basic brain mechanisms.

This review will summarize first the basic methods used and the principal anatom-
ical and biochemical results. Subsequently, the functional studies will be summarized
from three separate systems: (a) the nigrostriatal system, (b) the mesolimbic system,
and (c) the aged neostriatum. In the final section, some suggestions about the mecha-
nism of action will be presented.

GRAFTS OF FETAL MESENCEPHALON TO THE NEOSTRIATUM

Two principal techniques have been used to graft fetal CNS tissue to the previously
denervated striatal regions. The first one involves the transplantation of solid pieces
of tissue to a surgically prepared transplantation cavity in which the graft is placed
in direct contact with the denervated striatum. In this procedure, good graft survival
is ensured by preparing the caviiy in such a way that the graft can be placed on a richly
vascularized surface (e.g., the pia in the choroidal fissure) that can serve as a "cul-
turing bed" for the grafts.' This cavity is in direct communication with the lateral ven-
tricle, which may allow the CSF to circulate through the graft cavity and thus probably
help the graft to survive, particularly during the early postoperative period. In the case
of the striatum, we have adopted a two-stage surgical procedure.2- First, a cavity is
made in the dorsal parietal cortex to expose the dorsal surface of the head of the caudate-
putamen. After a few weeks, when a new vessel-rich pia has grown over the surfaces
of the cavity, the cavity is reopened and a graft is placed onto the exposed striatal surface.

The second technique that we have used involves injection of dissociated cell sus-
pensions into the depth of the brain. - In this technique, pieces of fetal CNS tissue
are trypsinized and mechanically dissociated into a milky cell suspension. Small volumes
of the suspension can then be stereotaxically injected into the desired site using a
microsyringe. A major advantage of this technique is that it allows precise and mul-
tiple placements of the cells. The technique also makes possible accurate monitoring
of the number of cells injected by counting the density of cells in the suspension.'
For the remainder of this section, the first technique will be referred to as the "solid
graft" technique and the second technique will be referred to as the "cell suspension"
technique.

Anatomy

Grafts of mesencephalic DA-rich tissue to the denervated striatum in hydroxydopa-
mine (6-OHDA) lesioned rats have been studied by catecholamine fluorescence histo-
chemistry and by tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) immunohistochemistry. ' 7

With the delayed transplantation procedure, the survival rate of solid nigral grafts
is greater than 950 and, on the average, they show a 1.5-3-fold increase it, volume. 2

Solid nigral grafts positioned in a dorsal cortical cavity reinnervate the dorsal third
of the denervated caudate putamen. Fluorescent DA cells are frequently seen to cluster
with dendritic arborization perpendicular to the layer of aggregated DA cells in an
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arrangement reminiscent of the normal pars compacta-pars reticulata organization
of the intact substantia nigra. Bundles of axons are seen to course through the graft
and to ramify into a dense terminal plexus in the gray matter of the host neostriatum.
Occasionally, ingrowth is seen into cortical areas that are medial, rostral, and lateral
to the graft, but the preferential direction of growth of the ingrowing DA axons is
into the proximal portions of the striatum, where they reinnervate from one-tenth to
a maximum of one-half of the nucleus's volume at the longest survival times (six months
or longer). A similar pattern of graft survival and growth is seen when solid grafts
are placed into a lateral cortical cavity, which results in an equivalent rich ingrowth
into proximal (ventrolateral) regions of the stria'.. 9

The survival and growth of DA-rich suspension grafts have been studied in different
brain sites.'" The implanted DA neurons survive in clusters or aggregates at the injec-
tion site. Although the DA neurons survive quite well in several different brain sites,
their fiber outgrowth into the surrounding host tissue varies markedly from one area
to another.'0 Thus, rich fiber outgrowth is seen only into areas that are normally richly
innervated by DA fibers (such as the caudate putamen and nucleus accumbens), whereas
DA cells implanted into normally poorly innervated areas (such as parietal cortex, globus
pallidus, lateral hypothalamus, and substantia nigra) demonstrate very little fiber growth
into the surrounding host tissue. In the striatum, the DA fibers radiate out in a halo
with a radius of about 1.5-2 mm around the implant. Each DA cell deposit reaches
only subportions of the striatum, and extensive reinnervation of the striatum will re-
quire several implants in different sites. On the other hand, though, the regionally re-
stricted fiber outgrowth from each implant will allow observations of regionally con-
fined effects on behavior (this feature will be dealt with later in this section).

Reinnervation of the denervated target is only efficient if the DA neurons are placed
into or immediately adjacent to the target. DA implants placed along the course of
the nigrostriatal pathway (i.e., into the lateral hypothalamus, internal capsule, or globus
pallidus) have not been seen to grow any axons into the striatum.'" However, this does
not necessarily mean that grafted mesencephalic DA neurons are unable to extend their
axons over longer distances. In fact, Aguayo et al." have recently shown that DA axons
growing from solid nigral grafts, placed over the tectum, can reach the caudate putamen
along a piece of sciatic nerve placed as a bridge (running over the parietal cortex) be-
tween the nigral graft and the denervated striatum, which is a distance of about 2 cm.
In addition, Gage et al.' have shown that these combined graft-bridges are functional.

At the electron microscopic level, Freund et al.' used tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)
immunocytochemistry to trace DA synapses in the neostriatum reinnervated by solid
nigral grafts. They identified abundant graft-derived TH-positive synapses on neu-
ronal elements in the host neostriatum. As in normal animals,'' the principal target
was the dendrites of the spiny neurons, the majority of which are likely to be the stri-
atal projection neurons.

Biochemistry

For grafted DA neurons as well, measurements of DA turnover and synthesis rates
in vivo indicate that the implanted DA neurons are capable of restoring DA neurotrans-
mission in the initially denervated target.'"'"

With solid nigral grafts placed on the dorsal striatal surface, as described above,
the DA concentrations were restored from less than 0.5076 in the 6-OHDA-lesioned
neostriatum to a mean of 13.607o (maximum = 3607o) in the reinnervated neostriatum.
Moreover. measurements of the rate of DOPA accumulation after DOPA decarboxy-
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lase inhibition and measurements of the DA metabolite, DOPAC, indicated a restitu-
tion of normal (or even above normal) DA synthesis and release rates in the new "nigro-
striatal" connections established by the grafted DA neurons.

Nigral suspension implants restored neostriatal DA levels to an average of 13-18070,
with the highest individual values reaching about 50076 of control. DOPAC was re-
stored from about 5% of control (in the 6-OHDA denervated rats) to an average of
about 20W0 of normal in the animals with grafts. The DOPAC:DA ratio and the DOPA
accumulation rates indicated that the DA turnover and synthesis in the grafted neurons
were, on the average, some 50-100% higher than in the intrinsic nigrostriatal pathway.

MODEL CATECHOLAMINE MOTOR DEFICITS

Nigrostriatal

Bilateral 6-OHDA lesions of ascending dopamine pathways produce a syndrome
of behavioral impairments-similar to bilateral electrolytic lesions of the lateral
hypothalamus - in which rats are profoundly aphagic, adipsic, akinetic, and negligent
of stimuli on both sides of the body. '6 Because animals with such lesions require inten-
sive and sustained postoperative care to be kept alive, the bilateral lesion model has
not proved convenient for the routine assessment of DA graft function. By contrast,
unilateral 6-OHDA lesions of the ascending mesotelencephalic DA fibers leave one
side of the brain intact for the animal to maintain basic regulatory functions, yet in-
duce motor and sensorimotor asymmetries that are readily quantified.

The simplest and most widely used test of motor asymmetry in both unilateral
6-OHDA-lesioned and dopamine-gr, !'ted rats has been the rotational model of Un-
gerstedt.' 6 '" Unilateral lesioned rats show postural bias and spontaneous ipsilateral
turning (i.e., towards the side of the lesion) for a few days or weeks following surgery.
Although spontaneous turning recovers thereafter, ipsilateral rotation can be readily
reinstated by activating the animal, for example, by pinching the tail, placing it in a
novel environment, or by injections of the stimulant drug, amphetamine. Conversely,
the DA-receptor agonist, apomorphine, induces contralateral rotation, which is thought
to be attributable to the development of receptor supersensitivity on the lesioned side.

Transplanted DA neurons reinnervating the neostriatui i have been found to be ef-
fc.tive in reversing apomorphine- and amphetamine-induced rotation in unilaterally
lesioned animals. This is true for all three major procedures described above, namely,
intraventricular graft placement,'"" solid grafts into a dorsal parietal cavity,' and sus-
pension grafts injected directly into the caudate putamen." Interestingly, whereas in
each case the dopamine-rich grafts have been seen to provide a complete or even over-
compensation of amphetamine-induced rotation, the apomorphine response is reduced
by 30-7007o but never completely abolished. This is probably attributable both to the
observation that the apomorphine response is more variable and is critically depen-
dent upon the extent of the lesion and that striatal segments distal to the graft remain
deafferented so that supersensitivity is never fully abolished. In addition to drug-induced
rotation, spontaneous and tail pinch-induced turnings have also been seen to be sig-
nificantly ameliorated following .iorsal parietal graft placement.20

As more extensive studies of rats with unilateral 6-OHDA lesions and DA grafts
have been conducted on a variety of functional tests,2 '. . 2

1 2 it has become apparent
that graft-derived recovery is dependent upon graft placement in parallel with the known
topographic organization of striatal function. 22"- ' Therefore, to summarize a range
of observations, reinnervation of dorsal caudate putamen is a requirement for amelio-
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ration of both spontaneous and drug-induced rotation, 2 20 2 and remnervation of ven-
tral and lateral caudate putamen is a requirement for reinstatement of sensorimotor
attention and responsiveness on the contralateral side of the body. 2

Mesolimbic

Injections of the specific catecholamine neurotoxin, 6-OHDA, into the mesotelen-
cephalic DA bundle produce a profound akinesia in addition to the regulatory and
sensorimotor effects of the lesion.2" 2 Some animals are not only spontaneously aki-
netic, but they also fail to show a normal locomotor activation following injection
of moderate doses of the presynaptic dopaminergic stimulant, amphetamine."8 " How-
ever, the precise neuroanatomical substrate for this effect remains unclear.

The mesolimbocortical DA neurons - which originate in the ventral tegmental area
(VTA, Ai0 of Dahlstrom and Fuxe)" and project rostrally to innervate the nucleus
accumbens, olfactory tubercle, prefrontal cortex, anteromedial striatum, and septum
among others3'.1- appear to provide one essential substrate for the regulation of loco-
motor activity. Injections of DA directly into the nucleus accumbens induced and in-
creased locomotor activity,"' and haloperidol injected into the nucleus accumbens
inhibited peripherally injected amphetamine-induced locomotor activity. " Lesion studies
support a similar conclusion: 6-OHDA lesions of the nucleus accumbens block
amphetamine-induced locomotor activity' 7 ' and thus result in a locomotor hyperac-
tivity following an injection of a low dose of the DA receptor agonist, apomorphine. " "

The designs of the studies of locomotor activity differ from the other functional
measures, which have all been conducted on rats with extensive unilateral DA deafferen-
tation. By contrast, locomolor activity is only mildly affected by unilateral lesions,
although a "supersensitive' apomorphine response cait still be elicited from rats in
which one side remains intact. " Rather, in order to study the effect in animals with
bilateral lesions without inducing debilitating aphagia and adipsia, 6-OHDA injec-
tions have been restricted to the midline VTA...... This destroys the mesolimbocor-
tical DA projecting to the nucleus accumbens and frontal cortex'2 ,(%,hich is believed
to be involved principally in the akinesia and other locomotor impairments induced
by full bilateral lesions"8), but leaves the more lateral DA systems originating in the
substantia nigra relatively intact. VTA lesions alone block the stimulant effects of am-
phetamine, whereas injections of the DA receptor agonist, apomorphine, induce a
marked locomotor activation at low doses that has no effect on normal animals, pre-
sumably by action on supersensitive denervated receptors. Following transplantation
of mesencephalic grafts into the nucleus accumbens or prefrontal corte\. a rapid reco' cr,
of the stimulant effect of amphetamine is seen by four week,,. In contrast, a reduction
in apomorphine-supersensitive activation only becomes apparent from about 12 weeks
after grafting, which may reflect the dynamic nature of receptor scn,'1ix it\ dependent
on both the extent and physiological activity of graft-derived retncrsation.

Of the range of impairments following either unilateral or bilateral 6-OHI)A le-
sions, only the adipsia (and perhaps also the aphagia) in bilateralls lesioned animals
has remained unresponsive to DA-rich grafts. 2

Grafting in Brains of Aged Rats

Graft Survival and Fiber Outgrowth

The first stage in our study of neural implants in the aged rat brain was to demon-
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strate that such transplants could survive well in the aged hrain and that they were
able to provide appropriate reinnervation of the hos.. "2 To this end, neuronal cell sus-
pensions prepared from the ventral mesencephalon of rat embryos were implanted into
the deptL of the intact neustriatum of 21- to 23-month-old female rats of the same
strain. Graft survival assessed 3-4 months aftei grafting was comparable to that seen
in our previous studies of young adult recipients. Fiber outgrowth into the host brain
was evaluated in animals that were subjected to lesions of the intrinsic nigrostriatal
system 6-10 days before killing. Dense dopaminergic fiber outgrowth wa, seen within
a zone of up to about I mm radius around the nigral implants. The overall magnitude
of fiber outgrowth was less than that generally seen in previously denervated targets
in young adult recipients. However, the outgrowth seen in the aged rats with intact
afferent inputs appeared to be as extensive as in young recipients when the grafts were
placed in nondenervaled targets. 43 The distribution of the fibers from the implants
in the host suggested that the pattern found in the nondenervated targets of the aged
recipients was more diffuse and partly different from the normal pattern. Therefore,
it is an interesting possibility that synapse loss in intrinsic connections" - may in-
fluence the patterning of the graft-derived innervation and, in fact, improve the ability
of implants to terminate in the otherwise intact target of the aged host brain.

Motor Coordination Skills

Motor performance was assessed on four measures adapted from the battery de-
scribed by Campbell et al.:4" (a) the ability to maintain balance on and to successfully
reach a safety platform at either end of a narrow bridge of square cross section: (b)
the ability to maintain balance on a similar bridge of round cross section; (c) the period
of time that the animal could sustain its own weight clinging suspended from a taut
wire; and (d) the ability to descend in a coordinated manner on a vertical pole covered
with wire mesh. Prior to transplantation, the aged rats were significantly impaired on
the four measures as compared to the young control animals. On the square :,.nd round
bridges, young rats had no difficulty walking and exploring along the rod, and the,
generally reached the platform within 30-60 seconds. By contrast, before transplanta-
tion, the aged rats had greater difficulty maintaining balance. Most animals fell off
the bridges or they alternatively lay on the bridges without attempting to walk (they
clung tightly with all four paws or they clung with the forepaws while the hind pa\,,
hung freely). Twelve weeks after transplantation, the aged rats with nigral grafts-but
not the aged controls or the rats with septal grafts-showed marked and significant
improvement in their balance and limb coordination on both the square and round
bridges." Typically, they could walk along the bridge without falling, they displayed
gait posture similar to that of the young rats, and they fell less frequently than did
the other aged rats. On the wire-mesh-covered pole, the aged rats descended more rap-
idly before transplantation than did the young controls, with frequent falling, slip-
ping, or sliding down backwards. Although the aged rats with nigral transplants had
a tendency to descend in a more controlled and coordinated manner (with the head-
down orientation that was seen in the young controls), the differences from the other
aged rats did not reach significance on this measure. The aged rats showed no differ-
ence between groups in either body weight or in latency to fall from the taut wire;
this suggests that enhanced motor coordination in the aged rats with nigral grafts was
not attributable to nonspecific differences in weight or strength of these animals.
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SUMMARY

The combined morphological, biochemical, electrophysiological, and behavioral
data summarized above show that implanted embryonic nerve cells in some cases can
substitute quite well for a lost intrinsic neuronal system in mammals. The intracerebral
implants probably exert their effects in several ways. The functional effects seen with
grafts placed into one of the cerebral ventricles (such as those described in the studies
of Perlow et al.,11 Freed et al.,19 and Gash et al."8) are thus probably explained on
the basis of a diffuse release of an active amine or peptide into the host CSF and adja-
cent brain tissue. In other instances, as in animals with DA-rich grafts reinnervaling
the neostriatum, we believe that the available data provide quite substantial evidence
that the behavioral recovery is caused by the ability of the grafted neurons to reinner-
vate relevant parts of the host brain. This is illustrated by the studies mentioned above
that show that the degree of functional recovery in 6-OHDA-lesioned rats with nigral
transplants is directly correlated with the extent of striatal DA reinnervation and that
the "profile" of functional recovery is dependent on that area of the striatal complex
that is reinnervated by the graft. This point is particularly well illustrated in a further
study"9 in which rats with electrodes implanted into the center of intracortical nigral
grafts were allowed to "self-stimulate" via the graft. The results show that the graft
can indeed sustain self-stimulation behavior and that the rate of lever-pressing is related
to the proximity between the electrode tip and the DA-containing neurons in the graft.
This strongly supports the notion that the implanted DA neurons can transmit be-
haviorally meaningful and temporally organized information to the host brain via their
efferent connections.

To what extent the intracerebral implants can be functionally integrated with the
host brain is still poorly known, though, and it therefore remains an interesting ques-
tion for further investigation. The chances for extensive integration may be greatest
for neuronal suspension grafts implanted as deposits directly into the depth of the
brain, but even solid grafts inserted as whole pieces into the brain have, in several cases,
been seen to become reinnervated from the host brain in adult and developing recipients.
Nevertheless, a recent HRP study' failed to detect any host afferents to intracortical
solid nigral grafts, despite the fact that these grafts had themselves formed extL'';Ve
DA connections in the host striatum and had produced behavioral recovery. This sug-
gests that implanted neurons can also function well in the absence of some-or per-
haps even all-of their normal afferent inputs.

Available data indicate that implanted embryonic central neurons can substitute
to some degree for a lost set of afferents to a denervated brain region in adult rats
and can replace a lost intrinsic neuronal system in normalizing the rat's behavior. This
indicates a remarkable plasticity of the mature rat CNS in incorporating new neuronal
elements into its already established circuitries.

Neuronal replacement by neural implants is a striking further example of how the
brain can allow new elements to be inserted and linked into its own functional sub-
systems. Obviously, there must be definite limitations as to which types of neurons
or functional subsystems can successfully be manipulated in this way. Neural implants
would seem most likely to have behaviorally meaningful functional effects with types
of neurons that normally do not convey, or link, specific or patterned messages (e.g.,
in sensory or motor input and output systems). Indeed, functional or behavioral recovery
in the neuronal replacement paradigm has so far been demonstrated primarily for
neurons of the types that normally appear to act as tonic regulatory level-setting systems.
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Mesencephalic DA neurons are commonly conceived of as modulatory or level-
setting systems that tonically regulate the activity of the neostriatal and hippocampal
neuroiil machineriz. 5° ' Removal of the dopaminergic control mechanisms results
in severe inhibition or impairment of neostriatal functions, respectively. Functional
recovery seen after reinstatement of dopaminergic transmission by drugs or by neural
implants can thus be interpreted as a reactivation of an inhibited, but otherwise intact,
neuronal machinery.

The nigral DA neurons are normally proposed to act by regulating, or gating, the
response of the striatal output neurons to the excitatory (probably glutaminergic) cor-
tical input. This could be achieved as a result of an interaction of the dopaminergic
and cortical inputs on the same dendrites or dendritic spines (as suggested, for ex-
ample, by Schwarcz et at.,2 Brown and Arbuthnott,5" and Godukhin et a. 4 ). Removal
of the nigrostriatal DA input, as in the "DA-lesioned" animal, results in an inhibition
of neostriatal function and in an increase in the threshold for initiation of motor acts
from the cortex. The grafted DA neurons act by reducing or normalizing the threshold
for behavioral response to cortical (or other) inputs.

An interesting implication of this model is that it may be sufficient for the nigral
grafts to reinstate dopaminergic transmission in the reinnervated target in a tonic and
relatively nonspecific manner in order to compensate for at least some of the lesion-
induced or age-related behavioral impairments. Because temporally or spatially pat-
terned inputs to the grafted neurons may not be necessary for the maintenance of such
tonic activity, this mode of action would allow for behavioral recovery to occur even
in the absence of afferent connections from the host. Indeed, our biochemical studies
on nigral grafts reinnervating the neostriatum indicate that the grafted DA neurons
can maintain a sufficiently high spontaneous activity even in the absence of any major
afferents from the host brain. This recently has been confirmed and extended by Zet-
terstrom et al."5 using dialysis measurements of tonic catecholamine release. The reason
for this tonic control by the grafts may be that local regulation, even in the intact situa-
tion, at the terminal level (e.g., through local transmitter interactions or presynaptic
autoreceptors) may play an important role in the maintenance of tonic, baseline trans-
mission in the aminergic systems.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

J. SLADEK (University of Rochester Medical School, Rochester, NY): Can you ad-
dress the specificity of the type of nerve cell in reversing functions or improving func-
tions? If you put VTA neurons into the caudate for motor deficits, will that reverse
the deficits?

F GAGE (University of California, San Diego, CA): We have not been separating
our fetal tissue into VTA and substantia nigra, Those of you who have tried to do
fetal grafting at Ell or EIO in the rat recognize that the separation of AIO and A8
would be difficult.

UNIDENTIFIED DISCUSSANT: Can you elaborate on your medial frontal cortex work?
Are there any postlesion behavioral deficits or postgrafting behavioral changes that
you could pin on the VTA medial frontal cortex system rather than on things like the
accumbens?

GAGE: We saw an increase in the response to amphetamine in the prefrontal group
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as well as in terms of locomotor activity. There was an increase with just grafts into
the prefrontal cortex and there was no way that those axons projected to the accumbens,
so it is associated with the motor response as well. Presently, with these VTA animals,
we have an extensive study that has injections into the prefrontal cortex and the ac-
cumbens and septal area. We then look at the animals in water-maze performance
in terms of some of the cognitive deficits that appear with the VTA lesions and find
that the animals are severely impaired on these tests as well. The problem is for an
experiment to dissociate whether or not these are really cognitive impairments or whether
or not they are part of the motor problems. By selectively grafting one area or another,
we are beginning to see improvement in the animals on one dimension or another.
In fact, it does look like grafts to the prefrontal cortex help the animals in some of
the spatial localization problems.

UNIDENTIFIED DiscUSSANT; I was interested in the comment that your grafts did
not work quite as well in the animals that were more severely impaired. In the data
we presented earlier, we divided our animals into an impaired and unimpaired group
and then looked at the dendritic structure in terms of the neurons that were regressed
and the neurons that were not. We set up an experiment where we hoped to show a
linear relationship between declining motor function and declining dendritic struc-
ture, but it did not happen that way. You can have a very significant loss of motor
function in terms of rotorod and balance beam testing, but dendritic struc:ure remains
stable until you get to the very end. In the very severely handicapped animal, the den-
dritic structure falls off so that you have regression. Therefore, maybe what is hap-
pening in that severe group is that the postsynaptic cell that the graft is looking for
is not there.

GAGE: Yes.
T. McNEILL (University of Rochester, Rochester, NY): Furthermore, in that inter-

mediate group, even though they are showing motor impairment, the dendritic struc-
ture still exists. Maybe. if you would produce a cortical striate lesion and try your graft,
then it would mimic that same thing.

GAGE: That is a very good idea. I also think of it in terms of the underlying problem
that exists between cerebellum and caudate in regard to explaining motor deficits. We
may be observing dopaminergic deficits in the early stages that can be restored by
dopaminergic grafts or dopaminergic function.

Paralleling this is a threshold effect on cerebellum; once the two reach their vortex,
the dopamine grafts alone are not going to have any effect because another system
is affected as well. One is going to have to work with both systems at that severe state,
so I do not think that it is going to be one system or another. Obviously, there are
multiple systems involved.

C. CorMAN (University of California, Irvine, CA): In the old animals, do the dopa-
mine neurons grow over longer distances? Secondly, it seems like cholinergic neurons
may be able to grow over longer distances too. Can you comment on that?

GAGE: If dopamine neurons are grafted in the spinal cord, they can grow up to
a centimeter in six months. However, that is a target area for dopamine neurons. It
depends on the target area that you are putting the cells in because they will not grow
well in substantia nigra. Cholinergic neurons also will not grow if they are not in an
appropriate target area. I think that is a phenomenon that is true for any cell -you

have to match the cells with the appropriate target area.
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Cognitive, sensory, and motor deficits are still today often dramatic consequences of
brain damage. In fact, although great improvements have occurred in the last decades
in diagnosing and localizing brain injury, effective treatments for reducing lesion-induced
malfunction and for facilitating repair processes are still lacking. Yet, during the last
few years, basic neurobiological studies have supplied increasing evidence that oppor-
tunities may exist provided the variables are understood. Neurons of the central nervous
system (CNS) and, in particular, synapses are now known to be potentially able "to
modify their function, to be replaced, and to increase or decrease in number when
required".' This phenomenon, known as neuronal plasticity, is very complex and has
been suggested to underlie the possibility for the occurrence of not only functional,
but also morphofunctional compensatory processes following brain damage. Hope-
fully, comprehension of this phenomenon will, in the near future, provide novel phar-
macological strategies effective in minimizing the consequences of brain injury. In this
regard, the involvements of neuronotrophic factors (NTFs) and gangliosides- in par-
ticular, monosialoganglioside GM, (nomenclature according to Svennerholm)-are
now being analyzed with increasing attention.

BRAIN INJURY AND NEURONOTROPHIC FACTORS

CNS injury, whether it be acute or chronic, is associated not only with primary,
but also secondary neuronal cell damage and death. Pharmacological treatments aimed
at minimizing or preventing neuronal cell death may be expected to greatly ameliorate
prognosis.

NTFs, known for many years to be essential for the regulation of neuronal cell
survival and fiber outgrowth during development, have recently been suggested to be
involved in the maintenance of cell survival and proper functional connectivity of neu-
ronal cells throughout adulthood.3 As such, a decrease in the availability or an in-
crease in the requirement of NTFs (or both) following trauma, stroke, and perhaps
neurodegenerative diseases may well underlie the secondary neuronal cell death and
inability of the neurons to compensate for the loss of function.'

Recent support for this hypothesis derives from evidence indicating that the in-
tracerebral administration of NTFs, in particular, nerve growth factor (NGF), is effec-
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tive in both reducing neuronal cell death and in ameliorating behavioral outcome fol-
lowing injury of some neuronal cell types in the adult brain.' This indicates that
improved neuronal cell survival and, hence, better conditions for facilitating functional
repair can be achieved by at least two, not mutually exclusive, therapeutical strategies;
that is, by increasing either the availability of NTFs (e.g., substitutive therapy) or the
biological potency of the endogenously occurring NTF molecules (corrective therapy),
or both. Whereas the former approach is still today at a very initial experimental stage,
evidence is available that indicates that the latter approach is indeed feasible. In fact,
NTFs are known to occur in the adult mammalian brain, and even though NTF ac-
tivity has been reported to increase following CNS injury, this increase presumably
occurs at a time subsequent to most neuronal cell death.8

9 In addition, agents such
as GM,, known to increase neuronal cellular response to trophic signals at least in
vitro," ' - have been demonstrated to positively affect CNS repair processes in vivo.

In line with the above-mentioned ideas, we will now briefly summarize the cur-
rently available in vitro and in vivo evidence with regard to the capability of GM, to
facilitatc neuronal repair processes in adult mammals following brain damage.

GM, AND NEURONOTROPHIC INTERACTIONS IN VITRO

The endogenously occurring GM, on the neuronal cell surface" is probably in-
volved in the regulation of neurite outgrowth and regeneration not only during devel-
opment, but also in the adult state (for review, see reference 15). Furthermore, exoge-
nous GM, addition to culture medium has been reported to facilitate neurite outgrowth
of a variety of clonal and primary neuronal cells in vitro.'- 2 ' When analyzed, this
effect has been associated with enhanced neuronal cell development and survival. In-
terestingly, in most cases, the attainment of these GM, effects in vitro has been shown
to be strictly dependent on the presence of adequate NTFs and to be associated with
enhanced neuronal cell responsiveness to the NTF molecule.-'- The latter aspect is
well exemplified in experiments utilizing fetal chick (E.) dorsal root ganglion (DRG)"
and pheochromocytoma (PCI2)' "0 cells in vitro. Both of these cell types are known
to require NGF for neuritic outgrowth and expression of characteristic neuronal phenio-
typic traits. In both cases, the GM,-induced facilitation of neuritic outgrowth was shown
to necessitate the presence of NGE GM, alone was totally ineffective. In addition,
analogous results were obtained in primary neuronal cell culture model systems (e.g..
ciliary ganglia and CNS mesencephalic neurons) known to necessitate trophic support
other than NGF.2 2' This has been interpreted as indicating that GM, can positively
affect the efficacy of different NTF molecules acting on specific neuronal cell types.

Even though the molecular mechanisms underlying the exogenous GM, effects in
vitro are still obscure, it has been postulated that they most likely occur via modifica-
tions of cell surface properties consequent to stable insertion of the GM, molecule
into the neuronal plasma membrane.2" However, NGF association with the PCI2 cells
has been reported to be apparently unaffected by GM,. Alternative explanations may
involve a modulation of cell surface transduction mechanisms or an enhancement of
specific posttranslational events triggered by the NTF(s).

GM, EFFECTS FOLLOWING CNS INJURY

Parenteral GM, administration has been shown to be effective in ameliorating cog-
nitive,2" ,24 sensory,25 and motor26 deficits following different specific lesion paradigms.
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We will summarize below our results concerning GM, effects following unilateral par-
tial hemitransection of the dopamine (DA) nigrostriatal pathway in young adult rats.
In addition, some experimental variables underlying GM, effects in this lesion para-
digm will be examined.

Effect of GM, lleatment on Recovery of DA Nigrostriatal Parameters after
Unilateral Partial Deafferentation in Young Adult Rats

Following unilateral partial hemitransection of the DA nigrostriatal pathway in
young adult rats, animals show a decrease of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) activity (about
5001o), a decrease of TH immunopositive nerve terminals, and a decrease of homovanillic
acid (HVA) content in the lesioned striatum with respect to the unlesioned contralateral
striatum. In contrast, treatment with GM, induces a significant increase of TH ac-
tivity in the lesioned striatum in a time- and dose-dependent manner. This effect is
apparent already after two weeks of treatment (TABLE 1) and is associated with an
increased number of TH immunofluorescent terminals in the partially denervated stri-
atum;"1 in addition, it is associated with an increased number of TH immunopositive
cell bodies in the substantia nigra ipsilateral to the lesion.2R

Moreover, experiments utilizing retrograde transport of wheat-germ agglutinin con-
jugated to horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) indicate that all the TH immunoreac-
tive nigral cells in the GM,-treated animals possess an intact connectivity to the
striatum. 219

The biochemical and immunohistochemical improvements elicited by GM, treat-
ment are also of functional relevance. Apomorphine-induced rotational behavior, con-
sidered as an index of striatal DA denervation,1 is significantly reduced in GM,-treated
animals with respect to the saline-treated ones (FtoURE 1).

The above findings indicate that parenteral administration of GM, is effective in
facilitating the functional recovery of the nigrostriatal pathway following paitldi
deafferentation. It must be recalled that this effect is clOce!y ,.orrelated with main-
tenance in the nLmber of TH positive ce!! budies in the substantia nigra. Whether
it is also associated with spiouting of TH positive fibers in the striatum, though, re-
mains to be established.

TABLE 1. Effect of GM, Treatment on Striatal TH Activity after Partial Unilateral
Hemitransection of the Nigrostriatal System a

Vmax as 07o of Control

Days after Hemitransection
Treatment 8 14 56
Saline 45 ± 3.5 50 ± 3.0 53 ± 6.1
GM, (5 mg/kg) 50 + 3.0 65 ± 5 .011 80 ±2.9
GM, (30 mg/kg) 48 ± 3.0 85 . 4.8 c  89 ±6.5

a The intraperitoneal treatment, either with saline or GM, was started on the second day
after surgery and ended 24 hours before sacrifice. Data represent the Vmax mean values of TH
and are expressed as the percent of the respective unlesioned side. All means are from 6-8 de-
terminations. The Vmax of TH determined in the unlesioned side of the saline-treated group
(19.7 ± 1.01 nmol CO, x h-' x mg-' protein) was not significantly different from that of
the GM,-treated group at any time.

b p < 0.05.
C p < 0.01 versus the respective group treated with saline (Student's t test).
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Effect of GM, Treatment on Striatal TH Activity in Different
Experimental Conditions

In an attempt to have some further insight with regard to GM, effects following
injury of the nigrostriatal pathway, we tested GM, effects in various experimental con-
ditions.

In particular, in order to analyze whether the effect of GM, in facilitating the recovery
of striatal dopaminergic parameters depends on the response of the remaining intact
fibers of the ipsilateral side, we induced an almost total hemitransection that resulted
in a 9501o loss of striatal TH activity. In contrast to what is observed in the case of
a less extensive mechanical lesion, GM, in our case is unable to facilitate recovery of
striatal TH activity. This result suggests that the GM, effect is dependent on the extent
of the lesion, thereby supporting the hypothesis that an essential prerequisite for trig-
gering the repair process is the survival of an adequate number of the ipsilateral
neurons."' As variations in the extent of the lesion can be expected to result in varia-
tions in trophic need, the occurrence of adequate NTF activity and GM, effects may
be causally related.

In addition, we explored the role of the contralateral hemisphere in the repair pro-
cess and found that the integrity of the interhemispheric nigrostriatal neuronal loop
is another condition essential for the occurrence of the GM, effects." This is not sur-
prising because the reciprocal influence of the two nigrostriatal systems through in-
trathalamic connections is well documented."- 5 These anatomical connections have
been reported to increase following unilateral lesion of the substantia nigra. 6 There-
fore, the effect of GM, is also related to the presence of regulatory signals derived
from areas that can be located distant from the site of the primary damage. Interest-
ingly, following partial unilateral hemitransection in young adult rats, we observed
induction of NTF activity not only in the substantia nigra and striatum of the lesioned
side, but in the unlesioned contralateral side as well."

The fact that neuronal activity of both the substantia nigra and the caudate nu-
cleus is altered by stimulation of visual or motor cortices"A prompted us to perform
an experiment in which the GM, effect was studied in partially hemitransected rats
kept in darkness These animals showed a lower striatal TH activity when compared
to that of lesioned animals kept at a normal 12-hour light-dark cycle. In addition,
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TABLE 2. Effect of Light and Darkness on GM,-lnduced Recovery of Striatal TH
Activity after Partial Unilateral Hemitransection of the Nigrostriatal System'

Vmax as '7o of Control

Treatment Light Darkness

Saline 45 ± 3.0 16 ± 3.5b

GM, 93 ± 6.5' 13 ± 2.56

a Intraperitoneal treatment, either with saline or GM, (30 mg/kg), was given for 30 days.

Data represent the Vmax mean values of TH and are expressed as the percent of the respectie
unlesioned side. Light means that animals were allowed to have a normal 12-hour light-dark
cycle. Darkness means that the animals were kept in darkness for the whole period of the ex-
periment.
b p < 0.01 versus light.
C p < 0.01 versus saline (Student's t test).

these animals did not show any recovery of striatal TH activity following GM, treat-
ment (TABLE 2). Hence, an adequate sensory perception plays a relevant role in GM,-
induced brain repair and, more generally, in sensory-motor rehabilitation. Normal vi-
sual perception is known to contribute extensively to hormonal circadian rhythms,
and hormones (such as triiodothyronine) are known to possess trophic activity in vitro?

Another condition influencing the effect of GM, on the recovery of striatal TH
activity following partial unilateral hemitransection is the age of the rats. Although
GM, is capable of enhancing CNS repair in rats of all ages, we have observed that
the treatment time necessary to obtain comparatively beneficial effects in hemitran-
sected rats is dependent on the age of the animals. In fact, with increasing age, there

2 months 12 months

so. I days
FIGURE 2. Treatment with
GM, (30 mg/kg i.p.) was started 50.
on the second day after surgery. -
Data represent the V,,1 mean Z 20"
values of TH and are expressed €as the percent of the respective

unlesioned side. The V_, of TH 'e

determined in the striatum of the o 
unlesioned side of the saline- .
treated group (18.9 ± 1.01 nmol ' 50
CO x h-' x mg-' protein) was
not significantly different from >- 20I
that of the GM,-treated group at

any time or age considered. GM,
treatment had no effect on stri- ..1
atal TH activity of the unlesioned , 028 daysrats of both ages. The asterisk so ,-L
stands for p < 0.01 versus the 5-

respective saline-treated group. .2 20

-- Saline COG , (30mg/Kg)
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occurs an increasing latency in the appearance of the GM, facilitatory effect on stri-
atal TH activity (FIGURE 2). This observation therefore suggests that although lesion-
induced neuronal plasticity can be manifested in aged mammals, it nonetheless occurs
with increasing age at a much slower rate. Also noteworthy is the fact that lesion-induced
increases of NTF activity have been reported to be delayed in aged rats with respect
to young adult rats.9

Furthermore, we evaluated whether GM, could promote recovery of DA nigrostri-
atal parameters after destruction of the DA neurons with the specific neurotoxin, 6-
hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA). For this purpose, 6-OHDA was unilaterally injected into
either the medial forebrain bundle or into the substantia nigra. In both of these condi-
tions, treatment with GM, failed to improve recovery.'" However, although the un-
derlying cause for this lack of GM, effect is currently unknown, we have observed,
in contrast to the mechanical injury, that no induction of NTF activity occurs in the
substantia nigra of the 6-OHDA lesioned rats.' This suggests that the trophic response
may vary depending on the nature of the injury and that adequate titers of NTF(s)
are perhaps needed for GM, facilitation of functional repair.

CONCLUSIONS

Several lines of evidence are available today that support the possibility that GM,
can favorably modulate neuronal cell responsiveness to NTFs in vitro. Furthermore.
the systemic administration of GM, has been shown to ameliorate the biochemical
and behavioral outcome following brain damage to adult mammals. In many cases,
these effects have been associated with enhanced neuronal cell survival. Interestingly.
the intracerebral administration of NTF(s) has been reported to produce a similar ef-
fect.6 In addition, although the GM, effects in vivo are, as exemplified in this report.
dependent on certain well-defined conditions, many of these conditions appear to be
causally related with variations in the entity of the trophic deficit.

As NTF deficit (perhaps due to an increase in trophic need) may be one of the
underlying causes of progressive neuronal cell death following brain iniury, ' ' it can
be speculated that agents or conditions capable of potentiating the efficacy of en-
dogenously occurring neuronotrophic factors will most probably be useful in amelio-
rating prognosis.

Along this line, the present data are consistent with the possibility that the GM,
effects in vivo, as well as in vitro, are related to the presence of NTFs and are associated
with a reduction of the trophic need due to increased neuronal cell responsiv eness to
endogenously occurring NTFs. Levels of the latter may be inadequate soon after the
injury. This may be relevant for the comprehension of GM, facilitator. effects at both
early ' and late postlesion periods. 24
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INTRODUCTION

Our studies have been directed towards understanding the molecular mechanism
of D2 receptor function. Purification of the D2 receptor from its natural membrane
environment is the first step in the biochemical characterization of the receptor. Our
alternative approach in characterization of the receptor has been through modulation
of receptor function by altering the lipid milieu of the plasma membrane. As a first
step, the D2 receptor in canine striatum was purified 300-400-fold by affinity chroma-
tography.' Reconstitution of the affinity-purified receptor with phospholipids has been
shown to be essential for stabilization of the activity of the purified receptor. I Because
it has been shown that an optimal lipid composition is essential for the retention of
active purified D2 receptors, we have manipulated striatal membrane fluidity in order
to determine its effect on membrane-bound D2 receptor activity. We have investigated
the fluidization effects of a natural lipid mixture, AL 721, on the membrane-bound
D2 receptors. Fluidization of the sriatal membranes with this pharmacologically ac-
tive lipid did not alter the capacity of the striatal dopamine receptors in either young
or old rats. However, it restored the decreased affinity of the D2 receptor in the aged
rats to the basal level found in the younger rats. These results suggest that removal
of the natural lipids during purification diminishes the binding ability of the D2 receptor
and tlt J ::c: in vitro modulation of rat striatal membrane fluidity is effective in
restoring the affinity of dopamine receptors, which have diminishid upon aging.

METHODS

Purification of Dopamine D2 Receptors with Affinity Chromatography

Haloperidol hemisuccinate was synthesized as reported previously' and was used
as a ligand for affinity chromatography. The hydrophilic affinity matrix, Sepharose
amine-succinyl-amine haloperidol hemisuccinate (ASA-H HS), was used for the purifi-
cation o.' canine striatal dopamine (D2) receptors.' P,-P, pellets were prepared from
canine striata in 50 mM TEAN buffer (50 mM tris base, 5 mM NaEDTA, 0.010 ascorbic
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acid, and 10 j.M nialamide) and were solubilized in the presence of a I% solution
of digitonin containing 0.01% sodium azide, Sixteen mL of digitonin-solubilized prep-
aration was applied to the affinity column, which was previously washed with TEAN
buffer containing 0.01076 digitonin, 0.0107o sodium azide, and 1.0 M KCI. The digitonin-
solubilized preparation was recycled through the column at 3.0 mL/h for 14-15 hours.
After the unbound soluble preparation was eluted, the column was washed with a TFAN
buffer containing 0.0107o NaN , 0.1% digitonin, and 50 pjM DTT until all measurable
protein had eluted. Then, elution was continued with the same buffer with the addi-
tion of 20 pM haloperidol. One mL of each collected fraction was treated with 10
mg of charcoal for 15 min and was centrifuged at 9000 x g for 5 min. The supernatant
was subjected to a 'H-spiroperidol binding assay. Nonspecific binding was measured
in the presence of I 4tM (+)-butaclamol. One-dimensional electrophoresis was per-
formed on column eluates that showed specific binding with IH-spiroperidol. T\Ao-
dimensional lEF-PAGE analysis was performed on a column eluate that showed binding
activity.

Incorporation of A I. 721 into Striatal Membranes

A sonicated solution of AL 721 in 15 mM TEAN buffer (15 mM tris base, 5 mM
Na 2EDTA, 0.020%/ ascorbic acid, and 10 pM nialamide) was prepared with a probe
sonicator at a power setting of 20-30 watts for 15 minutes; the sonicated solution is
stable for several days at 4 'C. Rat striata were dissected and stored at -70 'C until
used. Membrane homogenates were prepared according to a previously reported pro-
cedure.' Equal volumes of the striatal homogenate and the AL 721 solution (I mg/mL)
were incubated at 25 'C with agitation for four hours. The incubation was terminated
by centrifugation of the sample at 40,000 x g for 15 minutes. ThL. pellet was rinsed
with buffer to remove any adhering AL 721 and was then resuspended in the buffer
at the original volume of the homogenate. The AL 721-treated tissue was then sub-
jected to binding and fluidization studies.

Binding Studies of Striatal D2 Receptors

Saturation isotherms of 'H-spiroperidol (0.025-2.0 nM) binding to the D2 receptor
in rat striatal homogenates were determined in a total volume of 1.2 mL. Ketanserin,
at 100 nM, was included in order to mask serotonin S2 receptors in the striata. Non-
specific binding was defined in the presence of 100 pM (- )-sulpiride. Agonist dis-
placement of 'H-spiroperidol ('-,250 pM) binding was performed at a concentration
range of 10 nM to 10 4tM.

Measurements of Lipid FluidiOv

Membrane lipid microviscosity (TI) was determined by fluorescence polarization
(P) of a lipid probe, 1,6-diphenyl-l,3,5-hexatriene (DPH). A stock solution of 2.0 tNM
DPH in tetrahydrofuran was diluted to 2.0 VM with 15 mM TEAN buffer (pH 7.4).
A 0.5-mL sample of a membrane homogenate (containing about 40 pg of protein)
was incubated with 4.5 mL. of 2 pM DPH for 30 min at 25 'C. Steady-state polar;7a-
tion measurements were made at 25 'C on an SLM Model 4800 spectrofluorometer.
The outputs, , and I, from the photomultiplier tubes were measured directly. I and
1i are the fluorescence intensities polarized perpendicular and parallel to the polari-
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zation of the excitation beam, respectively. Use of appropriate membrane blanks and
a cutoff filter above 470 nm eliminated light scattering and signal-to-noise effects during
the polarization measurements. The excitation and emission wavelengths were 360 and
421 nm, respectively. The lipid microviscosity (the reciprocal of fluidity) was deter-
mined by the approximate empirical relation, x" = 2P/(0.46 - P).4

RESULTS

Purification of the dopamine receptor was performed in order to determine the
essential biochemical factors for the retention of its bioactivity and in order to deter-
mine whether the receptor affinity states are a manifestation of the receptor interac-
tion with other components of the membrane system. A derivative of haloperidol,
haloperidol hemisuccinate (HHS), was used in an affinity chromatography matrix for
the purification of digitonin-solubilized dopamine receptors from canine striatal
homogenates. The affinity matrix, gel ASA-HHS, was prepared by coupling a
hydrophilic spacer arm in a stepwise manner to CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B. Max-
imum absorption of receptors by ASA-HHS ranged from 81-100070 of H-spiroperidol
binding sites in the solubilized preparation. A 50 mM TEAN buffer containing 0.0107
NaN,, 0.0107o digitonin, 50 iM dithiothreitol, and 20 giM haloperidol was used for
elution of receptors adsorbed to a column of ASA-HHS. Recovery of active receptors
from the affinity column proved to be variable in multiple trials. In 3007o of the trials,
when receptors were adsorbed to the gel, the haloperidol wash eluted two well-separated
active fractions (fractions 1 and 2) that represented 22 0 and 2707o recovery of specific
3H-spiroperidol binding in the solubilized preparation, respectively. In those experi-
ments where specific binding of 'H-spiropei idol was observed in the haloperidol eluates,
approximately 350-460-fold purification was obtained (TABLE 1).

Fractions I and 2 showed similar protein profiles in SDS-PAGE analysis. Several
protein bands were visible. A protein band of M =43,000 was composed of at least
four different components when separated by 2-D gel analysis, which included 13 and
y actin. In addition, a and 13 tubulins were identified at M, values of 53,000 and
57,000. The 2-D gel analysis also revealed a number of protein spots at Mr values of
66,000 and 92,500. The coelution of receptor activity and cytoskeletal proteins in 300o
of the affinity chromatography runs suggested that actin and tubulin had been solubi-
lized with the dopamine receptor in the presence of the detergent digitonin. The vari-
able successful recovery of active purified receptors suggested teat the digitonin-receptor
micellar particles did not contain the appropriate membrane-lipid composition. This
may have consequently perturbed the receptor microenvironment that is crucial for
receptor binding activity. Another report' on the affinity chromatography of the D2

TABLE 1. Purification of the Digitonin-solubilized Dopamine Receptor"

Receptor Receptor Total Volume Protein Specific Acti~ity
Sample (cpm/300 tiL) (fmol/300 pL) (mL.) (mg/ml) (fmol'mg)

Solubilized 1043 38.3 19 2.0 1.0
preparation

Fraction I 234 8.58 2 0.01 I 379
Fraction 2 285 10.46 2 0.011 462

a Fractions I and 2 were eluted with haloperidol buffer. Low protein concentrations were

measured by fluorescamine detection procedure. The 'H-spiroperidol binding was performed
at 4 'C. Nonspecific binding was measured in the presence of I iM ( + )-butaclamol.
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FIGURE 1. Effect of AL 72! on the microviscosity of rat striatal membranes.

receptor confirmed the diminished ability of the affinity-purified receptor to bind 3H-
spiroperidol. Reconstitution of the affinity-purified receptor with phosphatidylcho-
line was necessary for the binding activity to be observed.2 Thus, it seems that an ap-
propriate receptor conformation is necessary for retention of its binding activity in
the purified state.

Optimal lipid fluidity and composition about the receptor is essential for physio-
logically functioning receptors.' The administration of ethanol has been reported to
affect a variety of receptors through membrane fluidization.' The efficacy of AL 721
as a membrane fluidizer has been demonstrated in several receptor and cell systems. 6-8

AL 721 is a novel lipid mixture composed of neutral triglycerides, phosphatidylcho-
line, and phosphatidylethanolamine in a 7:2:1 ratio.6" When dispersed in aqueous media,
AL 721 forms chylomicron-like assemblies. For this reason, membrane fluidization
in vitro with AL 721 occurs more efficiently than with pure phosphatidylcholine.6 AL
721 appears to fluidize cellular membranes primarily through the extraction of mem-
brane cholesterol, thereby enriching the phospholipid-to-cholesterol ratio of the
membrane .

6

AL 721 was shown to be a potent fluidizer of striatal membrane homogenates
(FtURE 1). The half-maximal effect of fluidization occurred between 500-1000 4ig/mL
of AL 721. Fluidity measurements on striatal membranes of young and old rats (7.39
and 7.29 poise, respectively) indicated no difference in their microviscosity. The vis-
cosity of the striatal homogenate could be reduced upon AL 721 fluidization to 5.39
± 047 (n -= 2) and 4.20 ± 0.82 (n = 2) poise in young and old rats, respectively.
Consequently, the effect of membrane fluidization on the binding characteristics of
the membrane D2 receptor was investigated by measuring the binding properties of
the dopamine receptor in the striata of young and old Wistar female rats. The old
rats used in this study had a similar performance to the young animals in the inclined
screen test. The H-spiroperidol binding indicated a similarity in the number of the
binding sites in both young and old animals (TABLE 2). However, the affinity of
spiroperidol for the D2 receptor was three times greater (45.5 pM) for the younger
animals as compared to the old (124 pM) (TABLE 2). Fluidization of the striatal
homogenates with AL 721, though, restored the affinity in the older animals to the
same level as the young rats, as shown in TABLE 2. The reduced number of binding
sites in AL 721-treated young rats may have been due to the solubilization of the mem-
brane receptors.
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TABLE 2. Effect of AL 721 on the Binding Parameters of IH-Spiroperidol"

KD (PM) Bmax (fmoles/mg protein)

Control AL 721 Control AL 721

Young 45.5 ± 6.3 b  60.3 ± 8.8 354.5 ± 24.2" 227.5 ± 25.81'
(n =4) (n 4) (n =4) (n =4)

Old 124.3 _ 27.0 b  71.6 _ 14.5 331.3 ± 33.5 264.6 ± 33.4
(, 4) n= 5) (n 4) (n =5)

0 Values given are means ± SEM for the number of animals in parentheses. All animals were
Wistar female rats. The young animals were 6 months of age. The old animals were over 20
months of age.

b p < 0.05 in a two-tailed t test.
C p < 0.02 in a two-tailed t test.

Agonist displacement of 3H-spiroperidol binding was also investigated in striata
of untreated young and old animals and in those treated with AL 721. The ICS0 of
apomorphine in old striata was greater than that in younger tissue (TABLE 3). In vitro
fluidization with AL 721 effectively restored the affinity of the receptor for apomor-
phine in the older animals to levels found in younger ones. No significant variations
in the affinity of ADTN were observed between young and old striata in either the

absence or presence of membrane fluidization.
A preliminary test of the in vivo effect of AL 721 in old rats was performed (J. A.

Joseph, personal communication). The injection of AL 721 (50 and 150 mg/injection)
for eight days indicated an improved performance on the inclined screen as compared
to the vehicle-injected animals. More thorough studies on the in vivo effects of AL
721 are under way.

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that the pharmacological and biochemical functioning of the
striatal D2 receptor is highly dependent on the composition of the lipids that surround
the receptor protein. The affinity-purified striatal D2 receptor has shown variable
recovery of binding activity. Therefore, elution of spiroperidol binding sites from the
affinity column was successfully achieved in 3007o of the trials. The binding ability
of the affinity-purified pituitary D2 receptor was recovered by enriching the micellar

TABLE 3. Effect of AL 721 on the Binding of Dopamine Agonists'

Control AL 721

ADTN APO ADTN APO

Young 3059 ± 262 (3) 578 ± 100 (3)h 2219 + 420 (4) 801 ± 40 (3)

Old 2169 ± 399 (4) 904 ± 45 (4) b 'x 1651 _ 144 (3) 631 ± 94 (3)f
a Values given are the IC50 means ± SEM for the number of animals in parentheses. All

animals were Wistar female rats. The young rats were 6 months old. The old animals were over
20 months of age.

b p < 0.05 in a two-tailed I test between young and old.
C p < 0.05 in a two-tailed t test between control and AL- 721 -treated tissue.
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detergent with a natural phospholipid.- Reconstitution of the purified receptor into
an optimal lipid environment may restore activity by promoting the natural confor-
mation of the receptor.

Various investigators have manipulated membrane fluidity with ethanol, lecithin,
or cholesterol hemisuccinate and, as a result, they have observed changes in the ca-
pacity of the several types of membrane receptors. Age-related changes in the respon-
siveness of striatal D2 receptors have, in fact, been indicated.' For example, the rate
of synthesis of striatal dopamine receptors is reduced by 25-35% in senescent rats
when compared to mature rats." Studies of the striatal 8-sdrenraic receptors have

., population ot cryptic receptors that are stored in the membrane and that
are inaccessible to neurotransmitters and drugs; however, they may be unmasked upon
fluidization of the membranes by phospholipid methylation. 2 Our present results in-
dicate that striatal membrane fluidization with AL 721 does not result in the appear-
ance of a cryptic population of receptors. These findings are in agreement with those
of Henry et al.,'" who used ethanol and cholesterol hemisuccinate, respectively, for
the fluidization and rigidification of striatal membranes. Our finding, also indicate
that the D2 receptor in the aged rat has a lower affinity for apomorphine and spiroperidol
when compared with the young counterparts. Fluidization of striatal membranes with
the pharmacologically active lipid, AL 721, can restore the diminished affinity of the
receptor for its ligands. Alteration of the chemical composition of the striatal mem-
brane was reflected in the degree of membrane fluidity, which was measured by fluores-
cence polarization. In contrast to our findings, Henry er al. reported a diminished
affinity of the D2 receptor for spiroperidol binding when striatal tissue was rigidified
with cholesterol hemisuccinate. In addition, changes in membrane fluidity have been
affected by temperature variations. Fluidization of rat striatal membranes by eleva-
tion of temperature from I 'C to 37 'C has been shown to increase the affinity of
the D2 receptor for 'H-spiroperidol by tenfold (from 510 to 53 pM)."

AL 721 fluidization of various types of cell membranes points to a common mode
of action. For example, AL. 721 provides a rapid and effective means of achieving mem-
brane fluidization in human peripheral blood lymphocytes." The effect of AL 721 on
rodent serotonin and opiate receptors has also been reported.7 " A. 721, w.hen ad-
ministered to alcohol- or morphine-dependent animals, reversed tolerance-dependent
membrane rigidification and markedly reduced withdrawal symptums.'7

Furthermore, AL 721 has demonstrated antiviral effects ;;aiiist envelope viruses
such as HTLV-Ill/LAV '" and Herpes simplex -it.,cs I and II (R. Whitley, personal
communication). Approximately 50% of the HTLV-III/LAV membrane is composed
of lipids with cholesterol and phospholipids present in a molar ratio of 0.6. It is thought
that changes in the HTLV-11I/1-AV envelope microviscosity as a result of exposure
to AL 721 resulted in orientational changes in enselope glycoproteins and thereby de-
creased the ability of the virus to bind or fuse (or both) with T4 lvmphocvtes.'"

In physiological membranes, cholesterol act, as a primary lipid rigidifier that in-
creases viscosity in the membrane lipid bilayer.' W, Decreasing the cholesterol-to-phos-
pholipid (C/PL) ratio increases membrane fluidity. The optimal AL 721 concentration
that produced membrane fluidity in brain striatal and co;tical tissue was determined
to be 0.5-1.0 mg/mL. The mechanism by which this fluidization nay be accomplished
is believed to be primarily through extraction of cholesterol from the plasma mem-
brane. Incubation of mouse thymic lymphocytes with AL, 721 resulted in a maximum
membrane cholesterol extraction of 47076.21 The mechanism of fluidization of striatal
membranes with AL 721 is believed to result from the same mechanism.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

D. MORGAN (Universily of Soulhern California, Los A ngeles, CA): I am very con-

cerned about what you observed in your binding data. First of all, no one has really
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observed a consistent change in the affinity of these receptors with age. Your change
is relatively small-that is, you are talking about a threefold change when you have
really got a two log-order magnitude of responsivity. Therefore, when you analyzed
those data, were you using the actual data in terms of nanomoles or did you convert
them into the log-scale affinity? Secondly, why do you think that you did not see any
change in Bmax?

L. ANTONIAN (Matrix Research Laboratories, New York, NY): With regard to
changes in the affinity, these are significant changes and they have been reported in
the literature. In fact, studies on the ratc of turnover of the dopamine receptor in yourig
and old animals have noted significant changes that are, again, approximately the same
fold in thc affinity of the receptor for spiroperidol binding. There is also thermodynamic
evidence that shows that as you increase the fluidity of the membrane by increasing
the temperature of the membrane from 1 'C to 37 'C, you can lower the affinity of
the D2 receptor for spiroperidol binding by tenfold (this was done in the early 80s
by Molinoff and his collaborators). Hence, there is evidence in the literature that there
are affinity changes in the young and old regarding the dopamine receptor.

As far as Bmax is concerned, these animals did not have any motor deficits when
they were tested on the inclined screen test. Thus, as a result, they did not have any
drop in the number of receptors.

MORGAN: Receptors and behaviors, though, do not always correspond. Perhaps,
it is really the coupling between the receptor and some receptor mechanism that is
really mediating these effects that you have.

ANTONIAN: We are hoping by manipulation of the lipid composition to see if the
coupling has been affected in the dopamine receptor as reported by others.
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The two most common neurodegenerative disorders of the elderly are Alzheimer's dis-
ease (AD) and Parkinson's disease (PD). Over the age of 65, these disorders may af-
flict 5076 and 1% of the population, respectively, '

2 and the incidence of both disorders
appears to be age dependent to some degree.' 2 Over the last six years, a number of
studies have begun to address the potential overlap of these two disease states, and
two broad clinical subgroups may be distilled from these observations: AD with and
without "extrapyramidal signs", and PD with and without dementia. Because the fre-
quency of "extrapyramidal signs" (EPS) in AD and the frequency of dementia in PD
are both quite substantial, consideration has been given to viewing these two illnesses
as part of a continuum. Thus, a collective view of these disorders would include the
following spectrum: classical AD, AD with EPS, AD + PD, PD with dementia, and
classical PD. Inherent in such a scheme would be that specific clinical-including neuro-
psychological, pathological, or neuroscientific markers would identify such subgroups
and perhaps provide information regarding the specific substrates that underlie clin-
ical expression of disease states. Additionally, such observations might possibly permit
new understandings of why certain neuronal populations fail, either in isolation or
collectively. Data are accruing, but further clinical-neuropathological and neuroscien-
tific studies are needed.

This brief report will review selective literature that addresses these aforementioned
issues and present preliminary data from the Rochester Alzheimer Disease Project that
address, in part, the relationship between AD and the presence of EPS. The term, EPS,
will be used throughout this report-largely because it tends to be entrenched in the
clinical literature-but a more pathophysiologically based term would be striatal motor
dysfunction because we are referring to disturbances within midbrain dopaminergic
and striatal neuronal systems.

CLINICAL STUDIES

The presence of striatal motor dysfunction (extrapyramidal signs-EPS) in AD
has been reported to vary from 28% to 92076 (TABLE I). If either paratonia or

a These efforts were supported by the Rochester Alzheimer Disease Program Project supported

by NIA Grant No. I P01 AG03644.
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TABLE 1. Extrapyramidal Signs in Alzheimer's Disease

Patient
Series Number Age of Onset Duration Neuroleptics EPS 0,

Chui et at. (1985) 146 68 + 9.8 4.6 + 3.5 22 43,124 35 Wo
Mayeux el al. (1985) 121 65 _ 9.9 3.5 t 2.3 12 34/121 28%
Molsa et al. (1984) 143 71 t 1.0 3.7 + 0.1 - 131; 143 92%
Sulkava (1982) 36 60 + 4 6.0 ± 3.8 - 22/36 61 0
Sulkava (1982) 35 74 + 1 3.9 ± 2 - 22/35 65%

bradykinesia alone is considered to be representative of EPS, then its prevalence may
reach 100%. In most series, rigidity (which occurs in approximately 60% of AD pa-

tients) appears to be the major clinical feature used to identify EPS, although flexion
posture (50%), dyskinesias (15-20%), and tremor (5-10%) may all exist." Because
aging may normally be associated with such changes in motor function as altered pos-
ture, increased resistance to passive stretch (including some degree of paratonia), slow-
ness of movement, and essential tremor, slight alterations in striatal motor function
in AD patients must be viewed as possibly being a normal variant. The presence of

EPS appears to influence the course of patients with AD. Compared to AD patients
without EPS, patients experiencing striatal motor disturbances appear to have an in-
creased incidence of myoclonus, hallucinations, and psychotic symptoms; moreover,
they appear to have increased and more progressive mental impairment.' ' Although
the reported cases to date suggest that age, family history, and duration of illness are
not clearly related to the presence of EPS, additional prospective longitudinal studies
will be needed to clarify these issues.

TABLE 2. Studies Providing Evidence on the Prevalence of Dementia in Parkin-

son's Diseasea

No. of % Aith Method of
Survey Patients Dementia Assessment

Patrick & Levy (1922) 146 0
Lewy (1923) 70 64 ?
Jones (1949) 194 40 interview + MSFh
Pollack & Hornabrook (1966) 131 20 interview + MSF
Mindham (1970) 89 35 retrospective
Sacks et al. (1972) 72 21 "clinical picture"
Celesia & Wanamaker (1972) 153 40 MSE

Martin et al. (1973) 100 81 interview MSE
Rajput & Rodzilsky (1975) 125 28 MSE
Martlila & Rinne (1976) 444 29 MSE
Sweet et al. (1976) 100 56 MSE retrospective
Mindham et al. (1976) 40 28 MSE
Liberman et al. (1979) 520 32 interview + MSE
Sroka et al. (1981) 93 28 MSE
Mindham et al. (1982) 40 28 MSF
De Smet et al. (1982) 75 36 retrospective
Rajput et al. (1984) 138 31 retrosptcti'e

Total 2530 35- 1o

a Adapted from reference 12.
h MSE = mental state examination.
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The presence of dementia in Parkinson's disease was originally doubted because
James Parkinson reported that the shaking palsy was not associated with intellectual
deterioration. Initial studies in the mid-1960s' and early 1970s, though, clearly estab-
lished that intellectual impairment was present in Parkinson's syndrome.8" These ini-
tial studies indicated that perhaps 20-25% of patients with PD would have cognitive
impairment. A subsequent study in 1973 suggested that up to 70-80% of patients would
have at least mild dementia. '0 A more recent pathologically based study indicated that
mental status changes in 5507o of patients."

In an attempt to define just how commonly patients with PD experience dementia,
Brown and Marsden' 2 reviewed the clinical data from 17 studies.'2 Although sampling
methods and patient populations varied in the 2,530 patients studied, the clinical pro-
files described dementia in from 0-2007o to approximately 80%0 of patients (TABLE 2).
These authors, as have others, point out that the inclusion of various patient groups
with "pseudo-Parkinsonism" may have inflated some of these numbers and that the
actual prevalence of dementia in PD may be closer to 250;%. Although prospective clinical-
neuropathological studies are indicated to specifically define this issue, it seems clear
that a substantial group of patients with PD will experience dementia. Whether this
dementia is actually coexistent AD or not, though, is unclear.

NEUROPATHOLOGICAL STUDIES

Traditionally, AD and PD are viewed to have quite specific neuropathological
changes. AD is associated with neuronal loss in specific brain areas, neurofibrillary
tangles, senile plaques, and granulovacuolar change. Because these histological altera-
tions may occur in normal aging (especially within limbic structures and, in partic-
ular, the hippocampus), the neuropathological diagnosis rests on the amount and geo-
graphical distribution of AD change. Therefore, the changes are not qualitative, but
quantitative." s Neuropathologically, PD is associated with neuronal loss, free melanin
pigment, Lewy bodies, and reactive cellular elements (e.g., gliosis, macrophages) in
the substantia nigra. Similar changes will also occur in the locus ceruleus and, to some
degree, in the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus.

Clinical pathological correlations between AD patients with and without EPS are
essentially lacking. However, there are a number of studies that indicate that the sub-
stantia nigra may be altered in patients with AD. Depigmentation of the nigra, reactive
cellular elements, and Lewy bodies have all been described in the substantia nigra of
patients with AD.' 6 These observations, though, must be viewed with care because
some changes (Lewy bodies) within the nigra may be age related.' 7 Thus, if the pres-
ence of Lewy bodies is utilized to indicate the presence of PD-like changes in patients
with AD, then the present data do not strongly support a clear overlap of PD in pa-
tients with AD. At the other end of the spectrum, PD patients appear to exhibit a
higher incidence of AD change and, in some series, these changes are significantly
greater than the alterations observed in age-matched controls. In one series, senile
plaques, neurofibrillary tangles, and granulovacuolar change are described in 85-90070
of patients with PD, whereas age-matched control patients exhibit such changes in
only 15-2007o of the cases.'" Another report indicates that the histological changes of
AD are present in approximately 3307o of PD patients, which is a prevalence six times
that found in age-matched controls." However, not all reports support these observa-
tions, and other studies raise the question that age-related changes may be sufficient
to suggest the coexistence of the two pathologies.
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Recently, studies of the cellular pathology of neurodegenerative disorders have fo-
cused on specific changes in cell morphology and morphometry, as well as on cytoskeletal
pathology in specific neuronal populations. 3". 4 Neuron numbers are decreased in AD
in specific regions of the brain with deficits in the hippocampus approaching 50%,
especially in the CA] area.'" Similarly, neurons in the nucleus basalis may exhibit a
45-50% reduction in number and locus ceruleus neurons decline by 65-70%. '" In con-
trast, cell numbers in the substantia nigra appear to be reduced by only 10%. '1 In addi-
tion to these alterations, abnormalities in the dendritic arbor of neurons occur in AD.
In normal aging, a proliferation of dendritic surface appears to occur, possibly in rela-
tion to the expectant loss of adjacent neurons, and this response may be viewed as
a possible compensatory response.20 In patients with AD, an increase in dendritic ex-
tent fails to occur.2 02' Similar studies of dendritic response in other neurodegenerative
disorders have not been performed.

NEUROCHEMICAL STUDIES

Neurochemical deficits in both AD and PD reflect alterations in subcortical and
brain stem neuronal populations. Recent reviews address the spectrum of neurochem-
ical deficits in AD' 2

.
22 and PD.2 

23-21 Initially, PD was generally viewed as a specific
deficit in the dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra that project to the stri-
atum. More recently, the spectrum of chemical pathology has increased: noradrenergic,
serotoninergic, cholinergic, and peptidergic systems may all be involved. The exact rela-
tionship of these multiple transmitter deficits to the clinical presentation is not en-
tirely clear. A similar broad spectrum of chemical pathology also exists in AD:
cholinergic, noradrenergic, serotoninergic, peptidergic, and possibly dopaminergic
systems fail. Initial observations suggested that a specific cholinergic deficit may exist
in AD, but evidence for a multineuronal disorder accumulated quite rapidly. There
is now clear support that neurochemical deficits in AD may be influenced by the age
of onset of the disease: older patients may have a relatively pure cholinergic disorder
of the hippocampus and temporal lobe, whereas younger patients exhibit a multineuronal
disorder. 2 "

Although cholinergic deficits in AD and dopaminergic deficits in PD appear to
underlie the major clinical dysfunctions of these disorders, substantial alterations exist
in a number of neurotransmitter systems in both disorders and these deficits overlap.
For instance, it is not entirely clear what neurochemical deficits underlie the clinical
differences between patients with classical AD and patients with AD plus EPS. In con-
trast, there is some suggestion that patients with PD plus dementia may have cholinergic
deficits in the temporal lobe and substantia innominata. Furthermore, the neocortical
alterations appear to correlate with the degree of intellectual impairment.2" Although
some studies show substantial alterations in the nucleus basalis in PD,2  " the mor-
phological correlates of these biochemical changes are not entirely clear because other
reports suggest that these alterations may not correlate with dementia."

In summary, it is apparent that many critical clinical, pathological, and neurochem-
ical features of AD and PD overlap and that a substantial amount of common ground
exists between these most common neurodegenerative disorders of the elderly. Our
own investigations of these disorders are just beginning.

CURRENT RESEARCH

The Rochester Alzheimer Disease Project, which initiated its research efforts ap-
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proximately two years ago, is designed as a clinical, neuropsychological, neuropatho-
logical, and neuroscientific correlative study. The fundamental design was based on
the hypothesis that AD is a multineuronal disorder and that specific clinical subtypes
might exist that would reflect relatively specific changes in brain pathology, morphology,
and chemistry. These preliminary observations, which relate to the aforementioned
topic of the common ground of AP and PD, will focus on identifying morphological
alterations in AD patients with and without EPS and in patients with PD.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Tissues containing the basal ganglia and substantia nigra were collected at the time
of autopsy from deceased patients diagnosed as having either Alzheimer's or Parkinson's
disease. Control tissues were taken from cases without neurological or neuropsychiatric
disorders. The time between death and tissue collection varied between four and six
hours. Tissues used for light immunocytochemistry were immerse-fixed in 1007o for-
malin, while fresh tissue used for Golgi staining was prepared by the Golgi Cox method
according to the procedure of Van der Loos." Tissues used for immunocytochemical
staining were cut at 30 4rm in the frontal plane on a Vibratome and were stained immu-
nocytochemically for tyrosine hydroxylase following the procedure of Sternberger.' 2

Tissue sections containing the striatum used for Golgi staining were cut in a coronal
plane at 200 microns, and slides were coded so that it would be unknown during data
gathering which slide came from which brain. A sample of 20 striatal neurons (based
on a predetermined 95% confidence interval) was randomly chosen from each brain
from among all well-impregnated cells. We examined only cells whose somas were in
the center one-third of the section and whose dendrites were unobscu red by overlying
glia, blood vessels, other neurons, or nonspecific deposits of stain. Based on previous
observations, terminal dendritic segments were required to be tapered at their tips and
to lack spines, thus indicating the complete impregnation of the dendrite. For our study,
medium spiny (medium spiny I) neurons were analyzed. Profiles of the cell soma and
dendrites were traced using a 40x objective lens and a camera lucida drawing tube.
Cells were entered into an IBM microcomputer system using a digitizing tablet and
DAN software." Analysis of dendritic parameters of medium spiny I neurons included
total and terminal segment lengths, as well as the number of dendritic segments per
neuron.

RESULTS

Qualitative examination of the striatum showed that medium spin, (MS) I neurons
were characterized by a round or ovoid cell body and that they represented the majority
of all impregnated neurons in the putamen and caudate nuclei. MS neurons had four
to eight primary dendrites that emerged from the cell soma, with subsequent branches
radiating in all directions. MS neurons had smooth primary dendrites with increasing
spin density on secondary and distal segments. Although the density of cellular im-
pregnation varied from case to case, more impregnated neurons appeared in control
than in the PD group. Medium spiny neurons were always the most prevalcnt cell type
in the striatum and were distributed equally between the putamen and caudate nu-
cleus. Many dendrites and most axon segments had irregular contours with focal
swellings.

For both control and Parkinson's disease brain, we identified five populations of
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atrophic cells (FIGURES 1 and 2). In Alzheimer's brain, there was also a trend towards
a decrease in the total dendritic length of MS neurons of the striatum; however, this
was not significantly different from controls (FIGURE 2).

Brown reaction product localizing the antiserum against tyrosine hydroxylase was
found both in perikarya and processes of medium-sized neurons of the pars compacta
of the substantia nigra and in small-sized neurons of the ventral tegmental area of
Tsai. These neuron populations correspond respectively to the A9 and Al0 cell groups
described by Dahlstrom and Fuxe " in the rodent. Immunoreactive fibers of the nigro-
striatal and mesolimbic dopamine systems course dorsomedially from these nuclei
towards the midline and they ascend as part of the medial forebrain bundle to the
striatum or cortex (or both). Qualitative examination shows that while the staining
intensity of A9 and AI0 neurons is not significantly different between control and
Alzheimer's diseased brain, there is a significant difference in the size of AI0 neurons.
As shown in FIGURE 3, there is a significant decline in the mean cross-sectional area
of AI0 neurons, while the mean cross-sectional area of A9 neurons remains unchanged.
If Alzheimer's patients are divided into cases without EPS and cases with EPS, the
mean cross-sectional areas of A9 cells are significantly different. Similarly, AI0 neurons
from Alzheimer's cases with EPS showed the most significant reduction in mean cross-
sectional area. The observations, though, are quite preliminary because the number
of patients studied is limited. Nevertheless, these observations support the concept
that specific neural substrates may underlie disease heterogeneity.

DISCUSSION

These data show that there is a significant regression of dendritic arbors of medium
spiny neurons in Parkinson's disease. Whether this apparent failure of growth is directly
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related to the loss of dopaminergic afferent fibers or other projection neuron systems
from the cortex and thalamus to therc ncur'.ns is not known. However, transneuronal
degeneration of target neurons resulting from lesions of afferent inputs has been reported
in a number of systems. In addition, because it has been shown that the medium spiny
neurons now represent a principal target population for dopaminergic afferents,"s our
data provide a morphological basis for the reduction of dopaminergic postsynaptic
binding sites that have been reported in Parkinson's disease. 6 In addition, our findings
may provide a morphological basis for the progressive nature of Parkinson's disease,
as well as for the ultimate failure of L-dopa therapy. It may be suggested that surviving
cells are still able to alter their dendritic arbor during the initial stages of the disease
and thus respond to drug therapy. Furthermore, as the disease progresses, neuronal
death increases and there is a significant decrease in the number of neurons to which
dopaminergic precursors may interact. This, of course, results in the ultimate failure
of drug therapy.

Disease-correlated changes in the AIO but not A9 neurons in Alzheimer's disease
suggest that AD has a differential effect on selected cell populations of dopamine-
containing neurons of the midbrain that have been shown to project to different regions
of the striatum and cortex. Previous studies using retrograde transport of the horse-
radish peroxidase have shown that neurons of the substantia nigra project topographi-
cally to the neostriatum and cortex.-7 Because it is known that mesolimbic nigrostri-
atal systems play an important role in motor and cognitive functioning, it is suggested
that the differential effect of age-correlated changes and subsets of dopamine neurons
of the midbrain may, in part, underlie the wide range of motor functions and cognitive
deficits that have been associated with Alzheimer's disease. In addition, if our prelimi-
nary observations hold, a change in the A9 neurons in Alzheimer's disease cases with
EPS will indicate that specific neural substrates may define disease heterogeneity.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER

D. MORGAN (University of Southern California, Los A;;grhes, CA): We have re-
cently analyzed 180 samples of caudate putamen from Alzheimer's disease and in con-
trol patients and basically support everything you said - that is, the change in the dopa-
mine system both postsynaptically and presynaptically is extremely small and probably
not statistically significant in Alzheimer's disease.

R. HAMtLL (University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, Rochester,
NY): If you look in the literature, there are reports of dopamine receptors being al-
tered in the striatum in Alzheimer's disease; however, a lot of times the patient popula-
tion for that study is not entirely clear. On the other hand, in many other studies,
there is not much of a change reported at all.

MORGAN: We see absolutely no change of D2 or DI receptors in Alzheimer's dis-
ease. As I said, we have 180 samples from five different sources, so there is probably
a 2007o loss in dopamine and a 5007o loss in serotonin in that area, but there is nothing
that would account for any major motor side effect.



PART VI. POSTER PAPERS

Aged Mice Show More Severe
Motor Deficits and Morphological

Changes following MPTP Treatment
than Their Younger Counterpartse

M. GUPTAb AND B. K. GUPTA

Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy
University of Rochester School of Medicine

Rochester, New York 14642

Aging is associated with decreased dopamine levels in the striatum.' This decrease is
markedly enhanced in patients with Parkinson's disease,2 which is a neurodegenera-
tive disorder of elderly humans characterized by degeneration of the nigrostriatal
dopaminergic and other monoaminergic systems. McGeer et al.3 reported that sub-
stantia nigra neurons diminish in number with age, thereby leading to diminished levels
and synthesis of dopamine in terminal fields. MPTP is known to cause destruction
of the nigrostriatal dopamine system in humans, in nonhuman primates, and in ro-
dents.4 -' The present study was undertaken to investigate whether MPTP treatment
in aged mice, when superimposed upon the normal age-related alterations in some
monoamine systems, results in more severe damage to the nigrostriatal system and
other dopaminergic systems. Male C57BL/6 mice at 2 and 21 months of age were in-
jected intraperitoneally with serial doses of MPTP at 15 mg/kg body weight. Mice
were sacrificed by decapitation. The brains were removed and processed for fluores-
cence histochemistry using the sucrose-potassium phosphate-glyoxylic acid (SPG)
method."

Aged mice treated with MPTP showed marked motor dysfunction characterized
by a striking paucity of movements, a stiffness of hind limbs, and an initial resting
tremor of the whole body. Such symptoms were either less evident or not present in
the young adults treated with MPTP. Neuroanatomical studies revealed a decreased
number of fluorescent cell bodies in the substantia nigra pars compacta in both the
young adult and aged mice (FIouSES la-d). In addition, there was a marked reduction
in the number and intensity of fluorescent dopaminergic cell bodies in the ventral teg-
mental area in treated aged mice, whereas this region remained unaltered in the treated
young mice (FIGuREs 2a-d). These studies suggest that aged mice are more sensitive
to MPTP treatment than the young adult counterparts and show more severe motor
deficits and neuroanatomical changes following MPTP treatment.

a This work was supported by USPHS Grant Nos. RO3-MH41435 and R23-NS24291.
b Current address: Department of Psychiatry, Louisiana State University School of Medicine,

Shreveport, Louisiana 71130,
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FIGURE 1. Sections through the substantia nigra from (a) control young adult mouse, (b) MPTP-
treated young adult, (c) 21-month-old normal control, and td) MPTP-treated 21-month-old mouse.
All were processed for fluorescence histochemistry using the SPG method. Large arrows in FIGURES
la and Ic point to fluorescent perikarya in the dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra
pars compacta. Also, note the presence of fluorescent processes (large arrowheads). The number
and intensity of fluorescence in the treated animals (FIGURES lb and ld) appear to be reduced
(small arrows). In addition, the 21-month-old animals show a large amount of granular lipofuscin
pigment (small arrowheads). M = Medial and L = Lateral, which point to the orientation for all
the photomicrographs. FIGU RES la and lb are magnified x 106, while FIGURES Ic and Id are mag-
nified X212. (The whole figure, though, is reduced to 55%.)

FIGURE 2. Sections through the ventral tegmental area from (a) control young adult mouse,
(b) MPTP-treated young adult, (c) 21-month-old normal control, and (d) MPTP-treated 21-month-
old mouse. Note the presence of a large number of fluorescent profiles (large arrows) and processes
(large arrowheads) in the young adult control (FIGURE Ia) and in the MPTP-treated group (FIGURE
Ib). The 21-month-old group shows a large amount of lipofuscin pigment (small arrowheads)
in both the control and treated group. The 21-month-old treated animals also show reduced in-
tensity and number of fluorescent cell bodies (small arrows) compared to the control aged animals
(x 106). (The whole figure, though, is reduced to 5507o.)
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Tendon Reflexes in the Aged
GARY KAMEN AND DAVID M. KOCEJA

Motor Control Laboratory
Indiana University

Bloomington, Indiana 47405

Previous reports of neurological examinations in older adults indicated that these pa-
tients usually exhibited a less vigorous tendon reflex than younger individuals.' 2 How-
ever, deVries et al.' measured the Achilles tendon reflex and obtained no significant
difference between the young and old groups. This report presents the first of a series
of experiments designed to determine the quality of segmental reflex function in Oide
adults.

Subjects consisted of nine aged (mean age = 72.5 years) and ten college-age (mean
age = 25.4 yearr) subjects. Patellar tendon reflexes were tested while the subject was
seated, blindfolded, and listening to music through headphones. The tendon tap stimulus
was delivered using a rubber-tipped solenoid capable of delivering a blow that was
supramaximal for the reflex response. Consistent force taps were assured by monitoring
the output of a piezoelectric force transducer mounted in series with the solenoid.
Reflex force was measured by strain gauges mounted on a plate piaced in front of
the ankle. In addition to the assessment of the right leg patellar tendon reflexes, a
conditioning stimulus was applied to the left patellar tendon using an identical sole-
noid apparatus, which was followed by a test reflex stimulus applied to the right patellar
tendon at intertap intervals of 0, 25, 50, 75, 150, and 300 ms. Peak force and contrac-
tion time (CT), which is the interval between reflex force onset and maximal reflex
force, were recorded on a pen recorder.

Tendon reflex force was 5707o higher in the old than in the young subjects (p < 0.05).
CT was also longer in the old (79.0 ms) than in the young (74.6 ms) subjects (p <
0.05). Therefore, the aged subjects produced a greater force over a longer period of time.

The conditioning reflex stimulus applied to the contralateral patellar tendon af-
fected the right tendon reflex at both short and long intertap intervals. At short laten-
cies (about 25 ms), there was a depression of the tendon reflex. At longer latencies
(75 and 150 ms), an enhancement of the tendon reflex was observed. This enhance-
ment was especially great in the old subjects at 150 ms following the conditioning
stimulus.

There are two important observations that can be made from these data. First,
aged individuals with no clinical neurological deficit manifest greater patellar tendon
reflexes than young subjects; and, second, long latency responses to a contralateral
conditioning stimulus are different in the two subject groups. At present, we have not
determined whether the differences in the control tendon reflex can be attributed to
age-related neuromuscular or connective tissue changes, or whether the long latency
response is of spinal or supraspinal origin. However, these findings show that the con-
ditioned tendon reflex protocol, in concert with other experimental strategies, may
be useful in examining reflex function in aged individuals.
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FIGURE 1. Peak reflex force during the control (right tendon reflex ony trasad durig the
trials in which a tendon tap stimulus was applied to the contralateral leg prior to a test stimulus
in the right leg. Note that the reflex force was always greater in the old than in the young subjects.
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A Methodology for Assessing
Central Determinants of Behavioral
Motor Control in the Aging Adult

DARRYL A. CRABTREE

Department of Health and Nutrition Services
Center for Health Promotion

University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221-0022

Decline in the control of one's movement is apparent with age. Such decline exerts
a negative impact upon daily work, leisure, and self-esteem. Any research that can
improve the diagnostic, prognostic, and evaluative expertises of geriatric clinicians and
that can lay the foundation for interventions that may impede this detrimental decline
should be a major priority for the aging adult.

Peripheral factors such as decreased integrity of the PNS and reduced strength,
flexibility, and endurance play integral roles in such decline. Overt motor disorders
often implicate specific motor areas of the CNS, such as the motor cortex, premotor
cortex, basal ganglia, red nucleus, cerebellum, and pyramidal and extrapyramidal tracts.
However, motor decline also may be the result of generalized aging of the CNS.

Therefore, an apparent need exists for the development of a safe, noninvasive meth-
odology for assessing what may be termed as "behavioral motor c",trol". Operation-
ally, this construct may be thought of as the percursive influence of psychological
information-processing mechanisms on motor output. The ability to measure behavioral
motor control could have a positive impact on the understanding of "normalcy" in
aging. If so, a criteria then would exist that could enhance the expertises of geriatric
clinicians in their diagnostic, prognostic, and evaluative work with "abnormal aging"
and dementia.

The development of such an innovative assessment methodology is a major pri-
ority at the University of Cincinnati Center for Health Promotion. The Battery of
Behavioral Motor Control is being designed to assess the central determinants of be-
havioral motor control in the elderly. The battery uses motor response data from 20
test items to assess neurobehavioral mechanisms that are precursive to motor output.
The battery is comprehensive in that it tests numerous information-processing mecha-
nisms. The battery is balanced in that each information mechanism is assessed separately
with regard to its temporal and spatial parameters. The battery is discriminative in
that it separates central from peripheral control and maximizes the among-subject
variance.

A long-range research agenda has been initiated. All protocols and instrumenta-
tion have been completed, validation research is under way, and the establishment of
standardized norms are to begin soon. The assessment methodology will help to pro-
vide behavioral markers of normal aging, which will, in turn, facilitate improved
(I) diagnoses of abnormal aging, (2) "staging" and prognoses of the diseases of ab-
normal aging, and (3) criteria for evaluation of biomedical and behavioral interven-
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tions. Clinical data from cross-sectional and longitudinal studies (made possible with
the use of validated protocols, instrumentation, and normative measures) will provide
a discriminant analysis data base invaluable to the geriatric clinician. Furthermore,
the instruments and protocols of this battery will be studied with the elderly as pos-
sible means of rehabilitation, remediation, and maintenance of the functional status
of these precursive central determinants of motor control.
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of patients studied is limited. Nevertheless, these observations support the concept
that specific neural substrates may underlie disease heterogeneity.

DISCUSSION

These data show that there is a significant regression of dendritic arbors of medium
spiny neurons in Parkinson's disease. Whether this apparent failure of growth is directly
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